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International  Railway  Safety  Conference 
21 - 23 May 1997 

Lucerne 

Welcome address I 

Dear delegates, 
dear participants, 

With great pleasure I welcome you to the 8th International Railway  Safety 
Conference, in the heart of Switzerland.  The opportunity  of  the 150 th birth- 
day of Swiss  Railways  presents  a special reference to safety issues: 
without the safety  awareness of railwaymen/-women  and the classical fail- 
safe  approach in railway signalling and operations, such a jubilee  could 
not be  celebrated. 

Although railways  are  ranged  among the safest modes of transport, the 
challenge to held  and improve permanently the safety level will keep up, 
because of deregulation of  the railway industry, increased pressure for 
cosffeffectivness of safety measures,  change of organizations and comple- 
xer system mechanisms. 

Therefore,  the  conference provides a unique platform to exchange the 
"state of the art" or "best practise" in  all main  features like management 
and trade-union committment, risk identification and  assessment, incident 
and accident investigation and integrated  safety-management  apporach. 

I thank you very  much for  your precious and  valuables contributions  to 
share lessons crosssing borders of companies, countries and continents. 
All Railways need i f  to improve their competitivness! 

Please,  receive  my  best wishes for enriching dabates and an excellent 
journey in Switzerland. 

P.-A. Urech 
General  Director Infrastructure 
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SBB CFF  FFS 

Ladies and  Gentlemen 
Dear Experts and Friends  from all over the world 

1. Welcome 

Swiss  Railroads  are in operation  since 1847; they deliver an excellent service 
for 150 years1 
This anniversary is  a  unique chance  to  make  everybody  aware of the  wide  pro- 
gram of public transportation. Even though the Swiss  are - behind  the Japane- 
se - the most  active Railroad-users in the world there is a lot of work to  be done 
to improve our  image and  senwe, to create more goodwill and  to prove our 
potential as a springboard into  the  future  of  our country. 
The Swiss  Railroads - the SBB  is part of it - are very active  this year in 
organising special Railroad-oriented events  and  programs to  attract  old and 
new customers. 

2. Prologue 

Before I concentrate  on  my  subject "A new  Approach  in Safety-Management'' 
I would like to  give some figures  on  the performance of  the  Swiss Railroad 
companies. 
There are  roughly 60 Railroad Companies in Switzerland using 5000 kilometres 
of track (Standard- and narrow-gage). 
The SBB  own 3000 kilometres of track and  800 stations. We handle  720'000 
passengers per  day in different categories of trains such as Eurocity-Trains, In- 
tercity-Trains, Interregional Trains  as  well  as local- and S-Bahn Trains. This re- 
presents 10% of our population. 
The same  network is handling 200'000 tons of freight per laborday, half/half in 
nationalhnternational traffic. 
32'000 employees are responsible  for a smooth efficient, on-time-operation day 
and night, 365 days per year. 
Our trains run fully electric. 

2 



The average number of trains per  day and  line is 110 with a maximum of 450 
trains per  day. 
We are a great little running Railroad with impressive figures; we get quite good 

scores from our  customers, 
. . . . with the exception of the field of Safety/Security! 

3 



SBB CFF FFS 

3. Safety  on  the job 

3.1 How it  all began.. . 

In 1994 we had  a concentrati on of fatal  and lethal accidents. 
As a  consequence our  headquarters decided a new  approach in order to turn 
around  our safetykecurity-performance with the concentration on safety on  the 
job. 
It was evident to cooperate  with  the world-wide well accepted experts of Du- 
Pont/SEMS (Safety and  Environmental  Management Services). Following the 
analysis  and the assessment of the existing situation concerning safety on the 
job there was the planing of the procedure. 

The Swiss Federal Railways  were fast learners and set their own demanding 
objectives: 
- all accidentshjuries can be eliminated 
-the health and physical as  well psychical integrity of our employees has  top 

- Safety management is a top-down-affair and is everybody's business 
- Safety is to be equally treated as other business parameters like productivity, 

- reduction of job-related accidents add  to  the availibility of human resources 
- reduction of job-related accidents helps cut costs of productivity 
- reduction of job-related accidents improve image as transportation company 

priority 

finances, punctuality, etc. 

and  as  an  employer. 

3.2 Our  means and programs  to  reach  our  objectives in 1995196 

Management  Seminars 

- Introduction into Safety-management 
- Integration of SafetyEecurity-concerns into "daily" business and equal 

treatment 

4 



SBB CFF FFS 

- Formation of Safety  engineers (supervisors, experts) on all levels 
- Formation of Safety  organisations 
- Running of some 100 management  seminars led by experienced instructors 

of DuPonVSEMS. 

2500 employees of the SBB  got  their  excellent training starting from the 
top/director all the way  to the foreman  in the field. 

The main  subjects  of the semlnars  are 
- "Behavioural therapy": How  to  deal  with  Safety 
- Promotion of the conviction that  more than 90% of accidents are man-made 
- Strengthen the sense of the employee's personal responsibility for himself  as 

- Strengthen  of "Vorbild" - setting the example 
- Behaviour in Safety  is part of personal qualification. 
- The traininig is practical, repetitive  and efficient as it is man-  and less  job- 

well as the people around  and reporting to him 

oriented. 

Communication 

- Creation of Corporate identity:  Safety pin/Safety first 
- Introduction of companywide  monthly safety performance charts 
- Introduction of train-, yard-  and construction-service manual in Comic-Style  (in 

- Running of campaigns with one topic at a time: personal  protective 
3 languages) 

equipmenVorange  safety  jacket, hard head,  goggles, safety shoes,  etc. 
We  use  wordless pictograms; this  is  an  easy  way to  reach  all our employees 
independent  from  their 20 languages! 

- Publication of important knowledge  and positive (and negative) performances. 



4. The  first  "successes" 

All employees  by  now  know: 

- Safety  is  the primary concern  and continuing responsibility of each supervisor 
and employee alike 

- Through such concern we protect each other, minimize accidents and  empha- 
size the fact that our employees  are  our  most important and precious asset. 

- Safety is part of the quality of the product 
- Safety-committees and Safety-experts are active through-out our company 
- Good Safety-management  helps reduce costs. 

Investments into Safety- and Securityprojects become easier to  be financed. 
Safety  and  Security is "socially acceptable" and is part of basic training of em- 
ployees. 

Our results 1994-96: 

When we started with DuPont in middle 1994 we registered around 12 on-the- 
job-accidents per 100 employees  per year. The off-the-job rate was  16. 
Today, 2 years  later we can  report: 

~~ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~  _____~ _____~ ~~~~ ~ 

- the accidents on the job went  down 28%! 
-the days-off  went down 29%! 

5.  Targets  for  the  near  future 

Per  end of 1997 we  want  to  reach: 
- Reduction of accidents on the job down  to 6 accidents  per 100 employees  per 

- Reduction of accidents off-the-job;  summer  campaign: hard  head for bikers 
year; this equals 50% of the 1994-figure. 

and  skaters 

6 



SBB CFF FFS 

- Continuous training of train-, yard and construction-men with support of Du- 
Ponts well-known STOP (Safety Training and Observation Programm) 

- inprove Safety-management and establlsh our  own internal training programs 
with the help of SBB-own crew of trainerdexperts, moderators and coordina- 
tors commited to Safety. 

The success as  of today  has  motivated  our top management to set aside  the 
money  and plan the time to  push through this ambitious program. 

6. Epilogue 

Our business is transportation and  we  will  stay in business as long as ship- 
pers  and travellers can  be  assured arriving at destination safe, undamaged 
and on time. 
Safety is vital  for  efficient transportation; we try harder to further improve our 
business. 
We will involve all our  employees so that they will understand our ultimate 
objective and will go for it. 

Thank you for  your attention. 
Hafe a safe day! 

7 
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INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY SAFETY COhTERENCE: 21-23 MAY 1997 

WORK ON TRACK - TBE BRITISH EXPERIEXCE 

S S J Robertson, EM Chief Inspector of Railways. I-lealth ci: Ssfrty Ercc~~tive,  UK 

TRF STRUCTURE OF RAILWAYS Lhr; GREAT BRITAI3 

The rail industry iF. Great Britain has undergone a period of rapid and si-gjficant change 

Services which for  more than 40 years had been  provided by a single vertically integrated 

state-owned  corporatioq Britlsh Rui, are now  being suppiled jeintly hy more than o n e  

hundred units in the private sector 

The most radical change in the  new  structure was the  separation kom 1 April 1994 of 

inf?astructure provision and management from train operations. A new company, Railtrack 

now pSvatised, owns a d  rnaneges the vast mjorit): of :rack,  signalling and o?her  operational 

infras.crucrure of Britzn's rdk-ays  Over Blir;y sfparale corr,panies h ~ v c .  bcen created IO 

operate  passenger and freisht sen :ccs, each ot':vixch rnuzt p q  Pdikrxk for the use of track, 

signalling and traction  current 

hfaintenmce, renewai  and modemisation ofrai!way mfrzsircc?dre is in the harrds of newly 

privztised companies formed &em British RaXs engineehg a n x ,  sup$emecred by several 

other  private  sector cenmctors Thus there r-e over 30 difierenr colnpanirs regularly 

working on the track, many operating  on-track plant and macfiines 

€EM -WAY INSPECTORATE 

The Inspectorate was founded in 1840, follouifig a sqgestion by George Stephenson to 

inspect the  burgeonhg private railwzys of the tline and to repon to the government on their 

activities. Today  the  Inspectorate, as part of the H d t h  and Safety Executive,  continues the 

task of improving safety for passengers and workers alike, by inspecting  new works, 

investigating accidents and analysing safety performance. The Inspectorate is responsible  for 



the enforcement of health and safety legislation, and its inspectors  have a wide range of 

powers, including issue ofimprovepent and prohibition  notices, and initiation  of  prosecutions 

for breaches of legislation. 

The Railway Industry Advisory Committee (RIAC) was firs( established in I978 to advise on 

n~aners relating to health and safety within the rad industiy hfembers are nominated by 

employers and trades unions, and the Chairman is the Chief Inspector of Railways With 

railway plivatisaiion,  this Committee has taken 2 higher profile, and now includes 

representation of Railtracl; train  companies md contracrors in place of the  previous  British 

Rail membership 

TR4CK SAmTS : B.4CKGROllND 

At the opening o f  rhe Liverpool and h.Zancllester Raikxay in 1530, a  local hlember of 

Parliament, William Huskisson, was struck d o w  by a locomotive, after he had lefl his train to 

walk across the track to speak to the  Duke of M’ellington. This early fatality is typical of  the 

accidents  that  have occuned to thousands of railway workers  since  rhat  date. 

By the end of the last cenruv, when the r a h q s  1n Bnt2:n had made hug? advaaces in safety 

measures for  pessengers. some high risks to r a h a y  workers were recogised in the Statutoq 

Rules and Orders  mede in 1902 under powers of the Railway  Employr~nient (Prevention  of 

Accidents) Act 1900. These Rules included the requirement thdr the railways provide men or 
apparatus to give waning of the  approach of trains to g2ngs repairing or relaying the track 

KO other  statutory duties applied to these risks uxil the Healrh and Safety af Kork etc Act 

1974, which requires employers to take measdres to ensure  the  health  and  safety of their 

employees “so far as is reasonably pratticabie ” This implies a form of risk assessment to 

ensure that the measures taken to remove a hzmd or reduce the risk from it are in proportion 

to the level of that risk. 

It quickly became  apparent that there were reasonably practicable steps  that needed to be 
adopted to  reduce the high level ofaccidents then still  appfying to track workers. lndeed the 



fatd accident rate was  comparable to that  for workers in apparently more hazardous industries 

such as mining and construction 

British Rail undertook a number of initiatives,  Including  development of warning systems, 

improved safety management systems, and increased training and competency requirements. 

m 4 C K  SAFETY:  PRINCIPLES 

In order to improve funher, In a structured manner, WAC has prodl;ced  a guidance docurnenl 

"Railway Safety. the prevention of risk to workers on h e  irack" 

The document lays down rhe fourteen principles.  under fi\e headings 

A. Remove the Risk 

b. the  work site should be fenced of from any track  remairing  open to 

trains; 

c. safe means of access to a seprated site should be provided, separated if 

possible from any track in use. 



Principle 3 Where it is not reasonably practicable to  stop  or diveri trains, opportxlnities for 

access to the  track  should be  provided  between  train movements where 

practicable  Methods of using those opportunities safely, by formal and 

recorded  arrangements, supported by sultable prorecti1.e measures, should be 

daised and installed 

€3. Work in Trafiic: Protective Systems 

Principle 4 

Principle 5 

a 

b 

C 

Principle 6 

B 

b 

Principie 7 

_.SLW,. .n 

Where it is not reasonably pracrlcable IO separare the work from rumuns [rains, 

people who need to work on or ne2r the track uill need IO be prolccted by a 

system that gives adeyualt. wal~uz~g ofl!lc approad> ofrr:lins 

They must receive appropriate rraining,  refieshed ar sbitable infervals, and 

compret~ensive infonnalion 10 eqdip the:;] io bchave sddy  

People with additional responsibility of others shculd receive additional training 

and carry a certificate of competency 

Safe means of access to the track should be provided and maintained 

Where people may be on or near the track cpen to the passage of trains,  places 

of safety should be provided and  maintained. 

Information from which safety on the track can be planned should be provided 

in a convenient and comprehensible form to  everyone who needs it. 

4 



C. Safety  Systems to Warn of Trains 

Principle 8. Where reasonably practicable, automatic warning systems  should be  provided 

using technology of signalling-safety  integrity The use of human vidance i s  

an inferior approach 

a wear a clear means of iden:dicaGon 

Principle 10 The safety of an  individual or  group at nsk *ill need to he planned  and 

managed by a responsible person  \bho  should i n  zddwm 10 the requirements 

contained in principle 5 .  

a xear a clear  means  of identifiwtion 

Principal 1 I .  The ssfe system of work w i l l  need to inciode prox-ision of sufficient warning 

time to enable those at work to clear the track of ol~s!t~uctinns and move to a 

place  of safety. 

Principal 12. On receipt of any warning, people \ d l  need to immediately move to a place cf 

safety leaving the track  safe, and  acknowledging the w r i n g  

D. Further Cortsiderations 

Principle 13. Approaching trains should be mnspicuous to people on the track, and people 

on the track should be conspicuous to the drivers of trains, but  audible 

warnings from trains should not be relied upon for safety. 



E. Management of Health and Safety 

a planned and recol-ded monitoring of the correct apyllcation of the safety 

systems, 

b. recording and inve3tigation of  aczldents and  near'  misses, 

C. encouraging rhe izpofling of near  misses in 2 full &qd frank manner, 

d having systems to implansnt necessary changes 10 rhe sdety systems 

revealed by any of the above 

APPLYKKG THE PRIXCIPLES 

In 1992 British Ra i l  initiated an in depth siudy of safety of workers on rhe line A senior 

manager re-analysed in depth dl rata1 accidents to workers on the line.  and studled  practice in 

other counrries A report was prepared which made a senes of recomnendations  requiring 

significant changes in methods of  work znd :ailway operations. This work culminated in 

changes to the systems of work, which were irnplernenied on 22 April 1995, and applied the 

principles detailed in the MAC publication. 

( 

These changes introduced  the concept ofRed and Green Zones for work on the  track with 
clear requirements for each. In both cases, a Person I I  Charge of Work (PICOW) is the 

person responsible for planning and managing matters associated with the track safety of those 

in his group (Principles 10 and 11). 
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A comprehensive new  Track  Safety Handbook is issued, on a personal basis, to a l l  PICOWS 

and those who hold a Personal Track Safety Cerrificate. 

RED ZONE 

Red Zone working involves the provision  of systems (Principle 4). to provide  warning  of 

approaching trains, le lookouts (Principle 9) and/or technical warnins  systems (Princ~ple 8) 

Red Zone working is not permiss~ble dwmz !he boors of darhless uniess technical warning 

systems are used or special arrangements are n a d e  IO reduce rhe specd oi'trains Safe0 

management arrangements (Principles 6 and 7) need to be in place for any Red Zone Working 

dill staEhave to be trained and certified to %ark on the track, and  hold a Persond Track 

Safety Certificate (Principle 5 )  

GREEN ZONE 

X Green Zone is one in which work is segre2a:ed from trains This is achieved by one of two 

methods 

When trains are not mnnin_e at a i 1  on the lines concerned, csually cndrr ensheers possession 

(F'rinciple 1)  or' 

When the  work is segregated from trains when the line  is open ic traffic (Penciples 2 and 3) 

The procedures allow for  this t o  be achieved by one of three methods- 

a. Safeguarded - U%ere arrangements are made by the PICOW for movements to 

be stopped 011 all Iines These arrangements inckadc- 

i. Use of a track circuit operating device to occupy the track circuit and 

hold signals at red in areas of track circuit block. 



.. 
11. Disconnection of signals by suitably qualified staff thereby maintaining 

signals at red. 

. .. 
UI Signals  replaced to red by the  signalman  with the provlslon of 

handsignalmen ar the protecting signal as a renlindcr 

iv Emergency protection applled by the signalrnan v:t:ich involves 

repiacement  of  signals to danser but does not ~equire any of the 

procedures outlined above This  is  only a>ai!zble \*,hen h~tiatcd by the 

signzlman. 

b Fenced - Where the PICOW ananges for temporary fencing to be erected 

between the site of work and the nearest line open to movements 

c. Separated - Where there must be a distance between the site of work end the 

nearest line  remaining open to movements of at lean 2 metres, and a  Site 

Warden is appointed to waln anybody strayng towards rhe pie-detennixd safe 

limit The Site \Yarden requires to be trained, cen3ca:ed and provided with a 
nlems of\.isud idectificatlon 

Wherever possible, Green Zone working is required, in view of the inherently greater sdety 

provided. 

The changes of April 1995 were significant  and far reaching A review cmied out by 

Railway Inspectorate early in 1996 revealed that in many areas implementation was falling 

sllort ofexpectations. A report was produced which  identified the following problem areas;- 

a. Red Zone wor!&g requirements were not well defined on site, and were thus 

open to interpretation. 
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b The availability of Green Zones  depended on the  time intervals  between trGns, 

and, in areas with an intensive sewice, it was  unlikely that they  would be 

grancrd for maintenance  under traditionil mangemcnts 

C In many cases, PICOWS were caqing  forward previous practices to work Red 

Zone  for routine maintenance work, in thc absence of  guidance on  ways  of 

obtaining Green Zones. 

IMRl made the following recommendarrons 

a a conunon understandmg must exlsr tboughout Ihe industry of the 

requirements relaled :o Green Zone working 

b routes and train services should  be erdnmrd to de!ermine rhe avajlab~lity of 

Green Zone working and  these shou!d be docunlented 

C. risk assessment techniques shouid be  used IO assess the comparable  hazards  of 

Red and Green Zone working 

d Staff resources in relation 10 Green 2or.e OpponUtIiKieS should be examined 

e. Monitorins should be initiated wiih the ain of maximising aEd promoting the 

use of Green Zone working 

The recommendations were discussed with Raihrack, contractors and trade unions 

Railtrack has expended considerable ef€iin in documenting the availability of Green Zones,  and 

in preparing h e  procedures to reinforce the facilitation of Green Zone workjng and these 

have  been introduced during April 1997. Eo\? Railway Inspectorate wiil monitor progress. 
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Through the foram o f a  group comprising of representuives of  the industry, hown as the 

Track Safety Review Group, a number of systems are being  trialled wirh a view to reducing 

dependency wherever possible on human  systems  (Principle 8).- 

b. Safetrack - radio  bzsed lighrweighr rrack warning  sksrem for work groups 

Potentia! areas of corxern to IE\I Railway  Ins;.ectnra:e, in relation to track safety, includes.- 

b. The use of part-time or multl-furxtional staff, whose a+ork in the railway 

erivironmeni forms only a snd!  pa^ of tl~rir working Jvar. 

C. The geographical mobility of  companies' activities, thereby losing the benefit of 

focal famiIiarity hitherto a feature of track work 

d. Fitness standards and  safety  competencies, Le. PTS and PiCOW 

e. Competencies related l~skilis required for the work. 

f. Anangenlents for  updating documentation relative to work procedures. 



11. Provision of adequate welfare facliities 2nd personnel p ~ o : x l ~ v e  equipment 

I 1  
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Reducing Human Errors at Level  Crossings in Sweden 

Sweden has 9600 level  crossings, 1100 of which  have  full  barriers, 1000 have  half 
barriers and 700 have  lights  and bells. When the  speed of the  railway  exceeds 160 kmlh, 
the protective  measure  is  full  barriers with an  obstruction  detector. When speeds  exceed 
200 kmm, level  crossings  are  not allowed in  Sweden. 

Research  and  development  in  the 70s  pointed  out  that  the  accident quota was higher at 
crossings with lights and  bells than  at other  crossings.  Lights  and  bells  are  not  always  a 
bad  choice,  but in many  locations they are  not  appropriate. A decision was taken  to 
convert lights and bells into barrier  protection  or to  close  such  crossings  altogether 
wherever possible. The  objective  for 1994 was to  convert  or  close  crossings with a 
Traffic Flow Product  (trains x cars) exceeding 1600 per day.  The  reduction of crossings 
with lights and bells has been successful and  for  the  year 2004 the  objective  is  to 
convert or close  such  crossings where the TFP exceeds IOOO. 

Measures  have  also  been  taken  to  improve  barrier  protection. Tests have  been  conducted 
with rumble strips, reflector gantries, elevated signals and hanging reflectors. A techni- 
cal  evaluation of signals  equipped with Light Emirting  DiodF (LED) is  currently  in 
progress. 

Rumble  strips  proved  unsuccessful.  The  reason being that  drivers  often  zigzagged  into 
the exit lane to avoid the strips. There  were  no  strips  on the exit lanes  due  to the risk of 
cars braking after the  crossing  causing  rear  end collisions. Rumble  strips  could be a 
possible  solution only if traffic  islands  separate  entrance  and  exit  lanes. 

Reflector  gantries  and  elevated signals have been evaluated at one  particular  crossing. A 
video  camera  registered  the traffk in three different  studies.  The  first  study was con- 
ducted  before  the  reflector  gantries were installed.  The  next  study  was  conducted when 
the  gantries were installed and the last study when additional  elevated  signals  were  in- 
stalled. By analysing  the  video tapes, the  road  speed  and  the  braking  point  could be 
calculated and the  stop  signal  obedience  observed.  When  the  reflector  gantries  and 
elevated  signals had been installed, drivers were able  to  detect  the  crossing  at  an  earlier 
stage - which was  also the intention.  However,  the test was conducted  in  a  small  village 
where  almost  everybody  knew that  if the  warning  started,  the  barriers  could be down  for 
a time which many considered too long. The result of the  extra  equipment  was  that 
many  drivers  increased  their speed and disobeyed  the  stop  signal  aiming to pass  through 
the  crossing  before  the  barriers were lowered. 

Hanging reflectors are  used  to enhance the visibility of the  barrier  in  order to  reduce  the 
risk of barrier collisions. In Sweden the influence of (wet)  snow  must be  taken  into  con- 
sideration.  Red and yellow plastic bars with  a  reflecting  material  are used. No evaluation 
has  been done. Some  problems  with  vandalism  of reflectors have  arisen. 

Signals  currently  in  use do not comply with  the  Road Administration’s requirements  for 
regular  traffk lights. Due to a limited battery  power  backup,  it is not  possible  to  install 
lights  with  greater  brightness. However, the development of new  light  emitting  diods 
has  opened  up new possibilities of improving  brightness and is now  under  technical 
evaluation. LEDs are 4 times  brighter than regular  lights with the  same  energy  consurnp- 
tion and comply with the  Road Administration’s requirements. No specific  behavioural 
research is planned but fewer accidents are  expected. 
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Level  Crossings- 

,Results of various measures taken to 
reduce human:erroiSaflevelcro;ssings 

Olle  Momen 
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Number  of  Crossings  in  Sweden 

l eez lnep  leaa 
Fullbarriers 1100 lm 1400 

Half barriers 1.000 -750 400 

Lightsandbells 700"' 1550 z n a  
Unprotecwf - 6 800 .-13000 z o m  

Measures  to  Improve  Crossings 
with  Lights-and"B6lls- 

4 Lights  and bells have  the  highest number of 

4 IfTraffk Flow Product (trains x cars) > 
fatalities 

lo00 (objective for"2004) 
- closCthemssmng 
01 

., , .  

-install bamers 

Measures  to  Improve 
"~ .:Detection  ofLevelGrijssings 

+Rumble strips 
*:Reflector gantries -" 

4 Elevated  signals: 
4 HangingMecmrs 
4 Improvcd'light  sign& 
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Rumble  Strips 
E?& 
+ Strips  before  the  crossing  (entrance  lane only) 
aeylu; 
+ E v e n  zigzag  to  avoid  the  strips-.(thus 

crossing,in;the  wrong'lane) 
increasingthe risk factorwhen  entenng  the 

,. 

+ Rumblekips useful oniy when  a  traffic  is&d 
., 

separates entrance  and  exit  lanes - ow- 

Reflector  Gantries  and 
Elevated-Signals 

Reflector  Gantries 

TSk 
*when speed on railway > I60 km/h 
+Where  it  is  dfficult to detect  the  crossing 
Redti 
+ No redudion of mad. speed 
+ Perception  slightly  improved 

~. 

Stop Signal  Obedience 
,. :- , . .- ,Test results-at.a!level~crossi~ng --. 

-:(&than 1 - n  , unreasonSblewa&tlg$irne) I ' ,., 

Qantrles  and 
elevated 
81gnrl8 added 

33% 33 99 

, ,  

- xw- IO 

HangingReflectors 

IkiiIk 
+ Useful  when  +Enhances  the  visible area of the barrier 

- aossrng is difficult m detect 4 Liely to prevent  pedestrian trespassing 
- frequZntbarrier collisions 

time astoo long 
+ Not &Wwhen driveis perceive  waiting 

+ No problem w~th wetsnow 
+ Occasional vandalism on reflectors ., 
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improved  Light  Signals 

+ LEDsignals 

+ 4times brighter-with  same-energy 

+ Compli, with the Road Administration’s 

+ Feweraccidents with LED signals are 

BsdiSi 

consumption 

requirements 

expected - IWl4 .m 
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For 5 years now, the RATP has tried to quantify human  error  rate.  The fust  works  were  about 
the overrunning of a signal-at-danger and about the  errors  made by the traffic controllers of the 
Metro centralised traffic control room when re-energisiig  a section. They  were  presented in 
Angers during the International Railways Safety Seminar ‘94 

( This paper presents the work that has been done since then and the  state of the  progress of our 
thoughts. 



Reminder on the objectives of quantification 
RATP studies on quantification are still very few.  At the moment, they deal with 

the error  that  can be  blamed on the  operator, 

in the field of railway operation and  maintenance: 
operation activities, that  means directly  linked to  transport, mainly driving activities 
and maintenance of railway  installations: for example signalling  and track equipment. 

for  repetitive  tasks for the performance of which no complicated information treatment 
is needed. A regulation or a procedure  such as a check-list  must be simply applied in 
that case. 

They respond to  four main needs: 
- To know the specifics and the performance level of safety-related activities in the field 
of urban railway transport. 
- To compare  them  to 

- the generic figures in guidebooks, for example the classical Swain's tables. 
- the performance of  other companies, a good occasion  for it being the Raiiway 
Safety Seminar, 

- To follow the evolution up internally  this is the part of  safety management allocated 
to operational managers. 
- the last objective  of  this quantification is the  most ambitious and is far from  the end  
to  take into account human factors  starting  at the very beginning of the design of 
transport systems 

These kinds of  studies in the field of  human  factor  researches are the main concerns of most 
companies. 

Three  new  studies 
Three new studies are completing our works  presented in Angers. They  are all related to 
driving job but in different environments. 

( 
1. Overrunning of a stop signal on a Metro line 

In  other  words,  this  occurs  when a signal-at-danger is run past. Line 13  volunteered  for a 
new study same as the one carried  out on Line 5 two  years  ago. 

2. O v d g  of a stop signal on a RER line 
This is focusing also on the overrunning of stop signals, but on  the RER Line A, and 
especially on the furthest  parts  of the line,  which are not equipped with SACEM system. In 
fact, there is no more overrunning which can be blamed on the driver since the  SACEM 
continuous  speed  control system has been put into service at  the end  of 1988 between 
Vincennes and Nanterre. The concern of the study is about  the  western  RATP-operated 
branch, from Nanterre  to  St Germain en Laye and the  eastern  RER branches, from Boissy 
St LBger to Vincennes and from Chessy Mame-La-VdBe to  Vicennes. 

3. Shunting errors  for  work trains. Those trains are used  at night for  the maintenance of the 
track and switch gears. They are prepared during the day  at La Villette  workshop  by 
specialised drivers: foreman shunters and drivers, which are responsible for  the forming of 
trains, their movements and the loading. 



Methodology 
The general principle is the same for the three studies: a frequential approach has been used. 
We search for a probability which  is a measure: it conveys the state  of the present  situation and 
is based on  data learnt from experience. 
The probability is the  ratio between the number of recorded  errors and the number of situations 
where such an  error  can occur. 
For the Metro and the RER, the number of  errors is exactly hown thanks to the  on-board 
recording systems. Every  error is detected.  The number of  situation where an  error  can  occur, 
in other words, the  number  of  stop signals encountered by all the  drivers during the 
observation period, is evaluated statistically: the calculation is based on a poll  made on a 
sample  of drivers who have been  accompanied in the cab. 
The result is an estimation by intervals accompanied with a confidence level of 95%. 

Besides, in the case of work trains, the denominator - the number of situations where a 
shunting  error is possible - is calculated starting  from an analytical breaking  down of tasks. The 
result is an estimation by intervals linked to  the imprecision, but the  associated level of 
confidence cannot be provided. 

Results 

Details  on the methodology and the calculations are given in annexes.  Only the main results are 
provided here. 

1. Line 13 

- 17 overrunning per year on average 
- between 369000 and 737000 encountered signals-at-danger for a 95% confidence level 

This is similar to Line 5 results in terms  of human error  probabiliv between 3.10-5 and 7.10” 
with a 95% confidence level. 

2. RER line A out of SACEM zone 
(. - 10 overrunning per year on average 

- A number of encountered  stop signals signifcantly less compared to  Metro lines: between 
64000 and 98000  stop signals, 

which leads when considering only the final result to a probability of running past a stop 
signal comprised between 10.10-5 and 16.10” with a 95% level of confidence. 

3. Work train 

- 3 to 5 overrunning over  the 5 years observation period that was  retained, 
- between 82000 and 130000 elementary manoeuvres over 5 years, 
- this gives a human error probability comprised between 2.105 and 6.10-’ but without any 
level of confidence. 



Interpretation of the results 

Whereas the  results on line 13 and  work trains confirm the  results of 1994, RER figures are 
striking because they are sigmiicantly different from  the  previous values obtained  for simple 
tasks: 

- 3 to 7.10-5 for  L13 - L5, 
- 2 to 6. for  work  trains 
- 10 to 16.10” for RER 

So what can  be concluded, what is to be taken in from  these  results ? 

Can our conclusions be retained concerning human performance, which were until now: 
- no specifics linked to the various  natures ofjobs performed in safety-related activities, only a 
distinction between simple task / complex task. 
- human error probability of 3.10” for a simple task 

(provisory conclusion of the  works presented in Angers) 

At the end of those  three  additional studies, there is no fundamental reappraisal but a revision 
of  the  interpretation and use of  those figures. 

2.104 for a complex task, 

( 

The following must be retained 

1. A  rough  range 

The evaluation of human performance probability does not provide a figure with the 
associated  properties  but  only a rough quantified indication in terms of a power  of 10. 

Compared to the conclusions lo5  / simple task, lo4 / complex task,  the  gaps are qualitative 
and not quantitative: 2.105 is not twice as best as 4.10- , It IS simply best. 5 . .  

2. A value with a certain confidence level, 95 % when the random samplings are made in good 
conditions. This is a dfficult  notion  to make operational managers understand: in reality, the 
actual  figure  can be outside  the estimation interval. 

3. A figure which is very dfficult  to compare with others considering only the quantitative 
value. Comparisons must be associated with qualitative analyses on operating conditions. 

For  both  Metro lines, L13 - L5, results are similar because: 
- signalling is the same 
- driving rules are  the  same 
- Automatic Train  Operations (ATO) are  the same 

Between  Metro and RER, this is far more tricky: 
- Signalling is not exactly the same. On RER line, a stop signal is preceded  by a warning 
signal that  the driver must validate. Therefore the mental sequence  for  respecting a signal is 
not the same. 

- Using the AT0 is not possible on RER lines. 

Actually, what performance is evaluated is the human  factor in a certain  operating environment. 



Conclusion and what comes next 

At the end of this  work, RATP  confirm the importance of human factor quantification in order 
to assess the performance in terms of  safety, providing the safeguarding of  the  above 
precautions on this measure. However, as a consequence of these  results, new studies have 
been launched 

- the distinction, or more  exactly the definition  simple task / complex task is 
questioned anew at  the  moment. 

- qualitative studies are  already being carried  out with safety engineers and human 
sciences experts associated to people working in the field  in order  to  evaluate  better 
the  operating  factors that influence the  level of performance. 

But these  studies have already  led to applications, 

For operation managers, qualitative and quantitative studies lead to  concrete  actions: 
( - for drivers: safety informatiodtraining 

- on driving environment: 

improvement of  the visibility of  some signals 

rules modifications 

Concerning human  factor being integrated at the very beginning of design, quantification 
works are used for choices of design and in the apportionment of safety  targets  of  automated 
driving systems taking into account analysis of the whole system ATC + driver. 

Actually, we  can give here an example of the specification of  the  continuous  speed  control 
system which will equip RER Lines A  and B. In this specific application,  the  whole ATC/driver 
system  must respect  a safety level as least as good as SACEM, means /hour/equipment 
although it is not necessary that each one of the two  components  reach  such  a level provided 
there is no common modes. 
The design choice  was finally: the driver works with  lateral sigdhng, the  continuous  control 
system as a  protection role and is only active in case  of  a human error. 

Hence a safety target reduced to  105/104 per hour  per equipment, which means 
design/manufacturinturing/validation tools  and methods to  be used less demanding than for a target 
of in terms of time and  money. 

Finally, other  new fields of researches have been identified 

( 

- errors  put right by the  operator: man as a reliability element 
- safety in the field of maintenance and  in the management of working areas. 

Less classical methodologies should also be used bayesian techniques  for estimating data and 
bayesian networks. 



ANNEX 1 

Violation  of  a stop signal on a Metro line 

Metro line  13 Chatillon  Montrouge-St  Denis  collaborated  in  trying to quanti@ 
overmnning  of  stop  signals  by  drivers, this means  mainly  signals-at-danger. 
Line 5 Place  d’Italie-Bobigny  had  participated  in  a  similar  study  in  1992. 

Pr[running  past  a  signal-at-danger]= 
number of signal - at - danger  overrun 

Number of signals - at - danger  encountered  while  in Manual Drivmg 

(- 
The  numerator  is detected by technical  means  and is also followed  up  very 
carefully  by  operation  managers.  Therefore,  it is assessed with  great  certainty. 
This is  not  the same for the  denominator  which is determined thanks to  a 
statistical  estimation  made on a  poll. This poll is the  result  of  a  sample  made  on 
drivers  accompanied  in  their  cab  in  October 1995. 

The sample  must  be  representative  of  the  driving activity performed  every  week 
on the  entire  line, on main lines  and on secondary  lines.  Finally, a sample of runs 
was retained  and  stratified  by  interval (s t ra tum 1 : interval < 4mn, st ratum 2: 
interval 2 4mn) and  completed  with  services  with no passenger  (stratum 3: 
sidings  and  shunting). This methodology is slightly  different  from  the  one  used  for 
Line 5 study  (since the sample  was  composed  of  10% of weekly  services)  and 
has  the  advantage of reducing  poll  rate so that  data  collection is lightened. 

Results 

Numb1 
Number of 

encountered 
signals-at- 

danger while in 
manual driving . 

per week 
STRATUM 1 
STRATUM 2 
STRATUM 3 
Total 

?I . of encountered signals-at-danger while in manual driving in  the sample 

Population 

interval of the mean manual  driving @a week) 
95% confidence signals-at-danger m Poll rate  Sample  size slze 

Average  number of 

3566 

3,542.93 10,634.121 
0.7566 2.089  100% 79 79 
0.5046  1.111 3.3% 50  1524 
0.9697  2.461 4.4%  158 



Results over one year 

The annual number  of  encountered  signals-at-danger  while  in  Manual  Driving  is 
deduced  from  the  above  result:  there  are 95 chances in a  hundred  that  the  number 
of  signals  encountered  at-danger during  a  year by  all  the  Line 13 drivers  while  in 
manual  driving  is comprised  between  368,732  and  737,204. 

Probability of runningpast a signal-at-danger 

The average  value is 24 overrunnings  per  year (slippery  mean  over 34 months). 
By applying  the  above  formula,  the  result is the  following: 

There are 95  chances  in a hundred  that  the  probability of running  past  a  signal-at- 
danger  on Line  13 is  comprised  between 3.25 1 OW5 and  6.5  1 1 O-’. 



ANNEX 2 

Violation of a stop signal on RER line A 

An operation  similar to the  one  performed  on  Metro  lines 5 and 13 was 
conducted  on RER line A. One part of this line,  the  central  part,  is  equipped  with 
a  continuous  speed  control  system,  the  SACEM  system,  and  overrunning  can  no 
more  be  blamed  on  the  driver.  Therefore,  the  study is performed  on RAP zones 
not  yet  equipped  with  SACEM  system. 

Methodology 

Pr[running past a stop signd]' 
number of stop signal overmn 

Number of encountered stop signals 

RER signalling  rules  prescribe that the driver  must  stop  when  encountering  fixed 
signals like  semaphore,  absolute  stop  or  violet  square'  signals, as well as doubtfd 
signals or signals out  which, in  normal  operation, are likely to be  demanding  to 
stop. 

Overrunnings  are  all  known  exactly. On the other hand,  a  statistical  study is 
necessary to estimate  the  number of stop signals encountered  by the drivers. 10% 
of  weekly  missions  were  polled  during  February  1996.  Someone present in the 
cab  noted  down  the  state - the  colour - of  every  encountered  signal  on  the main 
line as well as in terminus as far as the train  was  out  of  the  central  zone. 

(. ' Results 

Results of the poll 

I stop signds on station sidings 



Number of encountered stop signals 

After  applying  calculation  formulae  applicable to polls by samples,  the  result is 
the following: 

There  are 95 chances in a hundred that  the  average  number of stop signals 
encountered  on RER l i e  A  out of the  SACEM-equipped  zone is: 

per  week comprised  between 1227  and 1892. 
per  year comprised  between 63,804  and  98,379. 



ANNEX 3 

Work trains  shunting error 

Work trains are  formed,  loaded  and  moved  all  day  long at La Villette  workshops. 
Their  movements  need  foreman  shunters  and  drivers.  These roles are played  in 
shifts by  specialised  drivers. 

The  foreman  shunter  is  responsible  for  the  safe  traffic  of  trains in his area. His 
task is to  allow  the  shunting  of  a  single  train at once  after  ensuring  that  the  route 
is free and  that  switch  gears  are  in  the  right  position. 

The  driver  checks his train,  does  the  shunting,  and  verifies  the route during  the 
movement,  in  redundancy  with  the  foreman  shunter. 

( 

The  objective  of  the  study  is  to  determine  what  is  the  probability  for  a  foreman 
shunter  controlling a shunting,  or  for a driver  doing this shunting to make an error 
leading  to a severe  accident:  derailment,  bumping,  collision. 

Methodology 

Again,  the  approach  is  based on frequencies: 

( 
Pr[work trains shunting error]= 

number of accidents 

Total number of manoeuvres 

Each  accident  is known and  is  analysed  specifically.  Its  origin can be  blamed 
either  on  an  equipment  failure  (track,  train) or on  a  human  shunting  error 
(foreman  shunter or driver). 

It is not always  easy to put  things  in  perspective.  Moreover,  even  if  considering  a 
period  of  many  years,  occurrences at the  limits  of  the  interval  make it difficult to 
guarantee  a  specific figure. That  is  why  the  number  of  accidents  that can be 
blamed  on  operators is imprecise  in this study. 

For foreman shunters: 3 over 5 years I Naecident I 4 over 5 years 
For drivers: 4 over 5 years I Naccident I 5 over 5 years 



The  denominator  must  also  be  evaluated.  The total number of elementary 
manoeuvres  controlled  over  the 5 years  observation  period has to be determined. 
A subtle  knowledge of the  foreman  shunter’s job and  of  the  preparation of work 
trains leads  to  the  breaking  down of NmmoeUvres in the  following  way: 

Nmanoeuvres - Q . U t  +- J . b d f  
- 

The  meaning  and  value  of  each  abbreviation is provided  in the table  below: 

nt 
nmlt 

number of trains over 5 years 

5 <ndt _cg manoeuwesper train Number of manoeuvres  needed to unload 
13 924 trains 

5.251 = 1255 days Number of days  worked  in 5 years 
is not  changed 
and then load a train  whose  composition 

Number of manoeuvres per day for 
forming new  trains  by  unhitching  and 

10 <nmdf X15 manoeuvresper day 

coupling of wagons 

J 

c nmdf 

Finally, the resulting  total  number of elementary  manoeuvres  requested over 5 
years is the  following: 

82 170 I Nm,,,,, - < 130 217 

Results 
The probability of work train  shunting  error  is: 

For foreman  shunters, comprised  between  2.3 10” and 4.8 10” 
For drivers, comprised  between  3.1 1 0-’ and 6.1 1 0-5 

( 
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International Rallway Safety Conference 1997 
21-23 May  1997 Lucern,  Switzerland 

UNION'S CHALLENGE TO SAFETY FOR THESE 10 YEARS 
BY 
Yasuyuki Yuzulu 
President of JREU 

1, Introduction 

East  Japan Railway Workers' Union ( JREU ) was formed  in March 1987 when  the 
former JNR was  pnvatized. Since then me have  developed our activities based on 
health  and  safety. I would like to report our challenge  for  these  ten  years,  when  we 
have  sought  a  safer  and  more reliable  railway system  since  privatization. 

For  the  first ear that  the  new JR started,  serious  accidents didAoccur. However, UCf 

in March $8% just  before  the  month of the  first  anniversary,  the Arcadia, 
special-made  entertainment  train  had  a  fire  accident  caused by overheating of an 
exhaust.  In August  1988 a freight  train derailed and  in  October  1988  another  freight 
train  derailed  and collided.  Fortunately, there  was no casualty  but on 5th  December 
1988 a serious  train collision  accident  occurred. The train  driver  and  one  passenger 
were killed  and many  were injured by the accident. The  cause was that  one  train 
collided from behind with  another  which  was  stopped at station  from behind. The 
former did not notice the  red signal. 

J 

These continuous serious  accidents  made  our  starting point to challenge  safety. At 
first, as a  trade union we began to discuss  how to  prevent  such  serious  accidents  to 
protect  passengers and our union members.  In  the  meeting of the joint  management 
council JREU expressed  its opinion regarding safety that  when  accidents or disasters 
were  expected,  the  train should be stopped  without  hesitation. At the  same  time  we 
stated " the declaration of eradication of accidents ". We intended  to  change  the  idea 
that  train operation  took  precedence  over  safety. 
However,  the  reality of our workplaces  that  we faced was  that  managers pursued the 
responsibilitles of workers  who  were involved in  accidents, then tried to control  more 
severely  under  the  name of "accident  preventive  measures". 

( 

These  managers'  conduct produced workers'  distrust  against  the  company  and  their 
managers. 

We believed that  unless we changed this  corporation  culture  we could not  keep 
safety  in our workplaces.  From the beginning  of  1989  JREU started  the  campaign 
"challenge  to  safety" . 
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2, Safety issue  is  common  between union  and management 

Our first challenge  is working to  change corporate  culture  in  workplaces.  The 
company  stressed  in  its policy, " Safety  first " but  in  reality  employees  were  working  in 
completely  different  conditions from  the policy. 

Tram  operation  always  demanded " accuracy " and  delay was  regarded as kind of 
evil. Therefore,  a  culture  in  which  sometlmes  accurate  operation  was  given a priority 
over  safety  had  exsisted. On one  hand  we  said " safety  first " but on the  other  hand 
when  sensing  danger  we  hesitated  to  stop  trains. Why could we  not  stop  the  train ? 
Partly  because  we  feared being  pursued  about our  responsibilities  and  partly  because 
we  had distrust  in  the company's safety management  and  measures. 

JREU appealed to our members  to have  courage  that  they could stop  trains  without 
hesltatlon  for  safety. We tried  to  solve  the  contradiction  between the company's policy 
and reality at work  and  to  remove  the employees' and  the company's distrust. At the c same  time we created  discussion of safety  issues  in our workplaces. We talked  to  each 

other  about  what  we felt or  what  we experienced. We wanted  to  create a mood and 
environment  that our members could  talk and  point  out problems on safety  freely in 
their daily work. 

On the basis of these  activities  as  a  trade  union  we held a safety  symposium in 
September 1989. In the  symposium  representatives  discussed  safety  measures 
regarding  particular  accidents,  safety  issues  in  workplaces  and  roles of trade union 
concerning  safety. We raised  the  safety  issue  as  one of our union's priority  problems to 
tackle. 

As a  result,  our union members and the top  manager  in  the  workplace could  discuss 
safety  issues,  such as  case  study of accidents, cause  and background and so on. In 
October 1991 the 2nd  Safety  symposium  was  held,  gathering  1,200  representatives  from 
our union under  the  theme of " Let's learn  from  accidents  and  let's  exchange 
experiences " and " Aim for  a safer railway 'I. ( 

Our most valuable  lesson we  had  acqwred  was  that  the  safety  issue  was  common 
between  union  and  management  and to  keep  safety  was achieved  only when  labour  and 
management could cooperate  with  each  other. We had learned  that 
management-dominated  relations, for examples,  Managers  control  everything " or 

Managers  always rule and  employees always obey ", were only  obstacles to 

I' 

" 

establishing a system of safety. 

2, The  most  important  thing  was  investigation of causes of accidents. 

Through  the series of safety  symposium we realized  keenly it  was  important  to 
learn  lessons not  only from JR's cases  but  also  from  other  industries  and  overseas 
countries.  We would like  to  restore  railways  in  the  21st  Century. We called the 
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International Railway  Safety  Conference to develop radway  safety and to  share lessons 
widely,  crossing  borders of industries and countries.  The  management of JR East 
company  agreed  with  holding the conference  and  called  together to  overseas 
organizations. From  30th October to  1st November  1990  the  first  International Railway 
Safety  Conference  was held in  Japan, with participatlng railway management  and 
umons from 30 countries. I think  some of today's participants  look  part  in  this 
conference in Tokyo. On the  day before the  conference, unions from 16 countries  had 
their  International Union Safety Conference. Representatives  from  unions  reported 
problems and  measures in their  countries and shared  experiences. 

In  the conference,  overcoming the differences of people, culture  and religion  and 
standmg on the  same basis of all being  railway  people, we discussed  seriously  how to 
seek  safety and  got substantial  results. JREU appealed  not  to  pursue  responsibilities of 
the people  mvolved m accidents,  but  to  clear  up the  cause of accidents. This was  the 
way to decrease  accidents  radically.  This  conference  became a turning point  for JREU. 

( We established  our  concept, that is, Do not  pursue  responsibilities  but  investigate 'I 

the  cause of accidents",  firmly  and i t  made  the  corporate  culture change. 
In other  words, only pursuing  responsibilities of workers involved in  accidents  was 

not  effective  in  preventing  accidents at all, but  had the opposite  result.  Most  important 
thing  was  investigation of causes of accidents. I believed that we established the  first 
step of a new  corporate  culture  in  workplaces at that time.  Participants from our union 
learnt a lot  from the conference as well. 

The  International Railway  Conference was  successful  but  two  other  unions,  called 
KOKURO ( NRU ) and TETSUSANRO existing  in JR, hindered  our  planning  safety 
conference. After ten  years  has passed  since privatization of the  former  JNR, 
KOKURO has not  changed its  name, It is  still called  National  Railway Union. They 
objected to  the  conferece  because  they did not  like  any plans  cosponsored by JREU  and 
the JR East  company. Today they claimed  railway accidents  had  increased  because of 
privatization  and  division of the  former JNR. This propaganda  is completely  wrong. ( TETSUSANRO, which  split up from KOKURO, asked  International  Transport 
Workers'  Federation ( ITF ) and  foreign rail  unions to boycott the 
International Railway  Safety  Conference.  They  said TETSUSANRO had been  removed 
from  the  conference.  It  was  sponsored by one  specific  union, JREU. That  was  the 
problem. 
They  also  called  for  a  boycott by other domestic trade unions. 

Besides these  two unions, JR West's  top managers  denied  to  attend  the  conference. 
They  said,  Only managers  can  deal with safety  issues.  The  union  has  nothing to  do 

with  this  matter". I think these  managers should be blamed  for  not  regarding  unions 
as their  partners  in  safety  management.  They ignored existence of unions. 

I' 
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PARTICIPATION OF RAILWAY SAFETY  SYMPOSIUM AND INTERNATIONAL 
RAILWAY SAFETY 
CONFERENCE 
*RAILWAY SAFETY SYMPOSIUM 

.5TH 

. .~ .. 
6TH 
7TH 

*INTERE 

E 
i 1991 
1 1992 
1 1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 
. . .  

. 

-~ ~ ~~~~ ~. . ~~ . ~ ~~~~ ~ .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _  ~ ~ ~ 

13 SEPTEMBER  1990 
30 OCTOBER 1991 I HUMAN  AND SAFETY TECHNOLOGY I 

FOR THE RAILWAY  IN THE  21ST CENTURY I 

25 NOVEMBER 1992 j FOR HUMAN RAILWAY 
.- -- 

-~ i 
5 OCTOBER 1993 I MAINTENANCE AND SAFETY 

-, 

. ~~ 
~ 

6 DECEMBER 1994 CHANGE OF RAILWAY  AND SAFETY 
MANAGEMENT 

_~ 

~ ~~ ~ 

18 DECEMBER 1995 
SAFETY AND  HUMAN FACTOR 16 DECEMBER  1996 
SAFETY AND  HUMAN  FACTOR 

__ ~~~~~~ ~ . ~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ 

.~ ~~~~ . ~~ _ ~ 

iA TIONAL RAILWAY SAFETY COFERENCE ( SEMINAR ) 

JAPAN 

U.K. 
New Zealani 
France 

Hang  Kong 

Germany 

R.S.A. 

THEME 
To create  corporate  culture in which  employees  seek , 
for safety  by  themselves I 
no participation 

Union’s tasks and  roles for safety I 

Fatal  train  accidents of sub-contracted  track  workers ~ 

- Its  factor  and  analysis - i 
* Strenghtening  cab  structure I 

I 

- Example : Type  209  train - i 
* Assaults on train  crews  and  station staff ~ 

* Our  creative safety measures 
~ 

- Aiming a t  zero  accident ~ 

! 
* Union and  management should work  together for 

railway  safety 
. - _ _ _ ~ _ _ _  ~~ 

* One-man  operation  and  safety 
- The  aspect fron union - 

* Union’s tackling : Improvement of one-man  train 

- operation 

*JREU SAFETY  SYMPOSIUM 
1st SEPTEMBER  1989 
2nd OCTOBER 1990 

*ASIAN RAILWAY SAFETY CONFERENCE NOVE%B%$f9h 
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3, Declaration for accidents  eradicatlon 

JREU regarded  discussion  through  the  labour  and  management  joint  council as 
important  thing  to  keep  safety. Union and  management  top  leaders  discussed  the 
important  safety  issues.  When union and management  agreed,  a " Declaration  for 
accldents  eradlcatlon I' and " Labour and  management joint declaration " was  issued 
jolntly.  Through stating  labour and management's  common position on  safety  in public, 
a  concerned  atmosphere to  keep safety in workplaces  was  created. Union members 
who were concerned  about  safety  became  courageous  and confident when  they  read 
the declaration. 

Today  union and  management continue to have  a " Safety  joint  council " regularly. 
Branches of the JR East  company and  unlons of regional headquarters  also hold joint 
councils as well. We seriously  discuss  accident  preventive  measures,  cause of 
accidents,  safety  facilities  and  investment plans. 

( 
< LABOUR AND MANAGEMENT JOINT DECLARATIONS > 

1) Accidents eradication  declaration : November l$d I4gS 
by JREU central  executive  committee 

2) The 2nd  labour and  management joint declaration : 14 May 1992 
" pursuit of safety " was written clearly. 
by JR East Co. president Shoji  Sumita 

JREU president Akira Matsuzaki 
3) Joint  statement : Aiming  for  accident  eradication : 5 December  1992 

by JR East Co. and JREU 
4) Safety  declaration : Challenge  to  accidents  extermination : 8 November  1994 

by JR East Co. and JREU 

( 5 )  The  3rd labour and  management joint  declaration : I JdLV 1 q4L 
Regarding I' pursuit of safety ", the following items  were  stated : 
Importance of discussion  in  joint council, development of " challenge  safety  Campaign ", 
creation of corporate  culture ; not pursuing  individual  responsibility,  but investigating 
accidents'  causes,  pursuit of safe operation  and  prevention of dangerous  obstructions  to 
trains. 

4, " Exchanging risk  information " was  valuable 

Ten  years  has  passed  since JREU challenged safety. We have  learnt  how  accidents 
occurred  in our workplaces,  other  industries  and  other  countries.  Now I would like to 
review our 10-year  activities of"  challenge to  safety 'I. 
At first, I would like  to  talk about awareness of safety  in  workplaces. I sent  out 
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questionnaires to 1,200 unton members to review our activities'  reaction on February 
1997. 1,164 answered  and  the  rate of collection was 97 %. 

The  results are as follows : 

SAFETY  AWARENESS IN WORKPLACES - QUESTIONNAIRE ON SAFETY 
< QUESTIONNAIRE REGARDING SAFETY - SAFETY COSCIOUSNESS IN 
WORKPLACES > 

February 1997 

Q1. Which  is the most important  to  prevent  accidents ? Choose five  from  the following 
list. 

~ 1, Stance of top  management ~ 26.5 

1 2, Stance of management section ( supervisor ) 16.0 

~ 3, Financial  support 
' 4, Improvement of safety  facilities I 47.5 

12.0 

5, Improvement of equipment in rolling stock 23.0 

~ 6. Imurovement of safetv  rules  and  regulations I 12.0 

I 7, Improvement of environment  in workplaces 1 45.5 

8, Devotion to  work 1 25.5 

9 Stance of supervisors in workplaces 1 24.5 

~ 10, Environment of workplaces i 42.0 

~ 11. Exchanceine  risk  information 31.5 

I 

p 
- 

12, Promotion of " Challenge Safety " camaaian 13.0 

13, Improvement of accident  prevention  education i 17.0 

14, Individual  awareness of safety ! 62.5 
- - 

____ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~ 

~ 15, Positive  development of technology ~ _ _  13.4 

16, Implementation of general  safety inspection 7.0 
17, advlce  from  sentors , 20.5 

18, Implementation of basic actions 52.0 

10.0 

~~~~ . ~~~~ ~~ .~ 

~~~ ~. ~-~~~ 
no answer -~ ~~~~~~ ~~ -. . ~. 

22.1 

7.2 I 1161 
I 
19.4 ~ 

17.5 I 
____I 

15.4 ~ 

2.7 

1.9 

2.2 I 

34.9 ! 
! 

3.4 

1.3 

1.4 

15.3 ! 

~ 

_- 

2.4 ~- ~ 
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92. Tell about  evaluation of safety  in  your  workplace 

Q3. Do you  know  about " Challenge  Safety  Campaign " implementing  in  your  workplace 

~~ ~ ~~ . ~ ~~ -~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ 

Items 
~~ . .. ~ . 1997/2 % 1993/2 % 

1, Yes, I know. 
- 

55.4  60.3 
34.1  27.6 I i 

~. . .. 

i 2, Yes, in some way. 
I 3, No, I don't know well. 
' 4, No, I don't know  at all. i 1.1 2.3 

I 

i , 8.1 9.6 
! 

no answer 0.2 , 1.2 

64. What do you think about " Challenge  Safety  Campaign " ? 

i Items j 1997/2 % 1993/2 70 ~ 

~ 1, Interested  very  much  35.0 -. w 13.L. 
-. 2, Interested  45.7 

4, Not interested 
p4-r 2g .L '  3, Less interested _ ~~ 16.0 
563 $3.9 __ .. . - 

- ~ _  ~~ ~ . 
~ ~ 

.. .- . . - ... .. 2.2 
no answer  1.1 __ 

QS. Tell the  present  situation of " Challenge  Safety  Campaign " in  your  workplace. 

~ 2, doing moderately  62.9  56.7 
~ 3, doing seldom  23.0  31.9 
~ 4, nothing  done 
I no answer 1.1  0.9 

-. .. 

- 
3.8 i 2.1 ~ 

I 
I 
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We  can  learn  some  points  from  the  questionnaire : 
1) Note Q1.  In  the 1993's  survey,  regarding  preventive  measures, " Individual 

awareness of safety I' came  first,  the  same  as  in  the  latest  one.  Many  employees 
stressed, " Stance of top  management " was  important  in  1993  but  in  1997  they  pointed 
out " Exchanging risk  information " was valuable. 

2 )  Note Q2. Compared  with  1993  anxletles  about  safety  decreased by half In 1997. 
3) Regarding the CS Campaign,  Q3. to Q5., more  than 80 % said  they  were 

interested in it. 
We have  discussed safety  issue  in  the  meetings at our  workplaces  and  symposiums 

for these 10 years  to  change  the mood and  circumstances. This has  obtained  excellent 
results.  However,  regarding " evaluation of safety  in  workplaces " 46.3 % felt, " No 
change " . This figure  indicated our campaign became  stereotyped. So, our  present 
homework is how to  vitalize  this  stereotyped CS campalgn,  co-operatlng  wlth 
management. c 

Secondly, I would like  to  report  another campaign, strenghening  bus-body 
structure. JR East  Company  owns  two  subsidiary  bus  companies  whose  employees are 
members of JREU. So, they  were challenging to  keep  safety  in  their  industry  along 
with  rail  workers. While we  were campaigning, a bus  driver,  who was a member of 
JREU, was involved  in a pile-up  accident on a motor  way  and killed in  February 1992. 

Another  driver  was  also killed by a head-on collision with a two-ton small truck in 
May 1994.  Both  buses were so-called " high-decker  buses " whose  passenger seats 
are  raised  but  driver's seat is  lowered. Just after the  later  accident  occrred JREU 
demanded of the  management  not  to  use  this  type of bus. We made a claim  for 
strengthening  the  front  structure of the body and  the  company  accepted  it  at once. 
We went to Norway  and  Sweden  to  investigate foreign safety  measures  with  managers 
of bus  companies. 

( As our  campaign for  bus safety  was widely-recognized among people the Ministry 
of Transport  set  up a " Bus  structure  and  crew  and  passengers  protection  study 
committee. Of course  our vice  president,  Nara,  was  elected as a member of the 
committee. 

The committee  had  had  several  meetings  and  issued " Short-term  safety  measures 
" as  an "interim  report " in April 1996. It indicated  safety  measures should be taken in 
the  future. We could greatly  improve  the  safety  measures of Japanese  buses  and 
coaches  that lagged behind  internationally.  This  is  one of the successful  examples  that 
resulted  from  learning  accidents'  cases  and  measures domestically and  internationally. 

Next, I will show  you  actual  accident numbers in JR East  area for, the latest eight 
years.  The following charts  are  numbers of operational  accidents  and  level  crossing 
accidents. 
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RAILWAY  OPERATIONAL  ACCIDENTS  OCCURRENCE 
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Operational  and  level  crossing  accidents  decreased  year by year.  Compared  with 
the  first  year  that  new JR started,  it  has  greatly  decreased. I believe our  activities, 
such  as  improvement of mood and  environment  and  change of consciousness  in 
workplaces  and  learning  uldely from other  industries  and  abroad, produced such good 
results. 

However,  we  have  been  faced  wlth  another  problem.  Industrial  accldents  mvolvmg 
workers  work for contracted  and  sub-contracted  companies  have  not  reduced  in the 

last  ten  years. Of course,  they  should be responsible  for  their  safety  management  but 
JR East  company should require  preventive  measures  as  well  because  contracted 
construction  work is done in the  same place as train  operation.  Today  we  discussed 
recognition of the  present  situation,  safety  management  and  education in the joint 
council. 

5, Conclusion 

Lastly,  Recognizing that " Keeping  safety  is a common  problem of union  and 
management 'I, JREU  worked  to  reform  the status quo  from  the  front-line  workplaces. 

The union's tackling of safety  issues  is  based  on  humanism.  Whatever  type of system 
is established  eventually, only human,  front-line  workers  can  play  key  roles of keeping 
safety.  The  union should  have  role and  responsibility for safety. 

Union is required to claim  and  propose  safety  measures that are different  from 
management's  points of view. 

with railway safety should attend  the  next " International Railway Safety Conference " \\b 
and  learn  together. 

Therefore, I would like  to  propose  that  unions  and  management people  concerned 

Safety is  a  common  concern  between  union  and  management. I would like  to 
appeal  that  unions  and  management should work  together  and  talk to each  other  to 
promote  safety  and  to develop it for the  future. , 

[\ 
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CORRECTION 

UNION'S CKiLLENGE TO SI\FETY FOR TKESE 10 YEARS 
b, JREU 

I ,  i p .  5 1  serious  accldents did 1st occur. 
2 ,  5 p , l 4 l  I) .Accidents eradication declaration , November 1988 
3, 5p.?3i 5 )  The  3rd labour and  management  joint  declaration : I July 1996 
1, 7 p .  Charts 

- 

Q4.  JVIat do you think  about " Challenge Safety Campaign " ? 

- 
I 1 

1 1, Interested  very  much 35.0 

3.5 2.2 1 4, Not  interested 
28.6 16.0 1 3, Less Interested 
53.9 1 2, Interested I 45.7 
13.6 

no answer 1.1 0.3 

I Items I 1997/2 '70 1993/2 70 

~ 

Q5. Tell the  present  situation of " Challenge  Safety  Campaign " in your  \vorkplace. 

Items 1997/2 '70 1 19934 70 1 I 

9.2 A 8.4 j I 1, actively being done 
~ 2, domg moderately 62.9 I 56.7 
1 3,  domg  seldom 1 23.0 1 31.9 
1 4, nothing  done I 3.8 I 2.1 I 

f 
I 

1 no answer 1.1 1 0.9 
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TACKLING  SAFETY  MEASURES  IN MY WORKPLACE 
1, Introduction 

Ten  years  has passed since  the  former JNR was  privatlzed in April, 1987. JREU also 
\vas formed In 1987 and organized 73 % of all of the  employees. As the  biggestunion  in 
the JR East Company, it  has fullfilled its  responsibility.  The  Railway  business is a 
so-called " labour  intensive  industry 'I. So, stable  industrial  relations  are  very  important 
for management. Since  privatization, the business of JR East  Company  has  been 
successful  for  these 10 years.  This  relationship  greatly  contributed  to  it. 
JREU  has  regarded  that  keeping  safety  is an important  factor  in  railway  operation  and 
tackled  this issue seriously. Other unions, such  as KOKURO, claimed that as a result 
of privatization,  safety  would be deteriorated,  but it was  needlness fear. Union and 
management could have  common recogition that the railway  business  could  not  operate 
without  safety,  and  safety  measures  are  one of the  most  important  issues of 
management.  From  such a point of view JREU issued  a " Labour and  Manegement 
Joint  Declaration " three  times  in  the  last  ten  years  and published a " Safety 
Declaration " in  1994 as well. 
However,  it  is  clear  that  workers  in  workplaces play  key  roles  for safety. I would like 
to report  tackling  safety  measures  in my workplace. 

( 

( 2, Definition of Safety  in the  Workplace 

A workplace  always  comes  face  to  face  with  safety  issues.  Safety  is a situation  in 
which  any  dangerous  or  accident  factors are removed.  Recognizing keeping  safety 
makes  our business strong, union and management  have  introduced  up-to-date 
technology and various safety  equipment,  and  educate  workers for safty. 
Technolog~cal innovation surely improves safety.  However,  whatever  technology 
will be developed,  ultimately  human-beings have  to  carry  out  safety  measures.  In 
order  to build a  high-safety  railway system  we should enrich  the " hard  system"  or 
equipment  and  the " soft system I' or peoples awareness. 
Therefore,  mood  and  circumstances  in  the  workplace, such  as  relationships  among 
people  in the workplace  and  conditions  to draw wisdom  from  workers, are  related  to 
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safety. However, in an  actual  corporate  culture  that  takes  priority  over  safety  this 
could not be establlshed. Union and  management did not  cooperate  with  each  other 
well just after the privatization. It is  important for managers  to  manage  safety. It is 
wrong  to  divide  into  two  sides,  people who manage  and  others  who  are  managed. 
It is also wrong  that  managers " pursue  responsbility " and " reinforce  tight  safety 
measures " to  the  workers  who  were mvolved in  a  accident. After  all, if some people 
provide  information  one-sidedly, the others  must  feel  helpless  and do not  give  their 
opinions because  they  are  suspicious. Regarding saefty  there  are so many unclarified 
things that you  need  to  consult  employees  in workplaces  before you  decide. I t  is 
essential  for  labour  and  management  to  share  imformation  and  talk  to  each  other. As a 
result,  we can  bnng out the  wisdom of safety. 
We havebeen " challenging  safety " from  the  front  lme of the workplace. We have  been 
tacklmg safety  to  create  a  corporate  culture  in  whch  we  can  talk  and  advice  each  other 
freely. 

( 
3, " Challenge Safety  Campaign " in  the Workplace 

(1) Purpose  and  meaning of '' Challenge  Safety Campaign " 
From  September,1989,  under  labour and management's agreement, the I' Challenge 
Safety  Campaign ", or " CSC 'I, started.  The  purpose was to  aim  to change the  safety 
concept, from " protecting " safety  to " challenging " it. The  activities were to build a 
corporate  culture  that  anticipates  safety  measures  through picking up problems from 
daily  work, thinking, discussing and  reflecting  on  the company's safety  measures. 
Facing safety  issues  at  the  front  line employees began  to  tackle  safety.  They  set  their 
own safety  targets  and challenge to  realize  it. 
To sum up : 
* As profesionals of our  workplace,  we  define  safety  issue. 
* We make  a  target  that is able  to be reachd after the discussion. 
* In order  to  reach  this  established  target,  each  member  does  his  part. 
Valulng the  process,  we  senously discussed  accident cases  and  safety  measures  in  the 
workplace  to  promote " mood  and circumstances " in the  front  line of our  company. 
(2) Problems of the Campaign 
It  sounds  excellent  when  you say " the whole  company's campaign I' but at  first, 
employees were confused. Top management proposed the  campaign  and  indicated only 
a  simple  purpose  and  there  was  no  concrete  manual a t  all. The notice of the purpose 
said each  employee should  challenge  to  think  and  practice to  keep  safety  and  create 
new  corporate  culture. 
Only two  years  had passed since  privatization  and the bureaucracy  inherited  from  the 
former  JNR,  which had  continued  for  a century,  stuck  in  our mind. In  the  former JNR 
era unions always confronted the company's policy. Therefore,  initiative of employees 
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and  mutual  trusting  relationship could not be created. 
Regardtng safety,  employees  always waited  for orders  from  their  superiors  and did 
nothing  without  obeying  rules  and  regulations. So, we could not  tackle CSC until  we 
talked to the  management about what  we  acctually  should do. 
We needed to  clarify the real  intention of the management  who  introduced CSCand 
what  merit  employees could get from it.  Unless these  two  points  were clarified we 
could not  have  had the  sense of duty  and responsibility  to realize  the  purpose.  It  ended 
up " top  down " but did not  become " bottom up 'I. 

When CSC began, other  activitles,  such  as  small  group  activities ( QC campaign ), were 
enforced  to  educate  employees  and  to  activate  the  workplaces. CSC,  however,  differed 
from  other  activlties  because  others produced the  results by our efforts  but CSC did 
not produce  any results immediately and took tlme.  This  campaign  depended on our 
union  members'  intension. 
As safety  leaders  in the workplace,  managers  intended  to  sweep  away  their  passive 
attitude  and  they  were  tested  in  their position. 
The railway  business has various  kinds of jobareas, such as marketing,  operation,  and 
construction  and  maintenance of tracks, and has colourful  jobs, such as the selling  and 
collecting tickets staff, drivers,  conductors  and  foremen.  We  have such  different  kinds 
of jobs  that it is  very difficult to  advance in the  same direction.  Although  all  members 
in  the  same  work  unit  needed  to  gather  at  once,  we could not because we  have  to  work 
over 24 hours. Therefore,  it  was  important  that  labour  and  management should share 
the recognition and  leaders of both sides should make  an effort  to try CSC. 

< 

(3) Understanding  Purpose and Interest  in CSC 
I mentioned  before that if employees did not understand  the  real  intentions  and  purpose 
they could not have  had  any  sense of duty or responsibility, i t  could  not have  been 
created " bottom up " by employees'  initiative. At the start of CSC few  points  were 
proposed  and there was no detailed  manual a t  all. So, many  employees  in my 
workplace  complained, " Managers  burden us with  new  work load 'I, " What  is CSC ?", 

( 

" What  should I do ? ". Its purpose was too generous for them  to  underrstand. 
Anyway,no  manual meant valuing  workers'  initiative,  and  we were going to develop 
safety  measures.  The  managers  who  supported CSC and  union  leaders  who  would 
play  a  key  role began to discuss  how to  advance  this  campaign. At first  we  started CSC 
formally. We had meetings  and advanced it by trial and error.  Although  we had to 
take time,  we educated  ourselves  and  it  Interested us gradually. We recognized that 
workers  in  the  worksite  knew  the  dangerous  hidden  places  or  small  and  inconspicuous 
acctivities  that  would  result  in  keeping  safety.  Members of the KOKURO union, always 
against  the  company, did  not cooperate  with us despite  the  fact  that  the  safety  issue 
reflected on them.  Today, CSC has  spread  over  all  employees  but  there are some gaps. 
We are going to  promote  our consciousness through  participating  in CSC.  We will also 
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ask  further cooperatlon between labour  and management and further  efforts by each 
employee. 

(4) Results and Future  Problems 
I would  like  to  analyize the  present  situation from several  points of view. At first, I 
am telling  about unlon members'  awareness  regarding  safety  and  accident  preventlon. 
Through tackling CSC and discusslons, each union member  has recognized the 
importance of keeping  safety.  They said, " It  is  important  to  speak  my opinions loud 
and  clear " ; " To speak  about  safety  is not only  for my sake but  also  for the  others "; " I 
am  happy to give my  opinion ". 
Next,  when tackling CSC there  are problems of degree  and method.  Today, I do  not 
think CSC has became  common to the w-hole workplace.  Some  other utuon members  do 
not understand the purpose  and  they are not Interested in CSC. Also some  people 
whose  work 1s not concerned  with  danger  directly are less interested. 
However,  in  many  workplaces  representatives of union and  management  and  leaders 
are  tackling CSC. They find  conditions  and  method that  fit  in  each  workplace.  For 
example,  they  organize  groups  to  gather  easily,  use  the  meetings on duty,  or  exchange 
information  using  a  diary or activity notebook. 
In the beginning it was difficult  for us to fix the  theme because we tended to choose the 
high-level one. We  changed  our  idea  and  chose  easy  and  friendly  themes,  relaxing. 
As a result,  we  can  enjoy  talking  and  made  relaxing  circumstances so we  can  talk  to 
each  other frankly. Even a young  employee can  speak  his opinion freely  and  discuss, 
regardless of this being between  superior  and  subordinate,  and find solution  beyond each 
job's barrier. 
Nowadays in workplaces new technology  and  modernization  have been developed and 
the young  generation  has  been  taking  over  from  the  elder  generation. We have  to 
cope  wlth changing work  categories. 
Therefore,  we need to  extend  our viewpoint  concerning  safety. We should review  the 
problems  around us. Regarding CSC, naturally,  without  a  mutual  trusting  rerationship 
between labour and  management  and  manager and employees  we  cannot  talk  frankly. 
Managing  directors  and  managers  in  the  workplace  are  responsible for improving 
corporate  culture.  They  should  draw on what  employees  think  about  safety  measures 
and  should work  together  to find solutions through sufficient talk  and  advice. 
As keeping  safety  is  an  eternal problem  we  should continue CSC and  deepen  it,  but  we 
should  overcome the mood of sterotyped  actions  and  stagnation. We should renew 
further  the  corporate  culture so that  all  employee  can  speak  clearly  about  safety. We 
also ask  to build the  system and  organization to  listen  to opinions from  workplaces  and 
to  reflect  them  properly  in  safety  measures.  Management  needs  tosupport  them. 
JREU pointed  out that  workers  in  workplace  have  wisdom  to  prevent  accidents. Union 
and  company  have  shared  the recognition of safety.  Uunion  and  management  in  the 
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workplace  need  to  discuss.  This  common  recognitlon  has  supported CSC. As a  result, 
a  corporate  culture  that  put  priority on safety  was  created,  safety  conciousness of 
employees  was  greatly  promoted  and  safety of service  and  workers  surely improved 
clearly. 

5, From  Pursuing  Resposlbhty  to  Investigating  Causes 

Furthermore,  through CSC and  participating  International  Railway  Safety  Conferences 
we  changed  our concept, from  pursuing  personal  responshility  for error  or accident to 
investigating  causes. When we  started CSC we  could  not talk  about  the  facts of 
accident  cases frankly  because management's  stance  toward  operation  errors  or 
accidents  was  a problem.  They  pursued  responsibility when  the  worker  was involved 
in accidents. I t  was sald '' error equals  penalty ". This management's  attltude 
deteriorated  the  relationship  between labour and  management.  It  also badly affected 
communication  between  managers  and union members  in  the  workplace. 
The  purpose of CSC is  to  discuss  and  investigate  causes of errors  or  accidents  but  not  to 
pursue the resposibility.  Especially,  safety is often  affected by human  relations. If you 
do not  trust  others you would say nothing  helplessly  and the  real  problem would be 
concealed. We need to  create a proper " Ba " or " Place " where  we  can  talk  frankly 
and  seriously  to  aim  at  tackling  safety issue. 
Until  you  recognize causes  corectry you cannot  create  effective  accident  preventive 
measures. In order  to  investigate  the background of causes it is  essential  for  the 
investigator  to  cooperate  with people  who were  related  to  accidents. Only joint 
mvestigation  between  investigators and  those  who were involved  in the accident will 
make  the  causes  clear. 
We changed  our concept, to  investigating  causes  through  frank discussion, mainly by 
the CSC which  contributed  to  this  change. It produced the fruitful  result  that 
communication  between  managers and  union  members  in  the  workplace  became 
frequent.  However,  the  change of corporate  culture " from  pursuing resposbility to 
investigating  causes " does  not mean  we do not  pursue  responsbility of those  who  were 
concerned. We want to cut  the  short  circuit,  such  as " error equals  penalty 'I. 

c 

(. 

6 ,  Further Challenge to  Safety 

JR East  Company  operates 12,000 trains  per a day  and  the  number of passenger  is 
approximately 16 million per  a  day. We take  care of 16 million  passengers'  lives 
and  time  and  take  them  to  their  destination  safely. 
Therefore,  we  regard  keeping  safety  as  the basic of railway  operation  and  work  to 
create a safe  railway  that  passengers  can  use  at  ease.  Each  member of our  union  has 
intended to  keep  safety  and JREU has asked to build a  high-grade  safe  railwaysystem 



and to  invest  in  safety  eqwpment  and facilities. As a result,  the number of train 
operation accidents  has  decreased  dramatically for the  last  ten  years. 
" Safety  Basic Scheme " decided in 1994 has  five  main  points : 

1) To provide the safety equipment  and facilities, 
2) To create  circumstances  that  employee  can develop their  faculties  and  work 
positively, 
3) To manage  an  organizat~on  to  control  safety properly, 
4) To create a system in  which  managers  in the  workplace  can lead satety  measures, 
5) To cope with  changes of circumastances,  such as technological  innovation. 
Even through technology  develops, there will be no perfect  equipment  to  prevent 
accidents.  Ultimately,  human-beings play a  key role  to  the  complement technological 
system.  Keeping  railway  safety can be achieved by the combinatlon of responsible 
work  done by each employee. 
Railways should be safe and reliable and  this  marketable  value should be 
promoted.  Without  challenging  constantly we  cannot  keep  safety of passengers  and 
trains.  This  is an obligation shared equally by labour  and  management. 
From the union's  viewpoint our main  tasks  are  to  secure  members' jobs and to improve 
working  conditions. However,  we  have  premise  that the company should  develop  and 
be healthy.  Accidents  could shake  the basis of company  finances.  We  have provided 
the  safer  service  for  last  years  through  the  discussion  between  labour  and  management 
in  workplaces. We recognized that union and  management should  continued to  tackle 
safety  issues as far as the company  exsists. 
I stress  that  cooperation  between labour  and management  is  essential  for  keeping 
safety,  with  my  workplace  as  an  example. 
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To perform tasks related to safety, be it their own safety,  those  of  colleagues or those of customers, 
SNCF  staff  must  satisfy  certain  physiological,  intellectual  and  behavioural  requirements  which  will 
vary  according to the  post  they  hold. To this  end,  the  company's  team  of  medical  staff  and  industrial 
psychologists cany out  a  selection.  Staff  that  are  selected  then  go  through  a  training  process  that is 
sanctioned  by  a  final  examination  and  receive  supportive  monitoring,  covering all the  functions 
associated  with  the job in question. Throughout  the  career of staff,  the  medical  services  monitor  their 
progress  on  a  preventative  basis  in  order  to  confirm  their  safety  aptitude. It is then  the  task of 
managerial  staff to detect  those  operators  that  encounter  difficulties in applying  the  safety  procedures. 
The  psychologists  may  meet the operator  again  to  conduct  a  reassessment  of hisher compatibility 
with  the  post  held.  To  this  end,  regular  meetings  are  held  between  all  the  parties  concerned  in  order to 
monitor  progress  and  introduce  flanking  measures  tailored to the individual in question. 

When these work  groups  began,  it  fast  became  apparent  that  there  was one hitherto  little known area 
for which  no  procedure  had  been  put in place:  this  concerned  the  psychological  and  physiological 
repercussions  that an accident  (with human  injury) or an assault can  have  on  a  person's  behaviour on 
the  job.  This  includes,  for  example,  difficulty in paying  attention, in concentrating, or recurrent 
memories  returning  at  any  moment and  can  go  as far as a  gradual  slide  into  neurosis or some  other 
form  of  pathology. 

One serious  safety  error  committed by a  person  who  had just experienced  considerable  stress when 
the  train  he  was  driving  "hit" a passenger in the  platform  area  brought  the  whole  company  face  to  face 
with  the  question  of  traumatic  events and their  repercussions.  This  situation,  which  was  considered  an 
exceptional  circumstance in impact  terms,  was  finally  acknowledged as forming  an  integral  part of 
the job, since  two  out  of  three  drivers  are  confronted  with  it  in  the  course  of  their  career. For several 
years now,  psychologists  have  been  working to heighten  the  awareness of all the company  workforce 
to such  issues  and  have  proposed  a  series  of  initiatives  at  three  levels: 

(. 

G- prevention, 

* training  of  safety  managers, 
psychological  support, 



1 - PREVENTION 

This  involved the inclusion  of  a  "psychological  preparation"  day  in  the  initial  training  programme  for 
driving staff. The aim  was to inform staff without  alarming  them  about  this  "risk  of  the job" and  its 
possible  repercussions  at  behavioural  level in the  short  and  medium  term. The concern  above  all  was 
to reassure  them  by  describing  the  kind of reactions  they were likely to have  and  explain  the  causes 
using  suitable  psychological  methods. The need  to  express  and  release  the  emotion  linked to the  event 
through talking is  a  particular  point  of emphasis. Through this  initiative,  drivers  that  are  exposed to 
accidents or assaults  are  able to express  what  they  have  experienced  and  felt  and  this  can  help  them to 
ask  for the appropriate  psychological  support.  Hence  the  creation  of  a  victim  help  centre. 

2 -PSYCHOLOGICAL.  SUPPORT 

A 'phone  line  has  been  set  up  for staff who  feel  the  need to talk  about  what  they  have just 
experienced.  They are put  through  to a psychologist  trained to handle  this  kind  of  situation  at  any 
time.  It is known  that  the  faster the victims  are  able  to  release  their  emotions,  the less they  run the risk 
of  showing  post-traumatic  symptoms.  Staff  can  then  have  access to 3 psychological  support 
interviews,  either  individually or in groups.  These  interviews take place  during  working  hours  and  are 
fully  confidential.  Group  interviews  may  be  held  when  several  persons  have  been  faced  with the same 
event. 

( 

3 - TRAINING OF SAFETY  MANAGERS 

The  hierarchical  superiors  of  the  staff  member  concerned  have  an  important  role to play,  firstly in 
terms of immediate  support,  attentive  listening  and  administrative  monitoring  and  secondly  in terms 
of  the  acknowledgement  of  suffering. The victim  needs to feel  acknowledged  by those around  him 
and  freed  from  feelings  of  guilt  without  for  all  that  being  "mothered". It should  be  emphasised  that 
many  managers  in  such  cases  were  at  a loss what to do  and  felt  uncomfortable.  Some  had  indeed  been 
victims  themselves  at  one  point or other  in  their  career  and  now  found  themselves  confronted  with  the 
same  painful  event,  which  interfered  with  the  way  they  related to the  operator in question,  leading  to 
rejection  of the individual or to excessive  support,  a  lack  of  neutrality  and  knowledge  of the manner 
in  which  the  suffering  found  expression.  The  aim  of  this  training  is  therefore to enable  managers to be 
more at  ease  in  approaching this situation and  to  address  the  traumatic  situation in an  interview in 
which  suitable  assistance  can  be  offered to the  operator.  The  training  lasts two days (in succession) 
and  involves  exercises  in  the  form  of  presentations  and  simulations  based  on  actual  experiences. 

(. 
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1 Introduction 

Railned Railway  Safety HQ 

1.1 Rail transport in the Netherlands 

In 1993 the Dutch government agreed to separate the management of the Infrastructure 
and the commercial exploitation as indicated In  the EC-guidellne 91 1440.  Thls  separatlon 
was officlally established in 1994. 

The central government  is  gradually cutting back on  Its subsldles to  Netherlands  Rallways 

the NS  on the main-line network, and about when and how competition is to be 
(NS). There is still a great  deal  of  discussion in  the Dutch parhament about the clalms of 

Introduced on thls network. In the NS's opinion,  unremunerative  lines  should  be  paid for 

flnancial aid  ceases in  1998. It will then  no  longer  be a matter of course that  the NS 
by the central  or  local authorities, to be stipulated in  the  form of contracts, when  the 

provlde the rail transport. Meanwhile, a great many candidates  have  already  applied to the 
central government.  This resulted in the exploltation of a passenger  service from 
Amsterdam to  the coast in North Holland  as from August 1996, the  first competltor on the 
rallway network. This  line had been  shut down by the NS in  1983. 

1.2 Organisation of the Netherlands Railways (NS) 

The  organisatlon of  the NS was drastically  changed in  1994: a separatlon into a 
commercial sector  and a task sector. The task sector is financed by the central 
government and  carries out  tasks for that same central government. 

Organisation chart NS 

I Netherlands  Railways  (NS) 1 

Railned (Ju&d con1rol olhs 

Railinfrastructure Traffic Control 

I I 
NS Passengers NS Cargo NS Real Estate 
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The task sector conslsts of three departments: 
Railinfrastructure management 

Traffic Control 
The tasks Include construction and malntenance  of the  Dutch Railway Infrastructure 

The tasks include the short-term allocatlon of  the Infrastructure and the responslblllty 
that  traffic IS controlled safely 

Organisatlon for capaclty management (Capacity allocatlon and  Development  of new 
Infrastructure) and Railway Safety 

Railned 

1.3 Tasks Railned Railway  Safety 

policy-making, formulating regulations  and specificatlons in  the  fleld of  Rallway Safety 
advising the Minister of Transport,  Public  Works  and  Water  Management on matters 
concerning rallway safety and  legislatlon 
formulating safety regulations 
carrying out rlsk-analyses  and drawing up integral safety plans for  new infrastructure, 

carrying out inspections  and  audits 
new processes  and new techniques 

testing whether new participants in  the rail transport system meet the requlrements 
carrying out investigations into accidents  and incidents 

concerning expertise,  organisation  and  ensurtng safety 
certification  of stock-maintenance  companies,  "arbo"-services  (concerned with working 
conditions as specified in  the Factories Act) and examination institutions 

Organisation chart Railned Railway Safety 

c Head of Railned 
Railway  Safety 

Administration 
Data  Services 

Local  units in 
Amsterdam - Utrecht - Zwolle - Rotterdam 
- Eindhoven Investigations 
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1.4 Key figures  of  the Netherlands and the NS 1996 

the Netherlands: 

Inhabitants per km': 456 
populatlon:  15.5  million 

passengers  per  year  publlc transport: 
* busltramlunderground railway: 710 milhon 
: railway: 31 5 million 
* air trafflc: 25.3 milllon 

number of cars: 6 milllon 

Netherlands Railways INS): 
personnel: 28,000 
passenger-kilornetres: 14.1 thousands  of millions 
passenger  tram-ki1ometres:l 10 million 
kllometre tonnage: 3.1 million 
length of network: 2,795  krn 
of whlch 1991 krn is electrified 
Automatic Train Control: 80% 
passengers  per day: 900,000 
trains  per  day:  4,500 

1.5 Investigations  into accidents  and incidents 

All accidents and incidents related to  railway safety are investigated by Railned Railway 
Safety. Approximately 450 investigations take place  each  year.  The  reports are sent to the 
Mlntster  of  Transport,  Public  Works and Water  Management.  There is  little criticism on the 

the  Investlgations.  Compared to Railned  Rallway Safety's other activities, these 
quality  of the reports. Even so, Railned Railway Safety itself IS not entirely satisfled wlth 

investlgations take up too much time.  The completion tune IS  often long and the 
Implementation of  the large  numbers  of  recommendations is often an uphlll battle. In a 
company that feels very  strongly  about  quality, there must always be the question of 
whether it can Improve the quality of  its productslservices. 

Whlch is why a research method was  developed in co-operation with the Universmy of 
Lelden in  the Netherlands  (Prof. Wagenaar,  Dr. Groeneweg) whlch is more in keeping with 
Rallned  Railway Safety's wishes.  The  TRIPOD-philosophy constltutes the essence of  the 
new  procedure. The method  was put  into use at  the beginnmg  of 1997 after all of  the 

Instrument in 199711998, which will make it easy to  compare the results  of accldent 
researchers  had  received  training.  The method is to be further developed as a safety-audlt 

mvestlgations wlth those  of the audits. 
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2 Why  improve  accident  investigations? 

2.1 The old  method of working 

Before  the  separation of the management of  the  Infrastructure and the commercial 
organtsattons in accordance with the  EC-gutdeline 911440, lnvestlgations into accidents 
and  Incidents  were carrled out  by  the  Traffic Operating  Department.  Railned  Railway 
Safety was  charged wlth these  investigations in 1994, In order to guarantee the 
Independence of the  accldent investigations. lnvestigatlons into accidents  and  incidents 

of suffermg injury or damage) m the incidentlaccident in question.  Negative publlcity and 
are  categortsed Into four groups. The categorisatlon IS based on  the rlsk involved (chance 

damage to the company's  image are factors that are  considered as well. The  lncldents In 
categorles I,  II and 111 are  investlgated by Railned, category IV incidents are  investigated by 
the busmess unit  most  involved in  the incident. 

Category I (approx. 5 per yearl: 
* very  serious  accident; 
* casualties  and injuries among  passengers,  personnel,  people living in  the 

neighbourhood  andlor 
* extensive material damage (> 5 million  Dutch guilders) or damage to the 

environment andlor 
* very  great potential risk for passengers,  personnel,  people living in the 

neighbourhood, the environment: 
* Investigation is led by  the Head of Railned  Railway  Safety; 
* reports to the Minister of Transport,  Public  Works  and  Water  Management, the 

Railway Accident Board  and the Rallway  Inspectorate. 
Category I1 (approx. 40 per yearl: 

* safety of the rail transport  andlor  persons is serlously threatened; 
* more than minor Injury to passengers,  personnel,  people llving in  the 

* heavy  damage (>  1 milllon Dutch guilders); 
* Investigation is led by non-involved  manager or expert from one of  the 

neighbourhood; 

companies,  selected by Railned  Railway  Safety from a supply of approx. 40 
directors of research; 

* approval from  the Head of Railway  Safety; 
* reports to  the Minlster of Transport,  Public  Works  and  Water  Management, the 

Railway Accident Board  and the Railway  Inspectorate. 

* safety of rail transport or persons  has  been  jeopardlsed; 
* minor injury; 
* damage in excess of 0.1 million Dutch guilders; 
* Investigation is led by  the Head of the Reglonal Unit Railned  Radway  Safety; 
* approval from  the Head of Railway  Safety; 
f reports to Railway Inspectorate. 

* incidents with limited risks; 
* lnvestlgation led and  conducted by business unit Involved; 
* approval from  the management  of the business unit; 

Category Ill ( approx. 400 per yearl: 

Category IV (approx. 2000 per yearl: 
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* reports to Railned  Railway  Safety. 

The Investigation IS conducted by the staff  of  the Reglonal Unlt Rallned  Railway  Safety 
where the accldent or incident took  place.  Where it concerns  accidenis on  a larger  scale, 
the  Rallned  researcher will immediately  go to the slght of the accldent to secure factual 
material. Until  the Rallned  researcher  arrwes, the head of calamlty control has the 
addmonal responsibility of  taking any  measures  necessary to ensure the  safety of research 
materlal. The railway staff Involved,  such as the drlvers and  movements  inspectors, IS 
questloned by  their own management  or by  the  rallway poltce. The results are recorded in 
a statement and  are  made  available to  the researcher from Rallned. If necessary, the 

on the  collected data, statements and interviews. It IS sometimes  necessary to conduct 
Rallned  researcher will conduct  an addltional Interview. An  initial analysls IS made  based 

specialist research.  This  research is contracted out  to  authorms who are speclalsed to do 
so. The  analysis IS made  using a method that is based on  the lshikawa  diagrams.  The 

people and  the environment. After that, the underlymg  causes are examined. 
method entails  a systematic  assessment of the  dlrect causes In terms of means,  methods, 

the accldentlincident  from happening  again in  the future. These  recommendations  are then 
On completlon of the causes-analysis,  recommendations  are formulated  In order to prevent 

assessed with respect to the costs and the risk reduction. 

The draft report is discussed with the railway staff mvolved  and the management in a so- 

Implemented.  The  report is then finalsed. 
called safety meeting. It is decided  by whom and when the recommendations  are to be 

After  the report  has  been  approved, the recommendations  are  implemented in a database 
for  monitoring purposes,  and the research  data is implemented in an accldentslincidents 
database so it can  be  used for risk-analyses.  This  database contains all of the reports that 
have  been  made  since 1-1-1981. 

2.2 Problems 

The method and procedures  employed resulted in investlgations  of a reasonable quality 
and  In many recommendations for preventing a recurrence.  Even so, there  were  reasons to 
adjust the research method and the procedures: 

time) is too long. 
The time elapsing between  the incidenVaccident itself  and the final  report (completion 

The procedure  was by no  means  accomplished withln  the designated  standard of 100 
days.  The  average completion time  came to 190 days. 
Too much time  was spent  on each investigation. One must consider whether  the 
efforts are worth  what is accomplished in terms of safety. 
Because  approx. 65% of the capacity of the  Reglonal Units is utilised for investigatlons, 
too llttle time remains for audits and Inspections.  There  should be a better  distrtbutlon 
of the available time  between investigations, audits and  inspections. 
There are  a  great  many recommendations. 
Many of  the recommendations  take too much time to implement. A lot of  the 
recommendations are not implemented at all,  or they are "outrun" by  new 
recommendations. Monitoring requires a lot  of  effort, and so there is often  little 
motwation  for  its implementation. 
The research results are strongly  influenced b y  the background,  experience and 
creativity  of  the researchers. 
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Improvements often focus on the railway  staff involved. 
Approxlmately half of the recommendations  concern  education, revislon exercises and 
the motwatlon  of  the  rallway  staff involved. 
It is difficult to compare  the results of  accident  investigations with the results  of  audits 
and inspections. 
There IS a need for a set of instruments  which are all based on  the same philosophy on 

8 It is often  difficult  to  justify drastic or  costly recommendattons on the  basis o f  one 
safety and methods, so that  the results can be compared  and  may conflrm each other. 

The investigations COS? a  great  deal  of time, even if the researcher knows in advance 
smgle incident. 

that the results in terms of  safety will  be limited. 
Safety  mvestlgations are often slmllar to audits in many ways.  How  In-depth and 
broadly-based the Investigation will be, largely depends upon the researcher.  There is a 
strong Inclination to include as much as possible in  the mvestlgatlon. 
Many efforts are  made to find  out the truth. The  researchers  are of the oplnion that, if 
one IS to Improve safety, it is important to determlne the  truth. 

3 New  method: SAMOS 

A new method has  been  developed in co-operation wlth Prof. Wagenaar  and  Dr. 
Groeneweg from  the University of Leiden, which is based on the so-called TRIPOD- 
approach.  This  approach  departs from  the concept that there  are 11 problem  areas in 
organsations which are the  basic  causes of all incidents. These 11 so-called  General 
Failure  Types  (GFT's)  are factors  which can  be  controlled by  the management.  The 
development  began on  1-1-1996 and lasted one  year. A number of  pllot studies  were 
carrled out by  Regtonal Units during this  tlme as a means of  testing  the methodology in 
practice. In addition, the method was used for  a  further analysis of approx. 50 older 
mvestlgations in order to determine  the  added  dimension of  the  new method  compared to 
the old method. All of the  researchers  received tralning at  the end of  1996, and the new 
method, whlch  was given the name  SAMOS,  was put to use at  the beginning of 1997. 
Followmg the complete  implementation of SAMOS for accident investigations, the method 
IS to be further developed as a means to carry out  safety audlts. SAMOS is the  Dutch 
abbrevtatlon for 'Spoorwegveiligheids Audit Methodiek  en  Onderzoeks  Systeem' ( =  
Railway  Safety Audlt Methodology and Accident  Analysis System). The audit-method is 
scheduled to be  completed  mid-1 998. 

A detailed description  of the  underlying  philosophy, method and  procedure is given In  the 
appendlx:  SAMOS, the background to the method. 

3.1 Changes in the  method of working 

The lntroductlon  of SAMOS  has  led to a number of changes.  The most Important  changes 
are llsted below: 

An investigation  always  starts  with the railway  staff involved. 
They are usually the only  ones who  know  what  went  wrong and partlcularly which 
circumstances  prevailed at  the time. It is  no longer  required that one wait  for  the 
statements  taken  by  the management  or the railway police, the railway staff involved is 
Interviewed by  the researchers within  a period of 5 days  (max.).  The 11 GFT's function 
as a guideline when conducting  these interviews. The  persons involved have filled  out  a 
simplified list  stating  the 11 GFT's beforehand.  The  answers  serve as points  of 
departure in  the investigation. 
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Only investigate  what needs to be mvestigated. 

lnvestlgatlon is to  be concluded with a so-called  ''oops''-report  as  soon  as  possible.  Thls 
If the intervlews reveal that there  were no controllable factors (GFT's)  involved, the 

IS a slmple form of reportlng, whlch does include recordmg the data that IS to be 
entered In the accident-database  for  use In analyses at  a later tlme. 

truth at any cost. Sometlmes the statements of, for example, the drlver and the 
It IS more Important to detect controllable factors (GFT's), than to  try  to dlscover the 

travelling ticket inspector, are contradictory. Trying to get them to agree will  often be 
very  tlme-consumlng,  whereas thls is not really  relevant as far as Improving safety IS 

concerned. 

The method  allows  the researcher  less  liberties.  The  researcher is obhged to work 
accordmg to a certain pattern and to focus  attentlon on all relevant  subjects. 

The flrst results show a reductlon in the average completion tlme. The  goal IS to  realm 
a standard  of 100 days  on  average. 

The number  of  measures  is  decreasing,  and so they are  easier to implement. If no 
GFT's  are found,  improvement  is not possible.  Good  research  does not necessarily  have 
to result in more  recommendations.  The GFT's that are found are often  not enough to 
Iustlfy severe  measures  on the basis of one  single  Incident. Which IS why  the causes 
that are found are  'stacked' In  the form of GFT's for  the purpose of analysls at  a later 
time. 

Almost  every investigation will reveal  one  or  more  controllable factors that can be 
categorsed in GFT's. After that, it is possible to gain insight into the entire railway 
traffic system, per company  and  per  department.  This can then be  used to begin 
specific improvement campaigns and to  compare  companies,  and will allow for trends 
to be discovered  more  easilv. 

Not investigating  any longer than necessary. 

The researcher has less influence in the research 

The completion time is reduced. 

Number o f  measures is decreasing, quality  of measures is increasing. 

Multiple  incidents analysis can easily be carried out. 

3.2 Conditions  for success 

A number of condltions must be fulfilled if the method IS to be a success: 
Communication. 
Good communication between the railway staff, the management  and the recipient  of 
the reports is important. It is Important that one  understands why  attention is initially 
focused on  the interviews wlth those involved before the management is involved,  and 

The rallway staff has  been  Informed via the "safety newspaper".  Regional  meetings 
It must be understood that a "no  blame culture" IS a prerequisite for success. 

were  held for the primary  and  secondary  management  and a separate briefing took 
place for  the  "top-100". 

All of the researchers  should  receive  ample training in using the method, with speclal 
attention  for real-life cases.  There  should  be only a short time  between recelvlng 
training  and actually employing the method. All 20 researchers were tramed in three 
weeks  time. A start was made with  the  new method two weeks later. 

Sufficlent support is essential at flrst. It should  be  possible to  discuss  any  problems 
which may occur in practice right away. 
Thls  has  been  achieved by  setting up a central "help-desk". If necessary, the problem 
can be dlscussed  and  solved on location. 

Education. 

0 support. 
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Manual. 
It is very Important to  record the methodology  and the procedures.  The  procedures  and 

An EO-audlt, to  take place mld-1997. will determme whether the  method IS in 
method of working have  been  set  up in such a way  that they comply with IS0 9001. 

accordance with the I S 0  9001 standards. 

Category IV ~nvest~gatlons are  not  carried out by  Rallned, but by the companies 
~nvolved.  In order to have  these ~nvestigat~ons be more  In  keeplng wlth  the Rallned- 
procedures, a traming  course w~ l l  be developed  and offered to these  companles. 

Education third  parties. 

4 Conclusions 

The new method  has been in use  for too short a time to be  able to draw any concrete 
conclusions.  However, the results indicate that  the most  important aim, "control  the 
controllable", w ~ l l  be  reached.  The first conclusions  are: 

The  average completlon tlme is decreasing. 
A reduction in the  capacity  that is utilised for each investigation has yet to be realised. 
Thls can be partly explained  by  the fact  that  the researchers still have to  gain 
experience  and that  they frequently  spend time explaining procedures to others. In 
addition, the  interviews have been found to  be time-consuming; 
The rallway staff and the management involved are  usually  very enthusiastic about the 
new approach, particularly its direct  and  personal  character. 
The quality of the investigations has improved. Though It is true that  the structured 
method results In less liberties for the researchers, the method provldes more points of 
vlew  which were never dealt wlth  in  the past. 

+ Good communications with the companies involved has proved to be essential. 
The  number  of  recommendations  has  decreased, the quality of the recommendations 
has  Improved.  Evaluation of the implementation (monitoring) has yet  to occur. 
A start w ~ l l  be made with  the development of the audit-Instrument mid-1997. 

LEARNING  FROM  INCIDENTS 

to 

CONTROL  THE  CONTROLLABLE 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The traditional  policy  on  safety 

The  number of accidents In and  around the railway system  has  already  sharply  declined by 

adjusting  the  equipment to human  strengths and weaknesses, better  working conditions, 
comparlson with a few decades  ago.  Techntcal  improvements  and security devices, 

an  Increased  average level of education of  the employees  and focuslng more attentlon on 
safety  aspects  have contributed greatly to thls higher level of  safety. 

However, as  any accident is one too many, it is appropriate that  the railway continues to 
pursue a greater  degree of safety for  Its passengers  and a safer  place to work for its 
employees. In  addltion to reasons of a humanitarian  nature, there are  also  economic 
reasons for a company to pursue  an effective  policy on safety:  a safe  company is beheved 
to be  an economically  sound  company as well. The  number of accidents  and  mcldents 
could be a measure for how efficiently  a company is operating  and for  the quality of the 
management in general. 

Analyses of accldents show  both technical  and  human  errors.  Several  studies  have  been 
done to estlmate the relative  contribution of human  error to  accidentsh the  industrial 
sector, this  proportion varied from between 50 and 90% of all of  the contributing  factors. 

Interval. One study (Wittenberg, 1978) revealed a  proportion  of 96%! We have  seen 
In the rallway sector, the proportion of human  error is probably on the upper  side of  this 

the tlme  has  come to tackle  the human factor  in  the accident  process.  This  human factor 
many,  mainly  technical,  improvements in the  railway system in the  past decades; and so 

was traditionally dealt with as follows:  the person(s)  involved  were  given a  flrm dressing 
down or were  even  dismlssed after an accident.  The  general view of man's part  in such 
matters  was qulte simple: the person  was seen  as: stupid, thoughtless, Inattentive, 
lnsufflclently  motwated, he  or  she took trresponsible risks and  lacked  any 'safety 
awareness'.  Indeed,  dealtng with  the  staff in this manner  seemed to be  successful:  sure 
enough, after a good talk he or  she  was  usually not involved in an  accldent for a long tlme 
to come.  The fact  that  this was a matter of statistics  often  went unnoticed.  In most cases 
someone  else then became  the victim of the unchanged  and  dangerous sltuation. These 
opinlons  on controlllng the human factor in  the accident  process are in close  keeping with 
what 'laymen'  belleve  psychologists  can  do to increase safety in  the company.  Hlred 
psychologlsts,  pre-eminent authorities on the human mtnd,  are expected to propose 
suitable measures which  will increase the employee's 'motivation' or 'safety awareness'. 
Chapter 2 will explain why we  can  expect  only limited results from such  measures. 

1.2 Problems involved in measuring safety 

In order to be  able to take  effective measures, the manager must  first have a clear 
understandlng of  the problems which may  occur in the company.  Well-executed  accident 
analyses  can  provide the greater part  of  this understanding,  provlded that the number of 

to thls, near-accidents  can  provide  the  necessary information as well. Essentially,  these 
accidents IS large enough to allow one to obtain  a reliable picture  of the rlsks. In addttton 

the final result is different.  In most cases, the personls) involved  just  got  lucky. 
near-accldents  do not differ  from actual accidents: they  contain the same ingredlents, only 
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If an accident occurs, the circumstances  surroundmg the accident are carefully exammed. 
So-called  event  trees are often  used in these investigatlons. The factors  contributing to an 
acctdent are  arranged  and structured in a logically sound  and  surveyable  manner.  Analyses 
show  the clrcumstances  surrounding  accidents to be so complex,  and the concurrence  of 
circumstances to sometimes  be so unfortunate, that these accldents could be consldered 
'~mpossible'. 
In the conclusion of an accldent analysis, the course of events seems loglcal and 
predlctable. It IS however a misconception to  thlnk  that  the persons mvolved should  have 
been  aware  of the fact  that an accldent threatened to  occur. Knowing the outcome of a 
certaln serles of actions Influences one's opinion on whether  or not  the outcome could 
have  been predicted ahead of time. In  retrospect, everythmg seems to Inevitably lead to 
the accldent occurring.  However, the persons involved in the accident process  were not  in 
the least  aware of the approaching  accident, nor did  they consider it predictable. Each had 
only part of the necessary information and the  effects  of some actions did not become 
known  until much  later.  The  operations that were carried out had often been  performed 
for years without ever having caused  an accident. The fact  that the  situation  In  this 
partlcular case was slightly different compared to  previous situations was almost  or 
completely unobservable to  the persons  Involved. In order to successfully prevent 
accldents from happening In  the future, it IS essential to reallse that It is impossible for  the 

scarcely  capable of anticlpatmg the consequences of their actions. For that reason, we 
persons  Involved to  gain a full understanding of the situation they are  in,  and that they are 

shouldn't rely too  much  on the persons involved being  able to correct their actlons on 
tlme. 

some  respects. Drawing up  long lists of the details of a series of accidents will  not provide 
Because so many factors  contribute to an  accident,  every accident is always unique in 

an understanding of the  most important problems,  nor will it reveal If  the company IS 

making headway with  the aspect of safety. It is however possible to logically divide, for 
example,  human  errors into classes, so that one can gain a better understanding of the 
causes whlch lay at the root of accidents.  (One such classification system for human 
errors is that of  Feggetter (1982). Studies of  the police  organisation, the shipping  Industry 
and a large  oil  company, in  which the errors were classlfled  accordmg to Feggetter's 
checklist, revealed the most important category of human  errors to be that a wrong 
hypothesls was followed. The  persons involved believed  themselves to  be in a different 
sltuatlon than was actually the case,  and so they  took  the wrong measures.) 

However, as far  as preventing accldents  is  concerned, such an  error classlflcation 

the data more  surveyable to  be sure, but it is not enough to result in  effective control 
approach offers but  little prospects.  Simply classifying human  failures into types  will make 

the management. And so, when measurlng  safety, it is  necessary to  employ a system that 
measures. The failures must be  traced  back to underlying factors  that  can be controlled by 

measures how these structural,  organisational factors  contributed to  the accident. For this 
purpose,  Railned, In co-operation with  the Unlversity of Leiden,  developed  SAMOS 
(SpoorwegVelllgheids Auditing Methode en Qngevalsanalyse Systematlek = Rallway 
Safety Auditing Method and Accident Analysis System). 
The method has  been  employed in the safety inspection since  February 1997; an 
accompanying audlt -Instrument is still being  developed.  Because  of the common baas, 
the  data from the accident analyses and the audits can be combined. 

We will now discuss the various types of human failure which can be distinguished.  Then 
we  will indicate possible ways to  prevent these types of failure from occurring. Finally, we 
will present the SAMOS-  approach to accident prevention. 
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2 Human failure 

2.1 Introduction 

It becomes  clear  on studying accidents that  the  term ‘human failure’ is  too general: the 
diverslty  of errors which people  make is enormous.  There IS an essential dlssimilarity 
between someone who  fails to observe a slgnal, a Belglan In  the Netherlands who is 
looking for a signal on  the  wrong side of  the track, someone who allows  a tram to depart 
under  Iced-over  conditions  because hdshe believes the situation is controllable, and 
someone who runs a train  at 160 kilometres an hour on  a  track where the maximum speed 
should not exceed 80 kilometres, just to make up  for  lost time.  The first two cases 

to depart  under  Iced-over conditions, the  situation IS different:  allowing the  train to depart 
concern  an unintentional action  wlth an undesired result. In the case of allowmg the tram 

was a conscious decision.  Unfortunately for the driver, the declsion  was not very 
appropriate  considering the local circumstances. Flnally, In  the case of  the speeder, the 
behavlour  was not  only conscious, but  the  outcome was planned as well. 

2.2 Various types  of human failures 

The distinction  between conscious and unconscious  undesired  behaviour is important 
when  determining which measures to take to prevent this behaviour from occurring in  the 
future. Roughly,  one  can  distinguish between  three  types  of behaviour when assessing 
human  errors: 

- Unintentional actions: - Slips  (‘Oopses’); 
- Lapses; 

- Intentional actions: - Mistakes; 
- Violations: 

- Routine; 
- Once-only; 
- Sabotage. 

1. ‘Slips’ are unintentional (unconsclously  performed)  actions whlch lead to an 
undeslred effect.  An example is pouring coffee  into  the sugar bowl instead  of  into 
the cup. A ’Lapse‘ is showing negligence when performing  necessary  actlons,  such 
as switching  on  the coffee-maker without having put any coffee  In  the  filter. 
The Incorrect actions In  this category  malnly  occur while carrying out  tasks  whlch 
are  done on  a regular basis. That  is,  operations which are more or less  performed  on 

is possible to prevent many of these  mistakes by freeing  these tasks  of  thelr routlne 
automatlc pilot, wlthout considering  any factors such as  risk  and  danger. And so It 

tasks are  no longer  performed by persons  very skilled in dolng so, or that employees 
nature.  However, this could involve certain disadvantages:  ensurlng that certaln 

are constantly  interrupted while  performing a  task so that a series of  routine 
operations IS no longer routine, would require  an  extensive control and  influence 
system  withm  the organisation. In addition,  one must conslder the  fact  that people 
are  only  capable of carrying out  certain complex  tasks,  because they  perform certaln 
operatlons  or parts of  an operation without really thinklng about it. Driving a tram 
whtle  simultaneously  operating the walkie-talkie is only possible if many of  the 
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processes  Involved In driving a train have  become  an ‘automatism' due to many 
years of  practice and experience. 
Some of  the unlntentional  actions  can  scarcely be prevented, If  they can  be 

thoughts  will Irrevocably  wander off. Thls  process cannot be  Influenced, It IS 'the 
prevented at  all. No one  can  stay fully alert for 8 hours straight:  after a while  one's 

lookmg at them.  This unconscious reflex may  have  negatlve  consequences if  the 
nature of the beast'. Furthermore,  people  respond to motions and  loud  nolses  by 

person in question  should  have  been  looklng at  something  else at  the tlme. 

2. A different category of  incorrect  actions concerns  consciously  performing a certain 
actlon believed to be correct In  vlew  of  the  situation at hand.  However, the sltuatlon 
as  one  perceives it does not always  correspond to reallty. Misjudging the situation is 
a frequently seen  cause of accidents  occurrmg.  Though the scenario is different 
from  what one  believes it to be, one still  acts accordlngly. Any  information that is 
not In  keeping with  the scenario often goes  unnotlced,  or is quickly disregarded.  The 
best known example might very well be the accident whlch occurred at  the nuclear 

operators  of the plant mlsinterpreted the available information and then  dld precisely 
power  station on  Three  Mile  Island, at  which  tlme  the very  experienced  and skilled 

what was  needed to make the situation even  more  dangerous  Instead of doing what 

Thls type  of consciously  performed  actions whlch lead to undesired results are called 
was  necessary to regain control  of  the situation. 

'mistakes'. 

3. The final category of  incorrect actions  concerns  consciously committing  a  violation 
by  ignoring regulations or rules. These  consciously performed  unpermitted  actions 
are called 'violations'.  Because  people  are inclined to establish their own priorities, 
they  constantly break all kinds of rules for  a  variety  of reasons.  However, the rules 
themselves  may be flimsy, for example  because they  interfere too much with  the 

example in  this context.  Meticulously complying with all of the rules can  be just as 
progress of  the operations.  The  occurrence of  a  'work-to-rule  strike' is an illustrative 

The rules may  also  be so complex  or  extensive that  the users  are  no  longer  clear  on 
effectwe  in paralysing the  railway as  an actual strike can. 

whlch rules to apply in a certain situation. Some rules limlt the personal  freedom of 
people In  a certain area to such an  extreme, that a violation  of these rules is not 
only provoked, but should only be  applauded  as well. The attitude  towards  those 
who break the rules is  often ambiguous: if the violation has a  posltive Influence on 
the company, the offender is  often praised.  Many important  things have  been 
Invented because  people  consciously try  to go  beyond the hmits of  what is 
permitted.  If the  effect  of  the  violatlon  on  the company turns  out to be negatlve, it 
will be pointed  out to the offender that certain rules exist and for good  reason,  and 
not  infrequently  the person  concerned will be  punlshed. 

A lot of the  traditional  safety campaigns focus on preventing violations and not  on 
elimlnating errors and  mlstakes.  However, deliberate violations constitute only a minority 
of the causes of accidents in  the work situation itself, even though  they are often most 
prominently put  forward  in accident reports. The majority  of errors in  the  work  situatlon 

very limited  effect, because people are not aware of  the errors they make. In  the 
are unmtentional actions  or mistakes.  Hanging  up posters  and warnmgs will have but a 

boardroom on  the other hand, 'slips' or  'lapses'  scarcely  ever  occur, after all, the tasks 
which managers  perform  whenever they make  an important decision  are not  routine tasks. 
And if any errors are  made, these  usually  concern either mistakes  or violations. 
Fortunately, the mistakes  often  have little or  no effect. Because the top-manager  of a 
company is well-protected, and  because  any  decisions which are  made  are often evaluated 
by a number of other  people,  any  errors that are  made will not lead to incorrect Policy 
measures. In the case of a resolute violation  of standards or  rules, thls  protective shield is 
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less  avallable.  The  hlerarchy which prevails In  a company often makes it dlfficult to bring a 
manager into line when he  or  she stands on one's dlgnlty and 'takes  full responsibillty', 
even if It IS clear that a wrong  decision IS being  made. 
So even if one were to attempt to Increase safety  by applylng  more strlngent rules or 
hangmg  up warning signs  and  posters  In  order to prevent  deliberate violations, these 
would be less out  of place in  the boardroom than on  the shop floor. 

3 Prevention of human  failure 

In addition to a  technical factor, every  accident or (environmental) Incident almost 
always involves man as well. It is only natural to want to deal with  this human factor. 
The question however is where to concentrate  our efforts? Should we  try  to 'tlnker 
with' man himself, or  should  we  adjust the envlronment in  which he  has to function? 

3.1 Different approaches 

As  mentioned  earlier,  there are different  types  of human  errors: a person  can  do 
something unintentionally, such as performlng an operation in an incorrect manner (a 
'shp'),  or  neglect to do something  because  he/she  was distracted (a 'lapse').  Another 
possibility IS performing precisely the action one  intended  to, only to find  that  the 
intentlon Itself was incorrect: the person involved mtsjudged the situation  (a 'mistake'), 

that  the consequences  of  such a violation  would be limited (a 'violation'). 
or the person knew  that he/she  was  about to do something  wrong, only helshe thought 

deliberate violations, requires a separate prevention strategy.  Roughly, we can  dtstinguish 
Each of these different forms of human failure, ranging from  unintentional mistakes to 

SIX 

2. 
1. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

ways to prevent human  failure: 

making the  working environment 'fool proof'; 
gwng instructions; 
reward  and  punishment: 
increasing motivation and  alertness; 
hlrtng better  qualifled personnel; 
adjusting the  working envtronment. 

We will  now examine if and to what  extent each of these  approaches  may contribute to 
limltlng the  occurrence of human failures In the railway system. 

One possibllity IS trying  to design  equipment in such a manner that mcorrect operations 
1. Making the working environment 'fool proof' 

are stmply not possible, that errors are corrected  or  contained, or that  the equipment 

prevent  human failures  by technical  measures  has  been  very  successful in  the past and 
'forces' the user to perform the deslred  operations in  the  correct order.  This  approach to 

has resulted in distinct technical  improvements in terms of  safety. However, if one  were to 
Implement more  technical improvements to prevent all of  the  accidents  still  occurring 
today, this  would require  investments that  would be  disproportionately  large,  and so thls 
method  holds less favourable possibilities for any further improvements. In addition, these 
types  of  technical facilities often  offer  new possibilities for people to make new errors. In 
some  cases, these may  present  an  even  greater risk than  the errors that were  elimtnated. 
because the  modified system  does not, and  can  not, take the  new errors into account. 
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When It comes to maklng errors and side-stepping safety measures,  people  are incredlbly 
resourceful.  Subsequently,  any  attempt to design  equlpment in such a way that it can 
wlthstand  the  'creativity'  of  the employees is doomed to show a 'leak' sooner  or later. 
That doesn't alter the  fact  that designers  should do thew best to create  equlpment In such 
a  way  that  the deslgn takes a number of the  frequently made  mistakes into account. 
However,  the costs involved in safeguardmg  equlpment  agalnst  human fallures are often 
very hrgh,  and the more  mistakes one tries to prevent, the more thls IS the case. 

2. Giving instructions 
lnstructmg employees in  detail on what  they are  supposed to do,  and informmg  them of 
the dangers which may  present  themselves  before they begm a task, is certainly a 
possibhty. However,  even though It is customary to dlscuss  work matters wlthin  the 
organisatlon of the railway, It would be impossible to glve  each  employee detalled 
lnstructlons before  each and every task. The costs  of personnel (instructors) and the costs 
In  terms of unproductive time would be enormous.  Besides,  one of  the mam  reasons for 
hwng expertenced  personnel is exactly  because they are  capable of performing  a task both 

don't go  as planned. 
Independently  and correctly and  they  can  solve  any  problems which may  occur if things 

of 'slips', the  unintentional  actions whlch are performed  automatically. At flrst, It may  be 
Furthermore, giving specific instructions will  only result in a shght  decrease in  the number 

possible to break through  the routine character of  certain operations by  giving instructlons, 
but  after a whlle the Instructions themselves will become routine. 

does affect  the number of mlstakes to a certam  degree, but it scarcely  prevents routine 
It may be stated that we can expect limited results from  giving  specific  Instructions. It 

errors and it doesn't prevent violations in  the least. 

3. Reward  and  punishment 
lnfluencmg behaviour by means of reward  and  punishment is a technique that has  been 
used  since way back.  The  dismissal of employees, or  taking criminal action against 
persons  involved in an accldent, is not unusual.  The  idea  behind  these  kinds of measures 
IS that the  person involved consclously  performed a series of operations whlch resulted In 
the accident. At  the very least the person  involved  neglected to demonstrate a degree of 
awareness that  would have  made  hlmlher  realise that a  sltuation was  developmg that 
would result In an accldent.  However,  accident  analyses  have  revealed that  the personls) 
involved were often completely unaware of  the  fact  that an accident  was  about to 
happen.  There is no  polnt  In using  punishment as a means of  preventlng accidents, 
because  people  are  usually not aware of the  fact  that they are doing  something  wrong. At 
the very  most, it may be possible to prevent  some of  the vlolatlons which people 
deliberately commit. Furthermore,  the  technique of  reward and  punlshment  requires an 
extensive  control system and it IS questionable  whether this is desired. 
Reward  may  prove effective  in promoting  desired  behaviour,  especially in a learning stage. 

all of the forms of behaviour that one wishes to reward  first. The  number of ways in 
However, If  deslred  behaviour is  to be rewarded, it is necessary to make  an inventory  of 

whlch people  can  behave is enormous.  Furthermore,  many of the desired forms  of 
behaviour  cannot be influenced  by reward. If, for example, a task is just  too  difflcult, 
reward w ~ l l  not do  any good. 
Summarising, it may be stated  that reward  and  punishment  has at best only a moderate 
effect on  preventing specific undesired  behaviour. In  most cases, however, it is pointless 
to punish the person(s) involved in an incident. Because no one deliberately causes  an 
accident,  punishment of  this kmd will have no beneficial effects in terms of prevention. 

4. Increasing motivation and alertness 
These  types of measures  are what we  generally expect  from psychologists. Though t O  a 
lesser extent  than before, accldent reports often reveal that  the cause of an  accident IS 
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attributed to a lack of  motivation, alertness  or 'safety consciousness' on the  part  of those 
involved. This is because it is  often so dlfficult to understand why people did not see an 
accldent coming.  Subsequently, the  fact  that  no measures  were taken to prevent the 
accident  must be seen  as a demonstration of laxness  and a lack of  motivation. As 
indicated above,  the personb) involved in an  accldent  scarcely  ever  see  an  accident 
comlng  ahead of tlme,  because  they  only  have part  of the informatlon at their disposal  and 
because the concurrence of clrcumstances is often so unlque  and slrnply unforeseeable. 
This doesn't have anything to do  wlth  a lack of motivatlon,  alertness or 'safety 
awareness'. 

Amsterdam  and  accidents in  the gas  and oil industries reveal a  factor  such as  'inadequate 
lnvestlgations  into  the causes of accidents at sea, accidents withln  the police force  of 

the  sltuatlon  in terms of safety. If motivation had anything to do with  the occurrence of 
motwation' to play little or  no role and so it offers  no  opportunities to effectlvely improve 

the  lob done' than  a hck of motivation. 
these  accldents at  all, the problem  was  more likely D o  much motivation  in order to 'get 

The  Idea that people who are  involved in accidents are 'stupid' often leads to the 
5. Hiring better qualified  personnel 

conclusion that organisations  should  hire  smarter  and better qualified personnel. It is 
believed that these  'super staff members'  may  be  more  capable of assessing the dangers 
the  work involves. However,  misjudging risks is  not an important  factor  when we look at 
most of  the types of human failure. In addition, one  should  keep in  mind  that being  over- 
qualified for a certain function may  have  all  kinds of negative effects as well. 
Naturally, the quality of the personnel is a  factor as soon as the employees fall short of 
the level required to do the job. And so, replacing well-qualified personnel with unskilled 
personnel will certainly lead t o  an  increase in the number of errors which occur durlng 
railway  activities. 

6. A&st ing the working environment 
It should be obvious from  what has  been stated above that attempting to directly 
influence human  behaviour known  to result In  incidents and  accidents (by givlng 
instructions, using  reward  and  punishment  techniques,  or  increasing motivation) cannot be 
very  successful.  The effects  of other  approaches  are only moderate as well, or the 
benefits  cannot compensate for the costs.  However, It is possible to  point  out 
environmental  factors  which  bring people in a  posltion or state in  which  they are inched 
to make  more  errors. A train driver in a  'hasty'  state will be  more inclined to make a 
mlstake than a train driver in a calm state. Hanging  up  signs in the  tram  whlch say 'don't 
hurry' WIII not be very effectwe. A more effective approach to the  problem  would be to 
focus on  the factors which caused  the  haste,  such as 'poor  planning of the activities' or 'a 
too  busy schedule'. In turn, the cause of poor  planning  may, for example,  prove to be how 
the management of the company  weighed 'worklng safely' and 'maklng  a  profit' against 
each other. The  decision to have 20 people do  the same  amount of work that was 
prevtously  performed by 35 people is a conscious  decislon, not a mistake. It is  not posslble 
to predlct  who  will make  an error and at what time, but it is clear that  if people  are  forced 
into  a  state of 'haste' by an  increased work load, the chances of them making a mistake 
will sharply  increase.  Seeing that  the employee  was forced  into a positlon in  which he/she 
was bound to make  an  error  sooner  or later, it is  not reasonable that  the employee  be  held 
solely responsible for this error. Naturally, this does not mean that  the employee  has  no 
responsibilities in  the matter:  once  helshe  observed the need to hurry, he/she  could  have 
refused to carry on. However, thls imposes a heavy  burden of responsibility on  the part of 
the employee  who, in  view  of  the employment situation and the hierarchical structure of 
most companies, is  not usually in a position to refuse to work. 
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3.2 The  system  approach:  improve  the  organisation 

If  we are to realise a further reduction  in  the number of accldents, we should no longer 
focus  our efforts  on  the worklng man.  Programmes to increase motivation, repeated 
instructions and a  stricter system  of  checks for ensurlng that employees  observe the 
regulatlons, will have little  effect: such  measures  do not  prevent slipsand  lapses  and 
only  prevent mlstakes and vlolatlons to a  limlted degree.  Increasing the chance of being 
caught in  the  act  of committing a violation will certainly not always result in people 
adjusting their behaviour. As long as  people  are given the  opportunity to break a rule, 
and  as long as the work situation invites them  to,  for example  because  there is only  a 
certain amount of  time available  or  because 'this is how  it's always  done',  employees 
will continue to display this undeslred  behaviour. 

Most of  the accident analysis  systems focus relatwely little  systematic  attentlon on 

organsation in  which people  have to work. lnvestlgatlons into  the dlsaster which 
preventmg  human  errors and on optimising  human  behaviour  by  improvlng the 

occurred with  the ferry Herald of Free Enterprise  and the exploslon on  the  production 
platform  Plper Alpha in  the  North Sea have clearly revealed that  efforts  to prevent  these 
types of disaster  should not be  focused on man or his technlcal envlronment, but  on  the 
company's  poor  organisation.  This  does not  only apply to disasters, but  to accidents on 
a smaller  scale  as well. 

SAMOS offers  a  method  for accident  analysis which combines  various ways to Influence 
the  human factor. The  model it contains  can  be  applied to larger  and  smaller  accldents, 
environmental incidents and health hazards. In addition, an attempt is made to make  an 
inventory of  the  factors  which  put people into a  position in which  they  will display 

companies  can  determine which measures will be most effective  in  limiting  the human 
'unsafe  behavlour'  or  make  errors.  Using this inventory, the management staff  of 

factor In the process of disruption and, with that, which measures offer  the best results 
in termsof Increasing safety. As is also presently the case in  the  field of quality control, 
we  are focusmg more and  more on process control and  less on controlling the end 
result. WHAT went wrong (the specific incident and the consequences), is  not as 
important as AS A RESULT OF WHAT: the abnormalities In  the process which resulted 
In  something  going  wrong. 

4 SAMOS 

4.1 Introduction 

As described  above,  accidents,  (environmental) incidents and health hazards  do not just 

distant past. When writing  a research  report following an  accident, a researcher can 
appear out  of  the blue: the  ultimate causes of such events can often be found  in  the 

events IS largely brought to light and the result is a chronologlcal  survey of  what  led to 
present the 'circumstances' of an  accident in  the  form  of a scenario.  The  sequence of 

the  undesired situation. 

The standard  procedure in accident  investigations is to depart from  the last phase in  the 

of the accident, or to gain a clear view  of the factors that contributed to the accident. 
process.  Using logical reasoning,  investigators attempt to discover the underlying  causes 
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Examples  include the STEP- (Sequentially Tlmed  Events Plotting) and  MORT- 
(Management  Oversight  and Risk  Tree1 method.  There are countless  methodologtes 

these are  visualised wlth a herringbone  model,  or  are  presented  as  vaaations  on 
whlch  focus  a certaln degree of attention on behaviour-related factors. In most cases, 

Helnrich's dommo's, such as SCAT (Systematic  Causal  Analysis Technique). A 
characterlstlc feature of accident  analyses is their retrospective (looklng  back) nature. 

However, thts approach  has its disadvantages.  The reliability of the final results of  the 

and background of  the researcher  and by  the culture prevailing wlthln  the organrsation. 
analysis IS relattvely low, and the results are strongly influenced by  the style, interests 

SAMOS  (and  Tripod) on  the other  hand  uses a different approach. One that focuses on 
the different phases in  the process of disruption. Each  phase  has its own distinguishing 
features  and  also  varies in the  degree to which  the management  can  exercise control 
over it. As the model  presented  here  only  describes the accident  chain whlch leads to 
human  failure, it cannot replace a detailled technical analysls of a fading system or  an 
undeslred  exposure.  However,  because  organisational failures often he at  the root of 
technical fallures,  one will frequently find that  the chain  can  also  be  applied to accidents 
which, at  first sight, appear to be solely technical in nature. 

4.2 The  underlying  philosophy  on  accident  causation 

An Important component of SAMOS is the description of the accident process.  Accidents, 
or other  undesired  disruptions in  the normal routine  of things, do not occur 'without 
reason', but are the  result of a concurrence of circumstances. Attempting to 'manage' the 
accidents  themselves, is an  impossible task: there  are just too many coincldences 
involved. Which is why SAMOS  focuses on preventing the concurrence of circumstances 
by Identifying and  eliminating the risks which  will lead to these  circumstances. A simple 
graphlc  representation of  the underlytng  accident  model is shown  in  figure 1. 

Degree of influence 

Unsafe situations  Accidents (damage, injuries) 

Risks 

I Unsafe acts f -en& (near accidents) 

Figure 1 A simple representation of accident causation 

The accidents  and  'near  accidents' or 'incidents' are  indicated at  the right. These  are the 
result of  dangerous  operations  or  dangerous  circumstances.  Whether  these will 
subsequently  lead to an accident  or a 'near  accident', is primarily determined by chance: it 

The  dangerous c~rcumstances and  dangerous  operations  are more to the  left side in  the 
IS almost  impossible t o  influence the outcome. 

figure. Undesired  disruptions in  the operations only occur if these two coincide.  And so it 
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seems obvlous that  we should  ensure that  they  no longer  occur or, If they do occur, that 
they are identifled and  subsequently  ehmtnated  as quickly as possible. However, it would 
be impossible to detect and  ellminate  each  and  every  one of these  dangerous  operations 
and situations. In additlon to that, reports on dangerous  operations or situations generally 
focus on technical factors, rather than on  organisational factors. A loose screw  bolt or a 
crooked  pipe is included In  the report as a  situation that is not safe, but  the  fact  that a 
CARGO-manager  calls up and, for example, glves the order to glve a cargo train  rlght of 
way over a passenger train, even  though this IS against  procedure, IS usually not 
considered to be a dangerous situation. Even so, the investigatlons into recent  disasters 
tell  a  different tale: it is not so much  the technlcal aspects that contribute a great  deal to 
accidents, but rather  these  organisational  aspects. 

It IS much more effective and efficient to focus on  the causes of these  dangerous 
operations and situations: the risks. How did these  circumstances  come  about,  and  can 
we prevent them from happening  before they result In undeslred disruptions? These risks 
are factors  which can  be  influenced  by the management,  and so they can be controlled to 

dangerous situation occurred,  or that a dangerous  operatlon  was carried out?' If we can 
a great extent. These  are the answers to the question 'How is It possible that such a 

locate, examine  and  eliminate  these  risks,  employees will no  longer find themselves in a 
situation in which  they may display  dangerous  behaviour. 

4.3 The accident  model 

As mentioned earlier, SAMOS is based on  the  Tripod  method  which  was developed in 
Leiden.  The  Trlpod method distinguishes between  the  following phases in the  accident 
process: 

defences 

management  mental  operatlonal 1 accldent or substandard 
-b errors incident  dlsturbance -b acts states 

I 
Figure 2 The various  phases of the  accident  process (Tripod modell 

The  diagram In Figure 2 dlsplays  the  model as a process of disruptlon which  consists  of 
a number of phases. The  model  can be used for large-scale  dlsasters  and  accidents  and 
Incidents, as well as for health  problems resulting from exposure to hazardous 
substances.  The  model  can  be  used  regardless of  how much time has  gone by  between 
the  tlme  the unfavourable  environmental factors were  created  and the ultimate negative 
result (whether  this  is an  hour, a month  or twenty years). The term  'incident' is used to 
lndlcate  what one  wishes to avoid,  whether this  is  a  safety, environment  or health 
problem. 

Prior t o  an  accident occurring or  someone  becoming ill, the safety measures existing 
within  the organisation either did  not  function  sufficiently or  were  absent. If someone 
suffers  a loss of hearing (the incident), this may  be the result of failing hearmg 
protection devices: they are not present, they  do not  function sufficiently, or they are so 
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uncomfortable that  the vtctim no  longer wore them (the failing  safety measures).  There 
are different  ways in which to solve thts problem. For  example, we may  ask  ourselves 
why there was so much  noise in  the workplace,  and why  the person  involved  was not, 
or not adequately, protected  by hearmg protectlon devices. Too much nose  (the 
dlsruption in operations)  may for example  be the result of someone deliberately not 
closlng  sound-proof  hatches  (sub-standard operation). The  person  involved thought It 
convenlent to keep the hatches  open  while  working, but became Irritated because of  the 
noise (the  mental  state). The fact  that It was  unpleasant to work  with  the hatches 
closed,  was brought about by  the insufficient design of  the machines  (management dld 

focuses  on process control, this problem  cannot be dealt with by simply pointing  out to 
not  control the process of design to a sufficient degree). When  using an approach whlch 

the  person involved that helshe  has to wear protective devices.  The effects  of 
repressive  measures of  this  kind are  very limited and they can only be effective  in an 
environment  where it is possible to continuously  keep  check on the observance of  the 
regulatlons,  and in whtch it is possible to predict  what people will do right and what 
they will do wrong. In  this case it is much  more effectlve to focus  on  the source of  the 
problems: the incorrectly designed  equtpment.  Furthermore, it should  be  looked into  why 
thls piece of equipment  was bought  in  the  first place,  and why it was not  known before 
now that  the equipment did not  function properly or, if it was known,  why  nothing was 
done  about it. These types  of 'mistakes' on  the  part  of  the management  can  be 
arranged into  a  limited number of risk areas  tn the organisation: the 11 Basic  Risk 
Factors (BRF's). 

4.4 The BRF's 

It IS plain that  we can identify  a 'human factor' in every accident or unintentlonal 
exposure:  someone,  whether  unconsciously  or  deliberately, did something that was not 
consistent with what is considered to be the correct  operations at  that particular 
company: the sub-standard  operation.  This  person,  before  he or  she did this act, was in 
a certain mental state, for example irrltated, in a rush,  or  misled: whlch brings us to  the 
next phase in  the model. It has a broad  black  edge  around It In  figure 2: years of 
psychological  research  have shown  that it is virtually impossible to directly influence 
these  klnds of mental  states of employees. It is much more efficient to adjust the 
environmental factors  in such a way that employees no longer  reach a certain 

operation.  These factors, the so-called General  Failure  Types  (GFT's)  or  Basic  Rtsk 
unfavourable mental state which  would cause them to perform  a 'sub-standard' 

these 'control areas'  (see  table 1 ). 
Factors  (BRF's),  can  however  be  influenced by the management.  There are eleven of 
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No. Description and  abbreviation 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

The quality, state, availability and usabillty of  the  infrastructure, materials, equipment 
and tools: Hardware (HW); 
The ergonomic  design of  the infrastructure, materlals,  equipment  and tools: Deslgn 
(DE); 
The organisatlon and the manner  In which maintenance, repalrs and  inspectlons  are 

The availability, comprehenslbility, usability and  correctness of  work procedures, 
carried out: Maintenance Management("); 

The  physlcal and social working condltions in  the workplace  and individual  factors 
regulations and manuals:  Procedures (PR); 

which increase the chance that errors will occur:  Error  Enforcing (EE); 
Daily  maintenance  and  cleaning of the workp1ace:Housekeeping (HK); 
The management of  conflicting goals such as working  conditions versus  production: 
Incompatible  Goals (IG); 
The communication between  employees,  departments  and  business units: 
Communication (CO); 
Steering  processes  and  persons,  the structure  of  the organisation in  which people 
have to work: Organisation (OR); 
The  education,  experience  and  selection of employees:  Training  (TR); 
The  existence  and effects  of  control measures  and safety means as part of the 
philosophy of the company:  Defences (DF). 

Table 1 The eleven Basic Risk Factors (BRFls). 

Each of these  eleven BRF's is present in every  organisatton to a  certain degree,  whether 
acctdents occur  or  not. These BRF's, depending upon the extent t o  which  they apply, 
cause  people to reach a state in  which  they are more likely to make  an  error. If, for 
example, the necessary  equipment is defective or not available,  chances  are the 
employee in question  will improvise in order to get  the job  done,  and then make an  error 
when  doing so. The  most  important aim in an  organlsation's policy  on  safety should be 
to deal with  the underlylng factors  which may result  In human failure. It is possible to 
make  an inventory  of these  mechanisms  and to develop  an instrument that can  measure 
their Impact:  The  SAMOS  accident  analysis  methodology. 

By optimally managing  all of these factors, the employees of  a busmess unit  will hardly 
ever  reach a mental state which causes them to make  errors  which, in turn, will lead to 
disruptlons tn the production process.  The  aim is  to tackle the source of the errors, 

the  human factor as effectively and efficiently as  possible, it is necessary to take active 
rather than  focusing  first and  foremost on the errors themselves. In order to influence 

measures in  the earliest possible  phase of  the process: at  the level of the BRF's. 

There is already a  variety  of instruments  available, both  for making up  an  inventory  of 
risks and for rlsk evaluatlon, which can provide  insight into  the state  of  a company,  and 
which may  serve  as a basis for  taking measures.  Depending upon which approach IS 

followed,  these  techniques  focus on  the various  phases of  the disruption process In 
figure 2. 
Each technique  has its limits, and  none of  them can  replace all the others. It would  not 
be wise to rely too much on  the  effects  of one  technique alone, especially if  the 
technique cannot  detect and identify any errors until  late in the accident process. 
Incorrectly designating the actual  problem will result In  incorrect recommendations. 

automobiles, reflectors on  bicycles  and  having motorcycles  drive wlth  lights during the 
Experiences in  traffic safety  wtth ABS-systems (anti-block systems)  and  airbags in 

day, reveal that  the effects  of technical  measures, thought to be  very effective, on  the 
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number of accldents,  are  sometimes  neghglble.  The  phenomenon 'rlsk compensation' 
should  also  be taken into account in  the  work  situation. Prevention is the best  cure, but 
it IS slmply not possible to control the whole world and so defensive  techniques  are 
Istlll) necessary In  each phase  of the process. 

It is possible to measure the contribution of  the eleven BRF's for each  accident.  Thls 
analysis  reveals the sources of human failures In  speclflc accldents  or  series of 
acctdents. 

4.5 The SAMOS method  of analysis 

The  eleven BRF's can be  found at  the beginning  of  every  cause-effect  chain. In order to 

operatlons, it IS possible to measure their relative rnfluence within  the scope of  a risk 
positwely  Influence these factors, so that employees no longer perform Incorrect 

Inventory  and  risk  evaluation.  Following an accident,  one  can  analyse the circumstances 
surrounding the accident and then subsequently  categorise the causes in terms  of the 

terms of the BRF's can be  performed in a very reliable manner  using the SAMOS analysls 
BRF's. The identification of the contributing  factors and the subsequent classification in 

Instrument. 

The SAMOS analysis  instrument  aids  Railned  researchers in detecting BRF- symptoms and 
the  root causes of  these symptoms in a structured manner. All of  the information is 
dwided into one of the 11 BRF's. The instrument consists of two checklists and, for each 
BRF, a number of  items  which fall under this BRF: the Symptoms list and the Root  Causes 
list. The  Symptoms list is used to identify all of  the symptoms  which  contributed to the 
development of an accident or incident. Furthermore, the sub-  standard acts  which 
resulted from these symptoms are designated as well. The next  step is to locate the 

the problem areas in  the Root  Causes list. 
structural, underlying causes of the occurrence of  the symptoms  using the descriptions of 

The method is based on the modiffed  general  accident  chain as shown  below: 

5? Basic Rlsk Factors (BRF's) BRF 11: 
defences 

root substandard 
-+ + symptoms 

operational 1 accldent  or 
causes disturbance -b acts Incident 

I 
The 1 1  Basic  Risk Factors (BRF's) are 11 different  "control areas" which can  be 
distlnguished in every organisatlon,  or part  of an organisation.  The extent to which  the 
BRF's  are controlled is assessed by  identifying and  "counttng" the symptoms  which 
contributed to  the development of accidents  and incidents. Poorly controlled BRF'S result 
in many  symptoms, and so they  are  the main sources of risk. 

Root  causes  are structural deficiencies in  the organisation  and the  working environment. 
They  are the  result of inadequate  decisions on  the part  of the management.  They are the 
most controllable elements in an accident  chain,  because they lie at  the  root of all other 
events to come. They often  concern  hidden  deficiencies which are only revealed  during an 
in-depth investigation. 
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Symptoms are local problems which are present in  the workplace  before an accident  or 
Incident occurs and whtch are the result of Basic  Causes.  Symptoms  are faulty, 
Inappropriate or absent means, dangerous situations or the ' psychologlcal  precursors' of 
dangerous  operatlons:  unfavourable  mental states of people. 

Substandard  acts are the final lrnks in  the accident cham, before the  dlsruptlon In 
operatlons  occurs.  These  concern  dangerous  operatlons (or: neglectmg to perform 
necessary  operations) which are the result of symptoms  belng  present.  They are the 
concrete. visible result of human failure: unintentional blunders (slips), lapses,  mistakes  or 
conscious vlolations. 

The Operational  disturbance is the s i k a U x &  of a sub-standard act. It is the moment at  
whlch a process  deviates from normal,  and a situation involving risks occurs. It must be 

dlsturbance is  the  starting  point of every  SAMOS-analysls  because thls IS what we initially 
vlewed  separately from the  nature  and  magnltude of any  consequences.  The  operatlonal 

want to prevent. 

Defences  are the systems,  procedures  and  actions whtch should  be  present In order to 

occurred.  The effectiveness  of  the safety  measures is determined by BRF 11 :Defences. If 
prevent  or limit  the  effects  of  a disruption in operations,  once such  a  disruption has 

there  are  no sufficient means of protection, the disruptions will result in accidents  more 
often, and the consequences will be  more  serlous. 

The accident  or incident is the effect, or result, of an operational  disturbance that is not 
"counter-acted"  or  contained by adequate safety measures. 

By way of  illustration, we  will  now pass through  the accident  chain in reverse  order 
(starting from  the accident back to the basic  cause) by means of  a simple industrial 
accident: a mechanic  has to do  maintenance work  on a high-tension installation, creates a 
short clrcult, and  receives a life-threatening electrlc shock. 

The accident IS: 'mechanic  receives  hfe-threatening electric shock'.  The failing defence: 
'work gloves not sultable, no insulation'. The  operational  disturbance: 'the occurrence of a 
short circuit'. The  sub-standard act is: 'mechanic  makes  error by using incorrect  tools'. 
The symptom: 'suitable  tools  not at hand'.  The root cause:  'inadequate  storage or 
purchasmg  system'.  The two BRF's which 'scored'  are  'Hardware' (suitable tools not  at 
hand)  and  'Defences' (protective gloves not adequate). 

measurement tool.  The method assesses the risks systematically  and in terms of quantity. 
Besides  bemg a methodology for research  and  screening, SAMOS is also a  safety 

Every tlme a  certain BRF is involved in an incident, the BRF's score is "increased". A BRF- 
proflle can  be  made by adding  up the factors involved in various incidents. This  provides a 
reliable picture  of the degree to which each of  the BRF's is controlled in an organisatlon or 
part of an organsatton. BRF-profiles  can  be  made for  the entire rallway traffic system, for 
each transport operator, for each  business unit or for  a  local department of  a business 
unit. 
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Thls results in a  profile as shown in flgure 4. 
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A n  example of a profile of four accidents 

Some  BRF's  score  highly in all four accldents:  Design,  Procedures  and Incompatible Goals. 
Which means that we detected factors that are dtrectly related to one of these BRF's in 
each of these  accidents. If  the profile of accident 2 is compared wtth  that  of accident 1, 
Deslgn  proves to be a problem  as  well,  whereas  Housekeeping, though  significant in 
accldent 1, is not  shown to be a problem in any of  the other accidents. It is also  possible 
to combme  analyses of accidents,  incidents  and audits. In  addition to the 
recommendatlons that can be made  on the basis of  the individual analyses, the resulting 
combined  proflie can  be  used t o  consider  more overall measures. 

The  BRF's  give  an indication  of global problem areas. A high score for a BRF indlcates that 
there is a problem in  this area, but it provides no clear indication of the SQ!&X of  the 
problem. So it is necessary, if improvements  are to be  made, to 'zoom Into' the concrete 
root causes.  Concrete  measures to improve the  situation can  be  implemented at  this level. 
If, for example, the BRF Design  has a high score, this may be the result of  a  variety  of 

cause of many  Design-  problems, or they  may  be the result of a shortage in  tlme or 
bottlenecks at the organisational  level. A lack of standardisatlon, for example,  may  be the 

resources  available for the  (further) development of systems. 

5 Conclusions 

In  this  introduction  of  the SAMOS-methodology, we discussed the relationship between 
human errors and accident prevention.  Human failures are  very difficult to control. 
Adlusting  the  work  situation  and the  organisation in which people  work, is a promising 

fall, instead of focusing on the employees who make  mistakes/errors. They do not take 
approach. We need to deal with the situations in which people  almost can't help but 

risks, but are primarily at risk. Naturally, it is essential that  the management  gains 
insight into what these  poor working conditions  are  exactly,  and what kinds of steps 
they  should take to improve the situations. SAMOS does both. 
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The method we have described is not a 'miracle drug'  In  the  fleld  of  safety. It IS an 

The high level of safety already found In most  of  the business units, has  been  achieved 
addition to what is already  bemg  done in the field  of  safety within  the railway system. 

by  successfully  applying  these  technlques.  However, this  method focuses on an 
Important component  of the  accident  process, the human factor, and how  the 

thls approach, is that  the management  should only  try  to control  what it can control, 
management  can control  this  factor as effectively as  possible. An important aspect of 

and that no  measures are taken which  cost  a great  deal of time,  money  and effort,  but 
which lack result because  they are  based on an incorrect philosophy on safety, or 

the philosophy of control, is an underexposed  approach In  most  other analysls 
because they were taken at the  wrong level. Tackling the human factor starting from 

techniques. 

The method we have described  has the characteristics of  both an Inventory technique 
and  an evaluation  technique.  The  method  provides  an  assessment of  the rlsks or, to put 
it In a better way, the underlying factors  of the risks,  whereas the 'Importance' of these 

specific risks are to be arranged in order of magnitude, this may require other additional 
risks is determined by 'clustering' factors at  the level of BRF's. Which means that  if 

to  estmate  the chance  that specific errors will occur. 
techniques.  Human Reliability Assessment (HRA) -techniques, for example,  can  be  used 

SAMOS allows the user to evaluate the  effectiveness  of  safety care  systems with 
respect to the  extent  to which  the management  has control over the human factor. The 
question is not wherher there  are certain statutory procedures in the business unit  with 
which employees must comply, but rather if  the employees  have a clear  understanding 
of these  procedures  and if there  are certain circumstances in  which  the procedures 
cannot be adopted  or are  inadequate.  This evaluation can be carried out independent of 
the safety  care system in use.  The result is  an  objective measuring staff  that can  be 
used to compare  companies  and  departments,  and that provides a reliable picture of  any 
improvement  or  decline  occurring between two consecuttve  measurements. 

In addttion, the approach we have  outlined  here  can  also be very  useful when answering 
the question:  'Where  does the risk come from?' and so it offers  opportunities  for 
Improvement. 

In recognltlon of  everything  that has  already  been  accomplished In the field of safety  by 
usmg other  techniques, it would seem that  the  most important  improvement in  the 
safety  condltion  of  a company  can  be  achieved by  tackling the sources of  the errors. 
This  process  approach has strong similarlttes with  the 'Quality-programmes' that are 
currently being  used in many  compantes,  and the method also  concurs with  the IS0 
9000- and 10000-series. We should not  focus  on 'human  belngs who make  mlstakes' , 

this view, but Is the automatic result of optimally managing a company.  Working in a 
but  on  the  situations whtch  cause  people to make  errors. Safety does not stand  alone in 

safe  and  healthy  manner is not so much the responsibility of  the individual employee, 
but mainly that  of  the management of the organisation in  which people work. 

SAMOS-background Page 18 
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Crisis Management in the  East  Japan Railway Company 

-Taking the  Example of A Major Earthquake - 

Satoshi Nakai,  Manager 

Transport Safety Department 

East Japan Railway Company 

1. Basic  Philosophy of Crisis Management 

Firstly, the basic philosophy behind crisis management in the East Japan 

Railway Company will be described. 

What is referred to here  as  "crisis  management", can  be defined as "the 

specific study of the methodology  and putting into practice of the actions to be 

taken by those responsible for crisis management at each of the varlous crisis 

stages; namely, crisls occurrence and  consequence predictlon and forseemg, 

crisis prevention and avoldance, coping with and preventing escalation of the 

crisis, and prevention of its recurrence. Typical examples of crises are war, 

socioeconomic unrest, major accidents or dlsasters, and destructive or 

atrocious crimes. In present day Japan, in relation to railroads, the most likely of 

these to occur is a major accident or disaster 

The potential for such crises always exists in various forms. With regard 

to this potential, the important thing is not to slmply deal with isolated 

occurrences on a "one-off basis, but to be aware of  the reality and  danger of 

such occurrences, frequency of occurrence, seriousness of the outcome,  as 

well as to predict the ability  as a company to respond, and to set suitable 



priorities for  the investment of  the  limited money, manpower, and materials that 

are  available. 

In order  to foresee and  predict the  outcome  of a major accident or 

disaster and  to  prevent or restrict the consequent damage or casualties, there is 

a necessity for each  employee,  as  well  as for the company as a whole,  to foster 

an  awaieness  of these matters and  take precise action. 

For  this  reason, at the East Japan Railway Company measures are being 

taken with  regard to  the prevention of: 

- Train  collisions 

Grade crossing accidents 

Accidents during work  such as track  maintenance. 

- Fires at stations 

Disasters such as earthquakes or deluges 

These measures are being taken in both in physical and abstract terms, based 

on the concept of “not waiting until an accident occurs to take action, but rather 

to always be taking action to ensure  safety”. 

Crisis management is usually performed in accordance with  the following 

procedure: 

(1) Determine  the  warning  signs of accidents or disasters, or the probability 

of their  occurrence. 

(2) Predict  the form of and  estimate  the scale of  the accident or disaster. 

(3) Make  the  necessary  preparations. 

(4) Take  the  correct action in the  event of an actual occurrence. 

(5) Take  the necessary measures to prevent recurrence. 

In the  past, steps (4) and (5) have received most of the  attention, but 

more recently, efforts have focused  on performing (1) and (2) with accuracy. 



From the  idea that the man in the field  is in the front line when  it comes to 

quick recognition of the warning signs that could lead  to a major accident, a 

prevailing safety consciousness must  be fostered in which each employee must 

maintain safety vigilance and  act autonomously. 

2. Response  to  a  Crisis - Preparedness for  Rescue  in  the  Event of 

a Major-Earthquake  in  the Tokyo Metropolitan Area - 
Despite the fact that  we are  taking the preventive measures described 

above, crisis situations do occur. To indicate the way in which  the East Japan 

Railway Company would respond to a crisis, the following example describes JR 

East's preparedness for rescue in the  event of a major earthquake in the  Tokyo 

metropolitan area. 

Japan  is a country of frequent earthquakes with large  earthquakes 

occurring and causing damage in all regions. Two years ago in Kobe, about 

600 km west of  Tokyo, an earthquake  of magnitude 7 on the Richter scale 

rocked the city  causing extensive damage to  a large number of  buildings, roads 

and railways, and more than 5000 lives were lost. In Tokyo too, past records 

show that major earthquakes have occurred periodically, and it is believed that 

the city is likely to suffer a major earthquake in the not too  distant future. 

Therefore,  with regard to the crisis management procedure described 

above, the aim is to make preparations (3), based  on the predictions and 

estimates of (2) and take the  correct  actlon in the event of  an  actual occurrence 

(i.e., (4) ). 



2.1 Basic Policy 

Hypothetical  Conditions 

A major earthquake  of magnitude 6 to 7 occurred in  the viclnity of Tokyo 

resulting in derailments,  overturned  railway  cars, destruction of station 

buildings, and a corresponding large  number of fatalities and injuries 

among the passengers. 

Railway lines and  roads  were  severely damaged and telephone 

connections were  disrupted. 

In order that rescue operations can proceed smoothly even under these 

conditions, specific measures are taken in line  with  the following four basic 

principles: 

(1) Each individual employee must act autonomously  in  accordance with the 

manual. 

In the  case of a major earthquake, there are situations where action 

based on the  chain of command would be impossible. The action  to be 

taken by employees when there is no instruction are laid down in the form 

of a manual and autonomous action taken according to  this manual. 

(2) A “Main Office Crisis  Headquarters” direct command system is provided. 

Action is carried out in accordance with precise instructions via a 

command network at the  heart of which is the  “Main Office Crisis 

Headquarters” at which a rapid and precise grasp of the crisis situation is 

maintained. 

(3) Action should be taken with  the main priority on completing rescue 

operations involving human life within three days. 

Rescue operations should be performed on  the  maximum possible scale 

in order to complete them within the  first three days which past 



experience shows gives the highest probability of rescuing victims  alive. 

To  achieve this, material  and human assistance is necessary from 

regions unaffected by  the  disaster. 

(4) Rescue efforts should  include employees and their families as well as 

passengers. 

2.2 Specific  Measures 

(1) Rapid Stopping of All Trains When  the Earthquake Occurs 

To  reduce subsequent damage to  a minimum, when seismographs 

located along the tracks sense a tremor in excess of a predetermined 

value, a breaker switch at the Shinkansen transformer station  is 

automatically  activated  to cut off the  power supply to  the  Shinkansen 

trains and bring  all trains to a halt. In  the  case  of a conventional train, a 

wireless message is  automatically transmitted to the driver who will stop 

the train. The wireless  system employed for this is a dual system. 

(2)  Rescue  Organization 

So that rapid assessment of the disaster situation can be made at  the 

main office crisis headquarters and rescue personnel dispatched with 

precision, information contact points and rescue relay bases are 

predesignated  within  the  normal organization. In addition, field crisis 

headquarters are set  up  at individual crisis locatlons. 

If the Tokyo main  office IS damaged to the  extent that it becomes non- 

functional, the branch office at  Takasaki, about 100 km away becomes 

the main office crisis  headquarters. 

The respective functions  are  as  follows: 

Main Office Crisis  Headquarters 



Overall command and supervision of the company's rescue 

operations. 

Functions as  a contact and liaison point with external organizations. 

Information Contact Points 

Reports the conditions and rescue activity status for the region to 

main office crisis headquarters and receives instructions from head 

office and  passes  them  on to the field crisis headquarters. 

Rescue  Relay Bases 

Arranges the  rescue equipment and personnel from regions 

unaffected by the disaster and sends them to  the  field crisis 

headquarters. 

- Field Crisis Headquarters 

Set up at stations or locations such as derailment sites  to directly 

control the rescue operations. 

The organization is arranged as shown in Figure 1, and the rescue 

activities develop throughout the entire company. 



Disaster 
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Figure 1 The Structure of the Rescue Organization 

(3) Achieving a  Means of Communication 

Facilities have  been installed to enable satellite communications 

between the main office crisis headquarters, information contact 

points, and rescue relay bases. 

- The means of communication with stations, rolling stock depots, and 

other field sites involves three separate systems. They are company 

wireless, NTT public telephone lines, and NTT cellular telephones. 

(4) Stores of Food  and Rescue Equipment - Stores of food for 100,000 meals and temporary toilet units  that  can 

be used  a  combined total of 160,000 times have been installed at 



information contact points, rescue  relay  bases, and other locations to 

provide  for the  daily  requirements of 30,000 people for three days. 

The  equipment and  vehicles required for safety operations have been 

allocated to maintenance yards, rolling stock  depots, and other 

various locations. 

In-addition, various  types  of construction equipment and food have 

been stored at companies contracted for daily maintenance. 

(5 )  The Criteria for Employee Action 

The following actions, that are laid down in a manual, are expected to  be 

taken by company employees even  when there is no direct supervision. 

Gather at emergency assembly points 

Employees, on confirming  the occurrence of a major earthquake via 

television or other news media, or from  the condition of their 

surroundings, make  their  way to  emergency assembly points (their 

nearest station  or  place of work) taking food or other immediately 

necessary items  with  them. 

Report their  personal  status  to their workplace or a secondary contact 

point. 

The secondary contact  point is a specified location  to be contacted in 

the event that their own place  of  work has suffered damage to the 

extent that contact has been made impossible. To ensure that the 

secondary contact  point is not also affected by the  disaster, a location 

at least 100 km away is specified. 

Rescue and  provide first aid to the injured 

Those  in charge  of a location affected by the disaster should set  up a 

field crisis headquarters and commence rescue operations. 



(6) Verification and Support of Employees Safety 

When the  whereabouts of an  employee is unknown, personnel are sent 

from the station nearest the employees home to verify the situation and to 

rescue or provide other necessary assistance. 

(7) Collaborate with Administrative and Other  Bodies 

Liaison with national or local administration, the fire department, police, 

or self defense forces is set up  and the form  of cooperation in the event 

of an earthquake is mutually agreed upon. As a result of this, mutual 

exchange of  information regarding such matters as the  status of 

earthquake  damage is achieved, and  in  addition to receiving assistance 

in the rescue operations, supelvision is provided for  the transportation of 

rescue materials and personnel by rail. 

3. In  Order to Provide  the  Desired  Function  in  an  Emergency 

Having achieved the required state of preparedness, a  necessary step In 

crisis management is to ensure that when  an actual accident or disaster occurs, 

the desired functions will be provided according to plan.  The following are being 

carried out to ensure  this: 

Manuals outlining the action required are provided to all of the  company's 

80,000 employees. 

Management are provided with more detailed manuals so that they may 

provide suitable supervision. 

Comprehensive simulated disaster drills are carrled out throughout the 

company  once every year.  These trials  are participated in  by the 

company president, main office personnel and 20,000 other employees 

who all perform their respective roles. 



Simulated derailment recovery drills are performed at various times in 

combination with local government and the fire department on a regional 

basis. 

Employees are receiving first aid training. This training will be given to 

20,000 employees over  the following three years and finally extended to 

all the company employees. 

4. Conclusions 

Crisis management in the East Japan Railway Company was described 

for the case of a major earthquake. In crisis management it is important in both 

the preventive  stage and after actual occurrence that the  employees act 

precisely as decided in advance by  top management in accordance with their 

decisions and measures. 

The philosophies described  here are therefore effective in other 

situations, and are applicable on a smaller scale to train accidents or fires. 

Such things as computerization and other facilities have been introduced 

to achieve more efficient operation in order to make the  railway a safer, faster, 

and more comfortable means  of transportation. As a result .the  frequency  of 

accident occurrences has decreased and it  is  becoming  more  and more difficult 

to make use  of past experience.  On  the other hand, as the system has become 

more complex,  when  an  accident  does  occur, a high level response is  required. 

It  is therefore necessary to continue  in  our efforts to enable us to  respond  with 

precision in any kind of  disaster  or accident scenario. 
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SAFETY  ARRANGEMENTS FOR  CROSSING  RAIL  TRACKS 

SUMMARY 

Accidents in relation to crossing in-station  rail tracks  are  a significant concern  for  SNCF. 
In  order  to  cut  the number of  accidents, French Railways have initiated a  study  on  how to 
improve  the  existing  safety  arrangements for crossing rail tracks and the related  in-station 
signing system. For  the first time ever, this review was based on in-situ observations and 
passenger  surveys.  French Railways are also developing prevention  campaigns aimed at 
schoolchildren, youth  being sensitized about the train and how  it  should  be  used. 

0 INTRODUCTION 

Since 1990, the  observation and analysis of  accidents to people  have  been  entrusted to  the 
Centre for Safety  Studies which manages  a dedicated database. 

This  exposition takes  into account  accidents to passengers crossing  in-station  tracks. Suicides, 
assaults and natural  deaths  are  not  accounted  for. 

0 NATURE  OF TBE PROBLEM  AND  POLICY  PURSUED 

- Data collected  from  historical  accident  record 

The  accidents to people  database of the Centre for Safety Studies  are  only  concerned  with 
accidents having caused fatalities or major injuries (more  than three  days in hospital ) and 
involving rail vehicles in motion. 

For the period  extending from 01/01/1990 to 3 1/12/1996,  186  accidents to people  crossing 
in-station  tracks  have  been  recorded. This category  represents 14% of  accidents to people (hit 
by a  train  and/or falling from  a train). 

Among the victims, 33% of fatalities and 46% of injuries have affected  passengers,  i.e.  people 
( holding  a valid ticket. 

- General  external  backeround 

Accidents having occurred when crossing rail tracks  are mostly due to a  non-compliance  with 
the  rules  and/or  with  the  indications  from railway signals. However, the mass media tend  more 
and more  to  put  the blame  on  French Railways whenever passengers have not at their  disposal 
in a'station any pedestrian  passage,  whether an overhead footbridge or a  subway  (underground 
passage). 

Overall  changes  with the judicial background are also noted, the rulings from  judges  tending to 
hold French  Railways  partly liable on  grounds  that  due  resources  for  accident  prevention  have 
not  been  spent. 
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Selected  courses of action 

It is in this  context  that  the  recasting  of  statutory  texts  about  passenger  safety in station 
premises is taking  place. This process  goes hand-in-hand  with a  background review in relation 
to  two  specific  issues: 

.improvements to luminous  pictograms 

. passenger  safety  signing system 

For the first time ever, a sociological and psychological approach  focusing on 
passengers’habits  and behaviours has been integrated into  the design policy of safety  devices 
for crossing rail tracks. 

The emphasis  has  also been  placed on  the usefulness of preventative  measures 

The improvements to luminous pictograms, the passenger safety signing system  and 
( preventative  measures  are  addressed successively hereafter. 

CB IMPROVEMENTS TO  LUMINOUS PICTOGRAMS FOR  CROSSING RAIL 
TRACKS 

Installation  criteria  include  the activity of the station concerned and sighting  conditions (local 
topography,  climatic  conditions ...) 

Installation  criteria  can  be summarized as follows: over lines where  the maximum train transit 
speed  does  not  exceed 170kmm, fixed signals are recommended provided visibility is in excess 
of 10 seconds, the VT (l) station product  does not exceed 150 and the maximum number of 
passengers  simultaneously  crossing rail tracks is smaller than 15. 

If the Vt station  product is  at least equal to 2000 or if the  threshold of 25 passengers  crossing 
simultaneously  is  reached, an overhead footbridge or a subway is to be installed. 

In the  other  cases,  a  luminous  pictogram will  be  installed. Over the lines where train speeds are 
( in excess of 160km/h, footbridges  are  used  as pedestrian crossings. 

trains passing  over station tracks and <( intersecting )) the pedestrian right of way during a time  interval from 20 
(1) The VT train product is equal to the  number of passengers  crossing tracks multiplied by the  number of 

min before  passengers  cross tracks until 10 min after they  have  cleared  the tracks. The  maximum  transit speed 
in a station is taken into account. The VT station product is the summation of VT trains over  one day. 
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Deseriation  of t he  orevious  aictoeram 

The facility consists  of luminous signals housed in two overhead boxes  situated  on  platforms 
Passenger  who  intend to  cross  tracks  can see  them  clearly. 

The graphics  of the illuminated figure symbolizes the message (( Do not cross D, via a stylized 
image of  an immobile standing figure by the edge of  a platform. 

Analvsis conducted  from  aast  incidents 

The analysis of victims’characteristics for accidents at  crossing rail tracks  has  shown  that  a 
significant part (almost half) of passengers killed under such circumstances met their  death in a 
station  equipped  with luminous pictograms, whereas that  type  of  stations is only frequented by 
a bit more  than 1% of our passengers. 

This situation  prompted  the  creation of a working party whose remit was to identify ways  of 
improving the  current system. 

The  working  party has analyzed in detail the accidents when crossing rail tracks  (datebase, 
accident files). This early work has been supplemented  with: 

- observations  made  on  a number of experimental sites; 

- results  from the surveys conducted on these sites using different methods  (questionnaires 
circulated to customers,  observation  forms completed by  st&, movie-camera recordings); 

- advice  emanating from users’committees 

Identification  of  the  arevious  pictogram’s weaknesses and  related  adiustments 

In its  former  appearance, the pictogram presents a number of  weaknesses. 

1- it is not sufficiently persuasive. the victim’s negligence in crossing the  tracks  despite  the 
illumination of the pictogram is the  major causation factor  for all accidents.  This  indicates  that 
the  pictogram is not perceived by the public  as a mark of absolute  danger  (the same attitude is 
found in the  road traffic). 

2- it is not sufficiently  visible, even if the poor  visibility or lack of visibility of  the pictogram is 
never per se the full explanation of  the cause of a  crossing  accident, it contributes significantly 
to  the  occurrence  of some accidents: 

- under  blazing  sunlight, the pictogram illumination can be missed due to poor visibility; 
- under heavy rain  or  snow,  the pictogram is not looked  at and is  consequently  not  seen 
(people  look  down when they walk under such  conditions); 
- the  pictogram  is masked by a train which stands on  the timber plated pedestrian  crossing. 

( 

( 
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3 - its  meaning is not sufficiently transparent: 
- the  message conveyed can be interpreted or diverted:  some  passengers think that  this 

facility is reserved to railway  staff. 

Regular  users  tend  often to remain under shelter  in the station and therefore to escape  from 
the  rigour  of  the climate while  having a pleasant chat. The illumination of  the  pictogram  is 
then perceived as a signal for  train arrival  and as an  invitation to cross  tracks ... 

All these  thoughts have  been translated  into  the following steps: 

* improved visibility of the safety device 

- diodes  substituting electroluminescent bulbs  as the  former  are  more visible under sunlight; 
- introduction  of  a flashing aspect; 
- the  platform pictogram (or overhead pictogram) is now supplemented by two  trackside 

pictograms placed  in the  space between the two tracks  on both sides of  the timber-plated 
pedestrian crossing. 

* improved readability of  the safety device 

- the illuminated  figure has a  clearer  posture with a r m s  spread indicating a standstill; 
- the (( stop N mention is written  under  the figure. 

@ PASSENGER  SAFETY  SIGNPOSTING 

General  goal to be attained: 

The  passenger safety signposting is  meant to convey to passengers and station  users 
(customers, accompanying persons)  a number  of basic safety rules; 

The  company  tries to obtain from station users a  pattern  of behaviour in line with pre- 
established  rules and sensitive to the specific requirements of the railway; 

( There  is  no point in erecting gates  to prevent  platform access during train movements  but  total 
trust in passenger self-discipline is also exaggerated; 

A common CODE with its legal  and  moral resonances should therefore bind the company and 
the  passenger,  the  former  catering  for passenger needs whilst the latter  expects in return  the 
passenger to comply  with certain rules; 

These  rules  are  part  of  the overall directions for  use  of  the  transport  space and attached 
facilitiedequipment. 
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However, it is essential to develop a clearly separate  image  between the safety  signing  system 
and the  other  passenger information systems whilst  maintaining some  consistency  between 
them: 

. colours having each  a  specific meaning (red for standstill and keep away, yellow for 

. vocabulary to be used  (e.g. avoiding the misuse of  the  terms (( track N and <( platform )) 
warning, green for safety and emergency, orange for ticket-stamping, blue for signposting); 

which  should  not be used and construed as synonyms) 

. message  size and form (the combination of message sizes and forms reflects their  respective 
status and degree of priority). 

Principles  adopted: 

a) passenger  safetv  signposting 

The  information  that should be conveyed  via the  signposting is selected by the  Infrastructure 
Department  jointly with Business  Sectors,  the international rules enforceable as signposting 
requirements being referred to and  complied  with. 

The  location  rules  for  passenger safety signpostiig  are also set out by Central  Headquarters, a 
special  focus being placed on two  categories of (( particularly-exposed )) people: 

*occasional  users who  are  quite dependent on guidance signs  and unfamiliar with  the  operating 
mode of the railways; 

*regulars  over  a  given site who think  they  know perfectly the place and facilities and pay 
little  attention to indications and  prohibitions; 

The  point is to be able to meet the following requirements: 

- transmitting simole and exolicit messages  using the language of the  customer and not  that 
of  the company; 

- ensuring  the visibility of  these messages  within the signposting device; 

- prioritizing these  messages according to the specific weight attributed by the company to 
each of them ; 

- ensuring an overall consistency, irrespective of the  station  where  the  passenger is; 

- ensuring  a  corporate  image consistency thanks to the size of boards, and message 
forms, colours and contents. 
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Finally, environmental disturbances should be  minimized and passenger  safety  signposting 
should not be masked , either by general purpose signposting or by advertising 

Moreover, for  stations where staff does  not attend all the  stopping  trains and which  therefore 
may be subject to varying crossing conditions, a single text shall have to  address  these  two 
types of situation. 

The new texts and devices  are not in opposition with the  previous models; they  make  possible 
swift and flexible changes to the existing equipment, as required by modification plans. 

95/58 
The  colours used with  the passenger safety signposting are  those specified by the EU Directive 

b) Safetv messaees 

The safety of  people in our premises  is hinged on  five types  of  message: 

1. Prohibitions (no entry, keep out,  keep away,  no crossing ....) which are generally preceded 
( 

with the  mention (( DANGER N. 

2 Warnings ( keep inside the yellow strip, do  not  stand on  the platform edge)  generally 
preceded  with  the mention (( FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY x 

3. Information  concerning  the operation  of safety  devices (e.g. the telephone) 

4. Limits  of  the  station  zones which coincide with the  borders in terms  of responsibilities 
(inside or beyond the line of ticket stamping machines, for instance), 

5. Information  concerning  the operation of the  station (opening  hours ...) 

c) Areas to be covered within stations 

From  the  safety  point of view, the  station space may divided into  two areas: the  sensitive N 
( area  where  the railway activity  is performed, also called (( critical )) area (i.e. platforms,  tracks, 

spaces,  rooms  and facilities reserved to  the transport staff) and the rest of  the  station 

For each  point  of  transit, it  is necessary to identify the  intersection  points  between these  two 
areas and the usual passageways in order to locate  the relevant information and warnings. 
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6) PREVENTION 

The safety problems when crossing rail tracks present a  good  case  for  narrower  co-operation 
between  local  partners in the form of prevention programmes. 

a)) 

For certain  sensitive sites, the company erects at its own expenses or in association  with  local 
authorities, protective fencing in order to prevent trespassing  and vandalism over  its facilities. 

The high cost  of  such measures restricts their extension and it  is  also  necessary to combat in 
the same time  routine vandalist acts. 

The situation  encountered in some  stations  for  crossing  tracks elicits the negative  impact  from 
town planning decisions which have  sometimes  ignored the  presence  of  the  station  and  of  the 
rail tracks ( construction  of  car  parks,  bus stops, etc..inducing an increase in (( wild )) crossings 
of station  tracks). 

Development  projects  close to rail stations do not always involve  SNCF in the  consultation 
process, the possible impact over the  operation  of  the rail station being neglected  together  with 
the safety of the  local  people. 

Sensitization of external  partners  seems  the only sensible way  forward,  since SNCF  alone 
cannot  face all these  problems 

b) Approach  with the school medium 

The  act nO57-81 dated July 16, 1957 requires  the  compulsory  teaching  of  the highway code in 
French  schools 

The  educational  programmes are chiefly  aimed at advising youth  against  potential  hazards. 
They are  also  made  aware  of  the responsibilities they have towards  others  and  towards 
themselves. 

Little  information  about trains is given  under such schemes. 

After the  accident  at MERVANS late 1992, where  three  young girls met their  death  when 
attempting to cross  tracks  despite  the illumination of the  pictogram  prohibiting  track  crossing, 
the Management of the Company has decided to intensify prevention efforts, especially  among 
schoolchildren. 

Since then,  conferences have been held  in schools (last form  of  the primary school  and  first 
form of the  secondary  school ) on  the  theme (( the train matters as a  training  matter )). 
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Presentations are jointly made by SNCF and (( Education nationale x 

Conferences  are given by SNCF employees who  use  teaching  packs and demonstration films. 

In  1996,  some 1,600  presentations have been  made; 45,000 pupils have  been sensitized. 

@ CONCLUSION 

The  efficiency  of technical devices  requires some sustained  communication  efforts towards 
passengers usiig a  straightforward language which explains not only the  operating  mode of the 
device,  but also the  reasons why it  has been fitted and the mod~cations it has  received  since its 
initial design. Communication is  therefore  a  constituent  part  of any safety  device  design 
process  and  not only an add-on introduced at  the end of  the day for  sole  performance-related 
information  purposes. c 
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5wcu,odes on tkhe Undeiground 

SUICIDES O N  LONDON  UNDERGROUND 

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1 . I  Each  year on  the  London  Underground  there are about 30 deaths and 20 major 

injuries  due t o  suicides  or suicide attempts, and  many  more  attempts  or  threats 

to  commit  suicide  that  lead  to  minor  injury,  or  no  injury.  In  addition to   the  harm 

to  the  victims,  these  incidents can traumatlse  others  Involved,  especially  train 

drivers, and lead t o  considerable delay to  the service. Drlvers  face  roughly a 1 in 

50 chance of a suicide  attempt each year. The average time  off  work  for drivers 

after a suicide is 16 days. 

1.2 About  three  quarters o f  London  Underground  Limited  (LUL)  suicides are by 

jumping  from a platform  into  the  path of a moving  train.  Only 5% are outside 

stations  (compared to 80% of Railtrack  suicides).  Interviews with survivors 

indicate  that  only 30% have more  than 3 hours  pre-planning (80% of  Railtrack 

suicides are thought  to  be pre-planned).  Suicides on  both  systems are about 

60% male,  with an average age of 40 (considerably  younger  than  for  suicide  by 

other  means).  Both Railtrack and LUL experience  fewer  suicides  on Sundays,  and 

the  lowest  month  of  the year is December. 

1.3 Total suicidal  acts  on the  Underground has risen from  about 34 per  annum  in 

the 1940s t o  94 p.a. in  the 1980s. There has been a reduction  in  the  number  of 

suicides  on  both  the  Underground and  Railtrack  since 1991. On  LUL  there  were 

51 deaths and major  injuries  in 1992/3, but  only 37 in 1995/6. 



1.4 Suicide is  closely associated with  psychiatric  illness, with  more  than  two  thirds 

of LUL suicides  receiving  some  kind of psychiatrlc  treatment.  There are clusters 

of suicides a t  statlons  with a psychiatrlc  hospital nearby. 

1.5 LUL have started a review of suicides,  and the  actlons that could  be  taken to 

reduce  their  frequency  or severity. Options  being  evaluated  include: 

0 infrared  detection cameras a t  key statlons; 

0 platform edge  doors; 

0 closed  circuit  television  surveillance of platforms: & 

0 suicide  pits a t  key stations. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1 In 1996 London Transport  undertook an initial  review of suicides  on  the 

Underground. The  review  covered  previous  studles, more  recent  London 

Underground  Limited (LUL) data, and  also highlighted  differences  and 

similarities in experfence of suicide with  the  national (Railtrack)  network.  The 

emphasis of the review was to consider the  number and pattern of suicides  and 

suicide  attempts; and t o  consider  what  further  worthwhile  measures might be 

taken to reduce this form of human Loss 

2.2 The  review has been followed by a second  study of the  costs and benefits of 

specific  measures t o  reduce  suicides  and  suicide  attempts,  which  is st i l l  

underway.  This  paper  summarises  progress t o  date. 

3. SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

3.1 Most  of  the available knowledge of suicides on  the  London  Underground 

system  is  taken  from a three year study  carried out  by  the  Department of Public 

Health  and  Epidemiology a t  Charing  Cross & Westminster  Medical  School  (Prof. 

Farmer et al., October 1992)'. This study  included data for suicides  on  the 

Underground  system  between 1940 and 1 s t  June 1992, sourced from official 

records  (based  on  the  results  of  coroners'  inquests),  internal  records  held  by  the 

Underground and  records held  by  British  Transport Police.  The  researchers 

attended  several  coroners'  inquests,  intervlewed 26 survivors of suicide 

attempts to identify  patterns of behaviour  and  motivation,  and  interviewed 
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drivers  involved  in  sulcide  attempts t o  assess  any trauma  effects  and  posslble 

ways of dealing with this. 

3.2 In this paper, data for suicides from 1st April 1992 to the  end  of  the  reporting 

year on 31st  March 1996 on  the Underground  system  are also examined.  These 

data  are  extracted from  Incident  Notification  Forms (INF). but  these are l imited 

in  content (for example  there  is very little  information  about  the  person 

attemptlng  the sulcide.  usually  only the sex being  stated  with  no  Information  on 

age,  any mental  illness,  place of residence, nationality  and  so  on).  However,  the 

data includes  suicide attempts  that  resulted in major  and  minor  Injuries as well  

as fatalities. Some data have  also  been collected for thwarted and threatened 

suicide  attempts  on  the  system,  when  recorded  on  INFs,  although  these data 

are  likely to be  incomplete. A very few suicide attempts have resulted in no 

injuries and  these are also  included  where  identified. 

3.3 Therefore,  the  majority of assertions  in  this  paper  about  the  pattern of suicides 

and all information  about  motives of those  attempting  suicide and the  effects 

of suicide  on  drivers  on  London  Underground are based on  attempts  before 

1992. 

4. CLASSIFICATION OF SUICIDES 

4.1 Al l  deaths on  the rallway  system must  be  subject t o  a coroner's  inquest,  heard 

by a  coroner  sitting  with a jury. Note  that  juries are not  commonly  required  In 

coroners'  inquests,  unless  the  verdict  is  required to  be  reported to a 

government  body  (such as the Railway Inspectorate).  There are therefore 
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official  formal records of  fatalities  by  suicide on railways in the UK. However, 

fatalities  which are officially  recorded as suicides  understate  the  true  level of 

suicide  on  railways, because of  the  high  standard of proof required  by  coroners’ 

juries,  when a verdlct of suicide  can onty  be  recorded if it is  proved beyond 

reasonable doubt that  the  victim  intended to take  their own llfe. Thus  deaths 

which  would be  considered to be  suicide in clinical  terms  often  receive  an 

‘open’  or  ‘accidental  death’  verdlct a t  inquest. 

4.2 Farmer has compared  the  verdicts of coroners’  inquests for London 

Underground deaths from  the  period 1950-65 with 1975-90 and  found that the 

proportion of suicide  verdicts  for  fernales has remained  unchanged a t  just  over 

70%, whereas for males, this  proportion has fallen  from  just  over 70% to around 

50% for  the  latter  period. Indeed. in the age group 35 to 44 years, 80% of all 

railway  deaths of females receive a suicide  verdict with only 46% of males.  The 

use of the  open  verdlct increased for  both sexes, with a particularly  marked 

increase  for males.  The verdict  ‘accidental  death’  actually  reduced  amongst 

females to  below lo%, whilst increasing to  over 20% for  males. 

4.3 Suicide  verdicts  recorded  on al l  UK railways  between 1975 and 1989 constituted 

4.5% of al l  suicide  verdlcts  returned. In the Greater  London area over  the same 

period, 4.6% of suicides  occurred on  London  Underground  alone  with an 

unknown  additional  number  on Railtrack. 

4.4 The  railway  industry  needs to understand the  true size of the  suicide  problem  in 

order to make any decisions  about  whether to take mitigating measures. 
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Trauma amongst  train  drivers  involved  in  suicide cases and  disruption t o  traln 

services  are significant  difficulties  posed  by  the  suicide issue. Therefore, data 

for  ’possible’ or ‘suspected’  suicides,  including  those  attempts  where  the  victlm 

survives,  are recorded In addition to the  officially  recorded  ’suicide’  verdict. 

4.5 Railtrack have developed a formal set of criteria  for  classifying  fatallties  on  the 

railway,  and these  ‘Ovenstone  criteria’ are reproduced in Appendix I .  In short, 

there is  a category of fatality  labelled  ‘Suicide’  which  includes  only  those with 

such a verdict from a coroner’s  inquest.  There is  a further  category  ‘Suspected 

Suicide’ for  which  there  is  specific guidance, requiring a suicide  note,  evidence 

of prolonged  depression,  previous  suicide  attempts  or  similar evidence. Any 

other  fatality  is  classified as ‘Accidental‘.  Initially, the  fatality  is assigned to a 

likely  category with a review a t  an appropriate  later  date,  typically  after  the 

inquest,  or  whenever  further  information  comes to light. 

4.6 London  Underground has not previously  used such a formal  classificatlon 

system  for  suicides. A judgement  is  made by the  staff who operate  the  LUL 

safety database, based upon  the  description  on  the  Incident  Notification  Form. 

A further  judgement is made for survivors as to whether the injuries  received  are 

‘Major’  or  ‘Minor’. These judgements,  made very soon  after  the  event, are not 

usually reviewed a t  any later  date unless a survivor  subsequently dies. However, 

LUL has recently  accepted the advantages of a consistent  set of criteria,  and has 

agreed t o  adopt a very slmilar  approach to Railtrack. 
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4.7 Appendix 2 presents a summary of the  data  for suicides for  the  four  reporting 

years 1992/3 t o  1995/6 incluslve. Key observations  from  these  data are 

reproduced  in  the  following  section. 

5. THE OBSERVED  PATTERN OF SUICIDE 

General observations 

5.1 The majority  of suicides on  the  London  Underground  system are attempted  by 

the  person  jumping  in  front o f  a moving  train  from a station  ptatform. The next 

largest  group  stand  on  the  track,  either  next t o  a platform  or  in a tunnel 

entrance,  or walk towards an approaching  train.  A  further  small  but  significant 

group gain access to  the track  in the  outer  open  sections  and  stand  or  lie  on  the 

track. (58% of  the  Underground's 392 route km are in  the  open).  Finally,  there 

have been  some instances  since 1992 of a suicide  attempt  by  drug  overdose, 

self-stabbing  on a train,  jumping  from a bridge and by  self-combustion  on a 

platform. 

5.2 Where  data is available on the  number  of passengers on  the  platform a t  the 

t ime  of an incident, i t  can be seen that suicides  rarely occur  from  crowded 

platforms, rarely from  deserted  platforms and only 33% from  platforms  with 

more  than 30 passengers. This is  consistent  with  the data for  the  t ime  of day of 

incidents (i.e. rarely In  the  'rush  hour')  but reveals Little  other  pattern  (Farmer, 

1992). 
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Suicide  and location 

5.3 The  distribution  of  suicides around the  Underground  is  uneven with clusters 

around  stations  close to psychiatric  hospitals,  which are even more  pronounced 

if station  traffic  flow is taken  into account. Many suicide  victims are known to 

have  been in-patients a t  these  institutions. The stations  which  saw  the  most 

suicides  after  correction for passenger flows  during  the  period 1981 to 1990 

were  Mile End, Tooting Bec,  Archway.  Ravenscourt Park and Belsize  Park, al l  

close to psychiatric  hospitals.  King's  CrosslSt. Pancras, Victoria  and  Euston 

experienced  large  numbers of suicides during  this  period,  but  the  numbers  are 

insignificant if passenger flows are taken into account (Farmer, 1992). The 

smaller  numbers of suicides over the  period 1992-96 make analysis of clustering 

less statistically  significant,  but many of the same  stations still  feature on a list 

of the highest  numbers of suicides. This is  despite  the  policy of 'Care in the 

Community', by which  many  of  the  psychiatric  institutions have been  replaced 

with  small  units,  which  have  tended to be  located  close to the  site of the 

hospital. 

Suicide  and timing 

5.4 Time of dav. There is  no  obvious  correlation  between  the  number of suicides 

and  traffic  volume  on  the  Underground. The  peak t ime for suicide  is  around 

I 1 :OO with 41 % occurring  between 1O:OO and 16:OO. However,  the  number of 

male suicides is  fairly  constant  during  the day whilst  there  is a clear  peak for 

women  between  the  hours  of 1O:OO and 13:OO. During  this  period, 45% of 

suicides are women  whereas  after 22:OO. only 17% are women (Farmer, 1992). 
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The  smaller  numbers for  the  most  recent  four year period  do not contradict  the 

Farmer findings and strongly  support  the  finding  related to small  numbers of 

night-time  female  suicides. 

5.5 Dav of week.  The fewest number of incidents  occur  on Sundays with  no 

significant  differences  between  other days of the week  (Farmer, 1992). More 

recent data  are even more equivocal  about a correlation with  the day of the 

week,  showing no such  trough  on Sundays. 

5.6 Time of vear. The  highest daily rate of sulcide  is  seen  in  spring wlth March as 

the peak month.  The  fewest occurrences  happen in December  (Farmer, 1992). 

However, data  since  1992  reveal no clear pattern  and  certainly  no  spring  suicide 

peak. Since  1992, March has actually  experienced the  smallest  rate of suicides. 

5.7 L o w  term trends.  The  mean annual number  of  suicidal  acts  on  the  London 

Underground  network increased from 36.1 in 1940-49 t o  94.1 In 1980-89. 

(Farmer, 1992). However,  there are the  first slgns of  a decline wi th a reduction 

in  the  number of fatalities and  major  injuries  combined from 51 in 199213 and 

199314 to 37 in 199516. 

6. THE SUICIDE VICTIM 

6.1 Profile of suicide cases. Over  the  period 1950 t o  1990,  64% of suicide  incidents 

involved males  (Farmer, 1992). The age distribution  for suicides  is  similar for 

both sexes with  the peak age band being  between 25 and 34  years. The  mean 

age for  men was  observed as 40.7 years and for women, 41.3 years  (Farmer, 
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1992).  The proportion of male  suicides  over the  period  since 1992 was similar 

a t  58%. 

6.2 The Farmer study  included  detailed  interviews  with 26 survivors o f  suicide 

attempts  which,  together  with 46 coroner's  reports  of  Underground  suicides, 

enabled a profile of the  Underground  suicide t o  be  built up. 

6.3 The majority  of  the  sample  (more  than  two  thirds)  were  receiving  some  kind  of 

psychiatric  treatment a t  the  time of death. The psychiatric  diagnosis of these 

cases  was as follows  (rounded t o  whole  numbers): 

I 
Schizophrenia 

11 Manic-depression I 6 II 
Other 

18 No Illness 

6 

11 Unknown I IO II 
[ TOTAL 101 

Thus,  where  information was available, in  three  quarters of cases schizophrenia 

or  depression had been diagnosed. 

6.4 Only 56% of the cases were  born in England. Although  there was no  attempt  to 

discover how  this  compared to the  profile  of a l l  Underground passengers, it is 

unlikely that so many  Underground users would  be  born overseas. 
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6.5 The employment  status  of  the  victim was available in  some cases showing  the 

following  profile: 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS NUMBER 

Economicallv  Active 47 

11 Economically  Inactive 30 II 
Retired 

Students 

TOTAL 100 

Note  that  'Economically  Active'  includes  begging and that  the  'Inactive'  group is 

dominated  by  in-patients  of  psychiatric  institutions. 

6.6 The marital  status  of  victims was as foUows: 

MARITAL STATUS  NUMBER ('?A) 

Single 

Married  (or  cohabiting) 

Divorced/seoarated 

Widowed 

103 TOTAL 

6 

6.7 Half  of  suicide  victims  chose  the  nearest  Underground  station t o  their  place o f  

residence,  the  hospital address being used for  this  purpose  for  in-patients.  A 

further 22% used  another  station  in  the same or a neighbouring  postal  code 

district.  A small number (7%) travelled into  London  by Railtrack from  around  the 

UK for  their  suicide  attempt  on  the  Underground. 



6.8 Motive.  Interviews  by  Farmer  with  twenty  survivors of suicide  attempts  allow a 

description  of  the  motives  behind the use of  the  Underground  for  suicide. 90% 

thought  that death was certain and 85% stated  that  they  were  definitely  making 

a serious  attempt t o  kill themselves, al l  of  the  remainder  having  only  some 

doubts  (other  methods,  particularly  drug  overdose, are often  chosen  by  those 

who  wish  others  to  acknowledge  the seriousness of  their  problems  and  expect 

t o  survive). 80% were  certain  that  they  would  die even i f  medical  attention was 

available.  Only 30% had contemplated  suicide  for  more  than 3 hours  prior t o  

the  event  with 40% stating it was entirely an impulse  declsion  with  no 

premeditation. 

6.9 This high rate of impulsive  suicides suggests that  removing  the  presence of a 

means of death, for  example by installing  platform edge doors,  might  prevent 

suicidal  fatalities. I t  is not necessarily the case that a l l  suicides  deterred  from 

the  Underground  would use another  method  elsewhere - some  might  never 

again be  in  the  position  of  making an impulsive  decision to   commit  suicide. 

6.10 The  reasons  for  precipitating  the  suicidal ac t  were  varied and complex,  although 

there  were  some  more  common  themes - loneliness and feeling  they  were a 

burden  (amongst  the  elderly),  the  sudden  endlng  of a relationship  (young  men) 

and serious  psychiatric  illness. 

6.1 1 I t  was clear  that  for  many (45%), usually those  undergoing  psychiatric  treatment, 

their  choice  of  the  Underground as a method of suicide was partly  influenced  by 



their  having had personal  contact  with  others  who had used  this  method (also 

including  one  former  LUL guard who had experienced a suicide  whilst  on  duty 

and a worker  in a psychiatric  hospital  who had seen the  bodies  of  those  who  had 

committed  suicide  on  the  Underground).  A  further 25% had  learned of   the 

Underground as a suicide  method  from  reports  in  newspapers  with  one  person 

stating  that hearing a platform announcement of a 'person  under a train'  led t o  

his  choice of  method.  All beheved that  the  Underground  would  provide a quick 

and  certain  death  by a combination  of  electrocution and crushing.  Some 

believed  that  there  would  be pain, but  that  this was overridden  by  the  speed of 

death. The ease o f  access, wide  avallablllty  and lack of  necessity  for  any 

preparation  were  also  stated as reasons for  selecting  the  Underground.  A  few 

had  considered  other  methods, such as drowning  in  the Thames, an overdose  or 

jumping  from tall buildings, but had rejected  these  for various reasons. 

6.1 2 Only  one  interviewed  survivor,  who  removed her shoes before  jumping, 

behaved  in any way which  could  distinguish  their  behaviour  from an ordinary 

passenger. Some waited  for one or  more  trains t o  pass before  jumping,  others 

jumped  under  the  first  train  to arrive. Most  of  the  survivors had jumped  in  front 

o f  trains, with  one  being  electrocuted  on  trying t o  enter  the  tunnel and one 

being  hit by a train  whilst  attempting  to  electrocute  herself. 

6.13 The effect  of survlvine. All  of the interviewed  survivors had expected t o  die  and 

had  attempted t o  explain  their survival. Al l  except two believed  that  they had 

survived  due t o  divine  intervention  (one  believed  that  the  train was travelling 

too  slowly,  one  fell  before reaching his  planned  destination,  the  tunnel). Seven 
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of the  twenty survivors  were happy to be alive  and were  determined to make 

the  most of a 'second chance' a t  life. Eight  were  unsure of whether  they  would 

attempt  suicide again.  Three were st i l l  suicldal and the  remaining t w o  were very 

pessimistic  about  the  future as their  injuries had made  their  situatlon  even 

worse. 

6.14 It would  therefore appear that increasing the  survival  rate of suicide on the 

Underground  would Lead to  a sustained  saving of  l i fe as a significant  proportion 

of survivors  are  apparently  'cured' of suicidal  tendencies. 

7. SUICIDE AND DRIVERS 

7.1 Farmer calculated  that, based on 1989 figures,  there was a 1 in 27 chance of an 

Underground  driver  being  involved in a suicide attempt  in any year. (Since then, 

reduced  numbers of attempts, and an increase in services and hence the 

number of drivers, means that  the chance  today is  reduced to about 1 in 50 per 

annum).  The  Farmer study  interviewed 76 drlvers  involved in suicide  attempts 

over 18 months a t  around  one month after  the  attempt,  with  follow-up 

interviews a t  6  and 12 months. In thls sample, one  driver  had  experienced 6 

suicide  attempts and  many  had  experienced  more  than  one. 25 of the  drivers 

were  diagnosed as suffering  psychiatric  illness  related to the  incident  one 

month  after  the event,  including  neurotic  depression,  manic  depression,  phobic 

state and schizophrenic  psychosis. Most  suffered  some  symptoms of stress. 

65% had some sickness  absence from work with a mean  over a l l  76 drivers 

involved of 16.3 days. A t  six months  after  the  incident, two of 56 drivers  re- 
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interviewed  were  still  psychiatric cases. There were  no cases of delayed  onset 

of Post  Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). 

8. COMPARISON OF THE  OBSERVED  PATTERNS OF SUICIDE ON RAILTRACK 

WITH LONDON UNDERGROUND 

8.1 General.  Ralltrack report* a marked reduction  in  the use of the  suicide  verdict 

since 1980. This is  consistent  with  London  Underground's  finding that the use 

of the suicide  verdict a t  inquest has reduced, amongst  males  only, in  favour of 

accidental  death  and  open verdicts. In  order t o  address the  increasing 

underestimation of suicides  on  the  railway  by  official  inquests, Railtrack, with 

the  British  Transport  Police, have developed  the  more  objective  Ovenstone 

Criteria for suspected  suicides (see section 4 above). 

8.2 Railtrack  have  observed  a 5% reduction  in  suicide and suspected  suicide  figures 

since 1991-92. The  number  of  'suspected  suicides'  is  more  than 50% of the 

number  recewing a suiclde  verdict a t  inquest,  and hence  less than  two-thirds of 

railway  suicides are recorded as such by  inquest 

8.3 Time of day. The  rate of suicide  by t ime  of day is  fairly  constant on Railtrack, 

except  for a significant  reduction a t  nlght  when  there are very few trains.  Other 

than  this,  there is no  discernible  pattern  and  certainly  no  correlation  with  traffic 

density  patterns.  Women are proportionally Less  Likely to   commit  suicide a t  

night.  London  Underground also observe no  correlation of timing of suicide 

with traffic  density,  but  the  period 1O:OO to 16:OO sees more suicides. Women 

are  also  observed to be  less  likely to commit suicide a t  night  by  LUL. 
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8.4  Day of week.  Railtrack  observe a much  lower  rate of suicide  on Sundays and 

this  is  also  evident  on  the  Underground. Small peaks are observed  by  Railtrack 

on Tuesday and Friday where  there  is  no  real  pattern  for  LUL. 

8.5 Time of vear. London  Underground see a peak in  suicides  in spring, something 

observed for a l l  UK sulcides.  This IS not seen on Railtrack. Both Railtrack and 

LUL observe  fewest  suicides  in  December,  contrary to the  rate for al l  UK 

suicides which  is  lowest  in  summer. 

8.6 Aee  and sex. The age profile  of railway  suicides  is not  typical of most  suicides. 

A majority of railway  suicides are men  and  the average  age on Railtrack is 40.6 

years, (men - 39.4  years, women - 45.4 years) approximately 10 years younger 

than the average age for all suicides. The mean ages for  London  Underground 

suicides are  40.7  years for  men and 41.3  years for women,  and  hence  the 

pattern  by age is  similar  for  all railways 

8.7 Psvchiatric state of suicide. Both Railtrack  and LUL have observed that most of 

those  attempting suicide  had  previously  undergone  some  psychiatric  treatment. 

8.8  Degree of oreparation Railtrack report that a t  least 80% of suicide  attempts on 

their  system  are  ‘pre-determined’. A maximum of 20% of such attempts can be 

described as ‘impulsive’.  London  Underground  suicides  are  much  more  likely to  

be  impulsive (40%) with  only 30% having  more  than 3 hours of preparation.  The 

differences  are  consistent with  the chosen method - most  LUL  suicides  are 
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carried  out  by  jumping in front  of a moving  train from a station platform.  On 

the Railtrack system, most are on  open  track and would  require  'trespass' onto 

railway  premises,  something  which  would  require  some  prior  intent and 

preparation. 

8.9 Both  London  Underground and Ralltrack suicides are characterised  by  the 

serious  intent  of  death  of  those  making  the  attempt. In many  suicide  methods, 

notably by drug  overdose,  the  intention is  often a 'cry for  help'  rather  than a 

sincere  wish t o  end  life.  Jumping  in  front  of a train  could  not  be seen as a 'cry 

for  help'. 

8.10 Method. As stated  above,  the chosen method  of  suicide is different  on 

Raittrack  and the  Underground.  On Railtrack, 50% are observed to  be  standing 

or  lying  on  the Line with a further 20% found dead on  the  line  who  were  probably 

using  the same method  but were not observed. 65% occur on  the  open  line 

wi th  20% in  stations.  Almost a l l  Underground suicides occur  in  stations  wlth 

jumping  in  front  of a moving  tram  belng  the  most  common  method. 

8.1 1 Location. Railtrack observe no particular 'hot  spots'  for  incidence  of  suicide 

with  no  location having more than  four  incldences  of  suicide  in 4.5 years. In 

contrast,  Underground suicides have been strongly  concentrated  around 

psychiatric  institutions  and major Railtrack termini  (Euston,  Victoria & King's 

Cross, although  the  termini are insignificant i f  passenger flows are taken  into 

account).  There is evidence  of a small  number  of  people  who  travel t o  London 

by  train  specifically  for  the  purpose of committing  suicide  on  the  Underground. 



8.12 Drivers.  Railtrack have calculated  that 4 out  of 10 drivers can expect t o  witness 

a suicide a t  some  time  during  their career. The probability  of an Underground 

driver  witnessing a suiclde has been calculated a t  1 in 27 per year, a higher  rate 

than  on  Railtrack i f  an average driving career is  longer  than IO years. 

9. REDUCING SUICIDE ON THE UNDERGROUND 

9.1 Publicitv.  Some research has shown that media  coverage o f  suicides has  an 

effect  in  the  choice  of  suicide  method.  In  particular, a German  study  revealed 

an increase in  suicide  on  the radways following  the  portrayal of such an incident 

in a television drama. A study of newspaper  reports  of  Underground  suicides 

and the  rate of such  suicides during  the week following  the  report  revealed  no 

statistically  significant  relationship (Farmer, 1992). 

9.2 I t  is  clear from  the  interviews  with  survivors  that a primary  reason  for  using  the 

Underground  for suicide was the  perception  of  certain  death.  However,  the 

chance o f  survival is actually  around 45%, and  hence it has been  suggested  that 

publicity of this mismatch  between  perception and reality  might  reduce  the 

incidence o f  suicide  on  the  Underground.  However,  Farmer  warns  against  this 

approach for   two reasons: 

0 The publicity is likely t o  suggest  the  Underground t o  those 

who had not  considered  this  method  previously. 

Many people  who  commit  suicide are ambivalent  about  their 

own lives  and are attracted  to  situations  where  their  survival 
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is left  to  ‘fate’. For those with this ‘Russian Roulette’ 

approach, publicity of a 50% survival  rate is  likely to 

encourage them to attempt suicide on the  Underground. 

9.3 Suicide  pits The ‘suicide  pit’ is a channel  several feet  deep  between  the 

running  rails  which  is  present a t  some  stations  on  some  lines.  Although  the  true 

reason  for i t s  presence is  not clear, the  probability of survival of suicide 

attempts  is higher when  the  pit IS present, as illustrated  in  the  following 

percentage  figures (Farmer, 1992): 

Outcome (%I I NO PIT I PIT 

II I 34 I 55  I1 ALIVE 

DEAD 45 66 

Farmer  calculated that the provlsion of suicide pits  on a l l  stations  over  the 

period I973 to 1990 would have  saved 161 deaths  based on  the  above  survival 

rates. 

9.4 Area of platform. For those  jumping in front of trains, the  position  on  the 

platform  is crucial as the speed of  the  train  reduces  rapidly as the  train passes 

along  the  platform  on  entering  the  station. For those  jumping  from  the  first 

third of the  platform  with respect to  the  direction of travel of the  train, 68% 

died.  This reduces to 48% for  the  middle  third and 27% for the final third. 
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9.5 In order t o  identify  more  closely  what measures, if any, would  be  worth  taking 

to reduce  suicides  and  suicide attempts,  LT has commissioned a further  study, 

involving  the  help of consultants.  The  approach has been to “brainstorm” 

possible  remedies wi th knowledgeable  staff  and managers,  and to then 

undertake a cost-benefit analysls of the  most  promising measures.  There I S  

some  debate  about  the  appropriate  statistical  value of a fatality  avoided,  where 

suicides are concerned. Some would argue that a lower  value  should  be  used 

than  for  other deaths. In  the  first  instance  the  LT analysis will use the same 

value as it employs for evaluating  options to reduce  high  accident  risks  (f3.3m). 

In  due course the  sensitivity of the  result to other,  lower,  values will be  tested. 

9.6 There  are  essentially two types of action to  af fect  suicide. Options are: 

e Prevention - steps to reduce the chance of a suicide  attempt  occurring 

a t  all: and 

e Mitigation - t o  mlnimise  the consequences, once an attempt is  made. 

The  options  that are now being  examined are predominantly  the  latter  category, 

and are as follows: 

Yellow lines marking “no standing” areas along  the  platform edge - to 

encourage passengers t o  stand a t  least, say, I m  back from the edge of the 

platform,  enforced  by  platform staf f  and  public address announcements. 
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infrared cameras that  identify  persons on  the track a t  targeted “hot spot” 

stations - perhaps  linked t o  train  braking  and  video  recording  systems. 

PlatForm edge doors - as fitted  on  many  other systems, and the  Jubilee  line 

extension 

Closed  circuit television (CCTV) on  the  first  part of the  platform,  where  the 

train  is a t  i ts fastest. 

Suicide pits - as descrlbed in para. 9.3 above. 

Improved  liaison  with emergency  services - Existing  co-operation  between 

the  emergency services and  LUL could  be  further  improved  with  simulated 

exercises. etc. 

10. CONCLUSIONS 

10.1 The most  common  method by which  suicide  attempts  are  made on the 

Underground  is by jumping from a platform  into  the path of a  train. 

10 2 Most  Underground suicides are undergoing  psychiatric  treatment a t  the  t ime of 

their  attempt and can therefore  be seen as ill. This  illness might be  treatable 

and  hence the  l i fe is likely to be  worth saving. Further, a significant  proportion 

of  those who survive  Underground  suicide attempts seem to be ‘cured’ of their 

wish to end  their lives, a t  least  for a tlme. 

10.3 As well  as the human loss of those  who  commit  or  attempt suicide,  they  are 

expensive for  London  Underground,  in  terms of service  delays,  and to the 

employees of the Underground,  particularly  drivers, who are  likely to suffer 

some  psychiatric  illness and sickness  absence. 
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10.4 For  both  of  the above reasons, London  Underground  should  take  those  steps 

that are reasonably practicable to  reduce  the  significant  problem  of  suicides. 

Railtrack have suggested  that  the  most  cost  efficient way t o  reduce  railway 

suicide is  to  fund  further  treatment  of psychiatric  illness,  although  some  general 

advertising and counselling  availability might  also  be  made  available a t  

reasonable  cost. Ralltrack are thus  pursuing  counselling/advice  facilities a t  

places Like main  line  terrnlni (Kings Cross, Victoria,  etc). and have worked  with 

the Samaritans t o  provide and advertise  such  help. On  the  Underground,  this 

could  be  targeted a t  observed  ‘hot  spots’,  which  do  not  appear t o  exist  on  the 

Railtrack network. 

10.5 Potential suicides do  not generally exhibit  behaviour  which  would  allow  them t o  

be  detected  before  the  event by staff, but staf f  vigilance is nevertheless 

appropriate. 

10.6 Because of the  importance of the  problem, care in  the  collection  and  handling 

of suicide data is  needed. The  data provided  from  Coroner’s  Inquests  will 

always  underestimate  the  true level of  suicide  on  the  Underground. A t  the 

Inquest, a fatality is not considered a suicide  unless it can be  shown  ‘beyond 

reasonable  doubt’  that  the person tr ied  to take  their  own  life.  Further, 

approxlmately 50% of all suicide  attempts  on  the  Underground  do  not  result  in 

death and hence are not  the  subject  of an Inquest. Thus, only  London 

Underground (and possibly  the  British  Transport  Police) is in a position to record 

the  true  extent  of  suicides  on  the  Underground  system.  A  more  formal  system, 
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similar to  the 'Ovenstone  Crlteria', has now  been  adopted  by  LUL t o  improve 

the recording of suicides. 

10.7 The  pattern of suicide  on  London  Underground IS different  from  that seen  on 

the Railtrack network. Railtrack sulcides are characteristically  pre-planned  and 

occur  on  the track between  stations.  On  the  Underground,  suicides  might  be 

either  pre-planned or impulsive (i e. the  person  did  not  enter  railway  premises  in 

order  to  commit suicide,  but  committed  suicide  nonetheless)  and  occur 

predominantly by jumplng  from  platforms  into  the  path of a moving  train. 

10.8 A range of options  to  reduce  the  frequency  or  severity  of  suicide  attempts are 

now under  investigation  by  London  Transport. 
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APPENDIX 1 

APPLICATION OF THE  'OVENSTONE  CRITERIA' 

WITHIN RAILTRACK 

Railtrack  have calculated that  one-thlrd of a l l  railway fatalities  (about 250 per  year) 

receive  a suicide  verdict a t  Coroner's  Inquest.  However,  they  have  estimated that a 

further  one-third are  also suicides  and  these are recorded as 'Suspected  Suicides'  using 

systematic  'Ovenstone  criterla' to   t ry   to  achieve  consistency.  The  Ovenstone  Crlteria 

are summarised  in  the  following. 

Unless there  is evidence that a death  was  accidental, any one of the following is 

sufficient for the 'suspected  suicide'  category: 

A suicide  note. 

A clear  statement of suicidal  intent to an informant, 

Behaviour demonstrating  suicidal  intent, 

Previous  suiclde attempts. 

Prolonged depresslon. 

Instability - breakdown or evidence of failure t o  cope,  marked  emotional 

reaction t o  recent  stress. 

Every railway  fatality receives one of three  classifications: 

I .  'Suicide' - coroner's  verdict  only, 

2. 'Suspected  Suicide' -one  or  more of above  criteria. 

3. 'Accidental' - a l l  others with  no evidence for  either  suicide  category 
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A category is  entered a t  the earliest  opportunity  after  death.  This  is  then  reviewed 

whenever any new evidence becomes available, particularly  during any investigations 

and  during and after  coroners’  inquests. 

The ~udgement of category is made based on all avallable information from train 

drivers,  eye-wltness  accounts,  British  Transport  Pollce  findings  and  coroners’  findings. 

Data collated  by this method  is  wholly  for  internal use wlthin Railtrack and  the BR 

successor companies (it wil l  not necessarily be  the same as that  in  the  publlc  domain). 

i 
The guidance notes also indude warnings  about what does NOT indicate  suicidal 

behaviour,  namely: 

Alcoholic or drug addict. 

Mental  illness, unless known to be  related to suicidal  behaviour. 

Incurable disease. 

Trespassing. 

Under  influence of drugs or  alcohol a t  time. 

Location  might  be an indication of suicide  and age of children  might give some aid - t h e  

younger the  child,  the less likely  is  suicide. 

After  coroner’s  verdicts,  entries  should  be  amended  where necessary: 

If SUICIDE, alter  any  ‘suspected  suicide’ or ‘accidental’ to suicide. 

If OPEN, do  not  alter  the  entry unless  evidence a t  the  inquest  suggests a different 

category.  The verdict  itself  should not result  in  category change. 

If ACCIDENTAL or MISADVENTURE, re-categorise any suicide  category as ‘accidental‘, 

unless local  management have overwhelming reason t o  believe  the  death was suicidal. 
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LONDON UNDERGROUND SUICIDE ATTEMPTS SINCE 1991 

The data examined  in  this  Appendix is taken from LUL Incident  Notification  Forms 

(INFsl. 

The initial  aim was to  uncover  details  of al l  of  the  events  reported as 'Suicide'  (or 

equivalent  category  then  in use) in  the LUL Safety  Performance  Report,  thus  including 

al l  of  the  'Minor Injuries' as well as the  fatalities and 'Major  Injuries'.  However,  in  the 

time available, not all of  the  minor injuries have been  identified,  whilst  several  other 

INF entries  relating t o  suicide  which  did  not  result  in  injury (and were  not  therefore 

formally  reported) were discovered. These data are not  complete,  but  do  provide a 

useful  set  of data from  which  to examine patterns o f  suicide  on  the  Underground  over 

four years, covering  the  period  since  the  end  of  the  Westminster  Hospital  Study  in 1992 

(Farmer et  al). The extra suicide  entries are in  three  forms: 

The very few  actual  suicide  attempts  which  resulted  in  no  iniury,  apparently 

after  being  struck  by a train ('No Injury'). 

Suicide  attemats  where  there was  an obvious  attempt to  commit  suicide, 

usually  either a person  on  the track with suicidal  intent,  but  the  train was 

able to  stop  in  time to prevent  injury, or a person  prevented from  jumping  in 

front  of a train  by  the  actions  of  staff  or passengers. These are classified 

'Attempts'. 

The  final  group is of a small number of persons  who  declare  suicidal  intent,  but 

no  act has taken  dace.  These are typically  persons  who are questioned  by  staff 
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after  being  observed to  be behaving  strangely,  and  then  declaring that  they 

intend  to  commit suicide. I t  is known that  there  exlsts a significant  group  who 

declare  the  intent, or even  commit,  suicidal  acts as a 'cry for  help',  typically  by 

taking an overdose  of  paracetemol  or  other  widely  available  medicinal  drug, 

knowing  that  they  will be 'rescued'  before  death.  Persons  in this  group,  labelled 

'Threaten', are treated as a separate category as there are doubts as to whether 

the  intent  to  commit  sulcide is genuine. Jumping  in  front  of a train  could  not  be 

seen as a 'cry for  help' as the  perceived chance of survival is zero (the  actual 

probability  of survival is  a good deal higher). 

The year by year figures  since 199 1 are: 

YEAR  FATAL  MAJOR  MINOR  ATTEMPT  THREAT 

1991-92 33  13 1 nla nla 

1992-93 29  22 11 18 2 
1993-94 34 17 7 17 4 

The year by year figures  since 199 1 are: 

11 1994-95 
I I 

27 17 6 12  5 II 
1995-96 22 15 4 10 5 

The columns  'Major' and 'Minor'  refer  to  major and minor  injuries.  'Attempt' is the 

number o f  real attempts a t  suicide  which  were  thwarted  either  by a train  successfully 

stopping  before  hitting a suicide  or  by  the  suicide  being  prevented  from  jumping  in 

front  of a train  by a member  of  staff  or  public.  'Threat'  represents  those cases where a 

person has been brought to  the  attention  of a member  of  staff  or  the  Police  and  who 

claim  they  intend to  commit  suicide. Data in  the las t  two categories are incomplete  in 

al l  years and  were not  collected  for 1991 -92. 
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The fact that  only  one  minor  injury is  recorded for  the  whole of 1991/92. suggests that 

there has been a change in  definition,  or  else  the data set for that early period  is 

incomplete. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The data studied  in  this  Appendix are for  the  four  complete  reporting years of 1992-93 

to 1995-96 and  include 284 incidents,  from a l l  of the  categorles  defined  above.  This 

time  period is  approximately  that since the  completion of the Farmer report on 

Underground  suicldes  (for  which the data  set ended  In  June 1992). 

Number Der  vear. 

The number of fatalities and major injuries  per year  has fallen  since 1992-93. I t  is 

not known if this is due to any  mitigating  actions  taken  after  the  Farmer  report or 

even if the  reduction is statistically  significant  or sustainable. 

II YEAR I FATAL I MAJOR I TOTAL 11 
1992-93 29  22 

1993-94 34  17 51 

1995-96 37 15 22 

Distribution  bv Dav of Week 

There is  no clear pattern  of  suicides by day of the week over the  period 1992/3 to 

1995/6 (including al l  fatalities, injuries, attempts  and  threatened  attempts).  Other 

studies  have revealed a clear trough  in suicides on Sundays. 
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Unknown 21 

I/ Wednesday I 29 II 11 Thursday 
54 I/ II Frldav I 40 

Distribution bv  Time  of Day 

There is no clear pattern  with  the  number of suicides  and  the  time  of day, 

suggesting  no  relation to  traffic. The only observation is that  there are relatively  few 

suicides  before 9 a.m. and that  there are none  during  the  night  hours  when  stations 

are closed and there is very Little  traffic  on  the railways. 

TIME NUMBER  TIME  NUMBER 

0O:OO to 00'59 12 12:OO to 12:59 5 

01:00to01:59 7 13:OO to 13.59 1 

02.00 to 0 2 5 9  

8 15'00 to 15'59 0 n3.m to 03.59 

9 14'00 to 14'59 0 

1) 04 00 to 04 59 1 0 16 00 to 16.59 11 II 
1) 06.00 to 06.59 1 4 18:OO to 18.59 

II o m o  to 0 7 : s ~  I 4 I 19:OO to 1 9 5 9  I 9 II 
11 08:OO to 0 8 5 9  1 5 1 20.00 to 20'59 1 8 I I  

09 00 to 09:59 

12 23:OO to 23 59 10 11.00to 1159  

7 22:OO to 22:59 4 1O:OO to 10:59 

5 21.00to21  59 14 

~~ 

There are 128 incidents  where  the  time has not been  Identified. 
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Previous  studies have noted  the  relatively  small  number  of  females  who  attempt 

suicide  late a t  night. The distribution by sex  was therefore  examined  for  the  period 

22:OO t o  02:OO and compared with  the  distribution  between 1O:OO and 14:OO. 

TIME FEMALE  MALE unknown 

I I I 
22  00 to 01.59 

59% 19 4 I % /J I 10 OOto 13 59 

30% 7 70% 16 2 

These data  confirm  prevlous  findings  that  females are much less likely to  at tempt 

suicide  late a t  night. 

Distribution bv Period 

The variation  of  number  of  suicides per period is  shown  in  the  following  table. The 

length  of  period varies slightly, and hence a further  column  showing  the  number  of 

suicides  per day in each period is calculated. 

* The  number  of  incidents in that  period over the four years studied,  divided  by  the  mean 

number of days In that  period. 
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There appear t o  be peaks In  these data a t  periods 4 to 5 (June. July,  August)  and 

periods 8 to 9 (Late October to early December).  The  Lowest numbers of suicides 

occur in  periods 7 (September  and early October) and 13 (March).  This  is  contrary to 

previous  studies on  the Underground  which  identified a suicide  peak  in  spring, 

partlcularly  In  March. 

Distribution bv Season 

Seasons were  deemed t o  begin on  the 21st day of March,  June, September  and 

December.  The number of sulcide  incidents  in each  season  was: 

SEASON NUMBER 

date  unknown I 1 2  

The results  contrast  wlth  some previous studies,  including  Farmer,  which have 

shown a peak in  spring suicldes. 

Distribution  bv  Location 

This study  identified 265 sulcide  incidents with  known  locations  during  the  four year 

period  covered. These took  place a t  134 different  stations with a maximum of 7 

incidents a t  any one  statlon. Those Locations with 4 or  more  incidents  during  the 

period  studied ( 1  992/3 to 1995/6 inclusive)  were: 
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Tooting Broadway 7 

Victorla 7 

East Ham 
Wood Green 

6 

6 

Klng’s Cross 5 

Paddlngton 5 

Bethnal Green 
Clapham  South 
Euston 

Kennington 

Mile End 
Northwlck Park 

Piccadilly Circus 

SWISS Cottage 
Tooting Bec 

Upton Park 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Many of these  stations are those  which  were  identified  by  Farmer as having a high 

level  of  suicide  incidence. When passenger throughput  is  taken into account, the 

location of clusters  around  stations  close to psychiatric  institutions is  even  more 

evident 

Distribution bv Line 

The  survival  rate  of  suicide  attempts varies between  the  lines.  For  the  following 

data,  suicide attempts involvlng  Circle  Line  trains are included  with  figures  for  either 

the  District or Metropolitan Lines, as appropriate.  The  numbers  attempting  suicide 

on each line,  together  with a breakdown of the  level  of ‘success’ of the  attempts, is  

shown  in  the  following  with percentage  ‘success’  levels in brackets  (percentage of 

al l  fatalities,  injuries  and  attempts,  excluding  ‘threats’): 
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* The East London Llne was closed  for  much of the  perlod  studied  here. 

Note  that  the relative lack of information  about  minor  injuries leads t o  

overestimates  of  the  proportion  of  fatalities and major  injuries on each line. 

Thus, there is a clear  variation in  the  proportion of survived  suicide  attempts 

between  the lines. One  explanation  for  this  difference  could  be  the  differences  in 

provision of ‘suicide  pits’,  there  being a good  correlation  between  high  survival 

probability and suicide  pits  in  the Farmer report. 

RATIO * SUICIDE PITS 

Northern 51% 70 % 

Vlctorla 100% 40% 

Plccadllly 27% 

0% 20% Metrooohtan 

0% 25% District 

57% 

* Defined as major injuries divided by [major injuries plus fatalities).  Other 

data for minor injuries and attempts is incomplete. The Jubilee, East 

London and Hammersmith & City Lines are excluded due to lack of data. 
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There is not a good  correlation here, except  that  the two  worst  lines  for survival are 

those  without  suicide  pits,  the  District  and  Metropolitan.  A  more  sophisticated 

analysis matching  the  station  location  of  the  attempt  with  the  provision o f  suicide 

pits and including  minor  injuries  might  improve  the  correlation. 

Distribution  of  suicides  bv chosen method 

Almost al l  suicides on  the Underground  involve the  person  attempting  to  be  hit  by a 

moving  train. The predomlnant  method is by  jumping  from a platform  into  the  path 

o f  a moving  train  (‘Jump’)  with  most  of  the  balance  involving  the  person  standing, 

sitting  or  lying  on  the track a t  a statton  (‘On Track’) awaiting  the  arrival of a train 

The numbers  attempting suicide  by each method,  together  with a breakdown of  the 

level  of ‘success‘ o f  the  attempts is shown  in  the  following  with  percentage 

‘success’ levels in brackets  (percentage of al l  fatalities,  injuries  and  attempts, 

excluding  ‘threats’): 
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These numbers  reveal  the  predominance of Underground  suicide  attempts  from 

station  platforms.  Standing  or  lying  on  the  track  is far less likely to result  in  death  or 

injury with 57% of  such attempts  being  thwarted,  either  by  the  actions of station 

staff  or because the driver was able to  stop  in  t ime  to avoid  hitting  the person.  In 

contrast, 86% of  suicide  attempts  by  jumping  resulted in major  injury or fatality. 

I t  is  interesting to note  that 21% of serious  suicide  attempts  were  thwarted  by the 

actions of staff  or passengers,  an underestimated  figure  since it is  likely  that  there 

are more  similar  unsuccessful  suicide  attempts  which  were not  identified  in  this 

study.  The overall  rate  of  fatality is 53% as a proportion only of those  attempts 

which  result  in a t  least  minor  injury. 

There are differences  in  the  likelihood of use of the  different  methods  by sex: 

tunnel 

Set self ahght 
26 not  Identified 

1 1 

28 105(41%) 151(59%) 284 TOTAL 

22 2 2 

. 
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Thus 59% of those  who  attempted  suicide  on  the  Underground  were  male, a 

proportion  also seen  amongst  the  largest  group  by  method,  jumpers.  However, a 

majority (53%) of those  who  attempt  suicide by climbing  onto  the  track and standing, 

sitting  or  lying  in  front of a train are  female.^ 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF SAFE MOVEMENT ON RAIL  (POSMOR)  AND 
SAFETY MANAGEMENT  FOR THE FUTURE 

1. INTRODUCTION : The changing  scene 

South Africa is experiencing  fundamental changes which affects all walks of 
life 

The changes are dynamic,  intended to shape the  South African democratic 
political future, and create a new  global roleplayer More health  and safety 
based legislature has  been passed since the new Government came into  power 
in 1994 than that which existed since 1910 

Most  of the parastatal organisations, such as  Spoornet,  are caught up in the 
process with  few options but to deal with the effects 

Imbalances are mainly caused by the  rapid  and dramatic changes enforced by 
the new  Government, the simultaneous drive to become a business oriented 
railway  and to be profitable with almost  immediate effect. 

The railway  safety atmosphere is  one of uncertainty, instability  and insecurity 
By  accepting  this destabilized safety environment as a challenge, a system was 
developed and is in the process of becoming the  foundation on  which future 
railway safety will be constructed. 

1 1 Under normal conditions the slow  changing processes will include the 
development and deployment of  new  railway related acts, amendment to 
existing acts and development to / implementation of legislative regulations, 
protocols and other governmental arrangements. These relatively  slow changes 
give rise to the natural evolution of train working rules within the company 
These  rules adapt to changes rapidly In a business driven environment the  rate 
of change within the company is  even more rapid in response to business 
requirements 

The equilibrium between the elements  with  rapid change and those  of slow 
change (i e the stable elements) is  severely disturbed if the “slow” side also 
undergoes drastic change. A typical  example can be illustrated by the political 
changes that South Africa has recently experienced. The  one dispensation was 
unseated  after 48 years of reign Almost  every part of legislation now  comes 
under scrutiny and dramatic and  rapid changes are experienced 

The effect of this rocks  the safety boat  severely 



THE PRINCIPLES OF SAFE MOVEMENT ON RAIL (POSMOR) AND 
SAFETY MANAGEMENT FOR THE FUTURE 

1.2 Safety instability is aggravated by periodical total and  radical restructuring  of 
Spoornet Spoornet is changmg from a people-intenslve decentralized 
organization to a centralized  automated computer driven  system This implies 
that vast  numbers  of employees will either be transferred to other  locations or 
will  have to leave the service 

The human reaction to these  factors is to concentrate on own survival As a 
result special efforts  are required to draw full attention back to the managing of 
operational risks/losses 

1 3 The third  destabilizing factor  for South Afiica’s  railway  safety  is the  process of 
concessioning Sections of the existing (80 + years old)  railway system will,  in 
the near future, be  available for sale / lease The idea that future competition 
will  not  exclusively come from  road hauliers but also from other railway 
operators is foreign to the  South African scenario and is perceived by many as 
another threat 

Safety again suffers 

1 4 If a ‘helicopter’  view is used to understand the process of legislating and 
regulating a railway, two “channels” of control over safety related activities can 
be identified 

* On the  one hand  government is the driver of  the  control  process and 

* on the  other the company’s internal arrangements give impetus to the 
change scenario 
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Relative to each  other  these  channels of control  change  over  time  at  different 
tempo’s: 

CHANNELS OF CONTROL 

in which  the Co. 
regulates Safety Complies With Acts ‘1 I - 

I A d  I i  

L A :  Regulations : 

I 

FIG.1 
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1 5 The safety stability triangle in the South African scenario can be illustrated as - 

1 

THE R4ILWAI' SAFETl'ST.4BJLJTY  TRIANGLE 

years New government 
change/amend/renew  acts in 
rapid succession. 

concessioning opens  the way to 

I 

major  reshaping  for 
economical and political 

Note If all three  comers of the safety triangle  are  unstable  the possibility 
of a complete collapse  becomes  very  real. 

qG.11 

!. VALUES TO STABILIZE THE SAFETY TRIANGLE :- 

Under  the circumstances, as described  in paragraph 1, Spoornet had to find 
other values to recreate stability  which will withstand the  strong winds of 
change These values  should serve as the foundation on which to build a 
future safety strategy.  It had to be accepted by  all parties and be rigid enough 
to be stable in  present  and future dynamics of change as well  as possible 
destabilizing technological influences. 

A task group, The Safe Rail Management System Committee (SRMSC), was 
appointed to develop the foundation for  future railway operating safety 

2.1 THE  PROCESS TO REINSTATE SAFETY STABILITY :- 

The  SRMSC proposed a set  of  critical assumptions as  the  departure point for 
railway safety. These critical assumptions were intended to set the scenario for 
the next phase i.e to decide on  the  absolutes  that will represent the beliefs that 
every  railway operator will  have to abide by. 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF SAFE MOVEMENT ON RAIL (POSMOR) AND 
SAFETY MANAGEMENT FOR THE FUTURE 

2.1.1 CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS :- 

The following critical assumptions were made in order to define the expected 
future  scenario wthin  the company - 

* All railway operators shall  be  law  abiding despite rapid and sometimes 
drastic and sudden changes 

* All railway operators shall  accept the social responsibility emanating 
from it’s actiwties 

* Safety is always relative and can only be measured in practical values 

* Actions / activities of railways  must be able to withstand the  test of the 
reasonable man 

* Railway rules are under all circumstances, compulsory and 
enforceable. Management cannot exempt themselves by  “hiding” 
behind  safety rules 

* Cost cannot be  the final arbiter of risk. Safety always has a price 
Trade-off’s will be necessary. 

* Employees will always act  in the  best  interest of the individual 
organization 

CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

* Be law abiding 
* Accept social  responsibility 
* Safety must add practical value 

* Company rules compulsory and enforceable 
* Safety has a price 
* Employees will act in best interest of company 

* Withstand test of reasonable man 

FIG.111 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF SAFE MOVEMENT ON RAIL (POSMOR) AND 
SAFETY MANAGEMENT FOR THE FUTURE 

2.1.2 THE FOUR ABSOLUTES 

Within  the framework of the accepted critical assumptions the following 
absolute values were  developed - 

Assurance :- 

For the past 75 years Spoornet was the only  railway operator in South Africa 
Anticipating the  changes i e that more  operators will emerge, assurance is 
sought that all role players will  be forced to comply  in  all respects to accepted 
and set standards and procedures 

Accountable :- 

All parties i e all  railway operators, infi-astructure owners and Government 
must be willing  and able to be held fully accountable for their actions and the 
influence of their actions  on  other role players 

Adherence :- 

Irrespective of who is involved  and irrespective of the  reasons  for, or the 
physical location and nature of involvement, every role player and/or employee 
representing a role player shall adhere to valid instructiondorders 

Adaot :- 

Railway operators shall take timeous and appropriate measures to manage and 
to abnormal andlor changing circumstances with the minimum of 

spillover effects into  other parties activities 

All roleplayers i e Spoornet, Government and future concessionaires will have 
to abide by these  absolutes under all circumstances. 

These absolutes are known as “The 4-A’s 
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THE FOUR ABSOLUTES 

1. Assurance - the enforcement of multi-way compliance, by  all 
role players, according to standards and procedures 

2. Accountable - all parties involved are to accept full accountability 
for their  actions. 

3. Adherence - compliance by all  and to all  valid instructions/orders 

4. - taking timeous and appropriate measures to suit  abnormal 
or changing circumstances. 

2.1.3 PRINCIPLES OF SAFE  MOVEMENT  ON RAIL :- 

With the  framework of “critical assumptions” and the “absolutes” the  scene 
was set for the SRMSC to develop the  ‘Basic principles of safe movement on 
rail (POSMOR)” 

These principles were discussed  at previous International Safety  Conferences 
but for the  sake of completeness are repeated . 

2.1.3.1 PRINCIPLES OF  SAFE  MOVEMENT ON RAIL (POSMOR) 

PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO  TRAIN  AND  SHUNTING 
MOVEMENTS 

Before  moving 

* the  track  must be  defined 
* the defined track must be clear 
* issue / obtain authority 

Whilst moving 

* adhere to speed instructions 
* adhere to trackside and other  indicators 
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stop 

* at limit of movement 
* when and where scheduled 

Whilst  stationary 

x 

* 
* 

stand clear (not foul) 
be  secured (against  movement) 
be protected 

Authority 

* shall be issued and accepted only by licensed persons 
* shall have  one meaning only 
* shall not allow conflicting (following of opposing) movements 
* holds good until executed or surrendered / withdrawn 

Common  to  movement 

* rolling stock must be serviceworthy 
* infrastructure must  be trainworthy 
* authority to be issued, accepted and handshaken 
* know  location, extent and limitation 
* consider feasibility of execution 
* have continual communication 

Common  to  personal  behaviour 

* be  alert, vigilant  and assess  surroundings 

* be fit for duty 
* responsibility cannot be shared 

Common to abnormal conditions 

* have a hierarchy of fall-back procedures. 

NOTE:- Attached to this script is a policy document fUfiShing 
more detail on the principles. 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF SAFE MOVEMENT ON RAIL (POSMOR) AND 
SAFETY MANAGEMENT FOR THE FUTURE 

3. A NEW STABILITY 

Triangular stability is recreated by adding these  strong  stable  factors i.e 
principles based on absolute values and  within a frame  of accepted critrcal 
factors 

The scene is set to build firture safety scenarios on a rigid  basis 

NEW TRIAXGULAR SAFETY STABILITY 

L 

Government provisionally ac- Spoornet and Metro top manage. 
cepted POSMOR as the basis ment accepted  POSMOR 
for future safety legislation. - 

To be made enforcable on 
future concessionaires. 

A 4 

I - 
POSMOR 

Spoornet and Metro revising and 
rewriting all train working rules on 
the basis of POSMOR Also sup- 
ported by Trade unions 
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THE PRINCIPLES  OF SAFE MOVEhENT ON RAIL (POSMOR) AND 
SAFETY MANAGEMENT FOR THE FUTURE 

4. POSMOR PUT TO THE TEST :- 

The principles of safe movement on rail have been and will in future be 
tested by the  application of different  and divergent scenarios. 

4.1 => Top Management of Spoornet and Metro  (the  commuter  train 
service) have accepted the principles and directed application. 

=> It is realised that neither  railway presently fully complies to all 
the principles. Capital would be required to re-engineer some 
of the technology  used  and certain existing train  control 
systems will have to be eliminated or receive intensive 
overbaul. 

=> This process will be initiated in the near future. POSMOR is 
becoming the driver of some capital expenditure. 

4.2 => As previously pointed out the new govemment is revisiting 
existing acts and generates  new legislation. Changes  are 
frequent and sometimes dramatic. 

=> A proposed govemmental control body,  called “The Rail Safety 
Regulator” posed the  opportunity to use POSMOR as the 
departure point for controlling and  policing any railway 
(including new concessionaires). 

=> The Department of Transport  accepted POSMOR. Spoornet 
and Metro  are awaiting the publication of the principles in  the 
second revision of the draft Land Transport bill which will 
encompass rail safety matters. 

4.3 => POSMOR should,  in future, be the common denominator of 
railway safety operations. Spoornet,  Metro as well as any future 
concessionaires will have to demonstrate compliance. 

=> It will be used as a prerequisite in tender  documentation in that 
the concessionaires must d e m i  how  the technology, training 
investments,  etc.  he intends using, will comply to every 
principle. 

=> Adjudication of tenders will also be adjudicated on  even level by 
using POSMOR as the yardstick. 

=> To a  certain extent this is a  new  approach  to  the “Safety Case” 
concept. It is expected that every role player will c l m b  state 
how he intends “living“ the  POSMOR  safety principle. 
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4.4 => Efforts are being  made to unite the  Southern  Afiican railways 
into a borderless  train  operating system. At  the moment seven 
railways  fxom  seven countries are participating in this process. 

=> All representatives f+om the seven railways at  the  Southern 
Afiican Development Community meetings have  accepted 
POSMOR as the departure point to regulate a borderless  train 
working system. 

=> The  process ahead will be to test  each railway’s train  working 
rules  against  the principles.  Amending rules is a possibility and 
in certain  cases it may even be necessary for  Afiican  State 
Governments to  adapt existing railway legislation or even 
formulate new biUs in order to comply with POSMOR 

4.5 => An auditing system  called “Rulebook on a page” is b e i i  
developed.  “Rulebook on a page “ is a three dimensional 
tabulation of principle versus responsible person versus  the 
actual responsibiiies with the train  control system. The 
tabulated information can be refined to contain specifics of any 
particular train control system. (See Figure W) 

POSMOR  TO THE TEST 

* Management  accepts : 
Implication : Capital  expenditure 

Train  control  system changes 
* Government  provisionally  accepts 

* Common  denominator for all  role-players 
Implication : New rail safety legislation 

Implication : Tender submissions 
Tender adjudications 
Safety case - different approach 

Implication : All seven participating railways 
* Borderless  African  railways 

accepts and checks  rules 

legislation 
Some  states might have to change 

* “Rulebook on a Page” Audaing system. 

FIG.VI 
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P 
R 

"Line  clear" 

P 
1 
C 
N 
I 

principle 

E 
L 

RULEBQQK ON A PAGE 

Involved Employee 

Train  driver Train  control 
offrcer 

"Obtain  and  confirm 
firmation  from correct  authority 
*Obtain con- 

continuing  motion. 
preceding  train. before initiating  or 

"Obtain con- 
*Be  alert  and firmation  from 
vigilant neighbouring 

train  control 
officers 

"Issue and 
confirm  correct 
authority 

ctc. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Spoornet is not bordered by First World railways In a situation as set out in 
this paper it  is difficult to measure the value and correctness of the  outputs 
without a system to validate this product against other  sources of expertise 

In  an effort to raise interest, articles were published  in a number of international 
railway  magazines.  Very usehl comments were received  and some of the  ideas 
were incorporated in the development of POSMOR 

At present efforts are being  made to aquire knowledge and expertise From 
international institutions such as, for example, the  Institute for Signal Engineers 
to evaluate and validate  the POSMOR processes 

Spoornet must avoid a possible accusation that the rules of the railway  safety- 
game were developed for own interesthenefit 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF SAFE MOVEMENT ON RAIL (POSMOR) AND 
SAFETY MANAGEMENT  FOR THE FUTURE 

It is imperative  that  the  process is transparent and to receive criticism/support 
from established and renowned organisations 

Should  any of the representatlves at this Safety Conference or their 
organizations be willing to provide expertise to assist  in the validation process, 
Spoornet will be glad to hear from you  and negotiate 

Contact can be made  during this conference or with Spoornet The author and 
presenter of this article is the  contact  person 

No one should be accusing Spoornet of this : 

What we try to avoid 

PEANUTS By Charles Schulz 
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Therefore we request : *Expertise  to buy into Spoomet 

'In order to 

- Validate what we  do 
Make our processes transparent. - 

AUTHOR :- J de Villiers 
B Sc B Eng (Mechanical) 
Senior Manager (Rail Risk  and Quality) 
Spoomet,  SOUTH AFRICA 

Tel.: +27 11 773-7176 
Fax.: +27 11 773-8968 
Cell.: +27 83 286 0076 
E-Mail:  JD@Transnet  co.za 
Post.: J de Villiers, Senior Manager (Rail  Risk and Quality), 

Spoornet, Room 722, Paul Kruger Building, Private 
Bag X47, Johannesburg, South Africa 

PRESENTER :- J de Villiers 
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CHANNELS OF CONTROL 

Manners in which Ways in which the Co. 
Government  regulates Complies With Acts 

Safety 

FIB e m  

l e  
1 d  
Y 

Practice 

_______________._.._____________________ 
E 1 1  
x n m  r l  Rules 
e e o  
r r s  

t t P  Princi les 

1 1  
1 1  
Y Y  

a 
n 
d 

adaptation 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ’  

Influence - Change 

for money 



THE RAILWAY SAFETY  STABILITY  TRIANGLE 

Old regime in  power for 
48 years. New govern- 

Up to now only two 

Spoornet.  Now  conces- - ment change/amend/- 
roleplayers i.e. Metro and 

renew acts in rapid sioning opens the way to 

Competition from  road 
and rail. 

~ 

foreignhew operators. succession. 

Spoornet in  process of 
major reshaping for 
economical and  poli- 
tical reasons. Human 
element. 

Note : If all three corners of the safety triangle are 
unstable the possibility of a complete collapse 
becomes very real. 

FIG.11 



I CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

* Be law  abiding 
* Accept  social  responsibility 
* Safety  must  add  practical  value 
* Withstand  test of reasonable man 
* Company  rules  compulsory  and 

enforceable 
* Safety  has  a  price 
* Employees  will  act  in  best  interest of 

company 

1 FIG.111 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

THE FOUR ABSOLUTES 

FIG.IV 

Assurance - the enforcement  of  multi-way 
compliance,  by all role players, according to 
standards and  procedures. 

Accountable - all parties involved are to accept 
full accountability for their actions. 

Adherence - compliance by all and to all valid 
instructions/orders. 

Adapt - taking  timeous  and appropriate measures 
to suit abnormal  or  changing  circumstances. 



NEW TRIANGULAR SAFETY STABILITY 

Government  provisio- 
management  accepted nally  accepted  POSMOR 
Spoornet and  Metro top 

safety legislation. 
POSMOR. as the basis for future 

To  be made enforcable on 
future concessionaires. 

- 

POSMOR . 
Absolutes 

Assumptions 

J 
Spoornet  and  Metro 
revising and rewriting a11 
train working rules on the 
basis of POSMOR. Also 
supported  by  Trade unions. 



* 
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POSMOR TO THE  TEST 

Management accepts : 
Implication : Capital expenditure 

Train  control  system  changes 

Government provisionally accepts 
Implication : New  rail  safety  legislation 

Common denominator for all role-players 
Implication : Tender submissions 

Tender adjudications 
Safety  case - different 
approach 

Borderless African railways 
Implication : All  seven  participating 

railways  accepts  and  checks 
rules 

change  legislation 
Some states might  have to 

“Rulebook on a Page” Auditing system. 
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Responsi- 
bility \ 

FIG.VI1 

“Line 
clear” 
principle 

RULEBOOK ON A PAGE 

Involved 

Train  driver 

*Obtain  and 
confirm cor- 
rect autho- 
rity before 
initiating or 
continuing 
motion. 

*Be alert and 
vigilant. 

Employee 

Train control 
officer 

*Obtain con- 
firmation  from 
preceding 
train. 

*Obtain con- 
firmation  from 
neighbouring 
train  control 
officers. 

*Issue and 
confirm cor- 
rect authority. 

Etc. 





Therefore we request : 

*Expertise to buy into Spoornet. 

*In  order to : 

Validate what  we  do. 
Make our processes transparent. 

FIG.= 
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1 PURPOSE 

This document lays down the principles  on which all procedures and instructions for safe 
movement on rail shall be based 

2 SCOPE 

This document is applicable to Spoornet employees who 

- formulate or approve policles, procedures and instructions pertamng  to the operation of 
trains, 

- drive locomotives and motor trolleys; 

- control the movement of rolling stock, 

- ensure the technical servicewonhiness  of rolling stock and infrastructure 

It also serves as a guide for the safe movement of rolling stock 

- in other divisions of Transnet; 

- for  other  owners of infrastructure where Spoornet  trains  operate, 

- for other  owners of rollins  stock operating on Transnet controlled infrastructure 
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i FOREWORD 

;poornet continuously strives to be 

A law-abiding, commercial organisation 
following  safety pnnclples which 

are reasonable  and practicable. 

are believed  and followed by all employees 
for the  safety of themselves, their 
colleagues. customers  and soclety, 

protection freight. assets and the envronment, 

with  minimum restrictive practices, and 

promotes an ethic of responsible behaviour 
toward the well-being of  the organisation 
and  its stakeholders 

I mTRODUCTION 

The movement of rolling stock on Spoornet railway  lines is governed by this code  of conduct 
1s well as in work  procedures and Instructions. that  are based on  the safe. reasonable anc 
iffordable principles outlined herein 

4 code  of conduct prescribes an employee's actions in the performance of his dunes in a  wal 
:hat such duties will be  carried out in a safe  and eficlent manner 

I'his Code of  Conduct shall serve as a basis for - 
- technological design and development relating to safe movement on rail 
- the formulation of specific rules, codes of work  procedures and instructions 
- contracts and agreements with other parties relating to movement on rail 
- the formulation of training modules  and  manuals 
- considering disciplinary procedures 
- considering lesal action 
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5 DEFINITIONS 

In this Code  of  Conduct  and in other relevant  tram worklng rules, work procedures and 
Instructions. unless inconslstent with the context, 

”5.1 authorise:  means the granting of permission, in any  form. by a llcensed  person.  allowing 
another person to undertake a task”. 

“5.2 authority:  means the written.  oral or other means of allowing a llcensed  person to 
undertake a specific task, within a defined area”. 

”5.3 clear:  means that the tracWline  is free of detectable obstructlons withm the structure 
gauge”, 

”5.4 conflicting movement: means a movement that can  result I n  a head-on, slde-on or rear- 
on collision  wlth a train, shunt or rolling stock, either moving or stationary”, 

“5.5 continual communication: means the oral and/or visible communication that must take 
place,  whenever  and wherever required and  in the prescribed manner”, 

“5.6 defined track means  the fixed  limits or boundarles of  the  portion of line  required  for a 
movement.  whlch can include the route”. 

“5.7 driver:  means the licensed employee!person  in control of a self-propelled  rail vehicle". 

“5.8 fall-back procedure: means the predetermined.  laid  down proceduresimeasures to be 
implemented to ensure continued safe working when the normal working procedure IS 

interrupted, 

“5.9 handshaking: in relation to an authorlty means the process  of ensuring that 
communication, by any means. has  been understood by the  one receiving it. so that the 
authority will be carried out  as intended”. 

“5.10 infrastructure:  means the fixed  siznal, overhead electric, permanent-way and 
communication Installations and  associated structures/fixtures necessary to operate a railway”. 

5 . 1 1  licensed:  means the formal authorisation by the railway operator of a competent 
employeeiperson to perform certain  duties”. 

“5.12 line: track: means a rallway  line”, 

“5.13 locomotive: means a self-propelled  rail  vehicle. or set  of rail vehicles. designed to haul 
rrains or for shunting purposes”. 

’5.14 movement: means a tram or shuntmg movement”. 
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‘5.15 protect: means any measures designed and/or taken to prevent conflicting movements 
md/or unsafe conditlons”. 

5.16 rolling stock means vehicles capable of running on a rallway  line, includins any  self- 
~opelled and non-self-propelled vehicles”, 

,517 serviceworthy: means that the rolling stock, loaded or empty, either singularly or In 
:omblnation, is fit to  operate safely on a railway  line.  with or without prescribed conditlons”. 

‘5.18 shunt: means a  locomotwe with or without vehicles attached,  engaged in shuntlng”, 

5.19 shunting: means the movement of rolling stock,  to.  from or on a running line or 
iding,  within the shuntlng Ilmits”, 

,520 train: means  a self-propelled rail  vehlcle. or vehicles in specific cornposltion coupled 
o their locomotive, having a marker, specific identification and destination. standin, 0 on or 
rassing over a definite route”, 

5.21 trainworthy: means that the infrastructure is sound to  accept rolling stock. wlth or 
wthout prescribed conditlons/restrictions”. 
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5 THE PRlNClPLES  FOR  SAFE MOVEMENT ON RUL 

6.1 Common to Personal Behaviour 

6.1.1 be fit for duty 
6.1.2  be  alert.  vigilant  and assess surroundings 
6.1.3 responsibility cannot be shared 

6.2 Common to  Movement 

6.2.1  rolling stock must be serviceworthy 
6.2.2 infrastructure must be  trainwonhy 
6.2.3 authority to  be issued, accepted and  “handshaken” 
6.2.4 know location, extent  and limitation 
6.2.5 consider feasibility of execution 
6.2.6 have continual communlcation 

6.3 Authority 

6.3.1 shall be issued  and accepted only by licensed persons 
6.3.2 shall have one meaning only 
6.3.3 shall not allow conflicting (following or opposing) mOvementS 
6.3.4 holds good until executed or surrendered/ withdrawn. 

6.4 Before moving 

6.4.1  the  track must be defined 
6.4.2 the defined  track must be clear 
6.4.3 issueiobtain authority 

6.5 Whilst moving 

6.5.1 adhere to speed instructions 
6.5.2 adhere to trackside and other indicators 
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5.6 Stop 

6.6.1 at limit of movement 
6.6.2 when and  where scheduled 

5.7 Whilst stationary 

6.7.1 stand clear  (not foul) 
6.7.2 be secured (against  movement) 
6.7.3 be protected 

5.8 Common to abnormal conditions 

5.8.1 have a hierarchy of fall-back procedures 

7 COMMON TO PERSONAL BEHAVIOUR 

rhese princlples address the behaviour of all persons in the train operation envlronment 

7.1 Be tit for duty 

neans  that a person  must 

7.1.1 be well-rested before assuming duty 

7.1.2 be generally and physically  fit.  and  mentally  able to  do duty 

7.1.3 be emotionally stable 

7.1.4 before assuming duty  and whllst on duty, never partake of intoxicatq liquor and/or 
narcotic drugs, or any  medication,  which affects or is likely to affect the Propel 
performance of hls duties 
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7.2  Be alert, vigilant and  assess surroundings 

means that a person  must 

7.2.1 devote his full attention to  hisjob 

7.2.2 constantly evaluate his working environment in order to obtain additlonal information 
which  will dictate or miluence hls  line of action to ensure safe and  efficient working 

7.2.3 be  consciously observant In the workplace and  Its environs 

7.3 Responsibility cannot be shared 

means that a person must 

7.3.1 always be responsible for his  own  health  and  safety.  and the  well-bang of his famdy, 
his employer, his colleagues, the public  and the environment 

7.3.2 establish his area of responsibility  and  accountability 

7.3.3 always act in the  best interests of the Company 

7.3.4 always  obey Company rules/codes of  work proceduresiinstructions 

7.3.5 never exceed the scope of his license, except in an emergency,  and then take f u l l  
responsibility for hls actions 

I 
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8 COMMON TO MOVEMENT 

These principles relate to the elements which  must  apply before and during any  movement on 
rail 

8.1  Rolling stock  must be serviceworthy 

means that 

8.1.1 rolling stock must be technically sound. with or wlthout prescribed conditions or 
restrictions 

8.1.2 any conditions or restrictions imposed on one vehicle in a consist, for whatever reason. 
applies to the whole  consist 

8.1.3 vehicle loads must conform to loading specifications 

8.2 Infrastructure must  be trainworthy 

means that 

8.2.1 the infrastructure must be technically sound. with or without prescribed 
conditionsirestrictions. and in a condition to ensure safe and efficlent train or shunting 
movements 

8.3 Authority to be issued, accepted and “handshaken” 

must  be interpreted to mean that 

8.3.1 no movement  may take place without the correct authority 

8.3.2 an authority must be issued before a movement may take place 

8.3.3 before moving the driver must obtain an authority 

8.3.4 where prescribed, the authority must be handshaken by the  persons concerned 

8.3.5 obtaining an authority and handshaking  it.  where prescribed, is acceptance of 
responsibility for its execution 

~ 
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8.4 Know location,  extent  and  limitation 

neans that 

8.4.1 before an authority is issued for  a train or shunting movement, the person issuing it 
must establish the exact position of the train or shunt by the technical or  other means at his 
iisposal 

E.4.2 the persons issuing and accepting an authority must have a clear understanding of and 
>e in agreement with the ful l  extent of the intended  movements 

8.4.3 the persons issuing and receiving  an authority must.  when  planning a movement, 
lcqualnt themselves with prevailing limitations. for instance 

. insufficlent time to carry out  a movement 

. adverse weather conditions 

. yardtraffic  congestion 

. insufficient line/yard capacity 
- poor visibility 
. insufficient manpower 
. insufficlent braking power in relation to trainishunt mass 
- restrlctions on trainishunt length and composition 

5.5 Consider feasibility of execution 

means that 

8.5.1 a movement may only be undertaken if  all persons concerned have,  within the ambit of 
thelr duties. confirmed. up to  the time of commencement of the movement. that it is posslble to 
io  it safely and efficiently 

8.5.2 before an authority is issued, the employee issuing it must ensure that the person 
receiving it will be able  to hl ly  execute it 

8.5.3 before an authority is acted upon, the licensed person concerned must ensure that it is 
possible to  execute the movement 
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8.6 Have  continual  communication 

means that 

8.6.1 wherever possible there must be regular communication. In whatever form provided, 
between all persons concerned with  train  and shunting movements, and with persons worhng 
on or near the line. in order to ensure train and shuntlng movements wlll be carried  out safely 
and efficiently. e.g 

8.6.1.1 oral - where any form of oral communicatlon is provided to facilitate train or shuntiny 
movements. there must  be close collaboratlon and regular communlcatlon. In the prescrlbed 
manner, between the employees/persons concerned, especially  while  movements take place 

8.6.1.2 visible - where visible signals are used.  they must be regularly or continually 
(depending on the type of signals and the circumstances) dlsplayed so as to leave no  doubt in 
the mmds of  the employees/persons concerned as  to what is expected of them 

8.7 AUTHORITY 

These princlples deal  with the different aspects relating to  authority in train and shunting 
movements and In this context authority comprlses three elements, viz  Human.  dynamic and 
physlcal 

The  human element is represented by the licensed person issuinglglving the authority and the 
licensed person receiving and executing It 

The  dynamic element is the activity or physical  movement associated with trains and shunts 
within a defined area 

The  physical element is the defined area withln  whlch the authority, issued in respect  of trains 
and shunts, is valid 

8.7.1 Shall  be issued and  accepted only by licensed  persons 

means that an authority to permit a train or shunting movement  must be 

8.7.1.1 Issued/slven in the prescribed format 

8.7.1.2 issued by  llcensed employees only 

8.7.1.3 received and accepted by llcensed persons only 
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8.7.2 Shall have one meaning only 

means that an authority must 

8.7.2.1 be clear and to the point 

8.7.2.2 have only one intended outcome 

8.7.2.3 have  the same interpretation by all persons involved 

8.7.2.4 be in accordance with the prescribed format  and interpretation 

8.7.3 Shall not allow conflicting (following or  opposing) movements 

means that 

8.7.3.1 every train or shunting movement  must be so planned. authorised and carried out as to 
avoid or prevent any  conflicting  movement  involving 

8.7.3.1.1 a stationary or moving  train or shunt 

8.7.3.1.2 stationary or moving  rolling stock 

NOTE - '4 conf1ctnlg movemmt must not he co?fl(~ed with a?? trreprlnr mol'ement. 
hecnzwe the Intter wzI1  not necessarib lend to conflcts I?? movements 

8.7.4 Holds good until executed or surrendered/withdrawn 

means that an authority is valid 

8.7.4.1 for the full length of the train or shunt  within the defined area 
until the train or shuntins movement is complete. i e has exited the limits of the defined area 

8.7.4.2  it is withdrawn by or is surrendered to a licensed  person before the movement is 
completed 
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8.8 BEFORE MOVING 

These principles deal  with the steps to be taken before  a movement is authorised 

8.8.1 The track must be  defined 

means that 

8.8.1.1 the persods concerned must, by the means at  hidtheir disposal. predetermine the h e  
odover which the movement IS to take place. i e the defined line must have a p e n  departure 
point and a  gwen destination point In addition. all the points that have to  be set for the 
movement.  must be identified 

8.8.1.2  When two  or more persons are  concerned in defining the line. they must all  be in 
agreement 

8.8.2 The defined track must be  clear 

means that 

8.8.2.1 the  person who is to authorise a movement, must, before authorising it, ensure through 
the technical or other means at his disposal and to the best of his knowledge, that the defined 
line  between the given depanure point and the given destination point IS free  of detectable 
obstructions  and that. 

8.8.2.2 where applicable. the points are correctly set 

8.8.2.3 the recipient must. after receiving the  authority to move, ensure, as far as he  can see 
and or establish, that  the line IS clear  within the  structure  gauge, and this he  must also do while 
the trainishunt is in motion 

8.8.3 Issue/obtnin authority 

means that when a movement is to take place 

8.8.3.1 it  may only take place once an authority has been issued 

8.8.3.2 the  authority must include the beginning and the end of  the movement 

8.8.3.3 only one  authority  at  a time  may be issued for a movement 

8.8.3.4 the movement must be completed before  a new authority is Issued 

8.8.3.5 an authorltv may combine a number of movements 
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8.9 WHILST MOVING 

These principles  deal with responsibllities of a driver to ensure that his train or shunting 
movement is being carried out safely 

8.9.1 Adhere to  speed instructions 

means  that the driver must regulate the speed of the movement 

8.9.1.1 by strictly complymg  with the relevant speed instructions 

8.9.1.2 by obeying  all  applicable  speed  limiting boards, and any speed-related track slgns. 
indicators and hand signals 

8.9.1.3 when circumstances demand a speed reduction 

8.9.2 Adhere to track-side and other indicators 

means that the driver must 

8.9.2.1 in the interest of safety and  efficiency. strictly observe and  obey  any  non-speed-related 
trackside and other  indicators provided  alongside or above the  track 

8.10 STOP 

These principles  deal wlth  the responsibilities of a licensed  person. relating to when  and where a 
movement  must be stopped 

8.10.1 at limit of movement 

means that  the licensed person in charge of a train or shunting movement  must 

8.10.1.1 proceed to the destination  point  (limit) prescribed by his authority 

8.10.1.2 stop at the limit of his authority unless. before stopping, he  receives a further 
authority to proceed to the next  destination  point  (limit) 

8.10.1.3 when  and where required to stop by force  of circumstances 
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8.10.2 when and  where  scheduled 

means  that the driver must  stop hls tram only 

8.10.2.1 when  and where scheduled in a time-table or notice 

8.10.2.2  when  and where specially arranged. preferably m writing 

8.1 1 WHILST STATIONARY 

These princlples  deal with  the safeguarding of rolling stock 

8.11.1 stand  clear  (not foul) 

means that 

8.11.1.1 where  there are converging lines, a train. shunt or rolling stock must be left  standin; 
inside the clearance mark so as to ensure its safety, as well as  the safety of approaching and/01 

passing movements on the adjoining line 

8.11.2 be  secured  (against  movement) 

means that 

8.11.2.1 a train. shunt or rolling stock, left standing on a line, must be secured in thf 
prescribed or an appropriate manner against movement in order to ensure its own safety, a! 
well as the safety of  approaching  and/or passing  movements on the adjoining line 

8.11.3 be protected 

means that 

8.11.3.1 measures  have to be taken  to prevent conflicting or irregular movements and unsafi 
conditions involving stationary and  moving trains. shunts or rolling stock 
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8.12 COMMON TO ABNORMAL CONDITIONS 

This principle deals with  the breakdown in normal working procedures 

8.12.1 have a hierarchy  of fall-back procedures 

means that 

8.12.1.1 in the  event of normal working being interrupted  there are predeterminedlaid  down 
procedures or measures. which  must be common knowledge to all persons concerned with train 
and  shunting work. or work on or near the line. to ensure safety  and  uniformity  until  normal 
working is resumed 
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OBJECTIVES 

After havinz made a thorouzh study of the traming manual, you should be  able to 

1 Know  the definltlons for safe movement  on  rail 

- 7 Give a brlef description of  the  three  factors common to personal behavlour 

3 Understand the six factors common to movement 

4 Define authority 

5 Explain the different factors 

5 1 Before moving 
5 . 2  Whilst  movlng 
5 3 Stop 
5 I Whilst stationary 

6 Descrlbe what I S  meant  by fall-back procedures 



TRAINING MANUAL 

BASED ON THE 

PRINCIPLES FOR SAFE  MOVEMENT ON RAIL 

1. PURPOSE 

Thls Training Manual is based on the Principles for Safe Movement  on Rad and  is 
meant to shed  more Ilght, and to elaborate somewhat  on these principles In order to 

- gam common Insight  and understandmg into them and their applicatlon. 

lnstil a culture  of responsibility  and accountability through a disciplined  safety 
approach. and 

ensure that their application will result  in a positive modificatlon of behavlour 

2. SCOPE 

The prlnc~ples are apphcable to all Spoornet employees who are tasked and/or licensed 
to 

2 1 formulate  or  approve policies, procedures and instructions pertainmg to the 
operation  of trains, 

2 2 drive locomotives and motor trolleys 

2 3 control the movement of rolling stock, 

2 4 ensure the technical servlceworthmess of rolling stock and Infrastructure. 

It also serves  as a guide for  the  safe movement of rolling stock 

2 5 in other divlsions of Transnet, 

7 6 for  other owners  of infrastructure where  Spoornet  trains  operate; 

2 7 for  other  owners of rolling stock  operating on Transnet-controlled 
Infrastructure 
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3. FOREWORD 

Spoornet continuously strives to be 

A  law-ablding  commerclal organisation 
followmg safety  principles  whlch 

are reasonable and practlcable. 

are believed and followed by  all employees 
for the safety  of  themselves, their 
colleagues. customers and  society. 

protect freight. assets and the envlronment, 

have  mmnnum restrlctlve practices, and 

promote an  ethlc of responsible behaviour 
toward the well-being of the organisatton 
and its stakeholders 

4. INTRODUCTION 

Tram working regulations/rules can  be traced back to  the running of  the very first 
trainis on a railway  lme At that early stase I t  became quite clear that some or other 
form of control to regulate the movement of trains In order to ensure safe operatlons. 
was Inevitable  Even  with today’s modem technology it IS quite unthmkable that train 
and shunting movements should be  allowed to take place without any form of 
"regulation" or control. and that IS exactly what “regulation” means - to regulate  or 

Therefore, the compliance with the regulations/rules/instructions must  not 
only ensure  order In tram and shunting movements, but It must also ensure  the 
maximum degree  of safety Dangerous condltions (near misses), accidents - even fatal 
accldents - would  have  been the order of  the day if there  were no rules to  go by 
Regulations or rules are  therefore vitally necessary and  must be strictly  obeyed to 
ensure safe and  efficient worklng However. if they are not  absolutely  unambl, -uous - 
i e absolutely clear so as  to  be able to be understood, believed  and  applied by  all In the 
same way - they  could  be branded as ineffective 

The Train Working Regulations/Rules have. over the past 50 years.  been rewritten and 
reprinted on two occasions. the last  tlme some 30 years ago However.  the  fact that 
they also ha\:e  had to be amended on  many occasions. indicates that they have never 
been, and  aren’t  at this stage.  perfect 
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Apart from this imperfection, a further  element  must receive  serious conslderation, 
namely the requirements of Act No S5 of  1993 (Occupational Health and Safety Act, 
1993) because. whereas  the present  Train Working Rules have mainly  been  designed to 
prevent accidents to railway assets and to persons, Act No 85 of  1993 also speclfically 
stresses  the  protection of the environment .MI train working rules must therefore be 
tested agamst the requirements of Act No 85 of 1993 and rewritten, if necessary 
Although the present rules are not  wrong. some  of them are not "connected" Act No 
85 of 1993 requires  that a safety  management  system be establlshed and. therefore, 
where necessary, certain rules will have to be changed to comply wlth the requirements 
of .4ct No 85 of 1993, and they  must, furthermore, be able to stand the test of  the 
reasonable man 

To start off wlth. a list of principles  relating to safe  movement  on  rad  have  been  drawn 
up.  and it IS those  prinaples that will  be  dealt  with  in this Manual 

A further  reason why I t  is necessary to rewrite  the tram workmg rules is the fact that 
rules often contain so many cross-references that it is  difficult to "plece together'' all 
the relevant Instructions to obtain an overall picture and  an  all-embracing mstructlon 

Losses, especially those caused through train accidents, are a constant  cause  for 
concern and  it could very well be that  some of them could be ascribed to the fact that 
there has not been a set  of plain, understandable principles that would  have  enabled the 
staff concerned to understand exactly what  was required of them under the 
circumstances prevailing at  the time This was  the driving force behind the formulation 
of the principles expounded in paragraph 3 hereof 

5. DEFINITIONS APPEARING  IN THIS MANUAL 

assisting  locomotive : an addltional locomotive, or set of locomotwes. coupled to a 
tram to assist such train or used to afford assistance or to clear an obstructlon, 

authorise : the granting  of permission. In any form, by a licensed person, allowing 
another  person to undertake a task, 

authorit?. : the written, oral or other means of allowmg a licensed person to undertake 
a specific task, withln a defined area, 

bogie : the assembly  which supports and allows the steering of a vehicle,  and  whlch 
houses  the wheel pairs, brake equipment. suspension and, in the case  of locomotives. 
the tractlon motors. 

clear : the tracWline IS free of detectable obstructions within the  structure  gauge. 

clearance mark : a horlzontal  white  line between two converging lines,  which 
indicates the minimum distance at  which  rolling stock may stand from the 
points/crossings, 
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conflicting movement : a movement that can result In a head-on,  side-on or rear-on 
collision with a train. shunt or rolling stock. either movlng or statlonary, 

continual con~munication : the oral and/or vlstble communlcation that must take 
place, whenever and wherever  requlred, and in the prescribed manner, 

crossing place : an unattended place on a single  line in centrallsed  traffic control. radlo 
train order and radlo tram token terntory where trams may cross or pass each other. 

defined track : the fixed  limits or boundaries of the portlon  of line  requlred for a 
movement,  which can Include the route, 

driver : the licensed  employee/person In control of a self-propelled rad  vehlcle. 

fall-back procedure : the predetermlned,  laid down procedures/measures to be 
implemented to  ensure contlnued  safe worklng when the normal workmg procedure IS 
interrupted. 

halt : an unattended place on a running  line where certain trains  are requlred or 
scheduled to stop, 

handshaking, in relation to an authority : the process  of ensuring that 
communication.  by  any  means,  has  been understood by the  one recelving  it. so that  the 
authority  will be carried out as intended, 

infrastructure : the fixed  signal. overhead electric.  permanent-way  and 
communication installat~ons and associated stmctures/fixtures necessary to operate a 
rallway. 

interloop : an unattended place where trains can cross or pass each other and where 
no tram control instruments  are In operation, 

licensed : the formal authorisatlon by the railway operator  of a competent 
employeelperson to  perform certain duties, 

light locomotive : a locomotive or a set of locomotives running as a train, wlthout a 
load, 

line/track : a railway line. 

locomotive : a self-propelled  rail  vehicle, or set of self-propelled  rail  vehicles.  deslgned 
to haul t ram  or  for shuntmg purposes. 

panel : any appliance equipped for direct or indirect operation, and  used in train- 
control centres/stations to reflect  train positions and the location and condition of 
signals.  points. track circuits  and routes. 

protect : any measures deslgned and/or taken to prevent  conflicting movelnents and/or 
unsafe condltions, 
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railway  operations  controller : a person  who operates  and/or  controls a railway 
system or any sectlon, area or reglon thereof. 

rolling stock : vehlcles capable of  runnmg on a railway  line, includmg any  self- 
propelled  and  non-self-propelled  vehlcles. 

rnnning line : a hne normally set apart for  the passage of tram. 

section : that portlon of the runnmg  line  between . 

two adjacent train control stations. 
two adjacent token  statlons, 
two adjacent interloops. 
a train control station and an adjacent station, 
a train control statlon and an adjacent  Interloop. 
a token station and an adjacent interloop. 
a tram control statlon and  an  adjacent crossing place, 
two adjacent crossmg places, 
a train control statiodcentre and an  adjacent interlocking area, or 
two adjacent interlocking areas. 

serviceworthy : means that the rolling stock, loaded or empty, either smgularly or in 
combmation. is fit to operate safely on a railway  line,  with or without prescribed 
conditions. 

shunt : a locomotwe wlth or without vehlcles.  engaged In shuntmg, 

shunter : the employee, Irrespective of grade, Involved in couphng and uncoupling of 
rolling stock  and  the control of movements  wlthm the shunting limlts, 

shunting : the movement of rolhng stock to, from, or on a running line or siding, 
within the shunting limns decided upon for such  movement. 

siding : any line other than a running line, 

special train : an  addltlonal  tram.  not  provided for in the normal train service, 

station : a place on a runnmg  line where certaln trains are scheduled to stop. with an 
authorised/licensed person on duty. whether t r am can cross or pass  there  or not. 

token : a tangible authority whlch is handed  to. or is completed/obtained by a drlver to 
proceed over a prescribed section of a slngle  line under specified conditions. 

traclifline : a railway  line. 

traffic controller : the licensed  railway operations controller  who is responsible for 
the working of trains and the operation of train control instruments  and/or slgnals  and 
points. 
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train : a self-propelled  rad  vehlcle, or vehlcles In speclfic composition, coupled to thelr 
locomotlve. havlng a marker.  speclfic  identlficatlon  and destination. standm9 on or 
passing over a definlte route. 

train movement : the  working  of a tram  on  any  railway  line. 

trainworthy : means that the Infrastructure is fit to accept rolllng stock under 
specified condltlons. 

vehicle: wagon : any passenger or goods vehicle or other form of conveyance 
intended or deslgned for  transporting persons or goods on a railway  hne. or for any 
other  purpose 

6. PRINCIPLES  FOR SAFE MO\’EMENT OK R4IL 

Before elaborating somewhat  on the principles to be borne In mlnd  by the staff 
concerned with the movement of t ram and  shunts, the followlng abbrevlated list of  the 
principles should. as far as they apply to the different members of  the staff. be 
lnemorlsed  and also read in conjunction wlth the definitions They are  as follows 

PRINCIPLES  APPLICABLE TO TRAIN AND SHUNTING  MO\7EMENTS 

Responsibilit? for execution 
Opt:, staff I Tram staff I Other 

6.1 Common to personal behaviour 
6 1 1 be fit for duty 
6 1 2 be alert. vlgilant  and assess surroundlngs 
6 I 3 responsiblhty cannot be shared 

6.2 Common to  movement 
6 2 1 rolllng stock must be serviceworthy 
6 2 2 Infrastructure must be trainworthy 
6 2 3 authority to be issued. accepted and 

6 2 4 knob locatlon, extent and  limitation 
6 2 5 conslder feasibility of executlon 
6 2 6 have contlnual communlcation 

“handshaken” 

71 
I I 
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6.3 Authority 
6 3 1 shall  be  Issued  and accepted only by licensed 

6 3 2 shall  have one meanms only 
6 3 3 shall  not allon  conflictins (followtng or Opposing) 

6 3 4 holds good untll executed or surrendered/ 

persons 

movements 

withdrawn 

6.4 Before moving 
6 4 1 the track must be defined 
6 4 2 the defined track must be clear 
6 4 3 Issue/obtain authority 

6.5 Whilst moving 
6 5 1 adhere to speed instructlons 
6 5 2 adhere to trackslde and other indicators 

6.6 Stop 
6 6 1 at limit of movement 
6 6 2 when  and where scheduled 

I I I I 

I I 

I I 
I I I 

6.7 Whilst stationary 
6 7 1 stand clear (not foul) 
6 7 2 be secured (agamt movement) 
6 7 3 be protected 

6.S Common t o  abnormal conditions 
6 S I have a Inerarchy of fall-back procedures 

Now let US have a close!-  look  at  each of the “principles”,  using the same numbering 



6.1 COMMON TO PERSONAL BEHAVIOUR 

6.1.1 Be fit for duty 

Any employee who is concerned with the running of t r am and/or with shunting 
operatlons. and especlally a member of the train  staff.  must ensure,  before reporttng for 
duty, that he IS absolutely fit to take up duty He must see to I t  that  he is well-rested. 
cenerally fit and emotlonally stable so as to perform  his dunes safely and eficlently 
throughout hls shlfi He is not allowed to consume  alcohol or drugs In any form, or 
even over-the-counter medication. that IS likely to have a negative effect on the propel- 
performance of  hls duties 

An emplovee who supenmes  the signmg for dutv functions of tram and/or operatmg 
staff, or who  has to hand over duty to one  of them, must ensure. without a doubt. that 
the employee who  is to take over IS fit and capable to safely carry out the  dunes 
asslgned to hlm 

- 

c 
6.1.2 Be alert, vigilant and  assess surroundings 

When considermg this principle one is inclined to think  mainly of train staff  havlng to 
be “wide awake” while their train or shunt IS moving  While this IS so, It also  applies  at 
all times to all employees who In some or other way have somethlng to  do wlth train or 
shunting movements Transnet has to pay  millions of rand every year  for clalms  and 
damage  resultins from train accidents, and the need to be observant and  vigilant  cannot 
be too strongly emphasised As a very famous American  Safety Manager so aptly  put 
I t  “Be where you are with all your mlndl’’ This means that  the  employees must devote 
them ful l  attention to thelr job1 

The traffic controllers.  yard staff. tram staff  and others who authorise or are about to 
authorise. or who carry out or are about to carry out. train or shuntln, 0 movements. 
must carehlly survey and evaluate  the area (working envlronment) In which the 
movement IS to take  place or is taking place, to ensure that no  harm  will be done to the 
tradshunt. road  vehicles. persons and/or the environment 

For instance. before starting to shunt or while shunting in sidings.  all concerned must 
ensure  that no road vehicles (Including  road.  rail or overhead cranes) are obstructing or 
will obstruct the hne while the movement/s Idare being  carrled out Likewise, persons 
loitering nearby or those busy loadlngiunloadinglmspectmg vehicles must be  warned to 
stand clear And what about a train approaching populated areas - or a level crossing - 
where a drlver  should take special note of  the “surroundlngs”. 1.e the conditions 
“surroundmg” his tram? A number of other examples could have been  gwen 

Suffice it to say that the shunting staff  responsible for maklng up a train load. as well 
as the tram staff working the train, must be constantly conscious of the dangers and 
danserous conditions that can arise  should accidents occur when hazardous 
commodities  are  shunted or conveyed,  but  they  must  also be conscious  of such 
commodities stored or manufactured on premlses  adjoining the railway tracks Failure 
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to pay  speclal attention to possible hazards or to hazardous  commoditles can  lead to 
very serious condltions or accldents which could have trayc consequences 

6.1.3 Responsibilit? cannot be shared 

Thls  can  best  be illustrated In the case of  two employees donlg the same Job - for 
instance a driver and hls  assistant. a traffic controllel-  and  his assistant. etc It must 
always  be  remembered  that In such cases I t  IS the employee assigned with the tash - 
and only he - who IS responsible  for the safe and efficient execution  of  the task 
assigned to hlm A drlver dare  not rely only on his assistant to observe s~gnals and to 
ensure that the authorlty to move IS the correct one It IS his - the drlver‘s - 
responsibility and only his I n  the same  way a traffic controller or a yard employee 
who  has to adnnt a tram to a station or yard. must  himself ensure that  the lme to which 
the tram I S  to be admitted. is clear for Its safe admlttance He dare not  leave that 
responsibihty to  someone else 

To sum up - 

An employee must 
always be responsible for hls own  health  and  safety.  and the well-bemg  of  his  family. 

establish  hls area of responsibility  and accountability 
always act In the best interests of the Company 
always obey Company codes of work procedures/rules/instructions 
never exceed the  scope of his hcense, except in an emergency. and  then take full 

remember that responsibility can never be transferred to or shared wlth  anybody 

his  employer. hls colleagues. the public  and the environment 

responsibillty for his actions 

else 

6.2 COMMON TO MOVEMENT 

6.2.1 Rolling stock  must  be  serviceworthy 

“Serviceworthy” means a number of things For instance, a train load cannot just be 
made up, the locomotive attached and the tram allowed to depart  There  are  numerous 
things, all relating to  the safe  runnlng  and the safe handling of  the train en route,  that 
have to recelve special attention We take a closer look at the components of 
“serviceworthiness” 

Serviceworthmess includes the examination  and  certificatlon of  the rolling stock 

When a road vehicle. for instance, IS taken to the  testing  grounds to be tested  for 
roadworthiness. it is subjected to a number of strenuous  tests  before I t  is declared 
“roadworthy”  Very often the owner must have certain adjustments - even repairs - 
carried out before the examiner is satisfied A tram (including the locomotive) nust 
also pass a strenuous  test before it is certified (passed) as servlceworthy 



To start off with, the train must have  an  effectlve brake If it is to travel  safely - 
especially if it has to negotiate down gradients The responsible official  must ensure 
that the  brake connections between all the vehlcles - extendlng from the  locomotwe up 
to the last  vehlcle  on the tram - are securely  coupled He must also ensure that all the 
hand brakes are released  But all this w~ll  be of  no use ~f the  brake blocks throughout 
the tram are defective or badly  worn - or even  Incorrect11 adjusted The whole  system 
must. therefore. receive  special attent~on 

Apart from the brake system I t  must also be ensured that all the couplers between all 
vehicles have beedare securely coupled, all doors closed  and secured. and all chains. 
tarpauhn ropes, etc properly  tied  Careful attention must also be yven  to the loads 
inslde the vehlcles - e g the loads must, where thls can be estabhshed. be  evenly spread 
and secured in  such a way that they w~ll not shlft 

Lastly. the  brake “readmg” must be taken - In the  locomotive and  at the rearmost 
vehicle - and it must  be  ensured that  the mlnimum  laid down brake power is available 
to ensure that the train will be safely controlled down the steepest  gradients en route 

In so far as  the mechanlcal/technical serviceworthmess of  the train IS concerned. the 
responsible technical employee must  issue a “certificate” to that effect before the tram 
is  allowed to depart 

Apart from the foregoing, the train composition must be known 

Now what does this mean - what IS “tram composition”, who must knou It. and why IS 

I t  Important? To start off  with. the train comuosltlon simply  tells us which  vehicles the 
tram IS composed  of and in what order they are marshalled = (composition)  Because 
the drlver of  the tram IS responsible  for the safe  runninglhandling of  the train.  he  must 
know exactly how long his  train  is (measured in the number of axles and by the length - 
length In metres) and  what the total mass IS (measured In tons) He must also  kno% 
how the  mass IS spread over the length of  the train, I e if the  heavmt vehicle IS 

marshalled immediately behlnd the locomotive and the lightest at the rear end of the 
train.  and whether  the weisht (mass) of  the vehlcles  decline from the front to the rear 
of the train Thls IS very important for the safe handling/correct brake application by 
the driver 

Before a train is allowed to depart from the starting station, the  station yard staff. i e 
the  employee responslble for  the correct marshallmg of the train, must  hand to the 
driver a certificate - a Tram  Load Certificate - setting out all the particulars called for 
above.  and the amount of brake power  available on the tram must also be  speclfied 

Should the  tram load  change en route, I e should  vehicles have to be attached to or 
detached from the load. the Train  Load Certificate must be amended  accordingly. as 
the driver must at all tnnes have in his possession. in writing, every detail concerning 
his  tram  load Without this  information  he will  not be able to handWcontro1 his  train 
safely Thls information is also  necessary in emergency situations .All the rollmg stock. 
therefore. must be technlcally  sound.  with or  without prescribed condltions or 
restrictions 
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Lastly, the loadlnrr detad must be known 

Just as it IS of the utmost importance for the driver to know the exact details of the 
train composition so that he w~ll be In a position to handle hls train correctly to ensure 
train safety. so I t  is of the  utmost importance to him to know the  nature  of the traffic 
his tram IS conveyms. so that he can.  when  posslble  and  when necessaq. keep  an eye 
on certam connnodltles such as petrol  and other flammable or dangerous liquids, 
explosives and combustible traffic, dangerous chemicals and radlo-active materials, to 
mentlon but a few  While some of these are not permltted together on the same tram. 
they all have  to be  marshalled at a mlnlmum (safe) dlstance from the locomotive/rear 
end of the tram and separated from lncompatlble traffic 

Apart from the  foresoins, ”abnormal  loads” (I e loads of extraordmary dnnenslons or 
mass) have often to  be conveyed by  rail  Such traffic IS normally  conveyed  on  speclal 
vehicles  built  for the purpose. and  must be marshalled (attached)  just behind the 
locomotlve so that the driver can regularly watch the running thereof and ensure that I t  

IS runnmg  safely He can also. if circumstances  demand that thls be done. stop the 
tram  and carry out personal  inspectlons  In the case of vehicles  with  abnormal 
dimensions, he must estabhsh whether it will be able to pass through all structure 
gauges  and, In the case  of vehicles with  abnormal  mass, ensure that  the mass IS wlthln 
the maximum permitted on certam sections of  the hne  and over certain bridges Any 
restrictions Imposed  on one vehicle.  for whatever reason. applies to the whole conslst 
of vehicles 

From the foregoing it will be quite evident that it is of vital importance to a drwer to 
knom, exactly what classes of traffic his train IS conveying,  and what restrictions are 
applicable over the sectlods his  train  is requred  to run This information is also  vitally 
important in the case of accidentshncidents, in order  that  the correct arrangements can 
be  made fol- the clearance of such traffic 

NOTE 1: The shuntmg staff  responsible for  makms up (marshalhng) the tram load, 
are responsible for ensuring that  the tram  load IS correctly marshalled In even’ respect 
and that all the restrlctions applicable to the sectiods over whlch the train is required 
to run. have been taken  into  account 

NOTE 2:  Different  loadmg  specificatlons exst for  the dlfferent classes of traffic 
conveyed. and the employees concerned  must ensure that the vehlcle loads conform to 
those speclfications 

6.2.2 The infrastructure must be trainworthy 

This sunply  means that every  technical  appliance. structure or facllity requlred for tram 
and shuntins movements  must be technically sound and safe to accept (allow) such 
movements (It must be “worthy to accept the train” = trainworthy ) 



The  track, I e rails, sleepers. polnts and crossmgs, the track bed  (groundwork and 
ballast). brldges  and culverts. must all be up to standard so as  to ensure the safe 
passage of the tram Llkewise the structures alongside and above  the  track must be 
withm the  structure gauge - which  means  they  must be so spaced and posltioned that a 
train or shunt will be able to pass  safely through  Thls mcludes bridges. the overhead 
power hnes - In the  case of electr~fied sections - slgnals  and electr~ficat~on masts. 
cables.  walls and  buddmgs. etc, and adequate commun~cat~on  fac~l~t~es must  be 
available 

6.2.3 Authority to be issued,  accepted  and  “handshaken” 

Here are two aspects to  be consldered 

In the first  instance the  traffic controller or other authorised employee concerned. and 
he  only. IS empowered to grant (glve. Issue or hand over) an authonty for a movement 
to  take place wlthln the area under his control or area where he I S  author~sed  to do so 
However. and In spite of what has  already  been  sald about  those employees‘ and the 
driver’s responsibilities in this regard. I t  must be reDeated that the employee concerned 
must make  absolutely sure that the wording on the  token, or the wordmg  of hls  oral 
authority, is clear in every respect, that it IS unambiguous and that  there will be no 
likelihood whatsoever  that the drlver will not know exactly  what is expected of him 
Secondly, the drlver must ensure that he receives such authonty, and that he IS 

absolutely clear on what he is expected to do.  and that  there is no likelihood of his 
mlsunderstanding any aspect  of the authority before he  starts moving  or.  when he 
obtains his token  (authority) while  passing through a station. before  entenng  the 
section ahead The authority must, therefore. be correct in every respect The way 
traffic controllers and drlvers can  ensure the foregoing. is by way of “handshaking“ the 
authonty 

HOW can an authonty  be “handshaken” and  what IS the significance of t h d  Well.  what 
IS the synlficance of any handshake? 

Normally, when one  person shakes the hand of another, It is to solemnly  seal an 
agreement (deal). to greet the other person or to sympathise with the other person, etc 
In all such  cases. however,  there 1s positive contact between  the two persons 

Handshakmg of authoritles can.  therefore.  only be accomplished when contact can be 
made between the two employees concerned, for instance the traffic  controller and the 
driver Thls “contact” does not  have to be a physical handshake It can be done orally. 
ather face to face or by telephone or radio What is important, however, IS that the 
drlver must - and  must be able to - acknowledge havmg recewed the authority and he 
must reDeat the  authority to the employee giving or issuing I t ,  and the latter must 
ensure  that, when the dnver acknowledges and/or  repeats  the authority. the driver’s 
version of  the  authoritv is correct in everv respect This, then. is called the 
“handshaking” of authorities. which  is  meant to ensure  that the movement will be 
carried out as intended Acceptmg and “handshaking” an authority I S  acceptance of 
responsibllity for  its  execution 



6.2.4 Know location,  extent and limitation 

This principle applies mandy to traffic controllers and shuntlng yard staff, and the 
importance thereof is that such  an employee must  at  all t~mes. before authoris~ng any 
movement, estabhsh, by the technlcal or other means  at h ~ s  disposal, the exact locat~on 
of the train or shunt that IS to be authorised In the case of a shunting  yard where 
authorq IS gven orally or by means  of a hand s~gnal.  the pos~t~on of the tranl or shunt 
is normally  readily known. as the oral author~ty I S  ziven to the dr~ver - in person - 
either at the locomot~ve or by rad10 (walk~e-talkie) from nearby  When a s~gnal I S  to be 
operated for a tram  movement from a shuntmg yard, ~t IS not so easy for  the traffic 
controller to personally estabhsh the exact position of the train and whether the 
movement w~ll  be  safely carr~ed out because yard tracks are not track-circuited (If 
they were track-circulted he  would be able to obtain the  ~nformat~on from the 
~nd~cations on the  panel) In such an event he  must obtain the assurance from a 
responsible  vard employee. at  least the one who has  been  asslgned thls duty and who 
has  been  certified. to  the effect that the movement will be safely  carried out should the 
traffic controller operate the relevant s~gnal, 1 e that the relevant  hand pomts have  been 
correctly set. etc 

In  the  case  of a colour-l~ght signalled area (excluding a shunting yard). the traffic 
controller responsible for operating a signal  can  easily  establish the  pos~tion  of the 
train. because of the  fact that the track is track-circuited and the position of trains. 
signals  and points IS displayed  on the illuminated  panel  in the control  centre from 
where  the traffic controller  operates the relevant push buttons  This enables him to 
pinpomt the position of a tram. on condition, however, that there hasn’t  been a power 
failure or a failure of  the equipment, ~n whxh case the indications on the panel will 
either also be “defective” - displaying  red hghts - or the panel will  be “dead” - 
displaying no lizhts at all It I S  in such cases that the traffic controller must be very 
careful  and be able to estabhsh,  wlthout a doubt. where  the tram IS stand~ng, before 
author~sinz  the tram to proceed .4s such author~ties are transm~tted orally, 
“handshaking” IS of the utmost importance It  must further be ernphasised that  the 
persons issuing  and accepting an authority.  must  have a clear understanding of and be 
tn agreement with the f u l l  extent of the intended movements 

A number of  “lim~tat~ons” can  be brought to mind Limitations. for instance. that a 
traffic controller or the shuntmg  yard employee who authorises shuntmg movements, 
should be  aware of, and limltations  that a driver should be aware of But t h ~ s  in no 
way implies that only a dr~ver and the aforement~oned employees must be aware  of 
certain hmitations Each and even employee  must  make it hls duty to ensure that he 
takes mto account all limitat~ons that are applicable ~n the execution of certain duties or 
the puttmg mto  motion of certain actlons Take note of the following examples 

(i) The responsible yard employee  must,  when  making up a tram load,  know  the exact 
maxnnum  number of axles (1 e the of the train) that can be accommodated in 
the shortest tunning line required  for crossing or  pass~ng of trains en route to the 
destination of the train. and  limn the length  of the train accordingly 



I 

(ii) A drlver must. when taking charge of a tram. ensure that the  mass of the load (i e 
the total tonnage) falls  within the tractive effort of the tram locomotlve/s, 1 e he must 
ensure that the train is not “o\,er-load”. and  that there IS sufficient brake power In 
relation to the  mass 

The following are further Inn~tat~ons that could influence  safe and/or efficient tram and 
shuntmg operations 

nlsuficlent time to carv  out a movement 
adverse weather condmons 
vard/trafic congestion 
lnsuficient hne/yard capacltp 
poor visibdity 
rnsuficlent manpower 

NOTE: The maximum loads  for the different classes of locomotwes  or 
combmations of  locomotlves are laid down in the Iocomotlve load  tables 
and In the W o r k m ~  Time Book ( 

6.2.5 Consider feasibility of execution 

This simply means that, to mention  but two examples - 

(i) Before  the responsible employee authorises a train or shunting movement, he must 
ensure that the movement  can be carried out - completed - without causmg  delays to 
other. more important. tram or shunting movements, and without creating dangerous 
or unsafe conditions For Instance, a goods train  arrive at a single  line station where it 
has to detach vehicles containing traffic for that station and.  say. the shuntlng 
movement  has to be  carried out on the main  line NOW, should a more Important  tram 
be expected to arrive at that station from the statlon in advance, sa?, In fifteen ~nnlutes’ 
tlme. a delay could be caused to that train or, worse still. a dangerous condltion could 
arlse by allowing the  goods train to shunt out  of  the station In the  face  of  the oncoming 
train,  should the  trafic controller wish to complete the shunting before  the arrival  of 
the train He should. therefore. In order to ensure safety.  delay the shunting work until 
such tlme as the train  has armed 

(ii) Before a driver sets hls shunting movement in motion, he must ensure that. as far 
as he IS concerned. the movement  can be safely  carrled out. by checking out the 
“technlcal” details. such as brake power  available, length of load.  upidown gradlents. 
ability of class of locomotive to handle the load, and other circumstances that will 
assst him to assess whether or not It is feasible to obey the  “command’  of  the tram 
controller 
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6.2.6 Have  continual  communication 

What “communication“ is referred to here?  Well, wlthout a doubt commun~cat~on 
between the employee In charge of or authorismg the movement, and the  drwer, the 
one who gives (or gave)  the author~ty and the  one who rece~ves  (or received) it 
“Continual“ comm~n~cat~on is. however.  not always possible. but what  is  meant I S  that 
they must, as regularly as possible.  make contact wlth - and  speak to - one another 
Thls is of  the utmost importance for  safe and eftic~ent  work~ng. and applies equally to 
train  and shunting movements.  and  can be best  put as follows 

Wherever and whenever possible there must be regular communication, in whatever 
form prowded. between all persons concerned with train and shunting movements, 
and with persons  worknlg on or near the line, in order to ensure that train  and 
shunting movements wdl be carrled out safely  and  efficlently, e g 

* when drwers are prowded  with radios or any other means of 
communicatlon. traffic controllers,  yard staff and other employees 
concerned must  work in close collaboration and  regularly communicate wlth 
the driver,  especially  while  movements take place, 

* where hand  signals are used during shunting operations. such hand  signals 
must be regularly  displayed so that the train staff w~ll  be continually aware 
of what is expected of them 

6.3 AUTHORITY 

6.3.1 Shall  be  issued  and  accepted only by licensed persons 

To start off wlth it  must  be  emphaslsed that an authority must be ~ssued/given in the 
prescribed format  Furthermore, the employee  giving (issuing) the authority (normally 
the traffic controller or responsible yard  employee), as well as  the employee receiving 
~t (normally the driver), must be “licensed” But what does  this mean? Well, 
first consider what I t  does not  mean It does not, for Instance,  mean that the employee 
concerned IS licensed because  he has undergone training.  and that  he  possesses a 
certlficate or diploma to prove that he has  passed the relevant examinatiods Think. 
for instance, of  someone who IS sent to College to follow a train working or any other 
course  which consists mainly of theon1  On  passing the exam he will  probably be able 
to recite many passages of theory. but he will not be able to take  over and  run a 
control room. train control ofice or  shunting  yard  Until  such  time. therefore, as he 
has had ample  opportunity to learn all aspects of the practical work - under uractical 
cond~tions - and  has  been put to the test and been certified competent to safely 
undertake the duties to be  assigned to him.  he cannot and  may not be “licensed“ to 
perform such  duties While  having a certificate - I e being “certificated - has 
permanent features, in that it is proof (in writing) that one has  hlfilled  the requirements 
of  that  specific examination,  “licensed”,  although point~ng  to  the competency  of  the 
person and haxling a temporarq:  feature, carrles more weight than havmg a certificate 
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The certificate proves that one has  sufficient theoretical knowledge of the job, while 
being licensed says that  one  can also  do theJob An employee must. therefore. not  only 
be  qualified.  but also licensed’ 

6.3.2 Shall have one meaning only 

The prmciple means that the reclpmt must have no doubt as  to the corl-ect  meanmg of 
an authontv. and that it shall be Interpreted by  all partles In the  same wa). In order to 
ensure unlforlnlty  and  safe  and eficlent  worklnz  Authonties can be visual.  tanglble. 
audible or oral  They  must be clear and to the pomt, must  have the same Interpretation 
by  all persons involved, and  must  be In accord wlth the prescribed format and 
Interpretation 

Authormes can be mismterpreted If not  given  unamblguously In the case of verbal 
authormes  the traffic controller or  other employee giving authorlty for a movement 
must be  carehl wlth  his  choice of  words, to ensure  that  the drlver or other 
member of the staff who receives the authority, will have absolutely no  difficulty in 
understanding exactly what is belng  conveyed to hlm The recipient (the  one who 
receives it)  must repeat it to the traffic controller or other employee glvmg the 
authonty, and the latter must ensure that his message (authority)  was correctly 
understood by the recipient  In  this way “handshaking”. which is almed at having  only 
one Intended outcome, is achleved 

6.3.3 Shall not allow conflicting (following or opposing)  movements 

A conflicting movement is a movement that can  lead to a head-on.  side-on or rear-on 
collision. i e the train or shunt will  come into “conflict” wlth another tram, a shunting 
movement or with vehicles  occupying the track on which the movement  has  been 
authorlsed. unless tlmeous actlon IS taken to prevent I t  

Employees  whose  duty it is to authorlse  tram or shunting movements, must under no 
circumstances authorise any  movement  untll they have made absolutely sure that the 
line  on  which a movement  is to be  authorlsed.  is both correctly defined and clear for 
the movement to  be safely carrled out Before an authority I S  issued, therefore, the 
employee or employees concerned, must  display extreme caution and  carefully  plan. 
check  and  re-check to ensure. wlthout a doubt.  that no  conflicting or Irregular 
movements will take place  Such  conflicting or irregular movements can involve a 
statlonary or moving  tram or shunt, stationary or moving  rolllng stock, or an 
obstruction on. adjacent to or above the track Only after taking all the necessary 
precautions to ensure  absolute safety may the employee concerned Issue the authority 
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Technology is often used to prevent conflxting or irregular authonsations, and thus 
irregular movements, for instance 

a token  (also referred to  as a tablet) withdrawn from an  Instrument  (machine), 
namely a Van Schoor token  Instrument (also referred to  as a “tablet 
instrument”). IS deslgned to be absolutelv  safe. as I t  I S  possible to wlthdraw 
only one  token  (tablet) at a tlme from the Instrument  at one  of  the  two  stat~ons 
concerned .4nd that token must be returned to (locked away m) one of those 
instruments before another token  can  be removed, 

a colour-hght slgnal cannOt be operated for a train movement I f  the  track 
between that slgnal and the next  is occupled by a tram or a vehicle Therefore, 
If the signal has been operated (to display a geen  or a yellow light), I t  IS a 
definlte mdlcation that the h e  between those signals I S  clear, 

a wooden  staff handed to a driver on a wooden staff sectlon where paper 
tlckets are  not used, is an assurance to him that  the line between that train 
control statlon or token station  and the next train control or  token station is 
clear of trains, as there is only one wooden staff available between any two 
stations 

6.3.4 Holds good until executed or surrendered/withdrawn 

The “authority” referred to here  is any  kind of  authority gwen. obtained or issued to 
authorise a train or shunting movement.  while that it “holds good until executed (i e 
reached the intended limit of the movement) or surrendered/withdrawn” simply  means 
the followmg 

( 9  

(ii) 

(iii) 

Should a slgnal  have  been operated for a train  movement, the “authority” glven 
by the green or yellou, light holds good until the  “movement” has  been 
executed, i e the tram  passes the next  signal But if the tram comes to a 
standstill somewhere between the two slgnals, IS unable to proceed, and the 
driver requests  the assistance of an assistlng locomotive to clear his tram from 
the “sectlon”, he surrenders his authority the moment he  requests assistance 
and Ills request will be “handshaken” by the signal  ahead  being  returned to 
“danger” Thereafter he  may  only  move  when granted a new authority to do 
so 

Should a train fail In a section  when proceeding on a token, the driver must 
surrender I t  (hand it over to a responsible employee or stow It  In a safe place) 
when he  requests or sends for assistance 

If the driver does not request assistance - e g if the train movement is normal - 
he must  hand over (surrender) the token to  the traffic controller at the next 
station. or. when inter-working has been arranged. to the train staff of an 
opposing train at  the next  interloop. i e at  the limit of the movement. or the 
end of the defined  track 
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Remember: In  thls case the token IS h ~ s  authority and therefore he hands over 
h ~ s  “authority”  or  stows it in a safe  place 

(iv)  When  is a token "withdrawn"? Well, it can  be withdrawn by the traffic 
controller at the start~ng station if the train  fails to depart  at  the  appointed t ~ m e  
and. as a result. the arrangements have to be  cancelled  and  new arrangements 
made I t  can  also be w~thdrawn by  an offic~al who IS sent to a “falled‘ tram or 
a train involved In an accldent  and  assistance  has  been requested,  etc 
Likewise. or  authorit~es can  also  be “surrendered. “wlthdrawn” or 
“cancelled” when circumstances demand  that thls be done 

6.4 BEFORE MO\’ING 

6.4.1 The  track  must  be defined 

What does  this actually  mean? And which “track“ - or portlon  thereof - IS being 
referred to? 

Since a movement  is to take place, it must  surely  refer to the  boundaries, or I~m~ts ,  of 
the track or portion  of track over  or on  which the movement (train or shunting 
movement)  is to take place All will agree that the driver of a train or shunting 
movement cannot be given - as it were - a blank cheque to move, without an indication 
of  the limits of  the movement That means that the driver must know from exactly 
where to exactly where and overivia which route  he may  move.  and when this distance 
and route  he may/must travel. is known to all the involved personnel and understood 
by  all involved in the same way, it can be safely  said that the track  has been “defined“ 

In the case of a train movement the defined track can be a whole sectlon. i e from a 
statlon to  the next statlon. crossing place or halt. etc . or even to a pomt m the section, 
as w~ll be indicated on the t o k e n, or I t  can be from one slgnal to  the next  In the case 
of a shunting movement the defined  track can extend over  Just a few metres What is 
of  the  utmost  importance,  however, IS that all those concerned must know  the exact 
hmits before the movement takes place The traffic controller, the employee who 
normally authorises train  movements. or  the yard employeeishunter, the  one who 
authorises shuntins movements  must, before issuing or glving the authority. himself 
have absolute clarity on the ‘‘limits’’ of the movement  When two  or  more employees 
are concerned in defining the tracWllne, they must  all be In agreement 

But it is not only & who mustican “define” the hmits of a movement, as it can  also 
be done by ‘-technical“  means, e g by means of a a whlch,  when operated (placed 
at  “all nght” or “proceed‘)). normally author~ses a movement to the next  signal, 
especially 111 the  case  of tram  movements The defined track or portion of track is thus, 
in this example. from slgnal to signal 
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6.4.2 The defined track must  be  clear 

It IS the responsibility of the traffic controller, yard  employee. etc.  to ensure that, 
before he author~ses a movement. the portion of line over wh~ch the movement I S  to 
take place (the defined track) is clear of trams or vehlcles or  other detectable 
obstruct~ons, and that. where polnts are  sltuated in the defined track or the  route over 
which the movement IS to  take place, the polnts are correctly set. where possible, 
before the movement IS authorised For instance 

If a tram  has to proceed from one  station/cross~ng placeiinterloop to another, 
the “defined track” will  be that portion of  the hne extending from the 
stationicrosslng placeiinterloop of  departure, up  to the first stop slgnal - or 
where  there IS no  stop signal - up to  the  the next statlon/crossmg 
placehnterloop 

If a locomotwe is despatched to clear a failed train from a sectlon - should 
(normally the  locomotive) have  failed and cannot  proceed - the defined track 
will  exzend from the  place of deuarture of the assisting locomotive  up to a 
point short of the failed  train This is the limit of  the defined portion of the 
track. and  will be reflected on the driver‘s written authority  he receives (or 
writes himself) before departing 

For a shunting movement to take place  in a station or shunting (marshalling) 
yard, the yard employee authorising the movement must ensure  that  the portion 
of line over which the movement  is to take place, either to detach or to attach a 
veh~cleis. IS clear for the movement to be safely  carried out That portion of 
line - even if it  is  onlv a few metres - is then the defined track  Just think of the 
definltion of “shunting“ which states, inter aha, ‘‘ or the movement of t r am 
or vehicles w~thln the shuntm limits ” And how are the limits prescribed? By 
the oral or written instructloniauthorlty the driver recelves to carry out the 
movement 

If a train has to proceed  over a colour-light  signalled section, the defined track 
will  extend  from one signal to the next (No matter what  light the signal 
displays, it can never be an  authority to pass the next signall) The mere fact 
that the slgnal  displays a green or yellow hght, is an assurance to  the driver that 
the h e  between that signal and the next  signal  is  clear.  and  it is also his 
authorlty to proceed to  the next  signal (Although a signal  can gwe a driver 
information regarding conditlons beyond the next  signal in advance, it cannot 
authorlse him to pass that  sipal ) 

Where there  are  points within the defined track  they must. where possible, be 
correctly set before  the movement  is authorised. 

Remember - if  it cannot be established, w~thout a doubt. that  the defined track is free 
of detectable obstructions, no  movement may be permitted over  that defined track 
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(vi) When a driver recelves an authorlty to move.  he  must ensure, as far as he can 
see. that the hne is clear withm the structure gauge. and thls he must contlnue 
doing while the train is In motion 

6.4.3 Issue/obtain  authority 

.MI railway  hnes - even sidngs that are seldom used - are under some or other form of 
control  That means that a llcensed Derson is in charge  of such  line/s  and that no tram 
or shunting movement  may take place on such Ime/s wlthout the  permmion of that 
"someone"  Such permmion or authorlty may be gven I n  a number of different  ways 
(where applicable in the prescribed format), e g orally  (face to face), by telephone, by 
radio, In writing, by means of a token or by controlled signal or hand  slgnal 
However, although a licensed person IS In charge  of lines for  the movement of t r am or 
for shunting operatlons. a sma l  that has  been operated for such a movement  becomes 
the driver's authorlty to move - and such slgnal  tells the driver how  far he may go 
before receiving a new authorlty Likewise.  when a driver receives a (there  are 
numerous kmds of  tokens used  under the different  train control systems on slngle 
lines).  such token. too. will inform him how  far he  may proceed and under what 
condltions  The driver of a train or shunting movement  may not move on any  line or 
portion of line without such authority. Normally a separate  authority must be 
issued/given for each movement. but one authority can, I f  circumstances so require. 
combine two or more  movements 

6.5 WHILST MOVING 

6.5.1 Adhere  to speed  instructions 

Train staff, especially the dnver. must take specla1  heed of speed mstructlons This IS 

of vltal importance  for the safe  running of  the train and  Its traficipassengers  There 
are various speed restrictions and  speed hmits to be observed by drivers It  is 
important to remember, however, that  speed-limit boards  are normally  track-related 
The physical conditions of  the track, i e curves, badly-worn or defective rails or 
sleepers, all  call for  some or other speed  hmit,  which w~ll be determined in accordance 
with the prevailing conditions Some speed limits.  like those imposed on curves, are 
permanently Imposed  and the maximum speed allowed IS Indicated  on  permanent 
speed-limit boards, while speed 1Imlts of a temporary nature (imposed due to the 
condition of the track or while repam  to  the track  are being  carried out) are Indicated 
on temporary speed-limit boards 

The speed of t r am over points and crossings is restricted, and the maxmum speed 
varies in accordance with the class of rail  and the nature or the type  of locklng with 
whlch the pomts are provlded Drivers learn and  must know the different speeds 
applicable to points and  crossings. and can determine the maximum  permissible  speed 
from the signal layout - or the absence of signals - as well as  the signals operated for 
the train  movement  When temporary speed restrictions are  to be enforced for any 
length of time, a speed-limlt notlce is issued to inform all members of  the staff 
concerned with the runnnlg of trains over that particular sectlon This, however. does 
not eliminate the necessity of using temporary speed-hmit boards 
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It must also be remembered that certain types  of vehicles, or certain classes of trains. 
or certatn classes  of traffic on trains, as well as “dead‘, I e Inactive. locomotives on 
trains,  call for speed restrictions 

6.5.1.1 Stopping  distance of trains 

As a general rule.  any train must have sufficient tram-braking abillty to enable it to stop 
wlthin a distance  of 1.500m under all circumstances This norm is used for determining 
slgnal  placings.  and for  the protection of maintenance crews Signals, however. can  be 
placed at  shorter dlstances where gradients aid  tram retardation 

In order to conform to the  stopplng dlstance  norms,  and depending on train and route 
profile, various restrictions have to be enforced These  restrlctions include  limitations 
on average train-axle loading, general  and down-grade speed restnctlons, special 
prescribed train-handling methods. and  minimum tram-braking power requrements 

Although 1,500m IS the absolute norm,  variatlons  in the mechanical condltlon of 
equipment,  co-efficient of friction of brake blocks,  wheel temperature, adhesion and 
train  handling.  in general, necessitate a more conservative design  norm 

6.5.1.2 Permissible train  speed 

The  maximum  permissible train speed is dependent on various factors. such as 

T~’chrcle speed 
The  maximum safe speed of a rail  vehlcle depends on various  parameters From a 
stability point of view, the type of bogle,  wheel  profile  and  mamtenance standard play a 
role In the case of vehicles  fitted  with  plain bearings, the risk of hot  axle boxes 
increases with increased speed and  axle loading Although indlvidual  vehlcles have an 
inherent safe vehlcle speed.  additional factors have to be taken  into  account when 
vehicles are  made  up  (coupled) to form a train As a general guideline, the following 
vehicle speeds  are applicable 

- Wagons fitted with  roller bearings 80 km/h 
- Wagons fitted with plain bearings 60 k d h  
- Passenger  coaches 90 k d h  

T~arll swed 
When vehicles form a train, the characteristics of the vehicles on  the train determine 
the maximum speed 
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In general, the following maximum tramspeed categories are applicable 
- Vacuum-braked trams 60 kmdh 
- General air-braked t ram so k l d h  

- High-speed goods trains,  axle  load 
restrlction of IS tons. speclally  selected 
wagons, alr-braked  wagons I00 km/h 

restrlctlon of 12 tons, speclally  selected 
wagons, speclal  malntenance standards, 
alr-braked wagons 120 kmih 

- Blue Train 1 I O  kmdh 

“llght”, i e without a load) 60 km/h 

- High-speed goods trams,  axle  load 

- Passenger  trams 90 km/h 

- Light locomotives (locomotlves runnmg 

Traffic controllers  must take all speed restrictions into consideration when a r r anpg  
for trains to cross or pass  one another 

Speed restrlctions are also to be applied  and observed durlng shuntlng operations  But 
how-7 

Well. there  are a number of aspects  the driver must take  into  consideration, e g , the 
length and welght (mass) of  the load. the class of  locomotive and the nature  of  the 
brake power. the number of vehicles  on the load  with the  brake coupled through; 
whether  the llne  is on a falling gradient, on  level ground or on an  incline, whether 
there are  curves in the line that could obstruct the view on the leading vehicle and/or 
shunting staff. the  distance - defined track - over which the movement  is to  take place, 
etc While the foregoing refers to technical/physical aspects. drivers must  at  all  times 
obey the hand signals of  the shunting  staff  and regulate the speed of the movement 
accordingly 

6.5.2 Adhere to trackside and other indicators 

Trackside and other  indlcators provided for  the information of  the train staff, but 
especlally for  the Information of drivers, too, call for special attention to ensure correct 
tram handling  and safety Think  for instance of gradient boards  that indicate to a 
driver whether his train is  travelling on  level track or is about to negotiate on  uphill or 
a downhill - and how  steep  the gradient  is A driver who  ignores such boards could be 
faced wlth his train comlng to a standstlll  on a steep  up gradient or, worse still. with his 
train running  away  on a down gradient 

Whistle  boards are also provlded for  the  purpose of ensuring safety Not necessarily 
the safety of  the train itself - although we cannot exclude trains - but the safety of road 
users requiring to cross  the line  at  level  crossings. i e drivers of road vehicles  and 
pedestrians 
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Other  trackslde indicators are axle-counter indicators, “CTC” or “End  of CTC” 
boards. etc , as well as controlled siyals, hand signals displayed by technical staff 
working on or in the proximity of the track. etc Apart from trackslde indlcators there 
are also overhead Indicators such as  signals  and electrlc traction Indicators. while it I S  

qulte likely that lndlcators could, in future, be provided in locomotwe cabs for  the 
informatlon of drivers 

It 1s not necessary to hst all mdicators here - I t  will be done In another publlcatlon - but 
what is Important to remember IS that  they are all provided to ensure safety  and 
efficiency in train and shuntlng operatlons and  must. therefore. be strictly obeyed 

6.6 STOP 

6.6.1 At limit of movement 

As we  have seen under prlnclple 6 4 1. the track must be “defined” - it  must  have a 
beginnins  and an & or definite boundaries or hmlts  And it IS at the & that the 
driver of a train, or shunt must stop  the movement, I e at the limit of the “defined 
track“. as prescribed by his authorlty However. when we say that the train or shunt 
must stop  at  the limit, it does  not mean that the driver  may ignore hmltations such as a 
“danger” signal, i e hand  signal,  red  banner, etc displayed  en route, or that  he may 
ignore dangerous conditions. such as washaways, trees blown across  the  track,  etc It 
merely means  that he  may not proceed bevond the point to which he is authorised to 
proceed And he  stop  there unless. before stopping, he receives a new authority 
to proceed over the next “defined track“ 

6.6.2 When and  where scheduled 

This  applies not only to passenger trains, but also to other trains and to locomotives, 
with or wlthout vehlcles attached They  can  be  scheduled (booked) to stop at  specific 
places for passengers, traffic or other purposes. Although a train may not be scheduled 
to stop  at a certam place, I t  can be arranged  (preferably in wnting) to stop  there In the 
case  of  trains running on main  lines,  such schedules are laid down in working time 
books or in  special  train notices (when  such  train is a special train, i e an addltional 
train not provided  for in the  working time book or time-table) In other cases I t  can be 
a local working  procedure  However, if a train  is scheduled (booked) or arranged to 
stop at a statlon,  etc . I t  must StOD there 
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6.7 WHILST STATIONARY 

6.7.1 Stand  clear  (not foul) 

The front of the locomotive of a tram. or the front of the locomotwe or leadlng  vehlcle 
of a shunt must. when brought to a standstlll In a station or shuntlng yard, not be 
allowed to  stop beyond the clearance mark of the adjoining line Failure to obey this 
princlple wlll inevitably  lead to an accident - sometimes with traglc  consequences The 
same procedure must be followed  when a vehicle or vehlcles are  detached on a running 
line or in a sidmg In other  words, trains or vehicles standlng on one line  must  not 
form an obstruction  for trains or vehicles  having to pass on the adjoining  line  and  must. 
therefore. not be left  standing  beyond the clearance  mark. I e on  that side of the 
clearance mark nearest to the points Where catch points or a derailer 1s provided. 
trains or vehicles must stand  on  that slde of the catch points or derailer  which IS 

firthest away from the polnts givlng access to that  line 

( 6.7.2 Be secured (against movement) 

Whenever a traidshuntkehicle is at a standstill. It must be secured against irregular 
movement! This purely means that it must  not  be  able to move It may also not be 
moved without  authority 

When a train, or a locomotive with vehicles attached - e.g a shunt - comes to a 
standstill, the relevant brakes.  i.e. locomotive and/or vehicle brakes. must be applied 
for as long as  the train or the shunt is required to remain stationary In addition. 
should vehicles not  be coupled to a locomotive. train or  shunt, be left  standing. 
suficlent hand brakes must be applled and, where necessary, a scotchies placed under 
the wheels 

6.7.3 Be  protected 

The  protectlon of trains and shunts will not be discussed in detail here as  there are 
numerous ways of affording such protection Suffice it to say that t r a m  standing on 
running  llnes In the section are  more often than not protected by means  of  detonators 
(placed  on the line) and  hand  signals Trains, shunts, or vehicles standing in yards or 
signalled areas, on  the other hand, can be protected in different ways  For instance, 
when they  are  at a standstill.  by setting the points for  another h e  to prevent other 
movements colliding with It. They can also be protected by placlng and keeping the 
relevant  signals on either side at “danger” and by the use of “remmders” in tram 
control centres/stations to remind the traffic controller not to  operate certain slgnals 
and points 

Whatever measures are taken to safeguard trains, shunts  or vehicles  against  collisions. 
can be regarded as “protectlon” 
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6.8 COMMON  TO ABNORMAL CONDITIONS 

6.8.1 Have a hierarchy of fall-back procedures 

A ‘‘hierarchy”  means, accordmg to the Oxford Dictionary, “a  system in whlch grades 
of status or authority rank one above another”, while  ‘-fall-back procedures’‘ refer to 
the  steps or actions to be taken when something untoward happens These steps or 
actlons must be taken in a certaln order or sequence and thls then IS the “hierarchy of 
fall-back procedures” One  example will clarifp  what IS meant  by thls principle 

Take  the Van Schoor Train Token  System of train control, for instance, where 
“tokens” or “tablets” are withdrawn from a token instrument as an authority  for a train 
to proceed to the next station Now.  should the  token instrumentls fail (and all else is 
in order). telegraph order working (in future it will be called “paper order working”), 
in terms  of  the existing instructlons, must be introduced Should speaking 
communication (telephones, radio required to make the arrangements  for telegraph 
order  working)  thereafter  also fail,  emergency working must be introduced to control 
tram movements over the  section In other words. there is a definlte order in  which the 
“fall-back procedures” must be Introduced 

All employees concerned with the running of  trains must have a common 
understanding of the fall-back procedures to be followed when  failures, irregularities, 
etc  occur, in order to ensure uniformity of action and continued safety. 
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SELF TEST 

1 

3 

4 

5 

6. 

I 

8 

Give a definltlon for 

‘-Authonse” 
“Contlnual communicatlon” 
“Defined t rack 
“Handshaking” 
“Infrastructure” 
“Protect” 
“Serviceworthy” 
“Token” 
“Tramworthy” 
"Vehicle" 

Name five of  the Principles for Safe Movement on Rail 

What do you understand by personal behaviour? 

Name  the six  princlples relating to movement 

Briefly  explain the  three  factors whlch make up an  authority 

What must be done. 
6 1 Before  moving” 
6 2 Whilst  moving” 
6 3 Whilst stationary? 

When  and where must a tram stop” 

What is meant by fall-back procedures? 
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The  Swiss  Federal  Railways  Risk-Scenery 
by  Dr.  Ch.  Lienert,  Safety-Division, Swiss Federal  Railways 

1 Risk Scenery 
Risk-Management  is  generally  defined as "the  protection of a  company's  assets (physical, 
financial, human) against loss and damage in  the  most  cost  effective way". This  implies  that 

was  and  is assessed often  in  isolated cases. Since  several  years  Swiss  Federal  Railways 
a  company is a  unity of single, but integrated parts influenclng  each other.  Nevertheless,  risk 

made  a  effort  to  establish  an integrated  Risk  assessment, at  least  in  the  field of technical 
risks,  but  more and more  in  other sectors  too.  Sure, beside the technology,  all  other  activities 
and the  environment  are  containing risks, which  may  threaten  a  company,  and  have  to  be 
taken  into  consideration  (human  resources,  markets,  projects,  politics etc.) to  draw  up  the 
companies risk-scenery, but  my  talk today is  confined  to  the  technical  dimension.  The  over- 
head  shows  a  simplified  picture  of what I call the  technical  dimension  of  the  risk-scenery. 

environment 
specfal  transports 
resewom I dams 
tunnels 
brldges I vladucts 
ywer producbon I 
ransmlsslon 

level crossmgs 
signaling 
trams I tracks 
shunting 
transport I stora e of 
dangerous  goo& 
construction / 
macntenance 
emergency  plannlng I 
-mwIon 

In a  first  part I would  like  to  present the theory  behind  our  approach  and  than  two  examples, 
how we  applied  the  theory to specific  problems. 

Many  single  parts,  indicated on the  overhead,  build  up a  network,  which may  be  simply 
called "railway-traffic". I would  emphasize  the tern "network"  because  it's  the  simplest  expla- 
nation  of our approach.  The network is something  complete, so it s obvious to deal  with  the 
network  and  not  only  with  separated  parts of it.  This  does  not  mean,  that  we  are  take  the 
whole system  into  account for  every single  risk  analysis, but  we  try  to  assess  the  risks in a 
homogeneous scale. I would  like  to  explain this a  bit  further. 

2 Methods 

To optimize  the  resources (human,  financial etc.) the  technique of every  risk  analysis  must 
be adequate  for the  given  problem  -that  is to  say the  right  method  for  the  right  task  and  with 
the  right  depth of focus. To reach  the  goal  mentioned before, two  things  are  indispensable. 
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First - the foundations:  the  database  must  be  equal  for  every  method.  Especially  here  rail- 
ways in general  and  the  Swiss  Federal  Railways  particularly - as  a  quite  small  company - 

have  only  a small database  available.  Two 
reasons  stay  in  the  foreground.  First,  rail is 
undisputed  one  of  the  safest  transport  on 

Rlskassessment earth  and  second,  the  time-window  for  statis- 
tics is not  too  wide  because  the  technical  pro- A, 
gress  is  quite  .fast.  Therefore  we  just  took  -a 
new  developed  database  in  operation  In  which 
we  collect  all  security  and  safety  related  data 

but  also  data  of  near-misses.  Other  sources 
we  use,  are  for  example  databases  in  the 

s 
I all  over  the  company - not  only  data  of  events 

range  of  the  rolling  stock  and  the  signallng 
devices  etc. 

ESI 
ROW 
Stosa .... Second:  If  we  have  analyzed  a  risk,  we  have 

to  make it comparable  in  our  risk-scenery.  This 
is  not so easy  because  possible  damages  are  very  different. It may  be  dead  or  injured  peo- 
ple,  evacuation,  pollution  of  air,  soil  and  water  or  simply  a  financial loss. 

Goal 

Goal  of  all  efforts  must  be to establish  a  overall 
safety-level  in  our  risk-scenery.  Therefore  a  check 
of  every  element  and  of  every  sector  must  be  per- - 
formed.  Economical  principles  have  to  be  applied 2 
to  support  the  best  possible  safety-level  in  the  net- 
work.  "Best"  means  definitely not the  "maximum" - 2 
because  nobody  can  afford it - "best"  means  simply 
the  "optimum",  according to  the  economic  effi- 
ciency. sector 

The way to make risk comparable 

category category c a t e g q  category 
1 4 3 2 

A SBB fire  and 
release of  DG 

C SBB derallments 
B OBB (1993) 

lCHFl and wIIIslons 
A D USA airtraffic 

10'000'000 E DB Tunnel (1982) 
F Brltish  Rail  (1992) 
G SBB industrial 

accldents 
H DB level  crossings 
J USA road traffic 

1'000'000 

100'000 I I I I I 

Marginal  costs  are  a  indis- 

quate  Risk-Assessment. 
pensable  tool for  a  ade- 

They  specify  the  amount Of 
money  which  one  is  willing 
to  spent  to  save  a  life.  With 
this  value it is possible to 
check  if  measures  or 
packages  of  measures are 
appropriate  or  not.  Unfor- 
tunately it's  not so easy to 
find  values  which  are  ac- 
cepted  by  all  persons  con- 
cerned.  For  a  economist 

the  values  are  often  to  high  because  he  argue  that  railway  is  already  very  safe.  The  public 
and  the  authorities  have  a  different  point  of  view.  There  are  also  moral  and  ethical  questions 
touched.  If  every  human  being all over  the  world  has  an  equal  worth,  is  a  philosophical  ques- 
tion  and  has  no  importance for  a  national  company,  which  knows  only  "railway-users'' or 
"customers".  More  difficult  to  answer is the  question if a  employee  has  the  same  worth  like  a 
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passenger  or  passengers  have  the  same  worth in  every  situation,  but  this  is  a  topic  for  an- 
other  lecture. 

When  a  human life  is  involved,  it's  very  difficult  to  associate  an  amount  of  money  with  it. 
Sometimes  definition  of  a  financial  value  of  a l ie  is  refused  because  of  moral  reasons,  even 
this is the way  every insurance company is  calculating its premium. I remember  a  remark  of 
a  friend of  mine in this  context:  Every  amount of money  for  a  human life  is wrong,  but at  least 
it's  less  wrong  than  zero. We  belief  marginal  cost  are  indispensable  for  a  funded  discussion 
which  has  the  goal  to  achieve  a  homogeneous  safety-level  in  a  system. 
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Nevertheless,  use  of  the  marginal  cost  criterion  offers  a  possibility  to  compare  all  different 

The so received  risk-units in CHF per  year  are  directly  comparable  with  the  costs  again in 
rlsks in a  homogeneous  scale.  The  way  to  do  that is simply  to  convert all risk  into  money. 

CHF per year. All  measures or packages  of  measures  were  introduced in the  same  way.  The 
optimal  combination  of  measures  are  then  situated  on  a  envelop  curve.  The  optimum is  then 
simply  the  tangent  with  the slope -1. 

5 Safety - goals 

Nevertheless  it's  not  possible  to  treat  the  complete  discussion  about  safety  with  only  the 
marginal  cost  argument.  Another  very  important  value,  which  has  also its  difficulties,  is  the 

safety  targets  or  rather  risk  thresholds in  the  context  of  the  transport  of  dangerous  goods, but 
limit  of  the  accepted  risk. Like in  many  other  countries,  Swiss  authorities  had  stipulated 

there  are  no  risk  thresholds for  all  other  sectors  where  dangerous  goods  are  not  involved, 
like  fire,  derailment,  collision  etc..  We  are  just  now in discussion  to  define  safety-targets  for 
the  new  trans-alpine  tunnels, but obviously  all  other  parts  of  our  risk-scenery  are  affected in 
one or another  way. So we have  to  be  very  careful  because  a  adequate  solution in one seo 
tor  may  be  a  mortgage in  another. 

We  found  that,  relating to safety  goals,  we  have  to  distinguish  between  risks  due to the  "nor- 
mal"  railway  operating  (fires,  derailments,  collisions  etc.)  and  risks  due to the  transport  of 
dangerous  goods.  A  renunciation  of  this  difference  would  cause  a  discrimination  of  railway 

transports This is not  to  reconcile with  the  principle  of  legal  equality. 
companies which are  transporting dangerous  goods  compared  with  companies  without  such 
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I 
Therefore  we  would  like  to 
introduce  quantitative 
safety  goals for  the  risks 
due  to  dangerous  goods. 
In this  subject-area  we 

\ / have  a  dutv  bv  law  to re- 

Intolerable Risk cannot be ~ustlfied on  any 
region reason 

Tolerable  only If nsk  reduction develop existkg installa- 
As lav as Raranabty \ / is mpractlcable or I f  ds cost is tions. 

grossly  dlsproportlonate  to  the 
improvement  gamed In  the  context  of  the  "pure" 

railway-risks  is  no  duty  for 
a  redevelopment.  There- 

region  acceptance  according  to 
the ALARP-area  (As  low 

as  reasonably  practicable).  This  range  must  be  coordinated  other  European  countries,  be- 
cause  even  Switzerland  is  not  (yet)  a  member  of  the  European  community, it is  not  a  island 
in the  center  of  Europe,  but  integrated in a  European  traffic  system.  Inside  of  this  range  we 
than  make use  of  the  marginal-costs-criterion. 

_.._ .-. ."" .._ . .. " . _".. . . . .. ... .. - ." --- - 

Acceptable :::I' Negllgible risk fore we  define  a  range  of 

6 Limits of marginal costs - aversion 
Marginal  costs  are  not  the  cure-all  to  get  a  acceptable  level  of  risk in a  system  like  rail.  First I 

with  a  high  severity  is  estimated  much  worse  than  a  number  of  smaller  accidents with the 
should  say  one  word  about  risk-aversion. It is a  well known phenomena  that  a  large  accident 

same  total  extent.  This  effect  shows,  that  events  which  were felt  as catastrophes,  have  a 
influence  on  the  evolution  of 
technical  systems,  even  their 
importance is  neglectible  from  a 
statistical  point  of  view.  One  ex- $ 
ample for  this is the  flre in a 5 
storehouse  of  a  chemicals  indus- 
try in Basel 1986. The  statistical I? 
risk  does not  contrast  to  many 
other  risks but nevertheless, it 
caused  a  above-average  number 
of  measures  and  regulations.  But 
what  influence  has  the  aversion 

wth small  extent  of  the  damage 
on  marginal  costs?  For  accidents - 
the  svstem is workina  satisfactow 

- without Averslon 
- with Aversion 

L 

I I 

Extent of the damage 
I 

but  for  large  scale  accidents  or  catastrophes  it's  not  working  any  more. 1111 show  you  a  exam- 
ple  to  illustrate  this: 

An  accident  has  a  frequency  of IO9 with a  extent  of 10 dead. With  marginal  cost  of 10 Mio 
CHF /fatality  the accepted  costs  are  about 100'000 CHF / year to reduce  the  risk. 

An  accident  has a frequency  of IO-' with  a  extent  of 1'000 dead. With  marginal  cost  of 10 Mio 
CHF /fatality the  accepted  costs  are then only  about 10 CHF /year to  reduce  the  risk. 

In  the  second  case  there  is  obviously  no  possibility to realize  measures  with  this  money  or 
with  other  words  there  is  no  way to take  precautions  for  catastrophes  with  a  very  low  fre- 
quency. 
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We  belief,  that the marginal  cost IS affected  in  the  same  or at  least  in  a  similar  way  like  the 
risk-acceptance-line.  We  attempt  now  to  figure  out  what it means  to  combine  marginal  cost 
with  aversion and what  consequences  we'll  get. As a  final  result  there  is  certainly  a  commu- 
nication  problem,  because  marginal  cost  multiplied  by  an  aversion  factor  results in huge 
amounts  of  money. 

To  show,  what we are  doing  concretely, I will  now  present  a  example - the  network  of  hot 
boxes I blocked  brakes  detectors. 

7 ZKE -train control  detectors 

Since  1973  Swiss  Federal  Railways  run  stationary  equipment  for  supervising  moving  trains. 
Goal  of  this  equipment  is  to  detect  hot  boxes  and  blocked  brakes.  Improvements  of  the  reli- 
ability  and  availability  of  this  equipment,  changes  in  the  operations,  especially  a  decreasing 
number  of  occupied  stations  and  therefore  a  reduced  observation  by  the  staff  and  some  sen- 
sational  accidents  in 1994, lead  to  a  "ZKE-Concept 95, which  was  based  on  a  number of 64 
detectors. 

Unlike  to  the  definitlons 
of the  lenath  of  the  line 
between G o  observation 
points  to  deflne  the  nec- 
essary  number  of  detec- 
tors - as usually  done 
and  also  applied  for  den 
Concept-95 - Swiss  fed- 
eral  railways  used  a  dif- 
ferent  approach  to  check 
this  concept  In  a  first 
steD the  Dotential  to  re- 
du& the'  risk  with  thls 
kind of  equipment  was 
worked  out  by  reviewlng 
the  statistical  bases.  In  a 
second  step  the  effec- 
tiveness in the  sense of 

the  attainable  risk  reduction  was  estimated. In the  third  step  the  economic  efficiency  was 
judged  using  marginal  costs  an  a  companson  with  other  safety  projects.  Until  this  point  we 
reduced  the  number  of  necessary  detectors  to  34 + I -  8 but  no  geographical  arguments  were 
considered  until  here.  In  a  fourth  an  last  step  we  had  to  optimize  the  locations  of  the  detec- 
tors.  Five  further  criteria s were  applied  to  do  this: 

1: protection  of  the  lines  with  a  large  transport  volume  of  dangerous  goods. 
2: protection  of  tunnels. 
3:  protection  of  agglomerations. 
4:  protection  of  lines  with  incline. 
5: availability of a  place  for  intervention. 

The  result  of this work  was  than 42 detectors  or  in  other  words,  we  reduced  the  number  an 
therefore  the  costs  of  the  detector  network  to  about 2i3 of  the  fist  concept. But despite  this 
reduction  we  could  eliminate  about  90%  of  the  risk - attainable  by  this  sort  of  detectors. 

0 
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Detector Network m 

8 Double-track  or 2 single  track  tunnels 

In  the  AlpTransit  project two tun- 

with  a  length  of 17 and 20 km  are 
nels  on  the  approaching  stretches 

the  tunnels  should  be  built  as 
planned.  One  open  question is, if 

double-track  or two single-track 
tunnels.  Again  marginal  costs  cri- 
terion  was  used to support  the 
decision-making.  Several  meas- 

solutlon  with  the  best  costhenefit 
ures  were  compared  to  find  the 

relation. 

This IS now an example  which 
shows  a  quite  clear  result  from  the 
point  of  view  of  the  risk  manage- vanahOnS 
ment  (and  other  topics  like  mainte- 
nance,  costs,  operation)  but  a  bun- 
dle  of  demands  from  other  com- 

~~ 

System- 00 
Double-back Smge-track Smgle-track 

-A 

munities  of  interest  play  also  a  im- 
portant  role. So the  final  decision, 
which is the  duty  of  the  authorities, 
is not  made  yet. 

Dwdmg  wall Guard wall "Guard platform'' Retalnmg rall 

Final  Remark 

As I said  before,  Swiss  Federal  Railways  are  practicing  this  approach  since  several  years, 
but  the  risk-scenery  is  far  away to be  complete.  There  are  many  white  spots yet we have  got 
to fill up. 

IRSC Luzern. May 1997 6 (6) 
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SUMMARY 
The experience  from Banverket indicates that there  is a risk of failing technical - 
administrative  security systems if too much of the administration is changed in 
one step. 
Before decentralisation is carried out it  is important to  develop rules that  are 
flexible  enough to withstand changing demands from the railway maintenance 
operations. This means that rules must be based on function, with respect to 
safety,  instead of  on existing technology and production needs. It is also a big 
advantage for the operations if these flexible rules  are accompanied by detailed 
technical standards  with descriptions of how brake systems, running  gears  et 
cetera can be carried out. 

( 
BACKGROUND 
The Swedish national rail administration, Banverket (BV), was formed in 1988 
from the  infrastructure department of the  state railway authority (SJ), as a 
consequence of a  transportation policy  decision. SJ is now working strictly as a 
commercial train operator, while BV is responsible  for the socio-economic 
planning,  maintenance and investments on the Swedish state’s track 
installations. BV is mainly financed by annual government grants and  the 
maintenance responsibility covers about 10 000 km of track. 

From the maintenance machine and traffic safety point of view  some very 
important decisions where made  when BV was  formed 

the ownership of the machines should  be  completely decentralised t o  the 

all central workshops where transferred to an independent company 
the head office  of  BV was moved t o  another city 
the Railway Inspectorate was established 

production districts 

( the  market for private contractors, domestic and foreign, was opened 

The idea of the  transportation policy  decision was to make railway transportation 
competitive with other transportation methods. This should be made possible  by 
big investments in new lines and upgrading of  old lines. Separating  the infra- 
structure from the  train operators also laid the foundation for future competition 
between train operators. 

CONSEQUENCYS OF THE  DECISIONS 

Local  ownership  and  maintenance of machines 
The organisation regarding production equipment was completely changed as BV 
was formed.  Before the separation from SJ the organisation was centralised and 
all  maintenance  machines, especially rail mounted vehicles, were planned and 
controlled from the  head office. The  production districts could request machines 
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but  the  central  administration decided if machines should be sent to  them. All 
heavier maintenance was  accomplished in  a few central workshops. This caused 
tamping machines from the  north of Sweden, to be sent  in  train formation more 
than 1000 km in each  direction for their winter overhaul, every year. 

In BV all machines are owned  by the districts that have the responsibility for 
economy, reliability as well as safety of the machines. In  the first years many 
districts refused to send their machines to  the now external workshops, since 
they where regarded expensive and not too service minded. The workshops had 
never before had any experience of competition. Sending machines in  train 
formation with SJ was also seen as an unnecessary expense and the new trend 
was to make  the machine overhaul within the districts, by  own technicians and 
local  workshops. 
The result o f  this "boycott" was that the old competent workshops where losing 
their  market and where forced t o  dismiss almost their whole staff. This meant 

them where closed  down  completely. The workshop that was  specialised  on 
tamping machines, track renewal trains  and  other more specialised machines 
was decided to be incorporated in a locomotive workshop in  another town. One 
result of such a move is a  risk of a considerable loss of competent staff and a 
messed up documentation, more difficult to  use. 

( that  there was a drainage of competence  from the traditional workshops.  Some of 

Forming and  moving the  new head office 
Before 1988 all design,  specification  and purchasing of maintenance machines 
where made  in co-operation between the maintenance machine experts  and the 
Machine  division of SJ. When BV was established, it was decided that the head 
office  of  BV should be  moved from  Stockholm to  Borlange, a  small town more 
than 200 km from the capital of Sweden. Consequently the group that 
administrated  the maintenance machines either moved to new jobs in  the 
Stockholm area or retired. When the move to Borlange was finished in 1992, the 

Machine division, responsible of the commercial  locomotives and wagons, was 
still  a part of SJ, a different company. 

In  the new organisation it was also possible  for the districts to  buy machines 
without help from the head office,  since the districts had  the full responsibility. 

( complete original staff for maintenance machines was exchanged and  the 

The Railway  Inspectorate 
The Railway Inspectorate is responsible for the approval o f  all new regulations, 
all new vehicles and new traffic operators in Sweden.  They also make inspections 
to verify that all regulations are fulfilled during the daily work. 

New operators in the  production 
As BV was  established there was a big increase of the production  volume, 
regarding rail specific installations, due to the  transportation policy decision. 
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This made it necessary t o  open the market for private contractors. The  increase 
of volume  was simply impossible t o  deal with using only BV's  own capacities. 

Many  foreign contractors have therefore been  working in Sweden in  the  last 
years, together with new  Swedish contractors. 

NEED OF A NEW  SET OF REGULATIONS 
At almost the  same time the administration of maintenance machines was 
transferred to more than twenty local  owners, the central workshop competence 
was decreased and  the  head office administration was replaced with new  people. 
It was also obvious that the old regulations where not relevant anymore. It was 
written for a centralised organisation that made its maintenance on schedule, in 
central competent  workshops and  with  little respect to the cost. 
The main  task for the new central administration was therefore to  create a new 
set of regulations that could make sure  that  at  least  three responsibilities of the 
machine ownership where fulfilled 

traffic safety 
labour welfare 
environment protection 

The concentration of the effort so far  has been to make the  sure vehicles are safe 
for traffic  and that the ownership itself is carried out properly. So far  there have 
been regulations and recommendations written  in  three  parts of the  structure of 
the new BV regulations: 

management  regulations 
handling regulations 
technical regulations 

Management regulations 
( Management  regulations govern  for  example  classification of machines, how they 

are bought, registered,  marked and colour  designed. They also regulates the need 
for inspections, necessary type approvals, how education is to be carried  out, how 
reports should be made  and how machines should be  sold or disposed. 

A new class of "working equipment" 
A new class of maintenance machines was invented beside the conventional set of 
classifications, the class of "working  equipment". This group covers everything 
that is not classified as rail mounted vehicles,  from handhold equipment to  big 
rail mounted machines as rail road  excavators. The result  is that no  specific 
regulation, concerning driver competence or formal type approval, is necessary. 
This machine classification is very  convenient  for contractors that make  shorter 
jobs for BV and for  slow speed rail mounted machines that can be run with 
operators that  are not certified as drivers. The disadvantage of the class is the 
prohibition to run outside closed  working areas unless  hauled by real  rail 
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mounted vehicles. All "approval" of working equipment is made by the local 
district. 

Compulsory  annual  inspections 
Apparently new central  rules must not interfere with local autonomy regarding 
machines maintenance. As the centralised overhaul was not automatically 
replaced with local substitutes  and  the responsibility to  keep machines safe is 
inevitable, the solution was an  annual compulsory safety inspection. This 
inspection is carried out  for every rail mounted machine classified as a vehicle. It 
is made in  the same  manner as  the annual inspection of cars in Sweden. The 
result from this is that heavier maintenance is now made when necessary 
instead of on a schedule as  in  earlier  annual big overhauls. 

Module based driver  education 
The education of drivers of track mounted  vehicles is now being changed from 
long courses for each model of vehicle, into a module based structure where 
earlier courses can be considered in a much greater extent. After a  theoretical 
course in vehicle technology and traffic safety regulations, all model education's 
are based on "principle  vehicle"  educations. The idea is that a central well- 
structured education on a vehicle with similar technical equipment, is carried out 
before the  actual model education is started locally. Education on  new vehicle 
models can then be  made  locally, if the previous  "principle  vehicle" education is 
still valid. 

Type approval of rail  mounted  vehicles 
Approval of every new  vehicle  model is today based on a  track permission from 
BV, that is  then completed by a final approval  from the Railway Inspectorate. 

Since there where no general  written regulation establishing a safety standard of 
rail mounted machines, the consequence has been demands for technical changes 
after  machines where delivered. This has caused a lot of trouble and increased 
cost. 

( 

Handling regulations 
The regulations about handling of maintenance vehicles are dealing with  a new 
approach on how machines can be combined in  transport, even  if they are not of 
the  "train type".  They also govern how vehicles should be  loaded and how 
machines that are not regarded as conventional rail vehicles can be transported. 
The main point is to allow all combinations of machines and vehicles that  are 
equipped with compatible drawing gear, if their frames  and  transmissions allows 
the  transport. After a combination is completed, a simplified brake calculation is 
made and  the allowed  maximum  speed is decided. 
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Technical regulations 
The technical regulations comprises as different subjects as labour welfare, 
technical installations concerning traffic safety and the protection ofthe 
environment. 

Some examples of newly  produced rules are technical regulations concerning: 

operator and  driver cabs 
safety equipment such  as driver vigilance  devices, automatic train control 

brake performance 
safety of cranes 
classification of different types of drawing gear 
track circuit shunting 

systems  and emergency stop systems 

c CONCLUSIONS 
If the safety regulations of maintenance machines are detailed, adapted t o  
present production needs and to a present administration, there is a risk of 
failing technical or administrative security systems if too much of the 
administration is changed in one step. 

There seems to be a general lack of high level rules  regulating  what  safety 
standard a  maintenance machine  should live up to. Before a decentralisation, 
like  the Swedish, is carried out it is important t o  develop  flexible rules. They 
should be flexible enough to withstand changing demands from the railway 
maintenance operations. Rules must therefore be based on function, with  respect 
to safety,  instead of on existing technology and  present production needs. It is 
also a big advantage for the operations if these flexible rules  are accompanied  by 
detailed technical standards with descriptions of  how brake systems, running 
gears  et cetera can be carried out. 

The positive part of the reorganisation of the Swedish rail maintenance in 1988 
was  that most of the new districts  in  a  short  time became very aware of the cost 
of their production. It was also more  easy to make changes within the 
regulations, especially as new  people where employed, without any railway 
experience but  with knowledge of other industrial  and  transport activities. 

On  the negative side  was the great loss of competence both inside the  central 
administration  and  in  the maintenance workshops. A considerable room  for  local 
mistakes was created, which has led to a machine fleet that is today quite 
diversified and  with many unique machines with non standard  sub systems. 
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1. Background of this Study 

At the previous  International  Railway  Safety  Conference in South  Afiica, I 
presented  a  speech on  “Global Risk Assessment  in JR East”,  in  which  signal 
overrun  accident was pointed  out  to  be  most  risky  event  to our company.  In  these 
days, JR East  has  quite few fatal  accidents,  however,  we  do  have  some  incidents 
which  might  lead serious  accidents  (Figure 1). 

In our Safety  Research  Laboratory,  we  are  trying  to  find  effective  measures to 
reduce such  kind  of  events  with  reasonable  cost.  As  one  of  the  studies  on this 
issue, we have  evaluated  how  the  number  of  such  events  has  changed  according to 
introduction  and  improvement  of  ATS  (Automatic  Train  Stop  system)  in  former 

( Japanese National  Railways  (hereinafter JNR),  as well as what  kinds  of  problems 

left to be solved. This evaluation  has  suggested  us  how  humans  behave with new 
types  of  man-machine  systems,  and  the  way  how to prevent  accidents  with 
reasonable  cost-effectiveness. 

2. Necessity of Backup System to Train Drivers 

2.1 A Lesson from Mikawashima Accident in 1962 

Thuty-five  years  ago,  there  happened  a  serious  train  accident  in  which’  160  people 
were  killed  and  296  people  were  injured  at  Mikawashima  station  in  Tokyo.  This 

( accident  was  a  direct  trigger  for JNR to  decide to install  ATS  in its railway  system 

(Figure 2). 

The  accident  consisted  of  three  individual  events.  The  first was a  derailment  of  a 
freight  train  due  to  signal  overrun.  The  second  was  a  side  collision  between  the 
derailed train and  a  passenger  train. And the  third  was  another  crash  between  the 
former  two  trains  and  another  passenger  train. 

The  cause  of this accident was that  the  engineer of the  fieight  train  did  not stop at 
a stop signal  probably  because  he  believed  that  the  signal was green. 
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2.2 Installation  of ATS-S 

After  Mikawashima  accident, JNR decided  to  install  ATS  on  all  of its lines  in 
order to  protect  trains  fiom  accidents  due to signal  missing  by  train  drivers.  The 
ATS was  called  ATS-S  for  standard  ATS  (Figure 3). 

ATS-S  was  a  backup  system  with  discontinuous  control.  When  a  train  approaches 
a stop signal  and passes a  warning  point (a ground  coil),  ATS-S  issues  an  alarm 
with red  lamp  and  buzzer  sound  to  driver. If the  driver  does  not  apply  brake  and 
push confirmation  button  within  five  seconds,  ATS-S  applies  emergency  brake 
automatically. 

( Owing  to  the  installation  of  ATS-S, JNR reduced its number  of  train  accidents  due 
to signal  overruns by 50% in comparison  with  those  in  the  previous  five  years 
(Figure 4). 

2.3 Reasons for Simple System 

An ideal  backup  system  against  signal  overrun is to  compare  allowance  speed  and 
actual speed  of train continuously to ensure  any  trains to stop at stop  signals. At 
that time,  however, JNR decided  to  install  relatively  simple  system for the 
following two reasons. 

Firstly, JNR had to complete  the  installation  of  ATS-S to all  of its lines as soon as 
possible. In fact,  they  completed  the  installation  on its 20,000 km lines  in  four 

( years as they  scheduled. 

Secondly,  the  ATS-S  had  to  be  compatible  with  all  the  kinds  of  rail cars such as 
engines,  electric  multiple  units,  etc.  in JNR with  various  types  of  brake  system. 

Such  a  situation  made  it  difficult  to  develop  a  sophisticated  system as a  standard 
ATS . 

2.4 Improvement of ATS Performance  against  Drivers’  Stereotype  Behaviors 

Nevertheless, as the  drivers  became  accustomed to existence  of  ATS-S,  some  new 
types of  signal overruns  began  to  occur in the  weak  points  of  the  system. 
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For  example,  train  driver  who was overtaken  and  passed  by  the  following  faster 
train  at  station always saw  stop  signal  when  he  drove  into  siding,  and in  every 
time  he  got  an  alarm  from  ATS-S.  Since  the  drivers  did  not  like  to  be  bothered  by 
such  usual alarms, they  sometimes  turned off ATS-S,  and as the  result,  some 
signal  overrun  accidents  occurred  without  ATS-S  activated. JNR should  have 
taken  a  radical  measure  against  such  problems,  but  they just added  another alarm 
system  which was activated  when  driver  drove  train  without  ATS-S on. 

3. Safety  as a Cornerstone of Stable Management 

( 
3.1 A  lesson from Higashi-Nakano Accident in 1988 

In December  of 1988, which was the second  year  of  the  privatized JR East,  there 
was  a  train  accident  due  to  signal  overrun  again. In this accident,  a  train  overran  a 
stop  signal  and  collided  with  the  end  of its leading  train  which  had  stopped at 
Higashi-nakano  station.  One  passenger  and  one  driver,  both  of  them  were  on  the 
following  train, were killed  (Figure 5). In this accident,  although  the  exact  cause 
of  the  signal  overrun  was  not  clearly  identified,  the  ATS-S was working  normally 
and  it  was  imagined  that  the  driver  had  reacted  to its alarm  unconsciously. 

The  accident  reminded us of  importance  of  safety  as  a  cornerstone  for  stable 
management  of  a  transportation  company,  and JR East  decided to enhance its 
safety  furthermore as the  top  priority  of its management  strategy. 

3.2 Installation of ATS-P in Tokyo area 
( 

One  of  the activities in this strategy  is  introduction  of  ATS-P in Tokyo  area. 

In ATS-P,  which  is  still  discontinuous  control  system  in  exact  meaning, 
information  on distance  to  the  next  stop  signal is transmitted to the  on-vehicle- 
device  which  compares  a  speed  check  pattern  and  actual  train  speed  continuously 
to  ensure  the train to stop  at  the stop signal.  The P of  ATS-P  stands  for  pattern 
(Figure 6) .  

Significant  progress  of  computer  technology  including  development  of high- 
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performance  micro-computer  is one of  the  technological  background  of  ATS-P. 

3.3 Aimed Goals of ATS-P 

The  ATS-P has been  developed  aiming  the  following  goals. 

0 Highly safe system 
On  highly  congested  lines,  since  a  small  error  may  cause  a  serious  accident, 
ATS-P is expected  to  secure  trains  thoroughly. 

0 Human  friendly  system 
ATS-P is expected  to  work  only  when it is  needed.  Service  brake  is still 
controlled  by  manual. 

4. Cost-effective Backup System  on Provincial Lines 

4.1 Improvement  of  ATS-S 

Another  activity  in  safety  enhancement  strategy is an improvement  of 
conventional  ATS-S  on  provincial  lines  (Figure 7). 

We  have  improved  ATS-S so that, when  a  train is going  to  overrun  home  or 
departure  signal,  ATS  applies  emergency  brake  automatically  without  giving  a 
five-second  postponement to driver. We call it ATS-SN,  for  new  standard  ATS. 

4.2 Aim of Improvement 

The  purpose  of  ATS-SN  has been specialized  to  prevent train collision  accidents 
at home  and  departure  signals,  where  serious  accidents  tend  to  occur.  At  such 
signals,  if  needed,  ATS-SN stops train  immediately,  and  it  can  eliminate  train 
collision  accidents  due to drivers’  unconscious  reactions  to  ATS  alarms.  ATS-SN 
is  also  expected to reduce  crush  impact  even  if  collision  accident  occurs. 

The  performance  of  ATS-SN  mentioned  above has given  a  cost-effective  safety 
improvement  even  though it may  not  be  perfect. 
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4.3 Cost-effectiveness 

Since  ATS-P  requires  installation  cost  around 15 times as much as that  of  ATS-S, 
JR East has decided to install  it on lines  of  around 700km in  Tokyo area. We  have 
completed 80% of the  plan  and  the  installation  is  still on the  way. 

In terms  of  ATS-SN,  the cost for  the  improvement  is  only  10%  of  the  conventional 
ATS-S,  and  by  the  year  of  1992, JR East  had  completed  the  improvement on all  of 
the  rest  lines of  ATS-P. 

Although  ATS-P  covers  only 10% of JR East lines,  since  the  priority has been 
given to congested  lines,  it  covers 70% of  passenger  kilometers  of JR East. It  is  a 
highly cost-effective  safety  investment  (Figure 8). ( 

5. A Study to conquer Weak Point of ATS-SN 

5.1 A Lesson from  Kaneko  Incident  in 1993 

Nevertheless,  again,  there was a  risky  incident in April  of 1993. At Kaneko 
station  on a single  track  line  with  ATS-SN,  a  train  which was supposed to stop at 
the  station  passed  the  station  and  its  departure  signal  with  considerable  distance 
and  managed  to  stop  facing  an  oncoming  fieight  train.  The  speed  of  the  train  at  the 
home  signal  was 90 to 95 km/h while  the  speed  limit  was 45km/h. Although  both 
of  the  driver  and  ATS-SN  applied  emergency  brake,  it was too  late to stop by  the 
departure  signal  (Figure 9). ( 

Fortunately,  nobody was killed  or  injured in this incident,  however,  ATS-SN was 
turned  out  not  to be able to secure  such  a  train  with  unexpected  speeding.  We 
have  started  a  study  to  solve  this  problem  in  ATS-SN. 

5.2 Evaluation  of Past Accidentsbcidents Data 

The aim of this study is to develop an inexpensive  but  highly  safe  system. 

We  have  started  with  an  evaluation  of  the  data  of  past accidentshcidents, 
because we thought  that  such  events  reflected  the  tendency  of  human  behavior 
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and  a  careful  evaluation  of  them  would  suggest  a  way to design  a  high  safety- 
performance  and  cost-effective  system  we  were  seeking. 

We  have  evaluated  around  data  of 300 accidentdincidents due  to  signal  overruns 
at home  or  departure  signals in the  past 30 years  including  some  major  accidents  I 
have  already  mentioned. We had  never  done  a  study to evaluate  such  a 
considerable  number  of  accidents  and  incidents  systematically  at  a  same  time.  It 
might be a  kind of job which  can be conducted  only  in  a  laboratory. 

5.3 Results of the  Evaluation 

Figure 10 shows  the  result  of  the  evaluation. In around 60% cases  of  the  evaluated 

( accidentdincidents,  ATS-S  actually  secured  trains fiom train  collisions. In around 
another 30% of  them,  ATS-SN  could  have  obviated  possibilities  of  train  collisions. 
And in the  rest  of  them, the possibilities  can  not be obviated  even  by  ATS-SN. 

In most of the  cases in the  last  category,  ATS-P  could  have  obviated  the 
possibilities  of  train  collisions,  however,  since the installation  of  ATS-P is limited 
in  Tokyo  area,  we  have to improve  the  performance  of  ATS-SN  for  non-ATS-P 
lines. 

We have studied  how  train  protection  system  should  check  train  speed  in  order to 
prevent  collision  accidents  which  can  not  be  covered  by  the  present  ATS-SN. 

6. Possible Methods for Improvement of Train Speed Check 

6.1 Increase of Speed Check  Points  in  Discontinuous  Control 

Figure 11 shows  one  possible  improvement  of  ATS-SN in which  we  expect  to 
cover  significant  speeding  by  increasing  speed  check  points. 

As the result  of  our  study  in  the  light of the  past accidentdincidents data,  we  have 
find the following  problems. 

0 Freight  trains,  whose  braking  performance is relatively  poor,  require  some 
other check  system. 
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0 In some  accidents,  train  gained its speed  after its passage  of  speed  check  point. 
For  such  cases,  additional  check  points  are  needed. 

Although, this method  has  a  basic  advantage  of  simplicity  and  low  cost,  if we 
intend  to  cover  all types of  potential  causes  of  collision  accidents,  increase  of 
speed check  points is needed  and  the  cost  becomes  higher. 

6.2 Continuous Speed Check by using  Location  Information 

Figure 12 shows  an idea of  continuous speed  check  by  using  location  information. 
In this system,  ATS  compares  speed  check  pattern  and  actual train speed 
continuously,  and  if the actual  train  speed  exceeds  the  speed  check  pattern,  ATS 
stops the  train  automatically.  Since  the  speed  check  pattern  is  designed  for 
emergency  brake, whose braking  force is stronger  than  that  of  service  brake, as 
far as  train  is operated in  normal,  the  automatic brake  is  never  activated. 

Since  the  system has speed  check  pattern  on  vehicle,  it  has  some  advantages 
compared with a  simple  discontinuous  control.  Firstly,  the  performance of the 
ATS is  not  affected by difference  of  brake  performance  of  each  train.  Secondly, 
no train  can  gain its speed  exceeding  the  speed  check  pattern  even  after  it passes 
speed check  point. 

A disadvantage  of this system is that,  since this system  is  almost  same as ATS-P, 
it is around  twice as costly as the  present  ATS-SN. 

7. Summary 

7.1 Conclusions of  the Study 

The following  are the conclusions  of this study  on  signal  overrun  accidents  and 
incidents. 

0 An accident  which  has  some  possibilities to occur  really  occurs  sooner or later. 
In the  first step, just after  Mikawashima  accident 35 years  ago, JNR 

established  a backup system  against stop signal  missing. In the  second  step, 
after  Higashi-nakano  accident  nine  years  ago, we began  to  improve  the  backup 
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system so that  it  covers  some  unconscious  behaviors  of  drivers.  And  now,  we 
are  required  to  cope  with  abnormal  situations,  such as station  approach  with 
unexpected  speeding,  etc.. 

0 Knowledge  accumulation and technological  progress  make  impossibility 
possible. 

When JNR developed  ATS-S  for  the  first  time,  there  was  no  micro- 
computer  technology.  Even in such  a  time,  in  Shinkansen  system,  they 
developed  an  extraordinary safe system  with  considerably  high  cost.  And  later, 
due to rapid progress  of  particular  technology,  it  became  possible  to  realize 
such  a  high-performance  with  relatively  low-cost. 

( 0 To reflect  local  conditions of transportation  is  a  key to design  highly  cost- 
effective  safety  systems. 

The reason why a  low-cost  continuous  speed  check  system  can  be  realized 
on  provincial  lines is that  they  have  relatively  simple  line  structures  and  low 
train  fiequencies.  We  were able to  design  a less sophisticated ATS for  such 
lines,  and as the  result,  the cost of the  new  ATS has been  estimated  only 15% 
of  present ATS-P for Tokyo area. 

7.2 Role of Safety  Research  Laboratory in Signal Overrun Prevention 

Although our Safety  Research  Laboratory  is  a  small  organization  with 60 people, 
we  have  experts  fiom  various fields such as operation,  rolling  stock,  signal  system, 

( etc.. We  even  have  experts of psychology.  One  of  the  advantages  of our 
laboratory  is  that  the  experts  fiom  various  fields  can  discuss a same  issue  in  depth. 

Another  advantage of the  laboratory  is  that,  since  we  are  not  in  line  of  daily jobs, 
we  can  concentrate our efforts on one  thing.  The  study I presented  here  is  one of 
the  examples. 

Although  there  are  quite  few  laboratories  specialized  in  railway  safety  in  the 
world, we are seeking  research  partners  to  share our efforts,  information,  and 
results  of  studies on railway safety. We  will  welcome  any  people  who  come to 
Tokyo  and  discuss  those  issues in our laboratory. 
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Figure 1 

Risk Breakdown in JR East 

Natural 
Hazards 

/' Level Crossing 
Accidents 

Figure 2 

Mikawashima Accident 
May 1962 
160 were killed 
296  were injured 
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Figure 3 

ATS-S 
(Automatic Train Stop - Standard  type) 

Speed 
If a verification button is not  pressed 
within five seconds, Emergency 

is applied automatically. 

Warning 
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Figure 4 

A Comparison of Safety Performance 
of JNR before  and after Mikawashima  Accident 
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Figure 5 

Higashi-Nakano  Accident 
Dec. 1988 
2 were killed 
11 6 were injured 

Si  nal  Overrun RearGnd'Colhsion 
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Figure 6 

ATS-P 
(ATS - speed check Pattern type) 

Speed Warning(Buuer & Red light) 
Brake is applied Automaticall 

Speed Check Patter 

(for Information of Distance to Stop Signal) 
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Figure 7 

ATS-SN 
(ATS -New Standerd type) 

If a verification  button is not  pressed  within 
Speed  five  seconds,  Emergency  Brake  is  applied 

Improved  Warnina point 
Emergency Brake is 
applied automatically 

.... ".__ 
Ground  coils 

Figure 8 

Installation Priolity And 
Cost-effectiveness of ATS-P 

Kilometer  Passenger  Kilometer 
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Figure 9 

Kaneko  Incident 
Apr. 1993 
NO Casualities 

Figure 10 

Results of the  Evaluation 

ATS-P or New ATS could  have  obviated  Could  not  be 
Possibilities of Train  Collisions 
(Tokyo Ar a . ATS-P, Provinclal Lines : New ATS) 

ATS-SN could  have  obviated 
Possibilities of Train  Collision 

ATS-S actually  secured 
Trains from Train  Collisions 
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Figure 11 

New ATS with  Discontinuous  Control 

lncreading  Speed  Check  Point 
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4 5 k d  

Home 
Signal 
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Figure 12 

New ATS with  Continuous  Speed  Check 
, .  - . 

Speedcheck  Patternon Vehicle 
~ , .  ... . . , ~  

,. 

I 

Home Ground Cdils for Departure 
Signal Location  Information Signal 
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Figure 13 

Measure 
Relative Security 

Direct Trigger  Type of ATS against  Train 
Cost Collisions 

Mikawashima ATS-S 1.0 c> 
Accidents 

[Provincial  Lines] 

Higashi-Nakano  ATS-SN 
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Accidents 
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Kaneko 
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New ATS 
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Introduction 

Sleep physiology studies show fatigue is inevirdble for  staff who work in a 24 hour opcratlon 

As such, fatigue is a  major safety concern in the transportation industry 

Although fatigue cannot be eliminated, it can be managed  through a variety of approaches. Oi 

these, th~s module is concerned with personal coping stntegics. 

The module is being present4 to all Tranz Rail shift  workers, managers and roster pcrsontwl. 

Its aims are to explain the physiology underlying &.time and outline a r a n g  of 

comtenneasures to minimise the chances offatiguc-related  incidents or accidents. 

What is fatigue? 

Fatrgue is really a  catch-all  term for a variety of different symptoms. It can be physwl. sucn 

as sore back muscles after a day of gardening. It can also be mental. for examplc. ditfculry 

concentrating, problems remembenng  informatum,  slowed  reaction t imes or noddmg O R  

Furthermore, people ace not very good at judging their oun level of fatlyc or how II 13 

affecting them . 



Why combating fatigue is important 

- 

Slide 1: Whv address fatiaue? 

Fatigue makes staff more vulnerable to workplace accidents. 

Fatigue slows d o w  physical reaction time and mental processing, and affects 

memory. In short, fatigued people become more vulnerable to making mistakes at 

work. 

Slide 2: The extent of the mobkm 

75% of night workers experience sleepiness during shiftwork and 20% 
actually fall asleep on the job. 

A rail industry problem? 

A 1983 survey of Swedish loco engineers found 11% rapofled dozing off repeatedly while 

driving on aight trips. Some 70% reported dmng off at leasr once on such hips 

The survey  indicated sleepiness remained low during the day, but became increas~ngly swwe 

across the nigh1 nip. 

The ,US National Transportation Board, which insestigates public transpoa accidents and thc 

Federal Railroad Administration attributed 12 major rail accidents from 1986 to 1990 to 



engineers Wig  asleep or impaired  by sleep loss. Of these  accidents, Seven occurred betwen 

4am.d 6.15 am, and 11 occmed between lam and 8am 

A survey of seven Tranz Rail loco engineers in 1992 showed all had  problems  staying awake 

on  nlght shift. This is not surprising. Findings from many studies mdicate 75% of n ~ #  

workers  experience  sleepiness during shiftwork  and 20% actually  fall aslccp on the  lob. 

Understanding sleep 

Sleep was eaditionally  viewed as the time when the brain  and body shut down It \vas 

thought reactivation occurred when sleep ceased. The reality is differwt Sleep is a very 

complex process dmng which the brain and bcdy  alternate between cxtrcrnc activlty  and 

quiet. 

Sfide 3: NREM/i?EM cvcle 

NREMand REM sleep aiternate throughout each sleep period 
Most deep sleep occurs in fhe first half of the sleep period 
in a normal night of sleep, REM periods are longer and more regular 
towards the morning. 

There are two distinct stages of sleep-NREM and REM. Dunng NREM sleep physiolog~cal 

and mental activities slow. m M  sleep is dwidcd  into four stagcs with deeper sleep 

occurring during stages three a7d four, in  which  there IS very little mental activity. Ifwc 

awake directly from deep sleep, we feel very  tired and groggy ('sleep inatla'). 
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Lhmng REM sleep, the  brain is extremely  active  and produces dreams. 

In a normal night,  the usual sleep  cycle  is 60 minutes ofNREM sleep followed by 30 minurea 

ofREM. However, most deep sleep occurs in  the earlypart of  the  night Slccp durinz thc day 

is different;  both  length  and structure ofthe cycle  cbanges when sleep occurs at unusual 

timer. 

The need for sleep 

Like food and water, we need  sleep to survive. There IS a rare, inherited  sleep  disordcr 

known as “fatal &dia l  insomnia”. People with this  disorder  become  totally  unable to .<lecp, 

usually  between  ages 30 to 60, and die  within seven months to rhree years. 

The most common disorder is sleep apnea. A person suffering from this disorder Falls aslzcp 

but  periodically  stops  breathing  and wakes to breath again. The  disorder can cause severc 

sleep disruption. Tram Rail. is asking staff who believe they have a slep disorder IO nouiy 

in-house  medical  people, 

Sleepiness is a signal from the brain that you are not meeting  a vml physiological  need 

(similar to hunger or thirst). The only way to alleviate  sleepiness  is to sleep, whcther you 

want to or not. 

To be fully rested, people  require  a specific amount of sleep  every 24 hours The  average for 

adults is about eight hours. 

The quality of sleep  can be just a$ impartant as the quantity. Eight hours ofdisruptive  slcep IS 

only the  equivalent of few hours afuninrempted sleep. 



If you don't get enough sleep f o r  scvcral nights m a row, thcn thc effects build up like a bank 

awmnt dcficit. If the deficit is not made up during thc wcck or on  drys off, it will bc carried 

foryard into the next weck. Studim shvw two nighls of unrcslrictd sleep arc necdcd to 

C l l B U r r  Wnlplck ncovcry I-rot11 sleep loss. 

Factors affecting sleepiness ( s m  4) 

0 Lack of sleep (including accumulated sleep debt) 

.' Age (as people grow  older, thclr sleep at night bccomcb shurtm, lightw  and m m  

fragmntcd) 

e Medical conditions 

AlCOllOl 

Rnvlronmetltnl fmtors (cg. sudden  noires, light, temperature) 

Daily cycle of circadim biological rhythms (see  next  section) 

. .  

Note: Alcohol has a profound eflffil on the slecp cycle and catl eliminate ell REM 

sleep h he fist  halCof a sleep p a i d .  This can I d  to alcohol wi(hrLawit1 effects in 

tho second half, including sweats and sleep fragmentation. 
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Circadian rhythms 

i 

Slide 5: Circadian rhvthms 

A CkcadIan  clock  in the brain coordinates  dally cycles . The clock  programmes us to sleep at night and  perform  activity 

Without any time clues from the environment,  the biological day is 
during the day 

about 25 hours. 

Human Sings are regulated  by  daily cycles which  control bady tempcrature, honnonc 

production, digestion, and other bodily functions. At certain parts of the day, for examplc, 

your body will produce  more OK less of a particular hormone. 

The  'circadian biological clock, as it is called, essentially syncbrmises all the  different part& 

of the body to hmonise with a particular cycle. In a nutshell, i t  programmes the body to he 

asleep at night and awake during the day. 

Without any tirnc cues fromthe environment,  the biological day IS actually about 25 hows. 

The ability IO perform  physical and mental work fluctuates with the cycle ofthe clock. For 

example, cartisol, a hormone involved wirh metabolism and stress  responses,  lrachcs It+ 

highest levels very early in the morning and drops to very low levels by the end of thc day. 

As such, the ability to perform physical tasks is normally  greater in the morning. 
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Slide 6: Times of vulnerabilitv 

3am to 5am - lowest body  temperature - maximum sleepiness - worst physical and mental performance 

3pm to 5pm - secondmy peak in sleepiness 
-performance drop in some tasks 

)talf of Tranr Raii’s slep-ff?l&h?d incidents (1990 to 7995) happened 
between 4am to 5am. 

People are most vulnerable to making errors when their body temperature cycle drops to Its 

minim level at  night. Given that shiftworken stay awake throughout the night, I t  would be 

logical to expect  their perfo-ce to get worse as sleep loss tnouut$. However, as body 

temperaaUe begins to rise again in the morning, perfoxmance improves ewn  wthout  sleep. 

Anyone who has nied ta stay awake all night hows that  there is an early morning slump and 

then things get  easier. 

People don’t sll have  the same circadian rhythms, which means they don’t function at  the 

same level at similar times ofthe day. However, studies  show  accidents are most likely to 

occur between 3am to jamand 3pm to 5pm.  Some  researchers  argue the window of 

vulnerability in the early morning is wider and more like midnight to Ram. Thw quaficrs 01’ 

T w z  Rail’s $leep-related rail incidents &om 1990 to 1995 occurred between these  times. 

Half of these incidents occurred between 3am and 5am. More than 90 percent of the slcep 

related major incidents in the United SUES from 1986 to 1990  occurred  hctwcen  midnight 

and Sam. 
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A number of major industrial &sasters involving human error have also occurred on night 

shift.  These  include  the  nuclear  accidents  at Three Mile Island in the Lintred Sta:cs and 

Chemohyl in Russia. 

Clash between shiftwork and circadian rhythms 

Sfide 7: Shiftwork and circadian rhvfhm clashes 

Shiftwwk means overriding circadian  clock  programming to sleep at 

Clack gets con fIictlng messages from the environment 
People tend to switch hack to thelr OM routines on days off. 

night and undertake activity during the day 

Shih-mk results in people working  in a way that is out of synch  with  their circadian 

rhyibms,  which gear the  body to sleep at night  and work during the day. 

Patigue is often increased by the fact the circadian clock is very resistant lo changing IO a 

new  schedule. This means shihorkers are forced to try and  sleep when their brological 

clocks are set for activ~ty (wake maintenance zoxsj. 

Resistance to adapting to a new schedule m be Intensified by recciving rnlxed mcss~~cs  

from the  environment as to what really is the time of day. In addition a lot ofsbiflwork i.: 

based on a rotating roster, and most shiftworkas  prefer to go back to Wing activc during the 

day  and sleeping at night during their time off work. As a rcsult, shiftworken' hody citxck~ 

seldom get the ohauce to adjust to one schedule. 
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Common fatigue misconceptions 

Slide 8: Common misconceations 

An eight hour rest period allows enough time for Sleep 
I can handle sleep deprivation 
There is a quick fix 

An eight hour restperiod allows enough time for sleep 

This idea doesn't take in@ account the time it  takes to get home and prepare for. be(i. 

Time may also be needed to relax and unwind. Also, the notion doesn't recognise that 

people cannot sleep equally well  at certain times of the day. 

X c u n  handle  sleep  deprivacion 

Motivation, training and attitude can help fight off sleep for a limited time, but s k y  

will, eventually win. Xn addition, the ability to cope with disturbed sleep dewsases ns a 

person gets older. 

There is a quickfi 

There is no one easy solution to all the problems of fatigue, slecp loss, and disturbed 

circadian rhythms. People react differently to the demands of different jobs. Bc 

sceptical when  you hem claims of a simple  remedy that w i l l  work for everybody. 



Alertness  management  strategies 

Siide 9: Alertness manaaement strateaies 

Preventative 
Getting  enough deep 
Naps 

The right  environment  and IiresWk 

Operational 
Cab exercises 
The vigilance device 
strategic use of caffeine 
Cab napping 

Good sleep habits 

Preventive and operational  strategies 

Preventive strategies are things you can do away from work to improve your sleep and help 

your circadian clock adapt to a shift rosta. Their aim is to minimise the disruption caused by 

shiftwork and help you to arrive at work in the  best possible condition, thereby also 

increasing your overall quality oflife. 

Operational strategies a e  intended to help you get through times of difficulty in mainminirg 

alertness and performance on the job. They help you work safely at critical times. 



Strategies 

1. Gdttn.g enough deep 

Aim to be at work as well-rested  as psslble before gotng back to work, rememhcrin;: 1hc 

effects of sleep loss accumulate over time. 

When workins shifts,  you may have trouble getting  the  required  sleep In one hit. You may 

need  to S i q  in the morning and then again before you go back to Work In TIE evening. Naps 

can be very beneficial in these situations. 

You cannot  force  yourself to fall asleep If you can’t sleep, try reading or something relaxjng. 

Lying  awake worrying about being unable to sleep  can  be  counterproductwe,  and rney 11avc 

the effect of conditioning yourselfto  associate going to bed with staymg awake. 

2. Naps 

Scientific  evidence  mdicates naps improve  alertness and performance. I f  you are napping 

just before work, you want to minimise  deep  sleep, which can leave you feeling  groggy and 

disoriented for up to 15 minutes after waking up. To wold ‘sleep inertia’. limit the. duration 

of the MP to 45 minutes or less. 

When there’s time, a nsp can be longer. TWO hours should get you throuQ13  complcte sleep 

cycle and you won’t  feel groggy. 
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Even a very short nap  can have significant  benefits. it IS better to get some sleep than none 3: 

all. 

3. Good sieep habit3 

Side 10: Good ~ l e e r ,  habits 

A presleep routine 
Keep sleep time sacred 
00 not eat or drink heavily before bedthe 
Physlcaland  mental relaxation techniques 
Step trying after 30 minutes 

.-.I." _".I_ I 

A presleep roufine 

In the bedroom, avoid thinkjng about activities that do not promotc relaxadon and slcep. 

Keep sleep time sacTed 

At home, try to protect your sleep time and minimise responsibilities that could interfere. 

Do  not eat or drink heavib before  bedtime 

Going to bed hungry, or with a very full stomach,  can &e it harder to fall asleep. Avoid 

alcohol just heforebed. It may help you to relax and fall asleep, but ir disrurbs the quaiity 01' 

your sleep. Caffeine and nicotine stimulate your nervous system, making it  harder to fall 

asleep and disrupting sleep quahty. 

Physical andmenial relaxation techniques 
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There are a variefy of techniques to help people fall asleep Ezster, for mwIe,  tnedilariun. 

positive  visualisation,  deep  breathing, yoga. These are  skills that have to be learned and 

prachsed  before  feeling the benefits. 

Stop tying afrr 30 minutes 

As already  discussed, there is no point lying in bed gettrng frustrated because you cannol 

sleep. Get up and do something to help  yourself  relax. 

4. The right environment and l$es@k 

( 

Set up an environment conduck to sleep 
Strenuous exercise not recommended 

0 Fallow a hlanced Uiet 

Physical aspects  of  the environment can disturb or aid sleep. It’s easier tO sleep ~n a 

darkened room. Sudden sounds can be  disruptive Sleep is more restful If rlle rwm IS cooler 

rather than hotter. 

Strenuous exercise shortly before bed IS not recommended. Somc cxperts recornnlend that 

you should not exercise  s-enuously less than six hours before  going  to  bed. 

A balauced  diet will help your overall  health,  including your sleep. Call in sick if you belicyc 

yourselfunfit for work and unable to operate safely. 
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0 Look for ways to increase  stirnutanon,  such  as physical activity  Even stretching will 

help. 

Talk to the  train  controller  (airline  industry studies show conversatlon in the cockpit helps 

deter  sleep). 

Turning on the  radio, or blasting  cold air into  your face can help (Tmu Rail IS l o o k q  a t  

equipping locomotive  cabs with ndio-cassette  players). 

6. The vigzlance device 

A 1991 joint  company/union working party recommended the  v~gilancc alarm syslem bc 

enhanced and combined with an improved  event recorder. it was comidcred tho cumnl 

vigilance system was god at u.aking l b c o  engineers, but not good at keeping them awake As 

such, a new “Kaitiaki”  integrated  vigilanceflcgging system  has been developed and is 

currently beig assessod. 

Fwr forms of tbe vigilance device  are to be assessed,  ranging from a fiied time light  cycle to 

random and speed  dependent settings. Another option is to install a feature W prevm 

repetitive cancellation. As  pa^? ofthe final  assessment, loco dnvm who tcsl thc formatt W I ! ~  

be asked to complete a questionnaire and provide comment. 

Train Control can now monitor penalty brake  and  emergency applications. In the evcnt of a 

problem, TCO will automarkally be alerted and, aAer contacting rhe dnver, w i l l  nke 

appropriate action. 



strntegic use of caffeine (Slide W) 

- Avoid using  caffeine when you  are  already alert, such as at  the beginning of a duty pcrtod 

or after a nap. Save it for tbe hard  times, like the 3am to Sam dip. 

Caffeine usually takes about 15 to 45 minutes  to  havc an effect  and lasts for three to five 

hOWS. 

Caffeine aff' pople differently. To prevent sleep interference,  you may need to stop 

caffeine well m advance of bedtime. 

Caffeine is a  diuretic. Drink other flu& to stay hydrated. 

8, Napping in the cab 

Napping is a very effective  strategy if the opportunity arises whde  waiting in a  crossing loop 

or depot. You must, however, let the train controller h o w  what you  art:  doing,  and  ask i'or 21 

wake up call after a maximum of 40 minutes. I l l i s  time limit reduces your  chances of gome 

into a deep sleep and experiencing sleep rnettia problems. 

(Slide 14) Note: If you are fqhting a losing battle with sleep, stop the train end 

go for a walk. But, make sure the train controller knows what you are doing. 

Conclusion (Slide 15) 

- Fatigue can have  severe  consequences - take it seriously. 

Take steps to mprow your ability to cope  with fatigue. 

0 Tailor the information from this presentation to m e t  your own needs. 

?here are no simple answers, find  out  what  works for you. 
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1 Introduction/approach 

This  safety  philosophy  represents  the  basis  for  the  overall  safety  recommendation: 
"Freight  line  and safety effects". 

Even  during  the  design  phase  of  the  frelght line, numerous  decisions  are  taken whlch w~l l  
deterrnme the  flnal  safety  result.  Many  safety  measures are lrnpllclt in the  design  of  the 
Infrastructure  and  other  components  of the rad traffic  system.  In order t o  arrwe  at 
balanced  (design)  decislonshneasures,  a  framework IS necessary, known as the  safety 
phllosophy. 

1 . I  Background 

The  background  for  developlng  a  safety  phdosophy  for  the  frelght h e  is  the  fact  that  the 
Project  Management  Team  conslders  that an overall  safety  recommendatlon  is 
necessary, in  respect  of a  project  of  this scale. The  Project  Group  has In advance 
requested  a  clear  explanation  of  the  eventual  safety levels, for  all  parties  Involved. In this 
light, the  recommendatlon relates not  only  to  the  Infrastructure,  but  also  to  the  rolllng 
stock,  the  safety  systems,  the  management  systems  and  the  communicatlons  systems, 
the  (future)  process  operations,  external  influences,  etc. 

( 

1.2 Objective 

The  objective  of  the  safety  philosophy  is  to  provlde  an  acceptable  framework  of  safety 
levels  for  all  parties  involved.  The  philosophy  also  indicates  the  way in which  the  levels 
of  safety  should  be  assessed. 
In  respect  of  railway  safety,  a  "uniform  guideline" will be  laid  down,  for all parties 
involved,  In  the  form  of: 
. definltionslterms  and  overall  thinking; 
. Imltlng  conditrons  imposed  by  the  environment  and  deslgn  frameworks; 
. objectives t o  be  achieved. 

1.3 Target  group 

In the  flrst Instance, the  safety  phllosophy  is  intended  for  the  project  management 
responslble  for  the  design  and  implementation  of  the  complete  rail  infrastructure, In 
relatlon  to  the  design  standards  and  functional  safety  speclfications  to  be  upheld. 
At  a  later stage, the  document will be  used  as  an  assessment  framework  for  imposing 
safety  speclfications  on  rolling  stock,  management  and  safety  systems,  the  plannlng  of 
the  transport  process,  and  the  management  of  train  services. 
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2 Approachlphases 

The  approach  for  the  entlre  "Frelght  llne and safety  effects"  project  is  focussed  on 
provlding  answers to  the  fol lowing questlons: 

Whlch  (feaslble  and  accepted)  requlrements will be  placed  on  the  level  of  safety  on 
the  freight h e ?  
How will thls  level  of  safety  be  determmed? 
What  action will have to  be  taken  If  the  level  of  safety  proves  Insufficient,  or 
excessively  stringent? 
What  declslons  and  measures will have t o  be  taken, in order to achleve  the 
predetermined  levels  of  safety?  Consideratlons wlthln the  freight h e ' s  subsystems 
(infrastructure,  stock,  staff,  transport  process,  malntenance,  etc.). 
How  can  declsions be translated  Into  actual  safety  requirements' 

Safety philosophy new frelght  line 
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3 Points of departure, limiting conditions  and  criteria 

3.1 Points of departure  and  limiting  conditions 

The  polnts  of  departure  and  llmitlng  conditions  llsted  below  relate  to  the  safety 
philosophy: 

1. The  safety  phrlosophy  covers  the  entire  transport  system,  therefore  also  including 
infrastructure,  safety,  management  of  tram  traffic,  stock,  staff,  process  operatlon, 
and  contingency  planning. 

2. Natlonal  and  international  legislatlon and implementation  orders. 
3. The  routing  decision. 
4. Current  planning. 

( 
3.2 Criteria 

The  safety  philosophy  must  comply  with  the  following  criteria: 

1. It must  match  individual and social  perceptions.  In  this  connection, of partlcular 
importance  is  the  yardstlck  accordmg  to  which  the  target  and  achieved  levels of 

2. It must  have  social  and  political  support.  The  degree  of  "risk"  (unsafety)  must  be 
safety  are  presented. 

3. It must  be  financially  and  economically  feasible.  In  other  words,  the  requirements t o  
accepted  by  society. 

be  imposed  must  be  achievable,  within  the  available  project  budget  and  the  annually 
available  operating  budgets. 

4. It must  match  the  practical  operation  of  the  desrgn. 
5. It must  be clear and  explamable. 
6. It must  be  unequwocal and repeatable. 
7. It must  be  achievable and  usable. 

Safety phllosophy new freight line 
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4 Safety philosophy 

4.1 Definitions 

Railway safety: 
The  degree of absence  of  rlsk In and as  a result  of  the  rall  transport  System.  Risk  relates 
to injury  and  damage. 

Rail transport  system: 
The complete  combinatlon  of  staff,  resources  and  methods making a  direct  contribution 
to rad trafflc  within a  railway  network or  part  thereof. 

Injury: 
Human contact with a  source of energy  or  a  substance  above  the  physical  threshold 
value, leadlng to death,  physical  Injury and Incapacity t o  work,  absenteelsm  from  work, 
occupational  lllness  or  mental  problems,  for  the  at-rlsk  groups  listed  below: 

. nelghbours 

. passers-by 

. railway  workers 

. road  users 

. vandals, saboteurs 

. passengers 

. train  crew 

. emergency  services 

. potential  suicides 

Damage: 
Contact wi th a  source  of  energy  or  substance  above  the  threshold  value  for  the  body  or 
object,  resultlng in flre,  exploslon,  materlal loss, liability  claims,  product loss, 
environmental  damage,  negative  press  reportlng,  production  stagnation, loss of licence  or 
loss of  goodwill. 

c 

( Neighbours: 
Nelghbours  are  those  persons  present in homes,  factories,  offlces,  schools, etc 

Passers-b y: 
Persons on  or  around  the  rail  infrastructure,  such as chlldren  playlng,  walkers  and  train 
wotters. 

Railway workers: 
Rallway workers are those  persons  tasked wlth  work  close  to or  on  the  rail 
Infrastructure. 

Road users: 
Persons using  roads  located  close to the rail  infrastructure. 

6 Safety phllosophy new frelght llne 
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Vandals/saboteurs: 
Persons  guilty  of  destruction I persons  deliberately  endangering or lnterruptlng  traln 
trafflc  by means  of  damage,  destructlon, or some  other  means. 

Porential suicides: 
Persons  with a tendency I Intention  to  commlt  sulclde. 

Passengers: 
Persons  intending  to  travel with the  train, and thus  found In or  close to  a tram, or uslng 
the  infrastructure  wlth  a  so-called  transfer  function  (platforms,  platform  crossings, 
escalators,  etc.). 

Train crew: 
Persons  carrying  out  their  profession  In or close t o  trains, such as drlvers, travelling 
tlcket  inspectors,  carnage  and  wagon  examiners,  shuntmg  staff,  etc. 

c Emergency services: 
Persons  professlonally  on or close to  the rail  Infrastructure,  for  the  provlsion  of 
assistance,  such as (railways) police, fire service, municipal  health  authorlties,  re-railing 
teams,  duty  staff,  emergency  workers  asslstlng  at  incidents  involving  hazardous 
substances,  etc. 

4.2 Safety standards 

Desplte  the  fact  that  the  new  freight  line is specifically  intended  for  the  transport  of 
freight,  indlcative  "standards"  have  nonetheless  been  included  in  the  list  below,  for all 
at-rtsk  parties. With  the  exception  of  the risk  standard  for  the  Transport of Hazardous 
Substances 121, there are no  transport  standards  which are generally  recognised  In  the 
Netherlands.  Such  standards and their  implementatlon are, however,  belng  developed, 
for  example  for  the  High  Speed  Train  line  South  and  the  Hlgh  Speed  Tram  connection 
East [3, 41. 

In the  "Memorandum  on  Rlsk  standards  for  the  Transport  of  Hazardous  Substances", it is 
stated  that  there IS an  assumed  risk,  in  susceptible  locatlons,  such as residentlal areas, 
shopping  centres,  recreatlon  grounds  and  offlce  bulldlngs,  that  fatalities  wtll  occur  due  to 
the release  of hazardous  substances  In  the  event  of  an  accident. It IS however  notable 
that  the risk  of  such  accidents IS relatively small, and  that  the  users  of  the  susceptible 
locations are unable t o  exerclse any influence  on  the  degree  of  rlsk. 
The "inabtllty to  exerclse  Influence"  plays an important  role  in  thts  connectlon. 

From the above  defined  at-risk  groups,  neighbours,  passers-by  and  road  users are unable 
t o  exerclse any influence  on  accldents. By way  of  a  working  hypothesis, a common 
"standard"  will  be  employed  for all of  these  groups,  on  the  understanding  that  the  risks 
in question  not  only  relate  to  the release  of hazardous  substances,  but  also to  incidents 
in general. It should  therefore be noted  that  the  same  calculation  method  should  be 
employed. 
Safety phdosophy  new freight llne 7 
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In  respect  of  passengers and rad staff, for  the  worklng  hypothesis,  the  same  prlnciples 
are applied  as In the  Strategic  Policy  Plan  on  Rallway  Safety 151. 
The target  value  for  passengers In 2010 IS a rlsk of 0.15 (deslgn  hypothesis)  for  fatal 
injury,  per  billion  passenger  kllometres. 

For rad staff,  the  target  value  in 201 0 is a risk  of 0.25 (deslgn  hypothesis)  for  fatal  Injury 
per year, per 10,000 employees. 

The  target  safety  levels are summarised  In  table 1. 

. neighbours 

. passers-by 

. road  users 

staff 
. infrastructure  employees 
. shunters 
. drivers 
. travelling  ticket  inspectors 

passengers 

’ In 1talics:workmg hypothesls 
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individual  risk  (threshold 
value): 
orientatlon  value  for  group 
risk:  for 10 victlms; 

for I 00 victims,  etc. 

design  standard: 0.25 
design  standard: 0.25 
design  standard: 0.25 
design  standard: 0.25 

deslgn  standard: 0.75 

see [21: Risk standards, 
Transport  of  Hazardous 
Substances 

employee  per  year  per 
10,000 employees  per  job 
category 
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5 Method 

A method  is  necessary  for  the  implementat~on  of  safety  and  cost  management wlthin the 
project.  The  method  must  comply with the  followlng  conditlons: 
. the  posslbdity  of  quantltatlve  assessment  of  the  safety of all interested  part~es; 
. the  posslbility  of  breaking  down  the  safety  contrlbut~on  into manageable 

. a  match wlth design  practice, in order within that  practlce  to  Implement  safety 

. a clear presentation  of  interrelations, a t  interface  level. 

Safety IS one of  the  items in the  declslon-maklng. 

components  of  the  system; 

contributions  and  cost  management,  and 
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5.1 Classification  of  the  safety  contributions 

In addition to   the  already  defined  at-risk groups, the  freight  transport  axis  can be  broken 
down  into  the  follow~ng  part  systems: 

Safety philosophy new frelght h e  
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At-rlsk groups: 

( 

Part systems: 

. Infrastructure 

. Rolling  stock 

. Traffic  control 

. Track  safety 

. Train  safety 

. Management  resourcesladditional  resources 

. Process  operation 
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5.2 Composition of the  safety  matrix 

The  safety  matr~x  identiftes  the r ~ s k  contrlbutlon  of  each  of  the  part  systems,  for  each 
rlsk  group, for each  peak  Incidentlcause. 
Thls  breakdown  can  be  presented In a  so-called "safety  matrix". 
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SAFETY  MATRIX: 

Contrlbutlon of 

component 
the system 

Xrolllng atock"to 
the unsafety In 
resDect of 
falling parts 

Table 2: Safety matrix 

system 
component 
rolllng stock 

L occurence or 
inczdent 
threatening the I 
safety of the  risk 
group  Total contrzbutlon of the 

system component traffic 
control to the (un)safety 
of this risk group Total 

(un) safety for 

group 
this  risk 
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6 Risk analysis 

For each  rlsk  group, i.e. for  each  matrix,  for  every  peak  incident,  an  analysis  is  carried 
out  Into all possible  causes  whlch  may  make a contrlbutlon  to  the  occurrence  of  the  peak 
Incident. 
The  analysis  covers  human  action,  Influences  from  the  envlronment,  and  the  lack  or 
failure of the  technical  safety  functions in the system, in relatlon t o  design,  or 
Implementation as  achleved. 

The  thus  produced  details also clearly  present how  the  risk  of  occurrence  of a specific 
devlatlon in one of the  system  components  need  not  necessarily  result In the  incldent in 
question, but In combinatlon with the  risk  of  occurrence  of a devlatlon in another  system 
component may  well  result  in an  excessively  high  rlsk  of  occurrence  of  that  Incident. 

The  total  risk  can  be  calculated  from  the  sum of the  risks of the  system  components 
which  contrlbute to   the  lncldent (in the  matrix:  horizontal  spread  across  the columns). It 
is also posslble to  quanti fy  the  cost share  already  included in the  deslgn  of  the  system 
component in question,  aimed at  achieving  the  predetermlned,  existing  safety 
contrlbution. 
In  this  way,  the  fields In the  matrlx  for  each  peak  incident are  completed with the  risk 
contributions  and  the  safety  costs  of  the  design  cluster,  for  the  peak  Incident in 
question. 

Rallned-Ratlway Safety 
Safety  phllosophy new frelght llne 
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Passengers: 

Passengers 0.18 0.39 in 0.1 1 1.92 0 2.6 
per  year process fatalities 

ooeration 

I V passengers I TOTAL 7 %  15 Yo - 4% 74 % 

Total per  year; all at-risk groups: 
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TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS  BY RAILWAY 

SYNOPSIS 

This paper deals  with  the  risk  profiling of a railway line  for  the  transportation of 
dangerous  goods  through  the  application  of  TRIMIT  (Transport  Risk  Minimisation 
Tool)  to  determine:  (a)  the  impact  of risk exposures  on  society at large and @) how 
to manage those  risk  exposures which impact negatively  on  society. 

It is also  intended  that this paper should invite  participation from delegates in 
establishing  an  acceptable norm for  the  transportation  of  dangerous goods against 
which  individual  railways can benchmark using  the  principles  of  “ALARP” (as low  as 
reasonably practical). 

References 

J. de Villiers, Spoornet TRIMIT Benchmarking Task  Group  Report,  April 1996 
DNV Technica  Ltd Dangerous  Goods Risk Assessment,  November  1994 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The  transport of dangerous  goods  is  a very emotive  subject as members  of  the 
public  are adverse to  undertakings which appear  to  place  them at  risk and  from 
which  they  derive  no  direct benefit. With  fixed  chemical  installations  they 
have  the  option  to  live  elsewhere  but  with  transportation  the  hazard  is  always 
present when  they travel or live near  a  railway line. It is therefore very 
important that companies  like  Spoomet  should be able  to  defend  business 
decisions and, if  necessary,  assure  the  public,  their  shareholders,  their  insurers 
and the regulatory authorities that decisions  they  make  are  sound.  Risk 
analysis and assessment are the keys  to good business  management; this is 
particularly  true  for  the  transport  of  dangerous  goods. 

The  risks  to humans from the transport of dangerous  goods  are  best  expressed 
as a ‘societal risk’. That  is,  in terms of  the  risk  of  a ‘disaster’ where  the  risk  is 
spread  over  the  society as a whole and specifically  the  group of  people  along 
the transport  route  who  may  be affected by an  incident.  While the risk  moves 
along  the route, there  are  some  considerable  variations  in  the  local  levels  of 
risk, where there is an increased  likelihood  of  accidents  due  to  track  structures 
such as points and at  other ‘hot  spots’, where  there are  high  densities  of 
populations  either  beside  the rail track or  on it as rail passengers.  At  either  end 
of the transport  operation,  where  the  dangerous  goods  are  loaded  into the tank 
car and where the tank car  is either discharged or pumped  into  a  ship  there  is 
likely to be a  increased  level of  risk. Such  concentration  points is  also 
commonly found  at marshalling  yards and sidings  along  the  route  where tank 
cars  may be present  for  considerable  periods  of  time. 

Spoornet  conveys  approximately 9 million  tonnes of petrochemical  products 
per  annum over its  vast  rail network of 28 000 route  kilometres.  The  bulk  of 
these  products  are  transported to the  ports of Durban  and  Richards  Bay  via  the 
coal  export line and the  Natal Main Line.  [Slide] 

The  conclusion  of  a  transport  agreement between Spoomet  and  one  of  its 
major  suppliers  for  the  annual conveyance of 72 000 tons of Acrylonitrile  to 
Durban  harbour initiated a  risk  profile  study  for  the  Natal  Main Line. The 
route  considered in this study is from Trichardt  to  Durban,  a  distance of  about 
800 km which traverses many different  landscapes  and  population  types. 
[Slide] 

This study was, amongst  others,  intended  to  identify  the  exposures to society 
(passengers and people living I working  alongside  the  railway lines) to  the 
risks  imposed upon them  due to the  transport  process. The study  also  had  to 
reveal  the  situation  of  the  individual  employee  working  in  the  vicinity  of  these 
products. 
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Although this was  the  first risk profile study done  in  Spoornet  for the 
transportation  of  dangerous goods, several  other  routes  have  since been 
profiled based on  the  same principles as will be  discussed  in  this  paper. 
However, while  these  studies were initiated by Spoomet  with  the  view  to 
determine the cost of risk in the transportation  of  dangerous  goods it became 
apparent that Spoornet is driven by external  influences  to comply with the 
recommendations contained in the study.  The two most prominent  external 
influences  are: 

(A) LEGISLATION : 

In South  Africa  Health  and Safety is regulated  by  the  “Occupational  Health 
and Safety Act, Act 85 of 1993”. The draft bill “Major  Hazard  Installation 
Regulations”  which  forms  a part of this Act  will be promulgated  in  South 
Africa  late  in 1997 requires, amongst others,  that  a  risk  assessment to  be done. 

(J3) INTERNATIONAL  PROTOCOLS : 

The world-wide Responsible  Caer programme  (introduced  formally to  the 
South African Chemical Sector in 1994) has been founded on  a  series  of 
important  pro-environmental criteria and practises.  One of these is  product 
stewardship, or the practice of better understanding and managing  the  “cradle 
to grave” concept of particular products that  may  or  do  impact  unfavourably 
on human well-being and the natural environment.  One  of  the  pillars  on 
which the Responsible Caer principle is based is the  TRANSCAER 
PROGRAMME.  (Transport  Community  Awareness and Emergency 
Response).  TRANSCAER  is  a community outreach  programme  supported by 
industries  involved  with the shipping, manufacturing,  distribution, and 
transportation of  hazardous materials. 

Briefly  the  principles of Transcaer  are to: 

0 Encourage partnership between citizens and industry to develop  an 
understanding of the hazardous materials  moving  through the 
community. 
Help emerging  planning groups identify  the general types  of  hazardous 

0 Provide  guidance  for local officials  to  develop and evaluate  the 

0 Assist with training and testing for emergency preparedness. 

materials  moving through the community. 

community  emergency. 

In  South  Africa, the Chemical and Allied  Industries  Association  (CAIA) 
offkially subscribes to  the Responsible Caer Programme and therefore 
requires Spoomet  to  adhere  to the principles of TRANSCAER. 

To this extent Spoomet committed itself to  the  basic  TransCaer  principles by 
communicating  with  Local Authorities within  whose  jurisdiction Spoomet 
operates. The Local Authorities would then  communicate  further to  the 
communities in  their constituencies. 
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2. THE  “TRIMIT  APPROACH TO RISK PROFILING  A 
RAILWAY  LINE  FOR  THE  TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS 
GOODS 

Spoomet  formally approached DNV Technica,  England,  during 1994 with  the 
broad aims o f :  

providing  Spoomet with the means to make  risk  management  decisions 
concerning  the  transportation  of  dangerous  goods; 

0 transfemng knowledge and understanding to  Spoomet staff in  order  to 
make  risk management decisions; 

0 specifically,  to  provide  a  basis  for the decision  on  the  acceptability of 
the  risk  emanating  from  transporting acrylonitrile and; 

the  construction and delivery  of  the TRIMIT software  together  with  a 
user  guide and manual. TRIMIT allows  initially  the risks from  the 
transport  of  dangerous  goods  to be calculated  and  provides  societal risk 
and  individual risk output. 

The TRIMIT programme  has been created as a PC computer  programme 
which  requires  the  necessary  inputs,  draws  the  base risk numbers  from a data 
file, carries  out  the  calculation and produces  the risk ratings. The  following 
input  data are inherent  to  the programme : 

the  substance (to be transported),  its  physical  state  and  hazard 
properties; 
the  size and density  distribution  of “off route”  population; 
the  number and frequency of  passengers  on  passenger  trains  also  using 
the  rail line; 
specific  parameters related to tank size and design,  ambient  weather 
conditions, rail signalling; 
length  of  the route; 
annual  trade  on  the  route; 
the  length  of  the  route used by  passenger trains; 
the  presence  of  risk  aggravating  or  mitigating  track  features  such as 
turnouts, curves and straight high  speed  sections. 

*T”TT : (Tr  ansuort  Risk  Minimisation Tool) 
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The broad approach  adopted  for  the  study,  followed  that  which is commonly 
followed in risk  assessments of this nature : 

0 a  thorough  audit  and review of current  practises,  standards  and 
operations  associated with dangerous  goods  transport and handling  en 
route was done; 

0 the  risks from all aspects of the  operations  were  modelled  on  the  basis 
of  the information gathered and  the  judgements  made; 

0 the  outputs  from  the  risk  analysis were compared with international 
acceptability and tolerability criteria, to  determine  the  significance  of 
the  present  levels  of risk and  whether  there  remained  a need for 
additional  risk  reduction  measures; 

0 in particular, a  judgement  was  formed as to  whether  any  other 
measures  which  could be reasonably taken to  further  reduce  the  risk, so 
that  Spoomet  could  demonstrate  that  the  new  level  of  risk  was at a 
level which is “as low as is reasonably  practical”, 

0 by risk  ranking and sensitivity testing, the  major  contributors  to  risk 
were  identified  and  then  subjected  to  fresh  risk  reduction  measures; 

0 conclusions  could  then be drawn  on  the  tolerability  of  the  risk  levels 
found and the need for  additional  risk  reduction measures. 

To  determine many of  the required inputs  a  physical  inspection of the  entire 
route was a prerequisite  to  map and to verify the  physical  features  of  the  route 
such as tunnels, bridges, etc. as well as the  proximity of industrial  and  urban 
development. 

3. RISK RESULTS 

The  output  from  the  risk  analysis study represents  the  level  of  risk to 

the  society 
individuals 
technical and infrastructure 
environment 
capital 

For the  purpose  of this presentation I will  not  elaborate  on  all of the  above  risk 
exposures, but rather  concentrate on the societal risk exposures. 

Societal  risk, in this context, is defined as risk  to  people  who  either  live  near  to 
the  railway  line or are  passengers on it. 
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Figure 3 (Annexure 1) displays the total societal  risk  for  the  route  before  the 
transport  of  Acrylonitrile. [Slide]. 

Figure 4 (Annexure 2) displays  the total societal  risk  for  the  route  after  the 
introduction  of  Acrylonitrile. [Slide]. 

It is  quite evident  from the above figures  that  Spoomet  posed  a  significant 
societal risk exposure on the route before the  introduction  of  Acrylonitrile  and 
that the risks to both  society and passengers, increased with the  introduction  of 
Acrylonitrile. 

Various risk reduction measures were then  modelled to  determine  the 
influence thereof on  the risk profiles. 
These  measures  included the following : 

transportation  of  the  product by day  only, 
transportation  of  the  product by night  only, 
transportation  of  passengers by day only, 
transportation  of  passengers by night  only, 
reduced  derailments through the introduction  of  more  hotbox 

improved  emergency  response. 
detectors and 

The  result  of  these  risk  reduction measures was very informative  and  the 
following  conclusion  could be made;  e.g. : 

That  it seems safer, overall, to transport  acrylonitrile by day  rather  than 
night.  The reduced dispersion  of  toxic  gases  found  with  stable  night-time 
atmospheric  conditions  produces  much  greater  dl-rail  risks  compared  with 
the reduction  in rail passenger risks. 
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4. AGGRAVATING  FACTORS  CONTRIBUTING TO THE 
RISK PROFILE 

(A) Due to  South Africa's unique population diversity, especially  with  the 
influx of people from neighbouring countries and from  the  rural  areas 
of South  Africa  towards our main  cities,  Spoomet is confronted  with 
informal settlements which are  spread  alongside our railway lines. 
(Slide). 

The  population density of informal settlements can be seen within the 
context of the following off-route population  category as displayed in 
TABLE 1 : 
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TABLE I 

Off-Route  Population  Category 

POPULATION  CATEGORY 

Urban 
Sub-urban 

Built-up  Rural 
RWd 

Low Cost  Housing 
Informal  Housing I AVERAGE DENSITY (people  per km 

4210 
1310 
210 
20 

6250 
20000 

For most  of  the route, a  distance  of  25m  and more separates  the  railway  line 
and the  nearest  dwellings. In only a  few  locations  it  was  found  that  the 
dwellings  were  within 25m of the track. 

(B)  The  following  factors  contributed  individually  and  collectively  to  the  risk 
profile, i.e. 

Weather  conditions, which vary from  tropical  and  mild  conditions in 
Southern Natal to  frosty and snowy  conditions  in  the  Natal  Highlands 
as well as highlands  of Gauteng and  Mpumalanga; 

Long  distances between stations  and  towns  on  the  route  with  little  or 
no facilities  available  to  handle  incidents  where  dangerous  goods  are 
involved; 

Low levels  of  education and understanding  of  people  (living  alongside 
the  route,  especially  in  the  informal  settlements)  regarding  the  risks  of 
the  products  transported; 

Lack of knowledge and training  of train crews  with  respect to  the 
various  properties  of  hazardous  materials  transported; 

Inaccessibility  of  the railway line, in various locations, by road 
transport should an  incident  involving  dangerous  goods  occur; 

Lack  of communication between various  local  authorities  and  informal 
settlements. 

Inadequate  Fire and Emergency Services at local  authorities  spread 
along  the route with little or no  adequate  equipment  available,  and 

Existence  of intercity passenger  trains  on  most  of  the  route. 
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5. RISK ACCEPTANCE 

(i) Dilemma 

Confronted by the  results  of  the  risk  profile  study  Spoomet  needed  a 
yardstick  against  which it could  benchmark  the  output  of the  study  in 
order  to  determine the levels of "acceptability" of  the profile. 

As previously stated, health  and  safety  at  the  workplace  is  regulated  by 
the Department of Labour in  South  Africa.  The  only  risk  criteria to 
which  the  Department  of  Labour is willing to commit  themselves  are 
those  stipulated in the Occupational Health  and  Safety Act, Act 85 of 
1993 which pertains to "reasonably  practical" and states  the 
following : 

"Reasonably practical", means practical  having  regard to - 

(a)  the  severity  and scope of  the  hazard  or  risk  concerned; 

(b) the  state  of  knowledge  reasonably  available  concerning  that 
hazard or  risk and of any means of removing or mitigating  that 
hazard or risk 

(c) the  availability and suitability of means to remove or mitigate 
that  hazard  or risk; and 

(d)  the  cost of removing or  mitigating  that  hazard or risk  in  relation 
to the  benefits  deriving  therefrom. 

(ii) Taking  into  consideration  the  abovementioned  criteria and considering 
the fact  that  no  suitable  (railway  specific)  risk  criteria  could be found 
to benchmark our  risk profile, Spoomet  decided to  accept  the 
recommendations  of the risk profile, to  manage  the  risk  distribution 
curve  for  the  total  route  in  question and to reassess  the  route  over  a 
period of time. New studies  are  now  being  undertaken to determine 
risk profile  limits. 

6. MANAGMG SOCIETAL RISKS 

This is  the first attempt by Spoomet to set  safety  standards for  societal  risk 
exposures  and  therefore  it has been decided to  take a three pronged  approach 
to manage  societal  risk, e.g. 

- Education  and  sensitising  of  local  authorities  along  the  route  with 
respect  to  hazardous  commodities  transported  by rail. By  doing this 
Spoomet  subscribes to the principles  of  TransCaer; 
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To train and  educate train personnel and operating staff in  specialized 
emergency response measures; 

Equipping  exposed personnel with  suitable  personal  protective 
equipment. 

EDUCATION  AND  SENSITIVITY OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES 

1. As  a  point  of departure Spoomet had to  establish  the  exact 
locations of the various Fire  and  Emergency  Services of Local 
Authorities spread along  the  whole  route. On this route 22 
local  authorities were identified. 

2. The  purpose was to : 

Inform the Local Authorities  of  the  various  hazardous 
goods  which are transported  over  their  area  of  jurisdiction 
Ensure  that Local Authorities had emergency  plans 
available and updated to  manage  incidents  where  trains  are 
involved. 

0 Ensure  that communication networks  are  established 
between  Spoomet  and  Local  Authorities. 

3. Specific  agreements were  made between Spoomet  and  Local 
Authorities with respect to roles  and responsibilities. 

Local Authorities 

Establishment of a Joint  operational  centre; 
To determine which hazardous  materials  are  involved; 
It is  expected kom Local  Authorities  to  cordon-off  the 
scene of the  incident; 
Local  authorities  should  implement their own emergency/- 
evacuation plan if  necessary; 
Access control by the Police; 
Save  the lives  of the train  crew;  and 
To brief Spoomet  Fire  and Emergency Services  when  they 
arrive  at the scene. 

Spoornet 

0 Spoomet (Fire and Emergency  Services)  will  react 
immediately; 

0 Spoomet  will take over  responsibilities of the incident  (with 
Local  Authorities as back-up at the  scene  if  necessary); 

0 Spoomet will fulfil it’s obligations  towards  the  community 
and the environment. 
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4. An agreement was reached with  one  of  the  suppliers  of  the 
product with respect  to  the  following : 

Provision  of a 24 hour emergency  information  centre 
Media co-ordination 
24 Hour specialist assistance 

(B) TRAINING AND EDUCATION OF TRAIN  CREW  AND 
OPERATIONAL STAFF 

1. Train  drivers and their assistants  are  provided  with  training  in  the 
appropriate  steps  to  take in the  event of a  dangerous  goods  emergency. 
The  primary focus here is on getting  information  out from the  scene  of 
the  incident as soon as possible and taking  steps  to  prevent  other  trains 
becoming involved with the incident  and also, if the  situation  warrants 
it,  to  stop  road  traffk. 

2. Train  drivers and their assistants are  trained to use  breathing  apparatus 
to  escape  with from the scene of  the  accident. 

NOTE : 

It should be stressed  that  the  primary  duties of  the  train  crew  are : 

to warn trackside personnel and summon help; 
to  protect their train and to prevent  other  trains  from  entering the 

to  convey  information  to  the  emergency  services  on  the  location  of 

To stop  road traffic and keep  the  public  away,  if  possible. 

NOTE : 

effected  area; 

the  effected wagons and their  content;  and 

The  possibility  is  also  being  considered  that  trains  conveying 
dangerous  goods  should be formally “handed over”  when  they  pass 
into  a  new  train crew’s possession.  The  acceptance  of  the  train by the 
new  crew  should only follow a  visual  inspection,  by foot, of  the  train 
and  the  critical  points on the  dangerous  goods  wagons  including 
bearings,  labels and equipment such as hatch  covers. 

(C) SUPPLEMENTING DOCUMENTATION 

To enable  the managing of  the  abovementioned two critical  areas 
Spoornet’s  specialists in the  field  of W M A T  and  Fire  and 
Emergency  Services produced three  working  documents  and  training 
manuals  to  educate and to  sensitize  the  relevant  role-players  in  the  field 
of  transport of dangerous  goods. 
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1. Southern  African  Development  Community (SADC) 
Hazardous  Materials  Handbook. 

This handbook is for  use by all  railway  personnel  in  Southern 
Africa involved in the  acceptance,  handling,  loading, 
unloading, storage and conveyance  of  hazardous  materials  from 
one country to or through  another  country  and  constitutes  an 
Inter-Railway standard  of  carriage  of  hazardous  commodities 
prescribed in international  codes as adopted by the  SADC 
Railway Administration. This handbook is already  signed and 
accepted by the  Chairman  of  the  Traffic  Committee of  the 
SADC as a protocol. It should  also be mentioned  that this 
handbook has been included  in  the  Transport,  Communication 
and Metreological  Protocol  which is accepted  and  signed  by  all 
the  Heads  of  States  of  the  participating  Southern  African 
countries. 

2. The *SOAR training  manual. 

This manual is  developed to train and to  educate  train  crew  and 
operating  personnel  with  respect to  the  following: 

identification of  the product; 
emergency  communication; 
emergency  action to be taken; 
evacuation  of the area; 
first aid  procedures; 
evaluation of the  incident; 
evaluation of the  surrounding area. 

3. Spoornet  Sensitising  Document for  Local  Authorities 

This comprehensive working  document  was  developed  and is 
distributed by Spoornet Fire  and  Emergency staff during  their 
roadshows to Local Authorities.  The  document aims at 
enlightening  the Local Authorities on, interalia  the  following : 

Spoornet's Emergency Plan; 
Safety  Instructions : High-voltage  Electrical  Equipment; 
Product  data  with  respect  to all the  Hazardous  Material, 

0 Truck labelling  and  commodity  product  codes 
Rail tank-wagons  and  types  of rail tank-wagons 
0 valve  operations 
0 filling 
0 decanting 

*SOAR : S = Size-up 0 = Objective A =Assess R = Re-assess 
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7. CONCLUSION 

1. The  societal  risk along the  route  warrants  serious  management 
attention. However, the continued  management in the  areas  of 
emergency  response training to  train  crews  and  operating staff, as well 
as information  sharing with local  authorities with respect to  the co- 
ordination of  efforts at incidents,  will  positively  influence the  risk 
profile in the  short  and medium term. 

2. TRIMIT is  a  flexible and excellent  tool  for  risk  assessment of 
dangerous  goods in transit and  renders  itself  ideal  for  modelling  risk 
reduction  measures  for societal and individual risk. 

3. Spoomet  takes  cognisance of being  an  operator  in  a  developing  country 
but strives  towards best  practices, service  excellence  and  to  fulfil  its 
moral obligation  towards all stakeholders  and  the  environment  in  its 
broadest  context. However, the  absence of a norm with  respect  to  the 
acceptabilityhnacceptability of risks  in  the  transportation of  dangerous 
goods by rail  creates a gap which  will  have to be addressed  in  the  near 
future. 

4. This study  has equipped Spoomet  with  the  knowledge  and 
understanding  of its risk exposures as well as the  various  contributors 
thereto. This  is a  manifestation of the philosophy  that  risks  can  only be 
managed once  they  are properly understood  and  assessed. 

8. EPILOGUE 

To enhance  Spoornet's  knowledge in the  field  of  dangerous  goods  transport  the 
following  studies  are  currently underway,  e.g. 

Gas fumes  in  railway  tunnels 
Explosives  risk  study 
Risk  profiling of  dangerous goods in  static  environments, i.e. marshalling 
yards  and  private  sidings. 

9. NOTE 

In  order  for  Spoomet  to benchmark their  risk profiles, conference  delegates  are 
invited  to  correspond  their own progress with  risk  profiling  the  transportation 
of  dangerous  goods  and  their management efforts to  minimise  societal risk. 
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I. 

Railways  should be safe. It is  the  responsibility  of  the 
railway  undertaking  to  comply  with  this  basic  safety 
requirement.  Starting  of  trains  against  signals at danger 
after  stopping at the platform is a  recognised  cause  of 
accidents  in  railway  operation.  This  problem  needs  to  be 
addressed. 

The railway  experts  are  keen  to  introduce  technical 
measures  to  reduce  the  risk  for  trains  when  drivers  pass 
signals  at  danger. In previous  years  much  research  and 
analysis  of  special  statistical  records  enabled  potential 
dangers  to  be  uncovered  and  the  way  found  to  extend  the 
inductive  automatic  train  control  system. 

On  Deutsche  Bahn AG most  of  the  lines  have  intermittent 
automatic  train  control and it is only  on  the  high  speed  lines 
(more  than 160 km/h)  that  continuous  automatic  train 
control is installed. 

As part  of  the  reunification  of  Deutsche  Bundesbahn  and 
Deutsche  Reichsbahn  the  harmonisation  and  the  extension 
of intermittent  automatic  train  control  was  pushed foward 
energetically. 

It should  be  pointed  out  that  the  performance  features  of  the 
induction  based  intermittent  automatic  train  control  system 
(“lndusi”  and “PZB 90”) have  been  considerably  improved. 

II. 

The  measures  introduced  for  the  step  by  step  completion  of 
the  lines  with 500 Hz rail  magnets  for  automatic  train 
control,  as  well  as the fitting  of  leading  vehicles  with PZB 90 
vehicle  equipment  cannot,  however,  be  completed in the 
short  term.  Therefore,  in  the  meantime,  efforts  are  being 
concentrated  on the measures to do with  the staff (the 
human  factor), in order  to  minimise  as  far  as  possible  the 
mishandling  of  trains by  train  crews. 

This is about  a  safe  handling  procedure  before a train 
leaves  the  platform.  It is appropriate to explain  the 
recognised  chain of events  when staff  mishandle  trains in 
order  that  the  staff concerned  should be aware  of  them. 



When  a  train is started  against  a  signal at danger  after 
stopping at the  platform  a  contributory  cause is frequently 
the  giving  of  the  starting  signal  too  early  by  the  platform 
inspector  (conductor). 

Observations  of  how  the  accidents  happened,  over  many 
years,  always  show  a  principle  cause,  which in the summary 
version  of  the  investigation  reports  runs  as  follows: 
"Conductor  gave  the  starting  signal and the  driver  did  not 
observe that the  signal  was  at  danger". 

Negative  trends in the  accident  statistics  must  be  broken. 
The  starting  point  for  this  is  the  results  of  a  statistical 
recording  of  these  events  begun  again in 1994. 

The  business  areas,  which  are  responsible  for the training 
and  supervision  of  train  crew  are  being  asked  to  help 
prevent this problem. 

Drivers  who  have  not  attended the obligatory  regular 
training  course,  lose  their  licence  to  drive. In 1996 the 
standard  procedure  for  punishments  was  modified  (made 
more  severe). 

The  Traction  Business  sector  has  arranged  to  carry  out 
additional  accompanying  runs  on  the  suburban  services  that 
run on  single  track  lines;  Quality  advisors  of  the  Network 
Business  sector  are  instructed  to  check  how  the  train  crew 
and  local  staff work  together  (agreement of the  Movement 
Inspector  to  the  departure,  ready  to  depart,  starting  signal). 

111. 

The  strategy  of  Deutsche  Bahn AG to  prevent  the  causes 
involves: 

- Fitting  further  safetv eauiment to  the  network (e.g. 
train  control  equipment,  train  radio,  modernising  of 
the  signal  equipment).  This is done  as  part of 
programmes  which  are  basically  already  approved 
but  some  are still being  developed. 
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- More  intensive  training of drivers by  using  drivina 
simulators. 

Motivation camr>aicrns to deal  with  the  type of accidents 
caused  by  “starting  against  signals  that  are at danger. 

o “Internal  publicity“  notices  (messroom  notice 
boards) 

o Checking  how  the  driver  handles  the  train  by  tutor 
drivers  riding  with  the  driver 

o Motivation  film,  including  media  releases. 

IV. 

The  most  important  aspect of this  contribution is the 
presentation of the  video  “Markus  and  the  language of 
signals”. 

It is hoped that showing  this film will  motivate 

* the  driver + not to start  the  train  when  the  signals  are  at 
danger 

* the  platform  inspector += only to give  the  starting  signal to 
the  driver  when  the  corresponding  signal  allows this or 
the  express  agreement  of  the  responsible  movements 
inspector  has  been  given. 

The video is being  shown in the  regular  training  sessions 
and  used  as  part of the  tuition.  Personal  copies  are  being 
given to the staff. 

*) Obviously  the  railways  that  attend  the  International 
Railway  Safety  Conference will be  given  a  video 
cassette. 

- 4 -  
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International Rallway Safety  Conference  Lucerne 

I Safety  Management and IS0 - Certification 1 

Ladles and gentlemen, 

It IS a  great  pleasure for me  to  present to you in the name of the  Swiss Federal 
Railways - SBB - their project  "Safety and Quality  Management for Dangerous 
Goods Trains". 

1. Startinq  situation 
The vear 1994 was  a  difficult  vear for the SBB  because  of  a  sinaular  accumulation  of , 
serious accidents. This led to  a  multi-annual safety programme 
"Sicherheitsprogramm 95", and to a multitude of corrective activities. One  of  these 
was the start for setting up  a  comprehensive  management  system  for the 
transportation of  dangerous  goods  along the guidelines of the IS0 quality  standard 
9001. 

" 

What were the reasons for this project? 
- Major clients peremptorily  demanded from us that we build up a  quality assurance 

based  on IS0 9000. 
- Always more transport providers  use  their certification in their effort to attract 

potential clients, thereby lessening  our cornpetitivity and  prompting  us to act. 
- The  SBB  have  a great interest in thoroughly  studying the possibilities of  a 

management system and to make  use  of it. 

An  Increasing  number of enterprises  launched IS0 9000 - projects, and  we  SBB were 
of opinion that if they can do it, we  can do it also. 

Right from  the  start we agreed  on  one  thing:  speaking  of 
quality, means also speaking of safety, 
At  a railway enterprise, the  concepts  of quality and 
safety are in many fields inseparably  interconnected. 

2. Pilot proiect 
Although  we  were setting up  a  project for the whole traffic of dangerous goods, we 
concentrated  our efforts first  on  a pilot project  answering  the following criteria 
description, 
- the  project  must be easy to survey,  from the point  of view of  both the product  and 

- it must give the possibility to involve as many as possible of the company sectors I 

With these conditions, the  subject to study was quickly found.  Because  of the high 
transport  volumes,  we  chose  the  transports of mineral oil products,  namely  the 

,J-= geography, 

. ~n  the project. 
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transports of petrol, fuel oil, kerosene,  etc.  Geographically,  we  concentrated on the 
transport flows between  Basel  and  the  Zurich  area. 

3 What is ISO? 
I S 0  9001 is a standardization work based  on  20  points,  comparable to the former 
philosophy  of quality assurance at the private  firms.  These  standards  have  their 
origin mostly in the industrial  environment. When they were set  up,  surely  no  one 
thought  of a possible application in a railway  environment. However, the transposition 
IS not  as difficult as  that.  Here  an  example: 
Point 12 of the standards  9001 and 9002  demands  under  the title control status,  that 
a company must be  able to prove the control status at any time. At the SBB, the 
analogy lies  for instance in a goods transport  coming into Switzerland  at Basel, and 
having to undergo a multitude of treatments like technical control, operational 
process, commercial treatment,  customs  clearance, possibly veterinary control, etc. 
The railway must  at  any time be able to prove  what treatment a transport has gone 
through already, resp.  what treatment has  yet to be carried out. 

Apart from this transposition in analogies, we can profit from an  extremely  interesting 
development  currently  taking place: that  of  an increasing orientation of the IS0 
standards 9000 to a process-oriented  view. We like to explain this using the example 
of the elephant. 
It is not so any  more  that a simple pattern  is laid over the 
company structures. The  focus is on the  individual  functions of 
the animal, resp the  company: on its trunk, legs, tusks, but 
also its eyes and  ears.  These  elements,  functioning more or 
less well, are the basis  for the animal's health, resp. the 
functioning  of the company.  If we transpose this view to the 
SBB, we see that we in our movements, the pulsation In  our 
veins, the information flows, the functioning  of  our  processes, 
are  not so much different at all. 

4. Procedural steps 
Sa we began to analyse  our  processes.  We  broke  up the different activities of  our 
company, formed groups  of processes, and joined them  again  as systematically as 
possible to form a new order. 
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These processes  have  been  carefully 
studied and  described,  until  we  arrived 
at the level of  the  personnel  actually 
working in the  trackyards, in the  locomo- 
tives and in the  signalboxes.  This work 
took about  half  a  year  and  was  the core 
part of the IS0 project. 

How does  this  process  hierarchy  look  like? 

The regulations  and  prescriptions  constitute  the  basework.  They  have to define the 
extent  of  our  safety,  resp. of our  quality.  Based on this, the process  descriptions 
concern essentially the following  items: 
- the setting of the task, the definition of the services or lines to which  they apply, 

- the procedures  proper; 
- instructions leading further,  precisely  the  regulations  and  prescriptions; 
- identification  of  responsibilities, those responsible  for  the  procedural  development 

- the interfaces  and  junctures to other  processes; 
- important  standards and  indexes. 

and  overriding  documentation; 

proper,  as well as those responsible for the execution  at  the place of action. 
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These  processes  allow  a  multitude  of  applications  They  form  the bass for the 
organlsation. By checking them, it can be examined if the reglementation level of 
specific tasks is too high  or - more seldom - too low.  These are neutral  processes 
wlth whlch the cross-linkage to a  multitude  of  systems  or  standards is possible. 
Therefore  not  only to IS0 9001, but also  for  instance to 14000  or to procedural 
safety 

The  processes in the enterprise determine  not  only the 
performance, but also the costs. The  longer  we  worked  on  the 
project, the clearer it was revealed that  quality  and  safety, 
together with the costs, form an inseparable trio. 

In quality assurance, the quality of the product  and  the  quality  of the process  must be 
viewed separately. The quality of the product is a  function of the client-needs.  The 
quality  of the processes defines, jointly with the authoritative  standards, the costs  and 
the  safety to a large  extent. 

t ,, , 
~ ,.. 

~ ... ~ " , ,,~, ~, 

5. Flndmgs 
In summer  1996,  the first phase  of  the  project  was  terminated  and  was  subjected to a 
thorough  examination by the  company SQS. The examination is on the one  hand  a 
pre-requisite for the official certification, on the other  hand it is also important  for  our 
enterprise.  Only  an  audit by an outside  organisation  shows  if the system  stands  up to 
the  standards  of  external quality specialists. It  is enormously important which firm is 
commissioned  with  the  audit. This shall  be  shown  on the following example: 
When assesslng the  presumed  expenditure  of time, the auditors  of SQS calculated 
for the Basel marshalling yard 3 hours,  and for a  workshop with a  workforce  of 20 
people,  1 day. This for  the simple reason that they  had no idea of the complexity  of a 
marshalling  yard.  These  auditing firms must  therefore build up  a railway-speciflc 
know-how, llke they do for banks  or  insurance  companies. 
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All activities have one  central  goal,  namely  the mastery of the processes 

-supply required quality 

- absolute safety when putting into practice 

Mastery  of the processes makes them safe.  It is a  pre- 
requisite for furnishing the quality. It is also  the  basis 
for  a cost-effective production,  and  thus  also for the 
survival  of the company. 

Qualltv 

6. Company culture 
Yet process mastery alone is not  sufficient. Additionally, the  working  environment 
must  be right, and  the  staff  must have the  right attitude to  their  work and their firm, 
therefore  must have the  right mentality. Take the example  of an official selling tickets 
behind  a  counter:  not  only  must he or she master the sales desk computer  and  the 
tariffs, but  on top of  that  must also be friendly towards the customers. 
This  important aspect has  been taken into  consideration  under the title Total  Quality 
Mentality when we trained  our  personnel  that is involved  in the project. 

0 Process  Mastery 

L f  
0 Total Quality  Mentality @ 

This  aspect is so crucial that for the following project steps, it  must  be  incorporated 
into  the  company  model,  and  must be promoted  as  a  part  of  the  company  culture. 
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7. Further  procedure 
Where  do  we  stand now? Based on experiences with the pilot project,  the  General 
direction  has decided that  the  system  must  be taken futher  and  be  extended to the 
whole  goods traffic until  mid-1998. 

QM SBB 

Dangerous goods trans- 

acmrdlng to 
IS0 

I 

By  taking  the  transportation  of  dangerous goods as  benchmarl(  for quality assurance, 
the  measuring pole must be laid high enough so that  other less sensitive transports 
can  also  be included without  problems. 

. practical application SBB-wide,  and  in three languages; ---- . co-operation with partner railways in  and  outside of Switzerland; . inclusion  of the marshalling  yards; . further fields of rolling  stock  maintenance  and  the  infrastructure; . accounting and invoicing  of  the  conveyances. 

The points of main effort  of the next  project  step  are for instance: 

8. Conclusions 
We  are convinced that  with  this  comprehensive quality assurance,  we are taking  an 
important  step towards the  future of our  enterprise.  Granted that it is necessary to 
always  newly  awaken  the  understanding  for it within the  company,  granted  that it IS 
necessary to always newly  substantiate its meaning  and  purpose.  But the 
expenditure  of time and  energy is definitely  worthwhile,  because it  is a  pre-requisite 
in  the  company for a  continuous  improvement  of  the  quality  and  the  safety. 
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Ben Keetl is the Head of Safety Review, R a i l t r a c k  Safety & Standards 
Directoate. He is 37 years old and has worked in the British railway 
industy for over 20 years.  Having started as a trainee signalling technician 
he prugressed through various jobs in signals and telecommunications before 
maving into a specialist  safety post in 1 9 8 8 .  He was one of the first to join 
W British R d l  Headquarters Safety Audit Group and transferred into 
Rasitradc at i ts inception in 1994. Ben’s current role is to ensure that train 
and SeiKiOn aperatars running on Railtrack lines  comply with the 
co~mitments made in their Railway  Safety Cases as required by UK law. 

Gdmm ArkwrigM is the Safety Policy Adviser, kiltrack Safety & 
St&t&rds Directorate. He has 25 years railway experience, mostly with 
M s h  Railways. His jobs have included working in ticket and  parcels  offices, 
I-@ commwcial offices  and a Paining  development role. He joined the BR 
Sdwy Directorate in I99 I where he was involved in the safety validation of 
omisstions undergoing  organisational  change  and he joined the Policy Unit 
ofR&ltrack S&SD in 1994 when the separation of infrastructure management 
a d  t&n opemth~ occurred in the UK. 

Hls primary role is to manage the production of the Railway Group Safety 
Him which sets annual safety perfcrmmce objectives for t+c Railway Group, 
regwts on overall safety performance  and focuses on safety  issues which have 
b&n idemifid through the monitoring and audit processes. He is a member 
of Railway Safety Case assessment  panels which recommend acceptance of 
m a l  operators RSCs to the Director, Safety & Standards. 

AIthough he meets regularly with colleagues from some of the European 
fiaikays (some of whom  are attending this conference) ID discuss  safety 
issues common to all of us and to generally  share best practice and 
eqwiisnce, this  is the first major railway  conference he has attended. 
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Wong  Woh  Sung 

Wong Woh Sung is an electrical engineer by training. Having  spent 10 years in oillfire 
power station projects  doing  both  design  and construction phases. Thereafter he spent 5 
years  with  the  Mass  Rapid  Transit  Corporation of Singapore for the  design  and construction 
for the first Mass Rapid Transit Railway in Singapore where he  was responsible for the 
design  and  commissioning  of the high  tension distribution network, DC traction power 
system  and the high  speed escalators in the railway. 

He  subsequently  joined  the  operating  company  i.e.  the  Singapore  MRT  Limited,  overseeing 
one of the maintenance  branches for three years. Since 1990, he has  headed the Safety 
Services Department and  is  responsible for implementing the System  Safety Programme 
Plan  including  safety  audits.  The  System  Safety  Programme  Plan  is  the  safety  management 
system covering work safety, engineering  safety and passenger  safety. 
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1) Introduction 

SMRT  is  the  operator  of  the  mass  rapid  transit  system  in  Singapore  with  a  route 
length  of 83 km, 48 passenger  stations and an  average  daily  passenger trip of 885,000 
(weekday).  There  is a  reporting  system in place  to  record  the unusual happenings  in 
the  operation of the  system in which  one  is  the  passenger  injuries. Here, we  would 
like to share  with  you  our  analysis  on our passenger injury statistics. 

2) The SMRT Passenger Injury Statistics 

Our  station staff will  submit  written  report  for  every  injury  case  in  the  railway 
premises  that  is  brought  to  their  attention or being  attended to by them. In capturing 
these  data, we  group  them  into two categories  according  to  the  severity  of  injury,  i.e. 
the  above  first  aid  cases (A cases)  and  the  first  aid and below  cases (B cases).  We 
define A cases  as  those  injuries  where  the  injured  persons  were  sent to hospital  by 
ambulance  services. 

We set an upper l i t  on A cases  and  monitor our safety  performance in this aspect. 
The  limit is  set  at 0.4 injuries  per  million  passenger  carried. Our performance 
attained  last  financial  year  is  at 0.23. The  breakdown of the  injuries  by  locations  is 
shown in Figure 1. One  can  note  that  escalator  injury  is  the  highest. 



Figure 1 - Breakdown of All Passenger Injuries 
by Locations for FY 96/97 (Above First Aid) 
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3) The Escalator Injury 

In our MRT system we  have a total  of 290 escalators  of  which  all are operating at 
0.75ds. This  speed is 50% higher than the  ordinary  escalators  in  shopping  centres, 
offices  and  hotels  in  Singapore.  Because  of  the  much  higher  operating speed and 
escalator  injury  frequencies is the  highest  element  in our injury  statistics,  therefore 
a logical  thinking  emerges  that  the  high speed of  escalators  could  have  resulted  in  the 
high  injury  frequency. 

One  way  to  verify this belief  is  to  operate  these  escalators  at a lower  speed  for a 
period  and  then  compare  the  injury  frequencies. 

However,  the speed of our escalators are fixed  and  could  not be slow  down  without 
a major  and  costly  modification.  Therefore,  this is not a  feasible  approach. 

4) The Escalator Survey 

We  conducted a survey  to  gather certain specific  information  from  railway  operators 
on  their  escalator  parameters  and  injury  figures  with an objective of confirming 
whether  there  is  a  correlation  between  injury  frequency  and  escalator speeds in a 
railway  environment.  The data of  the reNm are  shown  in  Table 1. 
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There are differences  in  these  railways  and  therefore  direct comparison of these data 
is  not  meaningful. By  taking  into  consideration  the  following  characteristics,  we have 
calculated certain parameters  (see  para  below) from these  data so that  a more 
meaningful comparison could  be  made: 

a)  Speed and number of escalators 

b) Passenger  loading 

c) Injury  frequency 

5) The Parameters 

5.1 Risk  Index 

There are 4 types  of  escalator  speeds in the  survey returns. The number and speeds 
of escalators represent the risk exposure levels and they  vary  widely  among the 
operators. For comparison  purposes,  we  establish  a  common platform to take into 
consideration the numbers of speeds of escalators of an operator. This common 
platform is termed the risk  index  which is defined  as: 

( lX,  + 1.2Y, + 1.52,) . .. .. 
Individual risk index = 

.. 

(lXT + 1.2YT + 1.5%) divided  by N 

Where N = total number  of operators = 9 
X, = number of escalators operating at 0 . 5 4 s  in Railway A 
Y, = number of escalators operating at 0.6 and 0 . 6 5 4 s  in Railway A 
2, = number of escalators  operating at 0 .75ds  in  Railway A 
X, = total number  of escalators operating at 0.5m/s in 9 railways 
Y, = total  number of escalators  operating at 0.6 and 0 . 6 5 4 s  in 9 railways 
Z, = total number  of  escalators  operating at 0 .754s  in 9 railways 

In the formula, we have  assumed  that the risk is linearly proportional with the 
quantity  and speed of  escalators. In the formula, we  assign  a ‘Risk Multiplication 
Factor” to represent the  risk  level  associates  with an escalator speed and are  as 
follows: 

Escalator  Speed Risk  Multiplication Factor 

0.5mls 1 

0 . 6 4 s  & 0.654s 1.2 i.e. Risk is 20% higher than O S d s  

0.754s 1.5 i.e. Risk is 50% higher than 0 . 5 4 s  
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5.2 Injury Rate (+E) 

Injury frequency  represents  a  measurement on safety performance. The absolute 
frequencies of  injuries  would  not  take into consideration the risk exposure which is 
relating to the  passenger  loading  and  the  number  of  escalators. A conventional  injury 
rate (injuries per lo6 passengers)  could  only  cater for the  factor  of  passenger  loading. 
In order to take these  into consideration, we define  below  a  measuring parameter 
termed “injury rate (+E)” taking  into  consideration both the  passenger  loading and 
the quantity  of  escalators: 

Injury  frequency 

Passenger trips X no. of escalators 
(Injuries per trillion passenger - escalator) 

Injury Rate (+E) = 

6) The Analysis 

6.1 Speed and Number  of  Escalators and Risk  Indices (Figure 2) 

There are four railway  operators (known as A, E, F & G) having  escalators  operating 
at a  high speed of 0.75ds. Among them, two (E & F) also have  a relative large 
number of escalators  operating at 0.6ds and 0.65ds. A and G have  a  small  number 
of  escalators  operating at 0 .5ds .  B, C, D, E, H  and I have majority or all of their 
escalators operating at 0.5ds.  Figure 2 shows the relationships between the risk 
indices, the speed and  number  of escalators. The risk index increases with higher 
speed and higher number of escalators. The risk indices of E, F, G, H and I are 
higher than the average. 

The  Figure 2 shows  that there is a  reasonable correlation between risk index and 
numbers and  speed of escalators. 

6.2 Injury Rate and  Risk  Index (Figure 3) 

We  define “high” as  “above  the  average“  and “low” as “below the average”. From 
the graph, we can group  them  into the following categories: 

Group Railway Operator Risk  Index  Injury Rate 

1 

High 2 

A, B, D L O W  LOW 

I High High 4 

E, F, G ,  H High LOW 3 

C LOW 

One can note that the  injury rate for Railway C is exceptionally  high. 
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In summary, there is  no  consistent trend injury rates and risk indices. 

6.3 Injury Rate (+E) and  Risk  Index (Figure 4) 

By the same “high”, ‘‘low’’ definitions and from the graph, we can group them into 
the following categories: 

11 Group I Injury Rate (+ E) I Risk  Index I Railway Operator 11 
1 LOW LOW A, B, D 

2 High LOW C 

4 High High 

Again, one can  note that the injury rate (+E) for Railway C is exceptionally  high. 
In summary, one  cannot  establish  a  correlation  between  the injury rate (+E) and the 
number and speed of escalators which is represented by the risk indices. 

6.4 Comparison after Removing  the  Exceptional Entry from Railway  C 

The injury data for Railway  C is exceptionally  high  which  might have disturbed a 
patent and thereby  made it undetectable. 

We re-calculated the  survey  information  without considering the  Railway C’s data 
(i.e. N = 8 instead  of 9) and  the results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

One can again conclude  that  there is no consistency  between  injury rates and risk 
indices. The same  conclusion  also applies to injury rates (+E) vs the risk indices. 

6.5 Age Profile of  Injured  Passengers (Figure 7) 

There are only  six  railway  operators  providing the age profile on passenger injuries. 
There is consistency in the  age  profiles  (See  Figure 7). The majority  of  injuries were 
from the older age groups. 

7) Conclusion 

No evidence could  be derived from the information gathered from the survey to 
support the belief  that there is correlation between escalator injury frequency and 
escalator speed in a  mass rapid transit environment. 

5 
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DAPHNE MABALE 

Daphne Mabale  is  presently  an  Occupational  Risk Consultant at 
Spoornet in South Africa. She joined  Spoornet on 3 July 1995. 

Prior  to joining Spoornet, Daphne was  a Health Care Consultant with 
one of the leading firms of consultancy,  Ernst & Young International. 
She was involved in  health care projects with a client  base that included, 
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“INVOLVING  TRADE  UNIONS IN THE  SAFETY;  HEALTH:  ENVIRONMENT  (SHE) 
MANAGEMENT  PROCESS - PRINCIPLES FOR A SHE  FORUM” 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes  the relationship between  Management  and  Trade  Unions in the work 
environment especially around safety, health  and  environment  issues in South  Africa. 

It further outlines the process that was  embarked  upon  by Spoornet Management  and  its Trade Unions 
to establish a co-operative structure of tackling  safety,  health  and  environment  issues. 

The quality of  safety,  health  and  environment  standards  and practices in the workplace is dependable 
on a number of  factors that are influenced by the employer,  employees, representatives of employees - 
Trade Unions  and  Government or legislatlon. 

2. DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS 

* A hazard IS a potential to cause hadinjury. 

* Safety is the  absence of a hazard that  may  cause  bodily  injury. 

* Danger means anything which may cause  injury or damage to persons  property, material or 

( 

environment. 

* Risk is the  probability that a hazard  will  cause  harm. 

* Health is a complete state of physical,  social  and  psychological  well-being  and not merely the 
absence of disease or infirmity. 

* Occupational  health  and safety relates to health  and safety in occupations or at work  places. 

You will realise  ladies  and  gentlemen,  that  all these issues are  related to hazards and risks in 
workplaces and  how these hazards can  be  eliminated or better  controlled. 

The topic addresses emotive issues and  is  therefore politically sensitive. The decision on what is safe 
and  healthy,  which risks can be eliminated or terminated, transferred or tolerated at a working 
environment, automatically brings two parties  i.e.  Management  and  Trade Unions into a situation of 
conflict. 

The reasons for establishing a SHE Forum  cannot  over emphasise the main objective of seeking 
continual  restoration  of the balance of  power  over  these  issues, so as to manage this inherent conflict. 

3. ~ 

( 

South Africa, like many  governments in other countries has passed  laws that lay  down what 
employers and  employees should and  should not do in the working  environment. 



These laws are  based on the minimum standards that  the  government  thinks  that  the  poorest 
companies in various industries, can afford. Inspectors are employed by  the government  to  enforce 
these laws. Unfortunately  due to their shortage, these inspectors rely on the attitude  of  self  regulation 
by the employers and therefore tend to be reactive in their intervention. 

South Africa  does  not have an overall national strategy or policy on occupational  safety,  health or 
environment. The machinery governing SHE issues is often perceived as complicated  because of 
being covered in  many dlfferent pieces of legislation. 

There’s no uniform method  of reporting occupational diseases and accidents and there  are  no  statistics 
that reflect  the full extent  of  the loss of life and health problems caused at the  workplace. 

3.1 SOUTH AFRICAN  LAWS  WHICH  IMPACT ON OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY: HEALTH 
AND  ENVIRONMENT. 

8 The Occupational Health & Safety Act No. 85 of 1993 (OHSAct No. 85 of 1993) 
This law aims  to make provision for the health and safety of employees and excludes  mineral 
workers and  workers on ships. 

( w Regulations of the OHSAet No. 85 of 1993 

a Hazardous Chemical Substances Regulations (HCS) of I995 

* Asbestos  Regulations 
* Lead Regulations 
* General  Safety Regulations 
* General  Administrative  Regulations 

0 Compensation for Occupational Injuries & Diseases Act N0.130 of 1993 
(COID Act 130 of 1993) 
This law aims  to provide compensation of disablement of workers  who  develop  disease or 
injuries during the course of  their employment. 

0 Environmental Conservation Act No. 73 of I987 
This law provides  for  the  efficient protection and cotrolled utilization of  the  environment & 
several  related  subjects e.g. waste management, noise, vibration & shock. 

0 Atmospheric Pollution Prevention Act No.45 of 19556 
This law provides for the prevention of air pollution. 

The Water Act No. 54 of I956 
This law provides  for  the prevention of water pollution. 

w The Health Act No. 63 of 1977 
This law provides  for  the protection of  the public with little attention on occupational health. 
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The enforcement of safety, health & environment standards and the prevention of occupational 
accidents and diseases  are located in different Government Departments i.e. the  Department of 
Labour, National Health & Wellfare, Mineral & Energy Affairs, Agriculture and Environmental 
Affairs. Pollution matters  are  also dealt with by the Department  of  Water Affairs. Forces like 
the Defence, Police and Correctional Services have their own inspection divisions with regard to 
occupational health and safety. 

The Labour Relations Act No. 66 of  1995 Section 84(5) states: 
This Act has recently been promulgated In South Afrlca and it replaced the old Labour  Relations 
Act No. 28 of 1956. 

“Subject to any  applicable  occupational health and  safety legislation, a  representative Trade 
Union and an employer may agree. ... 
a) That the employer must consult with the workplace forum with  a  view to initiating, 

developing, promoting, monitorihg  and  reviewing measures to ensure  health and safety 
at  work. 

b) That a meeting between the workplace forum and the employer constitutes a meeting of 
a health and safe@  committee  required to be  established in the workplace  by that 
legidation; and 

c) That one or more members of  the workplace forum are health andsafety representatives 
for  the purpose of that legislation.” 

Section 84(5) of the Labour Relations Act in  short implies that  Occupational Health, Safety is a 
matter  of consultation with the workplace forum and  therefore a matter  unsuitable  for  collective 
bargainmg. 

Section 85 of  the Labour Relations Act further lays down the process  of  this  consultation. 
Finally, should Management and the Trade Union fail to reach an agreement,  they should use  their 
agreed deadlock breaking or dispute resolution structures or procedures. 

w The South  African Constitution Section 29 of the Constitution Act No. 200 of 1993 states: 

“Every person shall have the right to an environment which is not detrimental to hisher 
health or  well-  being.” 

Given this background  of  complex  regulation  of  safety,  health  and  environment,  it  is  encouraging to 
state that the  South African government  recognlses  that  unless  urgent  measures  are  implemented to 
ease the country of  these  complexities,  the  existing  laws  regulating  occupational  safety,  health  and 
environment  will  not  comply  with  the  provisions in  the  Reconstruction  and  Development  Programme 
(RDP). Dzflerent  role players and  stakeholders  are  currently  engaged  in setting up  a  eo-ordmated 
corrective  action plan. 
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3.2 A SAFE WORKING ENVIRONMENT  WITHOUT RISKS TO HEALTH 

Role players in South Africa (Tripartite) Employer 

Employees & 
Employee 
Organisations (Trade Unions) State 

3.3 CO-OPERATIVE  STRUCTURES IN THE  OHS  ACT 85 OF 1993 

Section 16 (1) Imposes the duty on the  Chief  Executive Officer (CEO) as an employer to 
properly manage  health  and  safety  matters  and  ensure compliance to the law. 

Section 16 (2) The CEO  may  assign  duties to a person  under  his control. 

Section I7 Health & Safety  Representatives. 

( 
These are representatives of employees and  are democratically elected by fellow 
workers to inspect  the  workplace  and  liase with Management. 

Section 19 Health & Safety Committees. 
The committees are established where more  than one Health & Safety Representative has  been 
designated. The committee consults with  the  employer  with  an  aim  of initiating, developing, 
maintaining and  reviewing  measures  aimed  at  protection of employees. 

4. MANAGEMENT AND TRADE UNION RELATIONSRZP lh’ SPOORNET (SHE FORUMJ 

Transnet is South Africa’s  largest transport company specialising in business  such as South African 
Airways  (SAA),  Spoornet,  Metrorail, Portnet, PX,  Autonet  and  Petronet. 

Spoomet is the largest  division  of  Transnet  focusing on the  transportation of freight. There are seven 
Trade Unions in  Spoornet that have a recognitton agreement with  Management for employee 
representation. 

Custodians of occupational  health  and safety and environment in Spoomet, are Risk  Management 
Department and Human  Resources  Department. An integrated,  co-ordinated SHE strategy is still in 
its infantile stages of development by these two departments. 

The philosophy for SHE management  in  Spoomet is based on the  Occupational Health & Safety 
Policy  of Transnet that states:  “Transnet  considers its employees to be  its most valuable asset and 
undertakes to protect them as far as reasonably  practicable,  from  injury or damage to their health 
arising from any of the company’s  operations.” 

This statement has been  the  guiding principle to  Spoornet for recognising  and accepting that accidents 
and incidents at the workplace  occur, not only  due to the carelessness  of  employees  but also due to 
failure in control within  the  organisation by  Management  i.e.  Accidents  and incidents are caused by 
absence of adequate management  control.  Management  then  initiated a process of establishing a co- 
operative structure with its seven Trade Unions,  that  would ensure interaction  and joint consultation 
around SHE issues. This structure is called the SHE Forum. 

( 
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The main ann  of  the  structure  is  to create an effective forum with a common understanding of rlsks 
and how to control  these risks in a co-operative effort. This forum was seen as  strengthening the 
already existing structures  set by the OHS Act of 1993. 

The conceptualisation of such a structure in Spoornet took place  over a period of time, long before  the 
announcement or promulgation of South Africa’s new  Labour Relations Act (LRA) No.66 of 1995 
regarding Workplace  Forums. The SHE Forum should therefore not be confused wlth the  Workplace 
Forums of  the LRA, as the principles governmg the two are  dlfferent. 

Spoornet SHE Forum  was established purely based on the moral obligation of  Spoomet to maximise 
legislative requirements governing SHE matters in the workplace. Provisions of how  this SHE Forum 
function, are not regulated by any law. The responsibilities and relationship of the parties  aim at 
promoting a positive SHE culture in the workplace. 

The ethos of the guiding principles of this Forum IS based on the  following concepts: 

a) Co-operation : participation, commitment, involvement and well-being of  employees. 

b) Communication : ability to listen, to hear and to understand 

c) Competence : education and  training of employees  about the hazards in  their  workplace. 
( 

(Knowledge; attitudes; skills; etc.) 

The following is the process  that  took  place,  towards the establishment of the SHE Forum in 
Spoornet. 

Step 1 : South Africa highly sensitised about  democracy  and  democratic  principles. 

Step 2 : South African Corporations affected and influenced by  the evolution of 
democracy. 

Step 3 

( 
Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Step I 

: Spoomet recognlses its role to democracy and  the need to empower 
employees. Conceptualisation of transparent, consultative, co-operative 
methods are discussed by Spoornet Management 

: The  new OHS Act 85 of  1993  is promulgated. 

: Spoornet Top Management mandates Risk Management to establish a SHE 
Forum (July 1995) 

Risk Management and Spoornet seven Trade Unions hold a two  days 
Summit to  create a charter for the SHE Forum. The  parties  agree on 
guidmg principles of the  charter. A working  committee is elected between 
the two  parties  to formallse the charter. 

: The working committee  finalises the charter.  The  parties agree on the 
procedure to present the  charter  to  Spoornet  Executive  Management  and to 
allow parties to sign  the  charter as a symbol  and  contract  of  agreement  and 
commitment. 
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Step 8 . A signing ceremony takes place at Spoornet. The  Chief  Executive  Officer 
(CEO) Spoornet and the Executive Director of Transnet, represent Spoornet 
Management. (See insert  articles). 

Step 9 : Working commlttees of the Forum are established at  the first meeting. 
All systems roll and the Forum meets every two months in Spoornet. 

5. CHARTER OF THE SPOORNET SHE FORUM 

CHARTER FOR THE  CREATION  OF  A  SPOORNET  SAFETY,  HEALTH  AND 
ENVIRONMENT (SHE) INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS  FORUM  (SPOORNET  SHE FORUM) 

BACKGROUND 

Management and the Trade Unions (The  Partles) agree that  a Spoornet national forum 
needs to be created to dlscuss matters  of common Interest related to safety, health and 
environment (SHE) issues 

The main reasons are 

a) In Spoornet there is a need  to discuss  SHE policy and strategic issues at a higher level 
and on a national basis with Trade  Unions, and to communicate these at all levels 
within Spoornet 

( 

b) A need to improve the knowledge and interpretation of Act 85 (and other applicable 
Acts) at  a local (depot) level. 

c) A need for a national agreement, including education on  SHE matters. 

d) Although thls was a Spoornet initiative, there was consensus that there is a need for a 
Transnet Forum to consider SHE  issues 

e) Personnel at local and national level need training and measurements need to  be put in 
place  to assess the effectiveness of the tralning. 

( 
f) The need to find a  way to democratise local structures i.e. to Inform personnel on 

matters which directly affect them with regard to SHE. 

g) In line with developments In the world and in this country that decision maklng is 
required  to be more transparent, and that all involved are to  be held accountable for 
their actions. 

STRATEGIC INTENT 

The Parties agree to  the following statement  of strateglc Intent against which the future 
strategies and actions of the  SHE forum will be measured. 

"The Parties are committed to  the need for a continuous, effective, consensus seeking and 
focused communication forum on SHE  policies, strategies and cultures at all levels within 
Spoornet, thereby establishing more effectlve Implementation of SHE strategies, objectives 
and action plans, in support of the Spoornet Vision." 
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REPRESENTATION ON THE  PROPOSED  SPOORNET  SHE  FORUM 

TRADE  UNION 

It IS agreed that each of the seven Spoornet  Unlons would be represented by 1 
member, with a nominated alternative 

MANAGEMENT 

Management will  be represented by a representative from line control management 
viz. infrastructure, Rolling Stock, Train Operating, Human Resources, Risk 
Management and Metro. 

It IS further agreed that the forum had the rlght to co-opt specialist and 
representatives of interest groups  on an ad hoc basis. 

Transnet Risk Management could be represented on an  ad hoc basis to assist in 
addressing particular matters. ( 

ORGANISATIONAL  STRUCTURE  AND  CONTEXT OF THE  SPOORNET  SHE  FORUM 

ORGANISATIONAL  CONSIDERATIONS 

4 Management will provide the secretariat for the forum. 
4 The chairman will  be appointed by the forum to serve for a 12 month period. 
4 The forum will meet quarterly. 
4 Sub-committeeskpecialists are to meet on  an as-and-when necessary basis. 
4 The forums will have standard agenda Items : 

a) Safety 
b) Health 
c) Environment 
d) Communlcation 
e) Training 
f) SHE performance and effectiveness measurements 
g) Monitormg progress at natlonal and regional levels 
h) Information re compllance to statutory obligations 

proper co-ordination and research before the meeting. 
4 Items for discussion to be provided 3 weeks before the next forum to facllitate 
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The  Droposed  structure  is  depicted on the diaaram bellow 

SPOORNET 

Sub-commlttees 
Specialists 

I 
REGIONAL 
LEVEL 
* Existing  structures 

I 

DEPOT 
LEVEL 
*Existing  structures 

NOTES ' 
* Re-align  line  control  and  depot  level 
structures  to  lnclude  Union  involvement 

, - - .  Possible  future  developments 

6. PRINCIF'LES OF THE SHE FORUM 

The following broad  prmciples are agreed  to by the  Parties,  which  will give effect to and comphment 
the statement of strategic intent : 

a)  The forum  will  be consultative 
b) The  parties are  to be mandated to  make  decisions 
c)  Disputes and  matters  for negotiation to be  referred  to the Spoomet Chamber  of the 

d) Decisions of the forum will not be taken by voting, but  by  consensus 
e)  Failing consensus, Spoomet management  reserves  the  right to make and  implement decisions, 

after the  Trade  Unions have been  given an opportunity  to  meaningfully influence decisions 
t) Decisions taken at the forum can be referred  to sub-structures for implementatiodexecution 

Industrial Council 



Matters of strategic or of national  operational  importance which  may  impact on existing 
SHE policies  and procedures will be discussed. Local and line control operational matters are 
to be dealt  with at that level. 
The forum will  play  an advisory  role to Transnet, Spoomet Top Management  and Line 
Control SHE forums. 
Only SHE matters related to Spoomet  business  processes,  including  Metro, will be discussed. 
The forum  has the  right  to  appoint sub-committees to deal  with specialised matters or 
projects 
Management  and Unions will  display transparency  and  accountability in dealing with SHE 
issues. 

7. CONCLUSION 

South Africa with its inherent problems around  employer  and  employee relationship, has a long  way 
towards translation  of  the aspirations of  the  RDP  into total reality. 

SHE issues are  part of these aspirations based on the understanding that workers;  have a basic right to 
health and safety  within  the working environment. Spoomet recognises that improved performance 
and productivity cannot be measured by production  and the quality of production only. The ratio of 
input and output to determine productivity must  take into account the well-being of Spoomet 
employees as they  are  not consumables in producing  the  product 

( 
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1 ~ INTRODUCTION 

When  the  Stockton to Darlington  Railway  was  opened  in  the  United  Kingdom, on 25 

September  1825, it was  the  world’s  first  public  railway.  Australia,  at that  time, 

consisted of six  Colonies  each  having  its  own  governments  and  legislature.  The 

administrators of these colonies  recognised  the  ability of railways  to  provide  effective 

and  economic  means  for  transportation  in  the  vast  outback of the  colonies. 

Throughout  the  colonies  much  discussion  and  negotiations  were  undertaken  to 

establish  the  means  whereby  each  could  introduce  the  new  technology  into  their 

colony. As early  as  1848  men  and  women of vision  recognised  the  need  for 

consistency  in  regards  to  the  size of the  railway  gauge  to  be  adopted  by  the 

colonies,  the  standard  gauge of 4 8%” being  widely  expressed  as  the  most  desirable 

gauge  for  future  Australian  railways. 

In 1851  the  New  South  Wales  government,  on  the  premise  that  it  would  provide 

better  tide  stability and improved  track  wear  characteristics  than  that  considered 

achievable  by  the  standard  gauge of 4 8%”, advised  the  South  Australian and 

Victorian  governments of its  decision  to  construct  its  railway  to  the  Irish  gauge  of 5’ 
3”.  Accordingly  the  South  Australian  and  Victorian  governments  proceeded to order 

rolling  stock for their new  railways.  However,  by  1853  New  South Wales  again 

changed  its  mind  having become  convinced  that  the  wider  gauge  would  not  realise 

the original  expectations. It again  advised  the  Southern  Colonies  of its decision  and 

was  somewhat  dismayed  at  their  reluctance to  follow  New  South  Wales.  The  orders 

for the  South  Australian  and  Victorian  rolling  stock  to 5’ 3 had  been  finalised  and 

the scene  was  set for a  multiplicity of  railway  gauges  which  have  plagued the rail 

industry  in  Australia  ever  since.  Queensland,  Western  Australia  and  Tasmania  for 

economic  purposes  decided  to  build  their  respective  railways  to  the  narrow  gauge of 
3 6“. 

In May  1854  South  Australia  opened  the  first  recognised  railway  in  Australia,  albeit  a 

horse  drawn  railway.  Later  in  September  that  year  Victoria  commenced its 

operations of the  ”Hobson’s  Bay  Railway”.  The  New  South  Wales  railway  followed 

one year  later  in  September  1855.  It  was not until 1962  that  it  was  possible  to 

traverse  across  the  continent,  through  each of the  mainland  States,  by  means of a 

standard  gauge  railway. 
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Today  railways  throughout  Australia  operate  over  38,194  kilometres  of  track, 

carrying  annually  some  325  million  tonnes of freight  and  428  million  passengers  on  a 

range  of  gauges,  namely: 

Broad  gauge 5' 3"  (1600mm)  5,333  kilometres 

Standard  gauge 4' 8?4' (1435mm)  17,301  kilometres 

Narrow  gauge 3' 6" (1067mm)  15,560  kilometres 

2. HARMONISATION  OF  RAIL  SAFETY  STANDARDS 

The  need  for  harmonisation  of  rail  safety  standards  was  recognised  in  1993  and 

prompted  an  investigation  into  a  national  approach  to  rail  safety  regulation 

arrangements.  Prominent  amongst  the  issues  facing  the  industry  at this time  was 

the  growing  prominence of interstate  rail  operations  and  the  opening  up of the 

government  owned  rail  infrastructure  to  third  party  operators  who  were  entering  the 

rail  industry  as  new  players. 

Following  extensive  discussions  and  review  the  Australian  Commonwealth,  State 

and  Territory,  Ministers  for  Transport  agreed  that  as  from  1  July  1996  an 

Intergovernmental  Agreement  (IGA)  would  come  into  force  to  provide  for  a  national 

approach  to rail safety  accreditation. 

3. INTERGOVERNMENTAL  AGREEMENT 

The  Australian  intergovernmental  agreement  (IGA)  has  been  established  as  a cost 

effective  nationally  consistent  approach to the  regulation of rail  safety  independent 

of  railway  owners  and  operators. The Agreement  ensures  there  is  no  barrier  to  the 

entry  of third  party  operators,  and is based  on: 

. safety  accreditation  of  railway  owners  and  operators, 

mutual  recognition  of  accreditation  between  accreditation  authorities, 

development  and  implementation  of  performance  based  standards, 
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greater accountability and transparency, 

facilitating competition and technical and commercial innovation 

consistent with safe practice. 

The IGA provides that where a railway functions in one or more jurisdictions, its 

accreditation in one jurisdiction will be mutually recognised by other jurisdictions. In 

practice, the various rail regulators in Australia have opted for a system whereby one 

jurisdiction will act as a broker to facilitate the application of mutual recognition. The 

aim here is to minimise the number of parties that a particular railway must deal with 

to obtain accreditation. A mutual recognition facility can be exercised between 

relevant parties to the IGA. The mutual recognition provisions are  based on an 

effective assessment and determination by the facilitating jurisdiction of the 

application for accreditation in accordance with the criteria contained in  the 

Australian Standard for railway safety management, AS 4292. 

It is a condition of participating in  the IGA that each jurisdiction shall have in place 

legislation or appropriate administrative action which allows for the application of the 

Australian Standard for railway safety management together with any additional 

requirements specified by the jurisdiction as the basis for accrediting safe operations 

by interstate railway owners or operators. The need for additional requirements in 

different states arises from their vastly different geographic condition. ( 

The relevant participating jurisdiction’s legislation or administrative actions are: 

Legislation 

New South Wales Rail Safety Act 1993 

Queensland Transport Infrastructure Amendment (Rail) Act 1995 

South Australia Rail Safety Act 1996 

Victoria Transport (Rail Safety) Act 1996 

Administrative  action 

Western Australia The Government Railways Act 1904 
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4. AUSTRALIAN  STANDARD - RAILWAY  SAFETY MANAGEMENT - AS 4292 

In  common with all responsible industry, the railway industry's safety objective is to 

minimise the risk of harm to people and damage to property. Accordingly, the 

Australian Standard, AS 4292, was prepared by the Standards Australia Committee 

on Railway Safety in response to a  request by the Railway of Australia Committee. 

Support came from railway regulators, to prepare a uniform set of safety standards 

to simplify the development of safety management systems. The Standards are 

also intended to facilitate interfacing of owners and operators on any railway, and  to 

facilitate the safety accreditation of railway industry participants. (, 

The Standard deals with the requirements  of  a railway safety management system 

and consists of the following series of Standards: 

Part 1 : General and interstate requirements 

Part 2: Track, civil and electric traction infrastructure 

Part 3: Rolling stock 

Part 4: Signalling and telecommunications systems and equipment 

Part 5: Operational systems 

Part 6: Railway interface with other infrastructure 

The Standards have been prepared primarily with a view to achieving uniformity in 

the management of railway safety. 
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5. SAFETY  ACCREDITATION OF RAILWAY OWNERS AND OPERATORS 

It is the applicant's responsibility to ensure that sufficient information is submitted to 

enable an effective assessment and determination of the accreditation application. 

Generally, applicants must demonstrate that the specified railway can be operated 

at an appropriate level of safety performance commensurate with the interface of 

the railway's activities with  other users. In particular the applicant needs to 

demonstrate a competency and capacity to meet standards for the  purpose of the 

safe operation of the specified railway relating to: . Financial viability; . managerial and technology competency; . suitability of rolling stock; . appropriateness of safeworking systems; . availability and competency of railway employees . availability and adequacy of the infrastructure and other relevant 

. public  risk insurance. 
facilities; 

6. NATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR ACCREDITATION 

A significant outcome of the signing of  the Intergovernmental agreement has been 

the establishment of national guidelines for rail safety accreditation applications. 

The guidelines are intended to be read in conjunction with the Australian Standard 

on railway safety management, AS 4292 and provide a clear indication of the scope 

and detail for the documentation necessary to support the application. 

Before submitting an application for accreditation, applicants are actively 

encouraged to discuss their proposals with the facilitating agency prior to  the formal 

lodgement of the application. Generally the accreditation process requires a number 

of meetings, depending on the scope of the proposal. This arrangement enables 

the applicant to  obtain a  clear understanding of the requirements for accreditation 

and for the agency to ascertain the scope of the applicant's accreditation proposal. 
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Where  an  application  involves  interstate  operations it is  important  that  the  applicant 

has  a  clear  understanding of the  scope of activities  in  each of the  relevant 

jurisdictions. 

It  is  mandatory  that  applicants  for  accreditation  have  a  comprehensive 

understanding  of  the  significant  potential  risks  associated  with  the  proposed  railway 

activities  and  be  able  to  clearly  delineate  how  it  is  proposed  to  eliminate or control 

these  risks. 

Whilst  the  guidelines  provide  the  criteria  for  all  applications  for  rail  safety 

accreditation  by  railway  owners  and/or  operators,  the  rail  safety  accreditation 

agencies  have  also  developed Notes of Administration  to  ensure  that  relevant 

agencies  apply  consistent  criteria  when  determining  the  acceptability of  an applicant 

for  accreditation 

7. INVESTIGATIONS 

The  IGA  provides  an  opportunity for accredited  persons  to  seek  the  appointment of 

an  independent  investigator  to  investigate  an  accident or other  serious  incident 

involving  interstate  rail  operations in which death or  major  damage  occurs. 

However,  the  final  decision  as  to  whether  an  independent  investigator is appointed 

lies  with  the  responsible  rail  investigation  body of the  jurisdiction  in  which  the 

accident  or  incident  occurred.  Generally  the  appointment  of  an  independent 

investigator  is  agreed  between the parties  involved.  However,  where  such 

agreement  cannot  be  reached, the investigator  shall  be  appointed  by  the  relevant 

rail  investigation  body  in  the  jurisdiction  where  the  accident  or  incident  has  occurred. 

A  national  panel of investigators has been  established and is composed of a  number 

of experienced  rail  investigators  nominated  by  each  party  to  the  agreement. 

In New  South  Wales  the  Rail  Safety Act prescribes  that  accredited  owners  and 

operators  must  inquire  into  any  railway  accident or incident  that  may  affect  the  safe 

construction,  operation or maintenance of the  specified  railway. In this regard  the 

inquiries  are  to  be  conducted  in an approved  manner, to  specified  terms of reference 

and  completion  times.  When  completed  the  reports  are  independently  reviewed  by 



the NSW Transport Safety Bureau, which also monitors the implementation of any 

remedial action recommended in a  report. 

Once it is determined there is a  requirement to establish an investigation panel, 

interested parties (accredited owners or operators) may submit items for 

consideration to be included in the 'Terms of Reference'. 

In NSW the terms of reference for an  inquiry shall be approved by  the Director- 

General of the NSW Department of Transport or his nominee and  will list the matters 

to be dealt with. This is a recent innovation and was adopted to avoid potential 

conflicts between competing railways  which  may be involved in an incident. 

The  terms of reference shall contain, but be not limited to the following: 

. Establish the facts and sequence of events of the accident or incident . Determine the cause of the accident or incident . Specify any other matters that require clarification . Identify any failures to perform responsibilities or obligations 

Generally, where joint inquiries are to be conducted into an accident or incident the 

Owner of the Railway shall promptly initiate draft terms of reference and forward this 

draft to the Operator. The Operator shall in turn review the draft and  provide 

comment to  the Director-General without  delay. Upon receipt of the  draft  the 

Director-General will adjudicate on  any difference in views and  confirm the terms of 

reference which are then forwarded to the parties to enable a prompt 

commencement of the inquiry. 

The members of an investigation panel established under the provisions of the Rail 

Safety Act,  are authorised officers under the same Act.  As an authorised officer, the 

provisions of Division 1, Part 4 of the Rail Safety Act, will apply. These provisions 

grant authorised officers: . The power of entry . Powers with respect to investigation and inspections 
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. Powers  in  relation to relevant  documents  provided to an authorised 

officer . Protection  from  self  incrimination  for  individuals  providing  information 

to the  investigation. 

8. CODE OF CONDUCT - INVESTIGATION  PANELS 

Guidelines for investigation  Panels  have  been  developed to assist  officers  with 

respect to their  responsibilities,  obligations  and  behaviour  in  the  performance of  their 

duties,  and to promote  efficiency,  fairness  and  integrity. It is  recognised  that  an 

officer  may  be  required to conduct  investigations of railways or organisations 

whereby a conflict may  exist  between  the  office’s  personal  and  professional 

interests. A conflict of interest  arises where  any  of  the  following  situations  occur 

which  may affect  independence of the  investigating  officer: . Organisational  associations  and  affiliations. . Financial  interests. . Personal  relationships  including  family,  friends,  and  relatives’ 

. Outside  paid  and  voluntary  employment. 
associations. 

In  New  South  Wales it is  recognised  that it is almost  inevitable  that  a  potential 

conflict of interest  may  exist  for  any  officer  employed  within  the  NSW  Transport 

Safety  Bureau,  due to the  fact  that  officers  with  the  necessary  expertise  and 

competency to perform  such  duties  will  have  previously  gained  considerable 

experience  with  the  Australian  transport  industry.  As  such  they  may  be  called  upon 

to conduct  investigations or inspections  into  incidents  involving  their  previous 

employer. 

In  general, provided  that  officers  adopt  a  professional,  and  objective  approach  in 

such  circumstances,  they  should be capable  of discharging  their  duties  without 

compromising  an  acceptable  degree of independence.  Officers  are  required to 

exercise  discretion  and  professional  care  in  performing  their  duties. 
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An authorised  officer  under  the NSW Rail  Safety Act, is  responsible  for hidher 

actions and  omissions. It is  important  that  sufficient  documentation  is  maintained to 

support  decisions  made and conclusions  derived.  Additional  information  detailing 

reasoning  andlor  approvals  which  support  any  deviations  from  prescribed 

procedures  should  also be kept. 

The  provisions of the NSW Rail  Safety  Act 1993, enables  authorised  officers  to 

request,  obtain, and access  a  multitude of confidential  information  such  as: . Financial  information  concerning  the  viability of railways  and  public 

transport  operators. . Conditions of accreditation. . Information  systems  containing  incident  data  ie.  Rail  Safety  System 

and  Passenger  Transport  Database. 

It is imperative  that this information  is not disclosed to unauthorised  sources or used 

to obtain  personal  gain  from  the  disclosure of such  information. 

9. INFORMATION EXCHANGE 

The Parties to the Intergovernmental  agreement  have  established  a  joint  information 

exchange  arrangement  which  provides  for  high  level  incident data to be centrally 

collated and  maintained.  All  states  will  provide  monthly  incident  data to the 

centralised body,  which  will  then  collate  the  data to determine  national  safety 

performance  trends, based on  appropriate  normalising  factors.  The  aim  of  this 

database is to provide rail regulations  with  a  useful  information  system  which can 

assist in  informed  decision  making. It will  also  facilitate  detailed  sharing of 

information  between  jurisdictions  where  a  comparative  analysis  reveals  that the 

railways  in  one  jurisdiction  are  experiencing  higher  rates of incidents  than  another 

jurisdiction. 
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10. ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS 

It is a condition of accreditation under the NSW Rail Safety Act that railway owners 

or operators must ensure that all railway employees employed or contracted by them 

to conduct railway safety work are not under the influence of alcohol or other drugs 

when about to carry out, or while carrying out railway safety work. 

Schedule 2 of the Act provides the mechanism within NSW whereby railway safety 

workers may be tested for the influence of alcohol or other drugs. The Act provides 

that it is an offence for  a person carrying out railway safety work to: 

(i) to have the prescribed concentration of alcohol present in the 

employee’s blood. 

(ii) to be under the influence of alcohol or any other drug. 

The  maximum penalty applicable to each  of these offences is a fine of  AUD$l,OOO 

or imprisonment of 6 months, or both. 

Testing of railway employees in NSW for the presence of alcohol has demonstrated 

that a satisfactory level of compliance is being achieved by railways in relation to 

their staff not being under the influence of alcohol. During the 24 month  period 

ended 30 June 1996,  56 positive results were detected from 17,857 individual tests 

(approximately 3 positive results per 1000 tests). A significant proportion of these 

results were detected at the signing-on point and did not involve the  person  being 

involved in actually conducting railway safety  work. 

Period 
rate vs total Total  staff 1000 tests Positive results Tests 

% Positive Positive rate per Total Number of 

conducted staff 

1994195 

0 1 6 ~  1% 19742 3.25 32 9836 1995/96 

0.12 x I %  201 86 2.96 24 8121 

Total 3.12 56 17957 

The future trend  to out-source railway maintenance and safety work will  place a 

greater responsibility on accredited railway persons to ensure staff employed  or 

contracted  for this work are aware of  and comply with the requirements regarding 

alcohol and drug abuse. 
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11. MAJOR  ACCREDITATION  ACHIEVEMENTS IN NSW 

The  following  describes  some of the recent  major  railway  projects  in  NSW  for  which 

accreditations which  have  been  granted. 

New  Southern  Railway 

The  New  Southern  Railway  (NSR)  is  a  unique  private  sector,  public  sector 

ownership  arrangement  and is Sydney’s  largest  single  transport  infrastructure 

project  in the lead  up  to  the  Year 2000 Olympics.  It is a 10 kilometre  long 

underground  railway  linking  the  East  Hills  line  into  the  CityRail  network  via  Sydney 

Airport  and  includes  five  stations. 

It  is  an  extraordinary  complex,  world  class  project  using  a  wide  range of engineering 

skills relating to hard  and  soft  ground  tunnelling,  cut  and  cover  tunnelling, 

underground  civil  structures, as well as  electrical  and  mechanical  services. 

Significant  progress  has  already  been made on the  tunnelling  and  station  structures 

and the project is on track for completion in mid 2000. 

i 

Ultimo-Pyrmont  Light  Rail  Project 

The  Ultimo-Pyrmont  light  rail  project  (UPLR)  is  a  light  rail  system  designed  as  a 

central  feature of a  plan  for  urban  renewal of the  Pyrmont  precinct  and  will 

commence  operations  in  July 1997. 

Phase 1 of the project  involves 3.6 kilometres of city  street  and  a  dedicated  track 

corridor  (reclaimed  from  former  heavy  rail  tracks),  linking  the  Central  Railway  Station 

with  Sydney  Casino,  Chinatown,  Darling  Harbour  and  Pyrmont.  The  system  has 

been  designed to be  fully  accessible for disabled  persons. 

The  street  running  sections  have  been  constructed of fully  welded  rails  embedded  in 

a rubberised  grouting,  whilst  the  dedicated  tracks  laid on the  route of  an old  railway 

line  are  welded  rails on ballasted  concrete  sleepers.  The  system  is  powered  by  an 

750V  DC  supply  overhead  cantenary  system,  suspended  approximately 5.5 metres 

above the ground.  Particular  attention has been  given  to  minimising  noise  and 

vibration,  particularly  where  the  light  rail  passes  through  sensitive  areas  such as the 

Capitol  Theatre  and  the  Lyric  Theatre. 
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The vehicles for the UPLR  are air-conditioned articulated trams  based on modern 

European design adapted for Australian conditions. Each vehicle is designed for 

rapid and easy access and has a 100% low-floor arrangement. The vehicle is 29 

metres in length, 2.65 m  wide and weighs approximately 36 tonnes in the  tare 

condition. The maximum speed of the vehicle is 80 kph and is capable of traversing 

20 metre radius curves. 
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Synopsis 

Expanslon of cross  border  rall traffic between  the Scandlnavlan countries of Sweden, Norway and 

safety rules 
Denmark, both recent and In the near future, has prompted the  need  for harmonlzmg the rallway traffic 

Some work has started but so far  only llttle progress has been made  There are many obstacles to 
overcome  However, In the very  long term, we hope to get  a  common  set of traffic safety rules 

Thls paper descrlbes some thoughts about the background and some of the dlfficult~es 

Scandinavian  background 

Cross border radway traifc 

Untll now, cross border traffic wlth through trams has been of a  comparatlvely small extent, at  least 
seen from a European contlnental pomt of view There are few cross border pomts 

- between the Scandlnavlan countrles 
* Sweden - Norway 4 
* Denmark - Sweden 0 (+ 2 tram ferry Ihnks) 
* Denmark - Norway 0 

- to countrles outside Scandmavla 

* Denmark - Germany 1 (+ 1 wlth llttle traffic + 1 tram ferry link) 

Sweden and Norway use the same type of electrlficatlon. 15kV  AC, 16 2/3 Hz Consequently motlve 
power has been running through across the border slnce long ago 

However, untll a few years ago, change of tram crew took  place at a statlon. located only a few 
kllometres  from the border 

Close language relabons 

Swedsh. Danlsh and Norweglan 
* belong to the same  branch of Germanlc languages 
* are close and mutually understandable to most Scandlnavlan people,  at  least wrltten language Also 
spoken  language will easily be understood by an experienced llstener  (although spoken Dan~sh often 
causes trouble to many Swedes ) 

PoMIcal and  hlstoncal Oes' 

For centurles. the kmgs of Denmark and Sweden fought many wars  agalnst  each other The last  ended 
however In 1809 

Norway has strong tles to both Its nelghbours It 
* was part of the  klngdom of Denmark untll 1814 
* was unlted wlth  Sweden 1814 - 1905 (one kmg In common but separate parllaments and 
governments) 
* IS Independent smce 1905 

Common cultural  backgrouno 

A strong polltlcal movement called 'Skandlnavlsm' started In the 19th century and eventually lead to the 
creatlon of the Nordlc Councll In the 1950 s (where  also Flnland and Iceland parbclpate) 

of "belonglng togethef among the Nordic  peoples 
Slnce 1954, no passport IS requlred for travelllng to another Nordlc  country  There IS a  common feellng 

The Nordlc governments  have trled to harmonlze many aspects of  soclety (leglslatlon, soclal securlty 

Safety Rules, so farl) 
rules, ) and have to a  large extent also succeeded In domg so (Unfortunately not the rallway Traffic 

Sweden - Flnland 0 (+ 1 wlth  change of track gauge + 1 tram ferry Ilnk) 



Traffic  Safety  Rules -- stmilarities  and  differences 

country were developed very much Independently from the netghbours 
In splte of all co-operatlon among the Scandlnavlan countrles. the rallway Traffic Safety Rules of each 

However, there are many baslc s/rn//anf/es 

Influence from the conttnental (German) traffic phllosophy, whlch has lead to 
* dlvldlng of the railways Into 'stattons' Ouncttons. crosstng places, ) and the 'open Itne' 
* strict classlfymg into dlfferent types of movements 'traln movements' and 'shunting  movements' 

well as shuntmg movements at stattons 
* basically same phllosophy about how to handle traln movements  at statlons and on the  open line, as 

others) 
Nevertheless, looking more Into detail we find many Important and troublesome dfferences (among 

* slgnal aspects from fixed slgnals 
* hand  slgnals 
* procedures for passlng fixed stgnals at  'stop'  ('danger') 
* rules for composttlon of t r a m  (length. speed, braklng ) 

Main  reasons for harmonizing  the  rules 

Two mrned/afe reasons 

1 Through runnmg of traln crews between Sweden and Noway 

Thts began to a llmlted extent ~n 1993, wlth trams between Gothenburg and Oslo and between Klruna 
and Narvlk. 

So far, a few  Nowegtan drlvers are taught the Swedlsh rules to be able to drwe In Sweden. When 
drlvlng tn Sweden, they are consldered to be employed by the  Swedlsh State Rallways (SJ) Vlce 
versa applles for thelr Swedlsh colleagues when drlvlng trains for the Norweglan'State  Rallways  (NSB) 
In Noway 

2 Thenew Oresund fixed link between Denmark (Copenhagen) and Sweden (Malmo), due to open In 
2001 

Heavy reglonal rat1 traffic IS foreseen between the two densely populated areas, as well as some  long 
dlstance passenger trams and frelght trams 

Here  another solutlon then the one adopted for the Sweden-Noway traffic IS consldered  necessary SJ 
will be Traffic Operator tn both Sweden and Denmark, I e take full responslblllty for staff and rolling 
stock also when runnlng trams In Denmark The Dantsh State Rallways (DSB) wlll slmtlarly be Traffic 
Operator also In Sweden 

This means that a lot of Swedlsh tram personnel wlll have to learn the Danlsh rules and vice versa 

It goes without saying that a lot of effort, ttme  and money would  be saved tf the Traffic Safety Rules 
were the same, or at  least more stmtlar 

Other reasons 

The EU dlrectlve 96/48/EG about lnteroperablltty Thls concerns so far only hlgh  speed lines but wlll 
presumably be extended to cover other lnternatlonal ltnes also 



Start of  serlous discussions 

The safety dlrectors of the railways In Scandlnavla and Finland have met regularly since the 1970 s 

discussions began A preliminary list was set up of areas desirable to harmonize 
Now and then harmonlzatlon matters have been dlscussed, but It was not until 1995 that serlous 

- Normal train runnlng and shuntlng 
' brake  test 
' dlstrlbutlon  of tasks and responslblllty between driver and conductor 
* procedure for startlng t r a m  (departure slgnal etc) 

* hand  slgnals 
' requirements regarding use of ATCIATP 

- Traffic lrregularitles 
* passmg fixed signals at 'stop' ('danger') condltlons, type of permlsslon. vocabulary 
* condltlons for running wlthout ATC/ATP 

- Infrastructure 

* posltlonmg, aspects and meanlng  of fixed slgnals and boards (slgns) 
* functlonal requirements for mterlockmgs, ATCIATP, radlo connectlons 

- lnstructlons 
* publlcatlons. such as worklng t m e  table, descrlptlons of the llnes 
* prlnted  forms for messages 
' language, need for standardzed wordmgs 

Slgnalllng engineers had already started to deal wlth the slgnalllng matters  It was consldered 
necessary to get also traffic people Involved In the  process, and a work group of three was appolnted 

the  following questlons 
to make a first survey of the current sltuatlon In Sweden, Norway and Denmark and to find answers to 

* What baslc traffic safety prlnclples govern the rall traffic? 

' What areas are most Important to harmon~ze? 

What areas are comparatlvely easy to harmonize? What areas  are difficult? 

- What language should be  used  for cross border traffic? 

Harmonization,  on whose  behalf? 

The work group was formed of people from SJ, NSB and DSB, who all at that tlme were responsible for 
both Traffic Control and Traffic Operatlon Since then, organlzatlonal  changes  have  taken  place These 
changes have transferred some of the over all responsrbillty for harmonization 

In Sweden, Traffic Control has been transferred from SJ to the  Natlonal  Rail  Admlnlstratlon  (Banverket, 

Jernbaneverket, JBV, Denmark Banestyrelsen, BS), these  are In charge, as IS the case In Sweden, of 
BV) In Norway and Denmark, Natlonal Rall Admlnlstratlons have  been  created (Norway 

Infrastructure and Traffic Control 

As a  result, now the Swedlsh member of the work group IS employed by the Traffic  Operator SJ, whlle 
the two others are employed by the National Rad Admlnlstratlons JBV and BS Thls  has of course 
prompted  the questlon of on whose commission the work shall be done 

A Traffic Operator IS malnly interested In reducmg hls cost In a  short  term,  wlthout Increasing the rsk 
levels He IS not very Interested In Investing blg money Into, for example, educatlon and tralnlng 
because of changlng baslc rules and princlples that affect  also  other  staff than the one used for cross 
border traffic The Natlonal Rad Admlnlstratlons, on the  other  hand, tend more to be Interested In 
harmonlzmg rules and prlnclples In the long term 

These  different polnts of view affect the work However,  the  work  group  has, as a  compromlse,  started 
.to concentrate on a few questlons, both "short term" and "long  term" 

* Basic Prmclples 
* Cornposhon of trams. speed, brakmg 
* Procedure for starting trams (departure slgnal) 
* Hand signals 



Baslc  Princlples 

These  contam the basic concepts whlch are "obvlous" to every Scandmavlan rallway trafflc employee 

* Definltlons statlon, open h e ,  block sectlon. tram.  shuntmg. slgnalman. driver. conductor, 

* Prlnclples block system  runnlng for  tram movements, on sight runnmg for shuntlng movements, 
responsibllttles and supervlslon by the slgnalman. 

In Sweden, the basic prlnclples have never been properly documented A  draft was produced some 
years ago but has not yet been confirmed Thls draft is now bemg consldered by the work group for 
posslble approval also  in  Norway and Denmark, posslbly wlth adjustments 

Procedure  for  starting  trains  (departure  signal) 

Thls IS the one area that the three countres almost have managed to harmonlze The Danlsh prlnclple 
of handllng thls has now been adopted In Sweden and Norway Its components 

permlsslon to pass fixed signal at  'stop' or by hand slgnal) 
1 The drlver gets permlssion to start from the slgnalrnan (by cleared fixed slgnal or by verbal 

2 The  driver slgnals to the conductor that he has got  the slgnalman's  permisslon and that he IS ready 
to start 

3 The conductor  checks that the statlon work (gettmg off and on, loadmglunioadmg) IS ready Not untll 
he gets the "I am ready to start"-slgnal from the drlver. he glves hls departure slgnal 

It remams however to harmonlze the hand slgnals used, both how they are glven and thelr names 

Hand  signals 

('danger') as one example 
It seems a very compllcated  matter to harmonlze the hand slgnals If we take  the  hand slgnal 'stop' 

hesitates about how to force thls through The meanlng of one hand signal can of course not be 
Everyone agrees that It IS Important that the slgnal 'stop' IS glven In the  same way Everyone also 

changed from one day to another, domg so would mvolve unacceptable hazards 

Let us assume that the Norweglan day tme slgnal 'stop' IS chosen (stretchmg out  both arms) The 
same means 'Move forwards' In Sweden Then 

1 a new 'Move  forwards'-slgnal must be Introduced In Sweden,  a slgnal whlch  ought to be the same 
as the one In at  least one of the two other countrles and whlch must not be the same as any other 
Swedlsh  hand slgnal, 

2 the "stretchmg out both arms"-signal must be In quarantme for a sultable period of tlme (one  year?), 
after whlch 

3 the Norweglan type hand slgnal 'stop' can  be Introduced In Sweden 

To  many people, these measures would seem far too compltcated and costly Partlcularly one can 
assume that those who never or seldom get In touch wlth cross border traffic (for example rallway staff 
In the eastern parts of Sweden) are far from Interested In the "totally unnecessary" mtroductlon of  a 
new 'stop' hand signal 

And what wlll happen wlth posslble future demands (from  EU7) for harmonlzatlon? Wlll the most 
commonly used hand  signals be forced on to everybody? German, French, Itallan, or what? 

Fixed  signals 

lnterrnlttent ATUATP-systems exlst In Sweden and Norway (a common system) and In Denmark (a 
.separate system) These  systems contaln all the necessary mformatlon for  speed supervlslon (speed 
llmlts and braklng curves) 



Thus the distant  signalltng and the speed slgnallmg from fixed slgnals can be considered  superiluous 
A slmple two aspect  slgnalllng  system ('stop'l'proceed') would be all that IS needed 

In Denmark, a project of mtroduclng thls slmplified system ('Reduced Extenor Signalling') 15 far on Its 
way A slmtlar project IS also  golng on In Sweden 

Language 

disadvantages 
The close  relatlonshlp  between the Scandmavlan languages has  of course advantages, but also  many 

' There are some  "false frlends", I e words that are  the same (or almost) but have dfferent  meanings 

* Since the languages  are close, the schools  teach the nelghbounng languages to chlldren only to very 

you are Interested In learnlng the nelghbourlng languages (This IS however not a blg problem to the 
small extent Schools with such educatlon for adults do not exlst. You  are very much left to yourself,  if 

Norwegians Because of the great varlatlon of dialects In Norway, Swedlsh mlght well be consldered to 
be another Norwegian dlalectl) 

* Spoken Danlsh may  be difficult to understand to many Swedes. The dlalect spoken In the south of 
Sweden IS dlfficult to understand to many Danes 

that llterally means  'four plus three and a half times twenty'!) 
* The Danlsh numerals are complicated (The Danlsh word for '74' IS a shortenmg of an expresslon 

dlscusslons about usmg the language that many Scandlnavlans consider to be the internatlonal 
For the traffic on the  commg  Oresund lhnk there have been in Sweden some more or less serlous 

language Engllsh The mam reason for uslng Engllsh would be that most Swedes and Danes  know 
Engllsh well enough. Thls however  does not seem to be a good Idea. 

* Uslng Engllsh would make It necessary to create one Swedlsh  type of "Technlcal Rallway Engllsh" 
(translatlon of  Swedlsh traffic safety rules) and one Danlsh type of  "Technlcal Rallway Engllsh" 

rules In Engllsh. as well as the Swedlsh  slgnalmen  would The Swedlsh tram crews and the  Danlsh 
(translatlon of  Danlsh traffic safety rules) The Danlsh tram crews  would  have to learn the Swedlsh 

signalmen would learn the  Danlsh  rules In English 

+ The two types of Rallway Engllsh would lnevltably contam words that are the same, but  do  nqt  mean 
exactly the same  The Rallway Engllsh (both Swedlsh and  Danlsh type) would contain  many  rallway 
expresslons that could in no way be used In the Engllsh speaklng parts  of the world, or anywhere else 

American) phllosophy for traffic safety rules, but more of the German  one 
outside the reglon  of  Copenhagen - Malmo Thls IS partlcularly true, as we are not part of the Brltish (or 

* Last but not least Many of the staff would stlll communlcate uslng thelr own language 

The only reasonable solutlon seems to be to use our own  Scandinavlan languages Potentlal 
disadvantages can be overcome by 
* tralnlng the staff to listen to the other language (Danlsh teachers  should teach the Danlsh  rules to 
Swedish tram crews, and vlce  versa ) 
* lnstructlng (and supervising) everybody to speak hls own language clearly and slowly (Thls 
partlcularly applles to Traffic  Control staff, that  do not need to learn the rules of the other country ) 
* makmg agreements on how to handle certaln dlfficuitles. such as  numerals, e g for traln numbers 

good solutlon for this  purposel) 
and slgnal deslgnatlons. (Unless the Danes  agree to say the  numerals in Swedlsh. Engllsh mlght be a 

Conclusions 

very slmllar background 
1 It IS more dlfticult than you mlght thmk to harmonize  traffic safety rules, also between countries wlth 

2 Generally, we  believe that most problem  areas are ldentlfied 

3 In a few areas the harmonlzatlon process  has begun, but most  of the work remalns to be  done 

4 We are now  close to a polnt  where to choose which path to follow Harmonlzatlon WIII no doubt  cost 
a lot of money and requlre considerable human resources. But If we  choose not to go on with the  work, 
we must be  aware  of  what w~ l l  be the result of thls decwon. 
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